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PREFAC.E
. Airo

This is the final report on research carried out with the

generous assistance of the National Initute of Education (Grant
.

, .
NE-G-00-3-0068). .The research proposal was entitled,"The

. , . .. . .

Importance of Rural-Urban Differences in-NineteenthCentury ,

American School' g, " focussin,ori Massachusetts as a case study.

'Carl F. Kaestle of thd UniVersity. of Wisconsin was the Project

DireCtor, and Maris A. Vinovskis of the University of Michigan was
.

., .,. . .

initially designated the Statistical Consultant. Soon, howeVer, the
, . .

full collaboration suggested by our co.-authorship emerged. Both
, 0, 3

.
authors participated in the research, statistical work, and writing

- of each chapter, with the exception of the two concluding case studies

which were researched and written by graduate assistants Ma.r
.

.
Coons and John Jenkins, under Kaestle'c guidance.

,

We have broadened the title because the rural-urban

dimension is only one of several aspects of,sociai c
. .

sider in attempting to understand schooling patterns in

century MassachUsetts. The sub-title, "Quantitative

dicates that the chapters that follow represent somewhat die-:.parate attempts to grapple with the relation' of education to varicifis

'indices of social charige.. Indeed, the study was proposed, and,has

been carried out;, as a sat of distinct research designs, each with
. . :.`.

separate data sources and questions. Nonetheless, there is
1:1 ,P3.8 jjf,:i eif t t . .1 ifi

. .



, .
structure to the work, and there, are unifying questions. These we

outline in the Introduction. .
During the past three years we have incurred ma ny debts to

those who have provided financial assistance and helpfxil criticism;
es

many others reEdered archival, programining, and research assist-
/

. -

ance. The following specific acknowledgements do not exhaust the

list; our apologies and gratitude go to any whom we may have omitted.
:

The National Institute of Education, Department of Health, Education
." : .- ..

and Welfare, made these studies possible by providing funds' for all of

the travel, coding, computing, and reisearchasaistanct, as well as .

.substantial salary support for Kaestl The Charles Warren Center
,

for Studies in American History apppinted Kaestle a Visiting Fellow
.:47: .:. -:- -- .. .:

//
in 1'974-75, providing him superb facilities, interested colieagues,

: , .. . .. s
. . . s

and financial support for an acadeniic year of study in Massachusetts,
go. . .

a year also supported in part.by the Research Committee of the ,pradu-
': -:

1ate Schobl, tniversity of Wiscpaiin. To the pirector of the Charles..
. , .

Warren Center, Professor Donald Fleming, and to the. Center's staff.

and seminar members for lg741-75,° Kaestle registers hi, special

gratitude for a year of busy research and challenging ideas. To
.

Professor Bernard Bailyn of l;Iaryard, who served us both as mentor
,':

in graduate school, we eaprees our thanks again. He would, no
.

t doubt, have preferred to see/us spend.lesstirn.e.inthe4oMputer
,,. : ...
Center than we have; yet he,, has continued to provide encouragement

I
. . ,

. ...,
for, and insights into all aspects of our w'rk."i4.. .4 :7,4' . I

Many other scholarls have read and commented on some part
e; ; -.0.:. . .. :.. .-'.1.4:: , : ..

of the research. Among those whose help and criticism have -been



y. most substantial are: Samuel Bowles, Lawrence.Cremin, Alexander

Field, Deborah Hood, Michael Olneck, John Rury,. Fred Salzillo,
'

_Steven_Schlossman, end, -David Tiack. Two archivists who have

been particularly accommodating are James Parla of the Massa.-

chusetts State Library Annex and Irene Norton of the Essex Institute

in Salem. Chapter VII:vas prepared for a conference on the history

of-the family sponsored jointly by the Russell Sage Foundation and

the American Journal of Sociology, held in New York City'in-April,

975. We owe special thanks to Professor Sarane goocock of the

. Russell- Sages koundatipn and Professor Jahn Demos of Brandeis

University, who_ co-chaired the ,conferencei and to Professor

Charles Bidwell% editor of the American Journal of Sociology,

which will publish the conference papers in a special issue.

Helpful criticism of that chaliter also came from-the other con-

ferente participants: . Anne Foner, Frank Fur stenberg, Tamara

HareVen,. Rosabeth,Eanter; Michael Katz, Joseph Kett, John Modell,

Matilda Riley, Richard Sennett, Neil. Smelser, and Carroll,Smith-.

Rosenberg. Chapter VII was prepared for the -Conferenceronthe.

Family Life Coprse.in Historical Perspective -sponsored by the. ,
MathematicepSociahScience Board of the National Sciercce Foundation,

chaired by Profesior ,Tamara Hareven and held at Williams College

in July, ,1975. In Addition to Professor par even, we wish to thank

the participants for criticism: Bengt Ankarloo, Howard Chudakoff,,
. , ,

Glen Elder,, Laura Mason, John Modell, and Peter Uhlenberg,:as

well as Ruben Hill, and Star:1.w Engerman, who joined us for, a- follow-

up conferen'ce at Airlee, Virginia in December, '1975:,,,The papers
, "`-'",'i,,,:-.--.'.--

O



prepared for this conference, will- appear in :a forthcoming special.
issue of the Journal of Family History, edited by. Tamara Hareven.

.... --,

The 1880 Essex County family census data file used in Chapter VII

wae prepared by Profeisors HarVven"and-Vrtiovskis with the.assistl

ance of 'a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.-

The large volume of statistical workireported here required

countless hours of assistance in 'coding, keypunching, irogramming,

and running statistics, as well as much researckaisistance for stir-

.eying and assessing the qualitative historiCal evidence that helped

us 'make- some sense of the statistics: Kii,estke directed the Student

assistants, Who included, at "various times: Joseph /teed, Susan Titus,
. .

Nancy Manor, and Donna-Rittelppriggef; University of W.isconsin
- . . N,

undergraduates; Barbara DeViciffe, Diane Melish, and Michelle

Wasserman, graduate students in Cambridge; Dexter Arnold, .Tohrr
ttl

Bjerke,

Teicher,

, ,-r ,
Jacqueline Jones, Henry Maier, William Reese, and Barry

graduate students at Wisconsin; and especially Martha Coons
. . -... ..-;.A.,. . ---. _

and John Jenkins', the graduate assistants at Wiscorisin:whAtcarried----
e ,,--,1

out the case studies of Boxford and Lynn. Some of the-se-:students

worked with us only briefly, others for as long fas_a year;-,sotriedid
o

" routine coding, others did research requiring historical training.

All brought: to their tasks intelligence andcare., . .

e : Steve Shedd'of the University of 'Rhode Island pkograrnmed

the compressed file used in the EssexoCounty family-level study;

Vinovskis programmed the MultipleClassification Analysis

.(an OSIRIS program at the Institute for Social Research, University

of.Michigan) for bothChapter V and Chapter VII, and gave unstintingly



-of her time and tilen% t to the project. Most of the remaining computing

. was dorie at Harvard, using'the statistical package called Data-Text,

programmed viiously by Kaestle and Vinovskis. Lois Corcoran

typed- the -final report with speed and accuracy; the staff of the

Department of Educational Policy Studies, University of Wisconsin, .

including Bea Tyler, Phyllis Klongland, and .famie-MacEachern,

have given cheerful and cindispensible aid throughout the project.

While-we acknowledge here our debt to these and others,, we-

exempt all but ourselves from responsibility for any failings or

inaccuracies -In this report. We shall 'Welcome suggestions arid

criticism from the readers of the report as we turn, in the comin,g,

months, to the task of further improving and integrating these quanti

_t

tative

c. r. K. arid M. A. V. Q.

,- Madison, Wisconsin, December, 1976

a
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION .

q..

J e`

I. The Current Situation In the-History of

merican Education

sl

. .

. The laudatory tradition of'educational history that prt:Jvalled'

4

in the United States until the 1950's Aphasizeditism-ocracY, Opportun-

ity, humanitarianism, enlightenMent, and the development of an

American consensus as motives for public schooling Historians

of education, often committed tb the schools of thed. r day by_Virtue

of their positions as school-administrators -or'education professors,

saw public schools as the engines of-American democrecy, as ;the
.o - .?

bulwark of free institutions,_ as the "balance -wheel of the soiel--

machinery," in Horace Mann's famous phrase. This tradition

emphasized the relationship-of schooling to the political system

o
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And to,th'edeveloprrient of a cornmon.Americari culture., Itwas an
...

idealist tradition, which was, and still is, widely fthareebithe

....

pAmerican ublic.'1 " I, ,.". . di

Ihe past fifteen years,, However, have Seen, a penthiturn swing

among historians.on questions about the initial and continuing purposes

of public schodling. A new critical -view has emerg.....d, emphasizing

c

80c1 conornic realities, rather than political ideals. Revisionist
. .

historians emphasize class and cultural conflict,. bureaUceacy; and

the schools' role in inculcating 'submissive attitudes. Their work

constitutesa reaction against the old history' of education, but also

againstthe consensus view of American history of the 19501s.-

Although their normative perspective is much, more negative, the

revisionists share a basic assumption of their predecessors. They

-essuine that the structure and content of piibiic 'schooling have been .

s
largely determined 'the political and economic system it, AAmerica.

2

..
,Mosof these recent studies, critical of the purposes of nine-

. . '
teerith-century public 'schools, have relied upon.the study of urban

sitesAat experienced severe social 'stress. Few have given attention. .

to the functions and*development of education in small-town and rural

America. Thus,
*these'works even taken-collectively, do not consti-

tutetute a satisfactory revision of the older national synthesis, quite

apart from the authors' normative 'stanc'e. Furtherrrispre.--neither------

-th- revisionists nor their predecessors have given sufficient attention
0

to the detailed behavioral information that is"available concerning school-

ing in individuals' lives and in towns' development, both across space------

and across time.

ti

0 OL
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.

The, current hiftoriographical situation in ,the history 'of
Q .

American education, then, leaves a number of Important questions-°---r
unanswered._ "koW did -schboling, patterns differ i4eural and. urban

areas? Are there imp.ciitant distinctions .among urtvi communities
e .

in the extent and type .of. educational development? What was 'the_ atert..0 ",

structute of school attendance in differen't kinds of, communities and
.

among differ2nt.social groups?' ..Our studies address"theie question#s;
. .

,
they are centered around a broad historicai.problem: how did the

4
.. .,

changing extent, . structure, and control of schooling ielate to the

social, economic, and culttfrati features of differenknizieteenth-cen,_

fury communities, alxl ho.w. did these 'relatioiishipi change over time?

Much of the effort is of necessity descriptive. We cannot 'evalriater
. . - .

assertions .about the causal relationship between factory productiOn_ .
.

___ and increasing public school' enrotlizlezits- until we:hive carefu tiiaCe4"

the sequence and magnitude of those developments.

the importance; of Class and ethnicity in determining

We tarn of -40e-if

schoollattenitanfe
-

until we have attempted to weigh Weir relative association with attend=

ante. patterns. -Thatsthetask is descriptive does not Make it easy;, .

.-

ziOei .

._

indeed, the effort is bedevilled constantly by.conflieVng- testimony,,
_ambiguous terminology, and incoinPlete quantitative evidence.. To th

extent that we have successfully reconstructed the - numerical record,
..

A we -hOpe that these f tudies will serve as a primers on, the methodOlogiCal
. -...

. - --:.

problems, _as_well_as___on_the substantive trends, in nineteenth-ceritury
, ,

. fl

quantitative educational history.. i?set:1,

e-

. 7

1. .4, 1,$2 1.1-Ztnt;!.1P'ef.
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Social Change and EducaticIn

- -.
. .

.

are .We are impressed by. the Inadequacy of various one-to -dne

models that havecharacteriz"ed recent works,relating education to

social change in nineteenth century America, works that argue,

implicitly or explicitly, thal factory production caused educational
.

reforitA, that Urba:nizatiop. caused school bureaucracy, orthat capi-
. 4

talism caused increased .enrollments.. We-did not 'start with a more

- 'elaborate general model; ratheri we began with a series of problems

- to explore, -etploratiohs fOr which we formulated dOzens of lower -order
. .

ilypotheAes. For examples we supposed :that if a child's father-was Irish

he would be less ,likely to go "sell( .11 ata given age than'the child -of a.
r

nativeboin father of the same O CeupatIonal gro;ip (which prOyed'irue),

arid, that if a comMimitYkspent More money on pauper relief, it would

also spend more on schools (whiCh proirOdfalse). We hy- pothesized

that predominantly commercial- towns would be as assiduous
, .

successful than predominantly manufacturing towns in pursuing longer

public schoilor sessions and laigher.enrollment rates (which proved true);

and we imagined that a legislator from a town th'at evidepeed more

religious content in its public school curriculum. would be more likely

to vote to abolish the state Board of Education, which was associated
a

with latitudinarian religious attitudes (which proved false). These

'studies, then, were not generated by an a priori:- systematie:hypo-
. . .

thesis, or a general theoli of social cha.nge, but rather by a series
. , .

of questions probing ther-retatienshipbetween various aspects a social

developmenfand various aspects of.-khooling. We have pursued these
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-questions by studying quantitative evidence--in the farm a time

'series, ecological correlations, and aggregate patterns of individual

behavior- -and through qualitative evidence about p-e-oplel_s perceptions,
. attitudes, and intentions. The result is not-A new iiioderbut a complex

4 .description, a descr_iption_that_will_be_developed_in the chapters and

summarized in the concluding section of this report. 1 is more diffutie

thazi a tight predictive model, but we also believe that i' e. /:::oser

to capturing the complexity of educational development across differ,

ent types of communities.

. _
III. The Creation of a State System of Schools in

- D

Nineteenth-Century MasSachnsetts
,

Much has b-e.n written_ about antebeIturn_schoolreform,

particularly in Massachusetts. The brood program of educational

expansion and consolidation advoCated by refortheis and school offi-

cialsials in that ..;tate succeeded to a extent. "Reform" con--

sisted of many different desired changes in the quantitative, qualita-

tive, and orgd.nizational dimensions of public schooling. Various Of

these reforms`
4\

°courted at different times; and some were more'

important to -some people than others, or to some communities than

to others.- Apite this diversity, the following list summarizes the

major sydtematic changes in Massachusetts schooling during the

nineteenth- century, changes which eventually applied to almost all

!communities and groups:,' .7

.) :!:11 ,

: ; . .1

- _ ; . ": "
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increased enrollment

--.increased average daily attendance

increased length of school year tr

increased consolidation of control at the town and State

levels '

increased standardization, for example, of textbooks and

,J , subjects included in the curriculum

increased classification_of _students, through graded

schooli, leading to a clearly articulated curriculum

sequence°

increased differentiation of programs for particular

groups who were considered problemmatic,_

example, nongraded_intermediate schools for

. working children

increased professional training for teachers

increased supervisory personnel over teachers

increased authority over children for teachers

increased formal equality of access for females and blacks

-- increased expenditures' per student, leading both to

improved physical facilities and to increased

teacher salaries

Our studies are only incidentally about the motives and

Activities of the reformers who sought these changei: They are,

rather, about the contours of the changes themselves, where they

occurred, in what magnitude, and how various types of communities

responded to demands for educational chariges. By breaking dovn the



vague notion of "educatibnal reorm4 into a number of distinct educa-

tional.variabies, we were able to investigate how levels of educational.

activity related to other indicators of social and economic status. We
.have" written, in sum:- a history of educational expansion and systema-.

tization in nineteenth-century Massachusetts that is more concerned

with actual developments in schooling than with the activities of re-
_

formers. We intend to pursue-the corn-Oleicrelationships uncovered

by this.investigation'in our Continuing effort to understand the nineteenth7

century genesis of public 'schooling:.

: ? :

IV. The Choice .6f. Massachusetts as a Case Study

:

There are several reasonswhy we those Massachusetts as a

case study'. First, Massachusetts -was a leader in the first half -of -the

nineteenth-century, both, in economic development and in education,

and it was so regarded by contemporaries. The state was untypical,
vitt

in the sense that it systematized its schools, industrialized; and

urbanized early and thoroughly. Yet; by the same token, it is a

laboratory for studying the interrelationships between_schooling and

-A:. ..,/
Second; the quantitati-Ve record is better for Iylasiachusetts

social change.

than for any other 'state. The statistics gathered there were better

and carlier than in most states; equally important, very substantial

files of this data had already been collected in machine-readable
. .

form behire our study began.- Thus, we had access not- only to.our ,

large files, newly coded and key-punched with the assratance....allie

15



National Institute of Education grant, but also'to large filep crested by

.....Iviaris_Yinnvskis in his work on Massachusetts.fertility, and to the 1880

.. .Essex County family data file created by Professors Tamara Ha: even

;- and Maris Vinovskis with Rockefeller °Foundation support. If these

-i -quite elaborate sources of quantitative information did not give.us

more grasp, they at least gave us a great deal of reach.,

Third one cannot assess. thievalidityofidtherstudies .of °social
_

% change and educationmany of which have centered, upon Massachusetts,,
. r:4

such as the works oflonathan Messeili., Michael B: Katz, Samuel
E

A.

b t
A

Bowles and'Heribert Gintis, or Alexander Field'a-unielp one examines

the same historical record. This. requirement, of ,course, can lead to
a ,

too many books about Massachusetts; and we certainly support the need

for' similar case studies of other states and other areas. However,

seholafs are still a-laig Way from Under Standing even the rnOit-ba-Sic

trends and, social correlates in- nineteenth4entury Massachusetts
0

education,, and the lively debates about this important state seem
of

still fruitful.

,.
- -V.. The Need fora Quantitative Educational History.

Whera historian investigates literary sources in the attempt

to relate various aspects of social change, he or she relies upon the

perceptions of historical.obsevvors. For example, an elite refOrmer
.

.0

might link poverty and the need for education in a public speech or in_ 4 ,
private correspondence. If the association occurs frequently and

, c

. %: represents' a witAiespread contemporary perception, a plausible case., 1 o
___

16



may be made that 'schooling efforts were generated to some extent -by

poverty, A quantitative approach allows a different per spective,Pand;
.to some degree, provides a check on the more links.

Ire= this approach, used by historians long- before -the invention-of

computers,. the historiai -' was as-goa=

, ated'in any measurable way with levels or .types of schooling in varl-

orir communities or at different tithe periods? Both methods have

drawbacks and advantages". One-of-the most-salient_contributions of

quantitative correlations is negative, that is, in the absence of a

correlation causal links are rendered, implausible. Beyond this

tive function, correlation and more sophisticated multivariate ana

can be suggestive about causal relatioriships; If statistical analysis

uncovers persistent strong linksbetween different social phenomena,
.

hiitorian should pursue the postiible reasons for those links with
.

all of his or her skills, evidence land insight. Quantitative study also

allows us to investigate the relationships between perceptions and
,

behavior in thepast, and between elite initiatives and popular response.

These studies are about aggregate treqds, about towns aid

their educational characteristics, and about groups of families and
- -their children's enrollment patterns.' They are. not, to any great

extent, about the experiences children had within the sch'Oolroom;
., . .4

nor are they about the ideas of prominent school reformeri and ,
. ,. . 9 . .

o - r ,'their opponerits. Furthermore, the addles are not about -t-

the effects of schooling on childrerii''rior'do we take`a Positiol

on 'whether the creation of -a- state sititen61 public-ethicatiOn,in'

Massachusetts wait a just or an effective developMent. 'We believe



,

10.
these questions are important,. and we shall continue to pursue

,theni in our future work in educational historp but we also believe

the first prerequisite for a sound social history of American

eAucation is establish who went to 'school, where, for how long,

how those patterns relate to other, ,P1e,surable community or.family

cliaracteristics, and how the relationships changed over time. It as
to these questionsthat the quantitative -studies gathered here are

directed. . 1: . I ; : *. *".

...e *VI. Preview of.mi..Chpter (ci

: ,..

!, As a necessary backdrop to the 'period of public Sthp-or.--

. .. .,systematization. after 18404,,Chapter ll addresses the difficult ques-- ,-
-..tion of.how,ma,ny children went to school in the period 1800 to 1840

and tvhat tRe.probable.trends were in schOol-enrollrnents during that

essentially pre-statistical era. Chapter III continues this effort for

the mid-nineteenth-century, 1846.-1880, ,..for which many more figures

'Are available but numerous interpretive'.problems remain.
.

broadens the analysis, examining not only trends over time butacross

space; specifically., this chapter..examines the concept of urbanization

Chapter IV

and its relation to eslucationat growth... Chapter V features a roll-call

analysis of the vote in the MassachusettsBoure of Representatives to

abolish, the state. Board of Education, as a case study in the politics of

school centralization.. In Chapter VI we examine .the ,changing relation-

ship- between, families and schools;, particularly,with reference to the

education of young children.. Again, trends across time and, space are
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exarnitied.e Chapter VII analyzes the;a.ge of school entry aryl school

leaving for children of different social groups, using a large sample

of inhabitants.in eight EsSex County towns in 1860 and 1880. Chapter.

yitz goes beyond school attendance iatterns and patterns of political

support to examine the development of public schooling in a single

rural community, 13,Oxford, Massachusetts. A second case study,'

quite in contrast, is fotind in Chapter IX, on Lynn. Chapter X, the

zoncluding chapter, reoapittilates,theinajor.conClusions of the

various stue.ies and makes sorn.e suggestions about their releir-anee
.

for creating a more sophisticated social history of Amerian public

schoolirig.

7_

o

,
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4. The classic example of this point of view is 41.1wood-.P:-.4-
Cubberley, Public Education in the-United State's (Boston.,
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B..- Katz, The Irony of Early School` Reform: Educational "Inriova-
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Stanley. K. Schultz, The Culture Factory;- Boston Public °Shoolin ,.
1789-1860 (New York, 1973);arl F. Ke.estie, The _Evolution bf an
11.ba7"---1School System: New York City. 1750 -1850 ICambrWger

6 1973); 'Samuel Bowles and. Herbert GI:Iasi. Schooling in CalpIgkt
America (New York, .1976); and David B. Tyack, ,The:Ondf::=Best
System: A History of American Urban Education;(Cambridge,

0

1974).
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CHAPTER II

,COMMON SCHOOLING DURING AMERICAN EDUCATION

"SLEEPY" PERIOD: ENROLLMENT LEVELS IN

THE NORTHEAST PRIOR TO 1840

Leading political t_ -,
the Revolutionary generation

considdred an educated citizenry essential -F6-the --sur-ava_ -the_Antert.,-.

tan- republic.- Sdme, like Thomairjefferdotrand-Befdathig-RuSh, _deviaed.

plans, for systems of common schooling. 1-
But these. Plan§ _general

came 'tä naught, and-the -diScussion_ of them had: too long dominated_
,

educational 4istiii-Ography- of this period. If Adlerican-

nation Could be saved- only by an _educated citizenry', .and if an,edOcafe-

citizenry lould be-Maintained only by a_ state: system ,of _common- schools.

- -: . _. _ ___

why were two-,generations of town- Officials and :State legislators-so ,iac.--
z _

z
_ _ _ _ _ _, _ ! f -,_.r _

,- .'-.-
adaisibal about proViding Sy§femaLic, Udiverbal edUCatide- My_ was:_

__:.....___
.

. .

----there a -lag-of forty years -betwe.en the Creation' of the republic-_ and t. . - _ .

creation of a state board of
.education in Massachiisetts?
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Perhaps the public did not share the anxieties Of the Founding
. , 6

Fathers about the American polity, Perhaps they shared their

ties but did not share their faith that schooling woulepreser-ve repub-

--lieaninstitutions.-Perhaps, on the contrary," they agreed with both

propositions but believecriliat-sachooling in their society was ample and
7

- that most children received the kind Of rudirnetitaT-c_y rote tual_and
t -

- moral training the political theorists had in mind, even though much
.

-4; schooling was neither publicly controlled nor free. We believe that this

. third explanation beat fits the evidence, and we believe that research
_ -

into the educational history of the ekily United States should, for its
A- .

central focus, turn from the unfulfilled plans of political elites to local
. ..

T.....: patterns of schooling,and other,forms of education, that is, from the

-intellectual to the socialhistory of education. Economi,c historians,
-- ---;,,,

like historians of the family and -childhood, wish to know more abinit
_

. . .. . . . . .. .

actual patterns of mass eilticaltoli-than about-the impiressionia_a_se-----.,_

, --. .
_formers, arid although we have lriiii-knoWii-that -the-two-are-are not synony-

mous, it ha's beeirdifficult to get at the educational experiences Of'

ordinary--childt eii-iri-a-pre--siatistical-age. . ..,
..

i , Americans' apparent indifference to the educational schemes of

° -republican theorists in the early days of nationhood led to the myth a
, .

.

the "sleepy" period in our educational history. The illusion that there

was little schooling prior to 1840 in the American NOrtheast can be

traced schoOl r_eforrners such as Horace Mann a. . Henry Barriard,
,

who were hostile both to private schools, such as adetnies, and to

district schools, which prevailed in the rural areas. tliey preferred

the model of the mid"seventeenth-century,,NeW England 'town, where
_

VI

O
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-schools served the whole town and- were required -by Colef*I4icle laWs.-_

As population diaper gedd. however, the district. systeni had developed
.!= -

,,
_ .

in rural areas; and in the eighteenth, century urban development7 «

.

ered private educational alternatives.! Mann. r ever'ed the early Puritan

system and considered both of the later developments to be part of a

"deep sleep" interrupting New England's comqiitrnent_to schooling. 3

..

This story was adopted by later educational historians who- shared_

Mar Os commitment to centralized public' schoofing. The evolution of7--

7------.-.--,
-:. ---____ , -

,
A,mer ublic schopling was"checked.brthe Revolutionary War, 17! :i Obi

. .
, . . .

Ellwood Cubberley, and "so tln like half a cCentury -of our aationa/l,
- /

life passed before we note again. te rise of a ctively Ameridari17

i 7

educational consciousness and the development of distincti'vely ft-. -_-_

can schools once more begins. "4 The study of educational legi lation

has led historians to similar conclusions; ElsieHobson labeled the

period 1795 to 1810 "a period of .eduCatiOnit decadence in aseachuriette_
1-,-5---.and donnecticut. Historians have criticized Massachusetts' 1789 law_

for formalizing the dirztt blasted 1795 law for

_______vitiating-lecaLinitativents 1795 law
vided.rnatching funcis, on a voluntary basis, because it was a

.

e.15pire---in 1800.6 . .

The notion of "decline" in schooling during the early years of

the_nation, then, is supported by a venerable historical traditiOn. Yee
-z-, ,____-_---__-,

..a,

even if we wipe away these-preconceptions-and set out- tabula rasa to .)
-

-assess the extent of schooling an the early rppublie, difficiiitieS loom.
.

. . , - .. _- , . __.--,
Pr 4cisely_betause schooling was unregulated and Velinitaliridtheearly -"V

--,------.4

. .

national period,records are scarce.... It is not acaaeatak that the,

.
-

-f_

.

-- -.t-
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appearance of the fire..:' system....ic school statistics coincide with the

'educational reforms of the late 1830's and 1840/si The data were a

crucial tool of the reformerspin their public relations efforts. To get

comparable data for the "sleepy" period. from the 1790's to 1840 re-
./

quires some hard digging and some cautious extrapolations, but it can
4.

be done. -...; .

A key criterion for the extent of sthdoling is the per cent pf

school-4e children enrolled, so.we shall concentrate on enrollment as
.

,__ the _starting point in, assessing assertions about the rise or decline of
-------, / . .

.

oolsc
_

w1. common schooling. If we wished to assess the "impact" or "influence!'

of schooling, we would need to know much more: daily attendance,

. length of schoOl year, average number of years attended per child, the
/distribution of schooling patterns by social groupe,-the qt iality of instruc-

tion, the organization of the schools, 'and_the currAfulurn. EVeriWiti; all
,..'.i:

of this information it would be difficult-to infer what children 'actually

learne chools. But the first task is to determineysnLiman eo
.

If-were-gp-ing to Sabototal enrollment is acceoted as 'a crude index of

the extent of schooling, the t is of a rise in common schooling during

1830's or 1840's in the Northeast 1 open to challenge. Albert Fishlow,
.

--writing in 1965, quelitoried--the assumption th the efforts of Horace

Mann and his fellow reforrners had increas.ed the am
.t ..-

received in New. England. Fishl9wIs regional figuregliir

enrollments between 1840 and 1860 showed a slight decline irON w Eng-
, 4 , ..

nt of education

al annuid----1--:

ti

land, =a slight rise in the M i t e Atlant_ic_states-and-more-sub-st:antin-
,

ains_in the South and We st. 7 He concluded that the "commOn school

revival" of the 1840's consisted principally of a shift fiom Private to

24
a
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o
public schooling and the diffusion of higher schoolgoing rates to the Less

.. . ^ . . .
developed. regions of the country, not a xse.in the quantity of education

.

in New England. Maris Vinovskis has refined the data for*Massachu-
,

setts by controlling for age, and he has somewhat qualified FishlOwls

denial of Horace Mann's impact on enrollment in his home state; but-
- 6

the Main outline of Fishlow's argumentabout the period from 1840 to

1860 remains vaiid.. 8 -
d .

.
More important for our present purposes,. Fie7alo* also attempted

..

t6 assess levels of .education prior,to 1840,, Using - scattered repots, and

-, extr apolating for missing data, he produced-a state-level compe.tison-Of I.
, . ::

annual-enrollment in,.:1830 and 1840, *concludin filet "little change nc-
. ..

cured between thetwo dates:" Table 1 reproduces Fishlow's figures
..

for the 6 largest Northeastern states, New York and Maisachusetts,

both leaders in school reform, and in these states, there :Waieven'a
. .

decline in enrollment. Fishlow concluded: "what stPttered reForesa re

available stiggest a more optimistic evaluation of the state of eduCatiOnal

facilities prior to the reterm efforts of the 1830ls and li340,'se "9. this
,

leads to the question of whether
-
a. substantial rise' in' ezitiilim.ent: oCCurr

- (..,

-r in these two states prior to 1830., Fishlow thought not. Though admit,

ting that estimates for the year s,betore 1830 are "More hazardous, "'he
--. i , .

7

nonetheless concluded, tentatively fiat "education was being_proiecutetl

with comparable vigor over,the whole period" from 1800 to -1830. 10

. __-
Relying chiefly on New -York State-data, this geneialization is not only

very speculative but very important, and it deserves to be pursued. It

has ramifications for the adniinistratiVe and po-litical.history'of educa-

tion as well'a.s for the economic history of the new nation. Some recent
_
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historians, influenced by tlie.reform
. fallurbs 91 the '1960/s, have .

I, , ,
. .

--,...-questioned the effiCacy or the desirability of state intervention in such*..
. 'activities as schobling., BeCause the-wollrrients- of-the early nine-

-.-,-- .

eenth centunrowere the product of--a nixed; private- public, iron- regulated
r., .

mode of ecriation,-,accurate estimates of school participation for-diff-

erent social groups and different regions to state. systematization
. , ,

could be helpful in providing perspectiSe on the necessity and the effects.

of intervention.'11 iconomic historiaris are also intereated in the mag-

n aide ind timing of shifts in school participat;on Fishlow, for ex
....

atyPplo,. argued that_ estimates of -increased schoolirigirr capita., between

1800 and 1840 were greatly exaggerated and that tgereforewe Obi:id be

skeptical about any alleged contribUtion of education to rising-productitt-,_
k.

-1W-during this early. period of eindustrialization. 12 E.G. West, to the
A

contrary, hast,dated England's enrOlLment rise. earlier than is traditional
.

among English historians, thus resurrecting for England-the veiy-

bility 13h ow denied for America. In 'short, if it proves title thht

enrollnie'rit levels were high in 1800 ana'clid not rise sUbstantially'
,

tween 1800 and-1830; one might argue fir 8t, that State intervention in
..

edutation was not neceisary..to maintain an educated citizenry or to
. .

. . .. .

dies-animate basic intellectual skills, and second, that a connection .

between educational

Our purpose

enrollment and rising productivity is doubtful.'

in this chapter is to assess Fis4lowts bask

hypothesis about annual enrollment rates, leaving aside until later.
0

..two additional important factors iri measuring the quantity of education-i-

length of school year and average daily attendance--which'he dealt with

only incidentally. We shall analyze the existingicattered evidence,for

.#



...,_.-- --TABLE 1: A nnua l school enrollment rates for Massachusetts andi
New-York m.1830 and 1840

2t,

Massachusetts

OM MI 110

1830

Pct. of
'white.
children
5-19'
enrolled

1840..

Pct. of _ Pct. a
white white

children - children
0-19% 5-19.
enrolled enrolled

-

.--' 72.9a 546. Ta .°

73.4. '55.4

68.9

69:4.

Pct. of
white
children
0-19

enrolled
-

52.1

r .
. a... 1832. 6 .

"C..
% + t . - 1. 0

:"Source: Albirt rishlow, "The American Corrznon Schwi Rev./ital.: .
Fact or FanCY?"-in Industrialization in'Two S stems, ed. Henry
Itosovsky (New Ystrisi 19 , Table 1, p. 43. We have coriv1;xted °.,.
his rates tsi percentage of-the estimated population 0-19 for c pars:-0;
bility:with later.tableff. i ; .

. .9.

) ;
.1 ; , . . 7.

2.7



New York and Massachusetts from 1790 to 1840, evidence Which::

partially corroborates and partially refutes Fishfowts'assertions about

this Period. Each enrollment' ratio presentftd should be taken with a

. ..
.

c . grainolof Salt. Not only 'areattendince figures collected in deferent
. .

ways from place to place and time to time, but .even the estirnate s'a ,
-i .

- . . - .

the relevant school-age population differ, depending upon whether the
.0

figures are from state - and -f. cen'suses or _fxonx_schoolp,fficials.
..

1rte can "lois to assemble as many, examples as ptissible, standard-
..

.

ize as nearly as possible, and'hope:to discern long-term trends. that .-
.... , . ..1.,

transcend the biatie sr of the eliidence. ft .. I .t. ,

$ ; i

We have achieved. nominal. co arability of iir enrollment
e.

rates, by stating each as a percentage of all children aged 0-19 (except
.

where stated, blakks' are included). Thisinvolved converting rates like

Eishlow's, which Were istated as a percent of children 5 to 19, andthose

from school reports that tabulated _eligible children variously at 4 to 16

4 to 15, or to 15. In each case we converted on a simple arithmetic
1-

basis, assuming an equal number of children at each age. This pro-
. .
icedUrg has the virtue of consistenc1,-and re.sulta in estimates th:at are

'usually .;lose to the truth (when 'detailed figurea'hy age are available).

One further caveat is required, because the -enrollment rates

are artificial in yet another Way: the numerator and the denominator
. ,

are not comparable.: Enrollment figures. (thei-numeratos) capture all

sOn.,s aught at schools during a year, incrUding all who leave the
'..' .1.4 -per t. .. - -

,

area in the period as well as thcise'who move in. Population

. t

figures (the denominators) in contrast, are not longiiudinal. They
. '" t= , , ..

, .. . .
catch the number of persons living.in an 'area on a. given day.,;.,,
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Expressing one-as a per cent of the other, therefore -- though

if
:iionly done h.) nineteenth - certury educators and twen

.`.
, . ,r. 3. .. century historiana--is mixing-apples and.oranges and. obviously,.

°, .
.

the per cent 'of 'school-age population enrolled in school on
,

= 14a given day. -... That the enrollment rates, are artificial,creations
.' , . (

o . .

should be recognized, but it need not deva'state our analysis, for we

. ard seeking relative comparisons and shifts over time, not absolute

levels of enrollinent. If we withedlo-rett-an---a-ssertion-that political
.-stability depended upon a certain amount of education, or that a cer-

tain level of enrollment would herald a takeoff in productivity, we

Would have difficulty assembling the required statistiCs. . But we are
.Interested in different questions: when, if ever, were there substan-

.

dal:increases in school enrollment during the period 1800 to 1840, and,

in general, =how does the "sleepy" period compare to the "revival"

peritie in the northeastern Uhited States?

=-; -*Let us examine first the New York State enrollment data which
.Fishlovr cited to support his contention of little or no increase in

enrollments from 1800 to 1830. After arguing briefly that the legisla-
,

five history of the northeastern states does not demonstrate a decline

of ,commitment to schooling in the early national period, he stated:

For the Elate of New York, Eortunately, it is possible
to be more precise. Its schools do show an increase
in enrollment rates of some 25 per cent from 1815 to =
1830.... Note, however,, that by 1823 the 1830 level had

'already been reached and that.ias early as 1798 a par-
tial enumeration of schcfol attendance suggests no great
difference from the- 1815 level. 15

s- This is the, entire extent of Fishlpw's evidence for enrollments before

1830;and it is not quite clear what he was trying to argue from it. To

29
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argue, as he seems to, that there was no .change from 179S.,to 1015,

then a.tre nendous rise between .1815 and 1823,_ after which there was

no change up through the .1830'S; not only,contradicts his ,contention

.that1800 rates were about the same as 1830 but is also incorrect:

The 17.98 data he citescannot be translated into an enrollment rate at

all, because the returns were partial, are now unavailable, and thus

'the r eiev nt schoo -age populatioh is unknown. _Similar returns for

1800, however, ppeare in'the New York Assembly Journal, by town,

and we have calculatedthe school-age population for theTcK-Virs'..hato

returned enrollment reports, giving us a baseline figure against which
-r

to compare Randall's state-wide figures for the period- 1815° to 1850:
.

This 1800 rate, 37. 1 per cent, is sufficiently impressive to cast doubt

upon the notion of "decline, " although we shall, never know what eighteent

c anttiry rate it might-have "declined" from. But it is not high enohgh-to
_

support Fiehlow's contention that there.was-little-riselrom 1800 to 1830:

Indeed, using the same data.Fishlow cited, plus our 1800 data, we can

chart a- steady increase from 1800 to 1830, by which date, if the-figures

are vsalidit school enrollment' in New York- state leveled off (see ,Table

Must we then, discard Fiehlow's conclusion that enrollment

rates fro 1800 onv;ard were so similar.that education could not have

contribut d to increasing productivity? Must we conclude that during--
the "sleety" period of our educationa1chistory enrollments were steadily

rising in New York? Not necessarily-, for Fishlow's discussion-of educa=

tion before 1.840 confused publically-assisted Schooling with schooling in

general, t at it entirely overlooked, the Private sector. This: is

strange, since this oversight biased his data against the point he wanted
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, ,to rrihke. 'Also, it was lie who emphasized that the major development

of the later period, .1840.-1860,, wasa shift from private to public ,

schooling, hot an increase in enrollment. .

a
Fishlow looked at Randall's New York State figures, treated

them' aa.if they represented all schooling in the state, and then, glossed

over a very substantial rising trenOn.enrollin.ent. The question is not

whether these data illustrate rising enrollment; they clearly do. Yhe

question rather, is whether these rising public enrollment rates reflect

a rise in total sehodl enrollment or a shift from unreported private to
, reported public enrollment, a distinction Fishlow made clear for the

1840 to 1860 period but left hanging for the crucial early national

period.

To answer this question we must get beyond aggregate state

reports of publicly-assisted schools in two ways. First, we must find

some way to assess private schooling prior to 1840; such data are rare
. .

and ragiTientary but are better than none. Second, we must recognize

. rural-urban differences in schooling of the early national period. The

informal rriode of education inherited from the eighteenth century °per

ated very differently in large commercial towns and in small rural

communities. Although dichotomies run the risk of oversimplification -;__
it may help us to understand school enrollment in the early national

period if we think of two different institutional solutions to schooling

needs in rural towns and large cities, institutional arrangements which

'resulted in characteristically different enrollment rates and which were

affeCted differently by state intervention and assistance, which increased

throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.
1,
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TABLE 2: Annual school enrollment rates for New York State,
1300-1850

---Ntthiber-of Pet; cif ---2
children- eSikirfen
0-10' -0=-10:7;
(est.) enrolledYear

Number of
scholar=s

1800 58,475

1815
1820

.140.206
304,550
425,566.1825

1830 400,424
1835 541,401
1840 572,005
1845
1850

.736,045
742,423

,157, 756a

?94,670
530,447
660,620. _
83.0;03
902,276
989.582

1,153,242.
1, 174; 676

47.5

-64=4.4
60.1-
60.0
57.9
63.8
59.9-

a, Whites only, 1COT23-countig. New York City,
among the missing counties.

Sources: For 1800 enrollment figures, New York Asdemb Journal
(1798-1800), pp. 282 -285; for population, Second Unite States Census:
1800, pp, 32-33. For 1815-1850, attendance-and population figures,

-S. S. Randall, The Common Sclatol System of the State of New York
(Troy,' 1851), p. 91.



In both kinds of communities schooling. resulted from, a
, . .

combination of governmental and parent.p,1 initiative, -which we Might
-

call "public" and "pr " although the terms, are anachronisttelf

applied with their current Connotations to early -American schooling.

In small towns and rural villages'there was relatively little, indePend-
7

ent entrepreneurial schooling and usually only one kind Of town,or

trict school. The combination of governmental and parental effOrts

concerned funding. Although New York State had a Common School

Fund and a state Superintendent of Common Schools beginning-WT812;

local schooling was still.financed largely by client fees called rate b
0

In little Glenville, New York, for example, bills paid by parents'in

1830's equaled from one to three times the amount of public monies for

schooling. 16 Statewide, the amount of rate bills exceeded all public

monies until 1840, when-the receipts from the United States /Deposit'

Fund boosted 'state aid to local schools. 17 IriMassachusetts there

were no rate bills,. but comminities typically.lengthened ehrirt erhOot

session e by assessing parental fees "to .prolong- the conlinon schools,_"

and those who did -not pay could net-send their. children. This praCtiCe

was still wide spread.in the 18401s. 18 Entirely free and "public" edu-

cation for all children came to most rural communities only.after the

In larger towns the mixture of governrrien 1_0

initiative was different. It was not characterized.by varying con*

tributions to a dingle set of common schools-, but by: the creation of

diverse, separatelrietitutione, more accuratelY,labelled charity-
.:

schools and-pay schools, rather than public and private, 'since charity

33
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schools were variously under the control of ;churches, town councils,

lindvolunt'ari betie0olkt societies., We.shall nonetheless use the word

private here (since the word is so engrained in discussions of economic

- history) to refer only to the pay schools (whether incorporated or not)
. ,

supported entirely by tuition payments by clients. In Schenectady and
. . .

Albany as well as New York, in Salem and Newburyport as well as

Boston, charity schorks, Lancasterian free Schools, infant schools,
, , . .

and Sunday schools supplemented dame schools, acadeMies, female

seminaries and ether independent day *schools. Early state statistiet

either underestimate or entirely omit schooling. in Each ares.s (New York

and Boston, significantly, are missing from the earliest state reports'

of New York and Massachusetts).

A glimpse of the extent a enroiLment under one such informal

'diverse mode of ,schooling is possible. Figures for New York City in

-1796 were generated by New York's 1795 law providing thatching funds

to schools offering common education. The Common Council eventually

decided to distribute the monies only to the religiously affiliated or cor-
,, .

porate charity schools, but in the process of that decision they made a

survey of the city's independent schoolmasters as well. Carl Kaestle

analyzed the extant enrollment lists and by extrapolation estimated that

52 per/cent of all children over five and under fifteen were enrolled in

NeW York's private and public schools in the 1795-76 sthool session. 19

onverted, according to our assumptions about population, these data

'yield an enrollment rai-Cif 24:7 per cent of all children zero to One-.

teen. This falls far short of the37.1 per cent rate for the state just

four years later-and 'is much' lesi than the typical 50760 per cent

34
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state-wide rates of the period after 1830. More strikm however, is

the comparison with later rates available for the city itself- which ins,

the succeeding 50 years only exceeded the 1796 rate by about seven per

cent (see Table 3). These figures were the basis for Kaestle's con-
-

*.v
elusion, similar to Fishlow's, that the major change in New York City

schooling between 1860 and 1850 was not In the rate of enrollment but

in the numbers of students and he organiiation of schooling,. In response--
a

to population-growth, immigrajion, and ether social changes, schooling

became predominantly public and standardized. Moreover, the 130grega.

tion of school children by social class -that one might have expected of
a

mixed voluntary private-public school situation, may have been no

greater (except for blacks) in 1796 than in 1850, when manyWealthy
=

parents still supported private alternatiireeand some *children of poor

/parents still attended no school. indee the_segregation may have been

less than today, when--despite universal compulsory attendance--class-

and, racial segregation, are reinforce/ by residential segregation as Well,

as by private schooling. Kaestle-analyted the-eXtant-1-796-_en-relthielW '

lists and found considerable overlap and Considerable, range in the

occupational and wealth statue of charity school Studenteparents-when-

compared to the parents of students at 'the coMmen pay sehociflhe,-
.

city. .The occupational status- of;parentei sending their-children to. --

school (both types combined)oughly_ approximated the occupational
-----,-,3A

. structure of the city as a whole, although we May sUrmise that the least
.

.. -

well-off within, category-mere less likely to send their chi/dr-onto- ----;-

sehaol (see-Table 4). The New York City data 6,uggest, then,-that-the

mixture of charity and entrepreneurial 'schooling Characteristic of cities'

3
=
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in the late eighteenth:and early nineteenth centuriesrsulted in
. . ,.,.

.,, -- -
,. .- enrolhrient rates:iimilar or slightly lower than rates 'in' the raid-

-"

nineteenth century.

Scattered enrollment figures for private and public students in

Salem, Massachusetts; reinforce the impression that the shift from pri-.

Irate to public;__and-the-development of-a state=a6iiist6d Publii' school

system, had little effect upon the noportion of children enrolled- in

northeastern commercial cities. Salem in 1820, like New York in 1796,
.

had_a Well-developed dual r.etWOrk,of independent pay .school and free
- - I,

schools, although its free sc hools, accommodetin&abourhalf -Of the

schoolgoers,-.wer% operated by the town, a practice inherited from the
.

-- colonial'pericid. As this public= sector-grew in Salem schooling, the

total_enrollment remained remarkably stable Isee Table 5).

records for Boston tell the same story. In 1826, when 44.5 per cent -of

all children zero to nineteen were in sorne,,schooL, 32e6 per cent of all.

school children were private. -The.1840 enrollment- rate was 39.12 per

cent, and by 1850, ..,.ten the per cent in- private schools haddibpped--t

t.los overall enrollment rate remained at 45.4 per cent. 20,

These data for large commercial towns do not support the notion.

of a substantial school enrollment increase in the period before 1840.
i---.! i .

.

But most people did not live in cities; they lived in smaller towns and
_ \ \

rural villages. It remains, thew,. to assess whether in these towns,

which in large part accounted for the, statewide public school enroll-

ment figures, increasing enrollments Can be attributed to a shift from

private to public schooling prior to 1840.. To coo thii we shall dissect

the earliest surviving state returns for both l ew York (1800) and
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TABLE 3: Annuai school enrollment rates for New York City'

of.

Year

_-;:1794;

_1829.

1840

18 50

Pct. of school
children in
private, schools

-_-- ,
32.0

not given'

-Sources:IfOr 170;".Cal1 F. Kaeitle, The-tirolutioziTof4n--Uiban_
School System: New York Cit, -1750=1850'(CaMbricige4 Hatyatd--
University Pre es ;-;.-1973 ), _Table-:10-i--13:: 52 ; ffOri1829_.;and! :1850-z-----
-Kae Ale-, Evolution -of artlirban---Sdhoel--_,SysteM4 Table -1b.:0-.
for 1840_,:h-t Census of the Unitecatiites-.(WailhiiigiOn-,, Blak_and

I

Reiires)i -ii.--41-5. _ ,..-- _ --, _---.--- 4 -_. 1

-----__., /-

I
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TABLE 4: Occuiitions of New York City SchooloChildren's Parents, 1796

-

Occupational Categcxy

_
Number of Percent----of Perden t_of

parents:. schd-ol parents-__ all Toirs
. In-dire-Crory,

Laborer 4 2:4 5.5-

Mariner 8. 4.8 ,3.7

Caitman .21 9.5

Skilled craftsman 66. 39.5 43 X-

Clerical worker 10 - 6.0=

Proprietor- 31- 14.3-

'Professional 0 0 , 4.0

'-Merchant 13 7.8 13.0

Other 14 8.4.. 5.4-

Total - 167 100 . 100 --'

0

Source: Mastic, Evolution of an Urban School System Table 11, p.54.

4.

3.0
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TABL:E 5: School enrollments in Salem, Massachusetts, 1820-1875._-

Year

_

Percesit of _ Percent of school
children 0-19 children in private
enrolled schoold

1820 41.3

1.827 46,6

50.0 (est.)

57.8

4936'1834 41.4 e

1047 44.7
-

18$ . 41.8

I

56.3

17.9

Sources: Attendg.nce- figures, for 1820, public Schools ,from Board of EducatiOik_r_,
-Minutes, )IS, Salem- fu blic -Schoo_18,-_Supeahtea-dent's Office,
priyatb attendance estimated assUMitg.a-,Mitimumof,_"50X,piriVate, dn_the-bas
of later known. figures; for -1827, Salemltegister,May, 2118274._,_1434, War
of Education Minutes, November 25, 1834; 1837,_ Sale m-(sty Direct for:183
Population figures from the federal census and the Massachusetts i-Censiuk,o ._18-
extrapolated arithmetically for 1827, 1834;_-and__1837.

S.
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When. the New'Irork Sfate school returns of' 1800 are catiated
. - .

., ..

by town.s4e (Table 6), `they demonstrate a durable generalization_.,
. -.:. .

schooling in the Northeast that applie.. irom,I800.until well-afteFthe
-.,. .

middle of tfle pentury: annual school enrollment -rates arefr}egatiyely
.

associated with coMmunity size. Except far the smallest category of
- -

'Sowns'-(under 1i000 Population); where-long distances from farm to
.

schoolkrnelk haire inhibite,d enrollment, smaller towns exhibited-higher
=4.

_school enrollment rates than lafrger towns ancr4ifes. This may stir-
-

prise students of other eocietie,s, particularly traditional societies,
A- I

but not those familiar with the early American district school, which
- -

_served a social as well as an educational function, and whose re a we y-
. .% ,,

,. brie summer and winter sessions aCcommodated the seasonal nature 6
. N, .. ,

children's agricultural work. --- - . ---1---
. ;' _ . . .. .

. _. .

The earliest school returns fOr- Massachusetts confirm the

pattern, and reinforce our convi icton thit.the. shift from private to . .

public schooling cannot account for more than a small nortion of the
A, .

enrollment increases outside of commercial cities. Table 7 reveals
. _

. -
the systematic relationship between

..
town, size and 'school enr. cAhnent ---1.- -_: -

in Massachusetts in 1826, The public school enrollment rate disp19,4
.t.

a regular negative association with town size except that Sale:M's pub-.
lic school attendance rate is lower than. Boston's. This is explained

.. .
by Salern'i3 far greater-k-opottion of students in'private-sChOol. The

, . ...

caumn.for.enrollment rates at public and private schools'Coiribined.

'
reverses the rank order of Boston and. Salem and otherwise displays a

/ t , . . .

regular progression from kiLgh enrollment rural comnimnities to low
,. .



enrollment urban communities, except for the smallest towns, which

.

had very little private Schooling to augment the town schools. Also,

the gap between the highest rate and the lowest rate is less when private

schboling is added in. The private sector, more extensive in the cities,

had a sOmewhat levelling effect on total enrollment rates, although tht

rural-urban contrast still striking. Most important, proportion

of private schooling is very small in Massachusetts towns under 2,500,

where a majority.of,the popula ion lived. If New York was similar to

Massachusetts in this regard, it seems unlikely that the shift from

private to publie could account for the large public enrollment gains
p

we discovered in New York State.

.Extant records for school attendance in small upstate New York

towns begin too lase to .chart a r...se in school attendance during the

,period from 1790 to 1820, but they do conform t6 Randall's figures

and to our assertion that rural rates, unaffected by entrepreneurial ;

N -

schooling. were high and stable"from the 1,820's forward. Table 8 gives

enrollment rates tor Glenville, a snail village across the Mohawk River

froi Schenectady. Established as a toun-in 1820, when its population was

2,514, Glenville operoted district schools (eight in 1820, a...xteen by
/

1840). Deipite annual.fluctUationS, Glenville's high and level rates

from 1823 to 1841 portray-a town unaffected by the decline of/private

education (there is no record of any private schooling in Glenville) or
I

Increasing state. aid (which failed to eltet Glenvale's already high
4

.

enrollments).

Our conclusions about enrollment rates, may be stated in terms

of a rural-urban contrast. The shift from private to public schooling

41

0

0

O
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Table 6: school enrollments for New York Stite in 1800; by town, size

Number of
towns in

Town (die the state

Number of
towns
reporting

Mean
enrollment

Standard
'deviation

0- 999 101 12 1 13.3

1, 060-2, 499 115 52 38.7 16.5

2,500-4, 999 70 43 36.1 13; 9

5,000-9,999 5 3 27.5 3. 3

. New York Citya 1 1 24.7 .0 MI MD

Total (excluding I

New York City) 281 110 , 37.1

Standard
error

3.8

2..3

20 1

1.9

a. Data for 1796. New York population (est. ) =46, 397.
-

Sources: For New York City, Kaestle, Evolution of an Urban School SzaeLln
p. 52. For New York State, New York Asserrtly. Journal (1798-1800)0
pp. 282-285 and Second United State Census (Washington, -1800), pp. 32-33.



TABLE 7: School' enroll.; s for Massachusetts in 1826; by town size

Town size

Number
of towns
reporting

Percent, 0--19 in 'public c Percent 0.19 in private

schools and pUblic schools

Mean Standard Standard Mean Standard Standard

deviation error deviation error

0-1249,

1250-2499
,-

2500 -4999

5000-9999

Skem
.(pop12,875)
Boston -

50

48

.13

7

1
.

1

75.9 15.2

.71.7 12.9

56.1 24.1

37.9 .22.9

-20.9

2.1

1.9

6.4

9.3

81.7

82.1

74.1

54.7

49.5

44.5

17.9

21.5

31.,

22.1

---
.

30.0 ---

(pop,54,154)

2.5

3.1

8.5

8.4

---

Source: Massachusetts, Secretary of the Commonwealth,, School returns for

1826, MS, Missachusetts.State Library, Annex, Vault.

e

0

43-
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was gradualbut decisive in commercial `cities of New York and

Massachusetts between 1300 and 1850. Moreover,` it accounts almost

entirely for,the rising public enrollment rates in those cities, while

the combined public-private rates were stable, and considerably lower

-than in smaller communities. The shift from private to public school-s:

ing, our data suggest, was not nearly as important in small towns as

it was inthe cities. Some small towns had private academies,' and

their_decline'was much applauded by antebellum reformers; bUt 'the

shift could account for only a part of the steady- rise in official enroll-'

ment figures. More important was the increasing substitutiori of.

governmental financing for parental financing, yet the inflgance of

government intervention on total enrollment rates may still "be do.ubted,,

for the most important state developmentsfor example, the dramatic,

increase in state aid in New York after 1839, or the activities of the

state Board of Education in Massachusetts after 1837 --occurred after'

state-wide enrollment rates had leveled 'off.

Thus far we have discussed only enrollment rates; but reformers-

like Horace,Mann 4;ere more concerned to promotk regular' attendance

and longer school sessions than they were to enroll the small percentage

of nonattenders. Similarly, 'economic histor ns interested in human

capital formation: avant to knOw the average num er of days' of schooling.

experienced annually per child, not just the num er of children enrolled

each year. Relying partly ou inferences from eRp diture data, Fishlow

argued that "ne10.Ir average daily attendance rates nor length of school
-

,,ypar is likely to have shown rapid change" before 1840. 21 Acc agate

estimates await further research on these variables. In the meantime,
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we believe that substantial increases Tay,have odcurrea'in school

length and'average attendance, as they did in total enrollment, during

the period 1800 to 1830. The 1826 Massachusetts returns. show a clear

association between length of school year and town size (Table 9). If

thi cross-sectional association persisted qve: time, the state-wide

average length of school should have increased as the state urbanized.'

Data from the period 1840 to 1880, which we present in the next chapter,

support this inference. The state-wide average length of public schools

in Massachusetts rose from 150 days in 1840 to 192 days in 1880. Our

estimate of days of schoolattended per person 0-19 In Massachusetts,

combining public and private schooling, shows an increase from 60

days in 1840 to, ,2 days in 1880. We'see no reason presently to assume

that such trends did not also characterize the preceding forty years.

Our study of enrollment rates does not suggest that the old

derogatory LiAaracterization of the 'e sleepy" period should be replaced

by nostalgiefor the good old days when widespread schooling resulted

from parental, local, and entrepreneurial initiative. We do not wish

to make a normative judgment here as to whether mcre schooling for

more peop?e is a Good Thing, nor whether more state intervention was

desirable in American educational history. But we do believe that our

examination of the evidence re-establishes the,capacity of the educa-

tional institutions of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century to

increase the extent of schooling in the decades prior to the common

school "revi44al." Thus we cannot rule out the pbssible contribution

'1-

of education to rising productiyity, whether through intellectual

training or attitude formatton. 22

_AL



TABLE 8: Enrollment rates for Glenville, New York, 1823.4838'

.3,

Amount of tax Number
.money received of

(half state, children
Year half local) enrolled

1823
1824
1825
1826'
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832'
1833.
1834
1835
1836'
1837
1838

, 1839
1840
1841

.$293 . 60
293 --- .

293 774
'.- 293 '. 697

289 ' 709 a.

289 684
288 705*
294 747 .
294 682
260 '736
460 '726.
261 '640 ,
26b -778
263- =--

306 .....
506

, 691
' 806 715

768 753
764 688

*One partial district not reporting (excluded also from school-age
population estimate)

0

Percent of
Children,

0-19
esta_

-41.7
,..

.........
450.45.1. .

42.2.. .VI .

47.0
,

. 44.9
48.5
48.4,
44.0
48.4
,ler M. OP ft..,

- = --
48.,5
'47.44-
50.8
47.1

'Source: Reports of the Commissioners of Common Schools in
Glenville, 1821-1841, MS in the possession of Mr. Donald
Kieffer,;historian of Glenville. I am grateful to Mr. _Kieffer

. fur.providing me with a copy of.these reports.

46
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TABLE 9: Length of public school session in Massachusetts, 1826,_hy,tawa size

ToWn size

Average length of school per disctriCt Ida

0-1249 50 127:

1250-2499 48 143 -

2500-4990' 13 172

5006-9999 7. -204

36

so, _ _ 13 .

144 31.;

34 15

:Source: Massachusetts,,Secretary of the Commonwealth, School returns for 182

MS, Massachusetts State Library, Annex, Vault. Length of school session tot

reported for Salem or Boston..

S.
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Two quite different unregulated modes of echooling, chai.acteri4

istic of commercial cities and ruralcommunities had by 1800 resulted

in enrollment rates that were high compared to other nations but which),

were still capable of expansibn in the period 1800 to 1830. Per ,capita ,

consumption of schooling in the American northeast was probably in'-
,

creasing substantially before the reformS that:_bega#in the late 718301.4

although the exact dimensions are as yet-unkhOWn,___Increating---

encouragement and helped boost- edUCational

even further_in the period-1846. to 1880, not by increasing ifir011thente-
.. .

..,

but by increasing school sessions and daily attendance. If enria ant'

is our index, 1800 to 1830 was more a "sneaky" _than a sleepy"-Periii,
, _.,

Quietly, and with little regard for later Aiiitorians, Americana in-the

northeast sent their Childrerito school in. increasingly greater. nUmbers.

.- The magnitude of the increase is undetermined, but it was substantial;

even when private schooling is accounted for, and it took placeknot in

the cities. but in the towns and villages of the hinterland.

0

k
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VCIIAI'TER III

TRENDS IN MASSACHDSETTS.SCHOOL ATTENDANCE,.

18407-1886

Introduction

-

.Is it-not a fearful thing, to contemplate that
'so 'large a, portion of our'Childrenpassed
through the ,last year, WithoUt the advantages

.-,of any chooi, What
-would he said,. Wye whir a-large:portion of

our fellow.Citizen*--treagonably;ingaged in
subverting -the foundations of'the raPvblic,

and bringing-in inarchy.or despotitm?'

, -

So wrote Horace Minn in 1846; expressing 4 'conkant

\
.

--preoccupition of nineteenth - century public school

,

advocates. The

Lawrence school committee complained in 1854 that truant children

recelvcd\their education in the strietW"where the violation of ever*

moral precept and duty form the mdining and the evening lesson.'!.

"Show me a nleanber of acommon school Who adheres to an unflitch;

ing purpose° punctuality and constancy," declared the chairman of



the Chicopee school committee, "and I will show you one who lays, a

strong iad on the highest success in life. ". Topping Chidopeate honor
i.

roll, 4n 1861 was champion school attender Phebe Howard, who had
,

attended '107 weeks without an absence. 2

State and local school reports. in Massachutetts abound with

concern about, who was attending school, at what age, -whether.public or
. 4

private,, how regularly, and for what-period of the year Sociathistor -

ians interesteckin the experiences of children in school must begin by "
0 .

- -

asking the, same questions. It is only a starting point, but,,a necessary

one. However, as we have seen, serious difficulties arise id deter-

mining who was in school in the nineteenth century. Even for the

period after 1840, when most states were collecting detailed education

statistics, there are numerous obstacles to constructing 'valid long-range

time series on school attendance. The purpose of this Chapter is to as-

cuss\some of these.problems and to present revised estimated trends in

MassaChusetts school attendance from 1840

Complexities and*ConfuSions in School Attendande Rates

, . . .

The difficulties may be summarized under four general headings: .

(a) confusion of different types of attendance figures, .b))noncornpara--

bility of annual school-enrollrrient figures with cros,s=sectional Census

figuies, (c) shifts in required

(d)-the q private

nt,

reporting categories over time, and

school data.

52
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.(a) -Types of attendance figures .

.:.. ..- ... ..z... ...:.:.. . . ..: F., ": !--?.:.~:-:.-.: --).,....-:-. ::.-.. .1. -)-..;

_, . .. . ..
: -School participation figures are of .two;basic types:.

- -4. . ,
--

enrollrrxent

data, which express .the. number of children participating\in a system..:, ,
. x-------i .

at /some tune during a iivenperipd, and attendance data propel.: which
. . .. . : .-

.,tell us the regularity of-participation, that is, the average-daily attend-.
.; .

an ce,' or the number of children Who attended aciftain nurnber. ilk days

of school. Average daily atiffridanife'figtites,, combined with: the length,
. - .

of school sesepting in days, yield the averagenumlier _of -J3Chool
9

consumed'per year per :school -age child (or per. capita), :e.fitatistic,of,
. , ..

,.. some-interest in comparing levels of education at different places or
( ,., . - 1 I ..

i'
.

. . N I

tiln 8.0 .",-. :". 7, '.. .. .1. t.' 1 : , .. -. ..' ..:1:e.-::: -,-.: . . , '. , ..,!

, .._ , 0-

It is not sufficient.siMply to.'say that nineteenth-century school.
;,f

men we a- preo,, upied with attendance. Dernogr4hicalWdifferent
,

, . .,
,townedeVeloPed different attendance problems, Concern for regularity

`fof attenclancewas widely. shared in .rural and urban towns, but a.10:eties..

. :--

about non - enrolled children'- -those completely untouched byachOoling».-
. - .. -

was characterislicaily an urban phenomenon. Alio, the diffeye,nt
. .

.

`,

aspects of attendiiiCe changed at different rates oterthe 'century.' .4
..,v,

rise in total enrollment rate; probabl,y- occurred lzetyseeii. 1800 and WO'

after 1840 total enrolltnent,lelielled off b.ila then actually declined.

ing the Middle of the nineteenth: century average daily attendance wag...,

:

stable and the length oft schoi:11 year -rose substantially: In-the present
. .

chapter we examine theis aggregate. stateviiAde trends over date.. as
1

step toward assessing the'impact of educational aYsternatization, on
. .

enrollment, .attendance, and the amount of schooling consumed -in
,

Massachusetts' during the middle decades of the nineteenth century.
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..-__ ,- . -- V Because-there are, many different types of enrollment and--
-__ . ,:. i,.. ,-. p --k' ".-.- : ", / , , -

-:::- -.. . -attendance figures, we must, be careful not to combine :or compare

.''. ,. different types of statistics.' o' example; recent _scholars h...ve "
4.. . --....

,-

,-. -, -_--- added the average ehrollMent, given for liass_achnietts private
:. . \

;___-_,,, ..',. soheole,, anckotal annual enrollMent, given for public schools, to
A.k \i--- ,,, .

,. . .

-arrive at the total -number. of children attending .schbal. -,. tuti we..
. .. , . .

,, . . . , _ .:. .. . -. -
._, ___ - --- live discover ed, they,are not thesame- Statistic; _therefor - we hl.ve 4

k-_'-_-: :
.,- \

.; \ ; - --, , ,,,

--. z -- . 7clivised.a ratio Onvert ayerage'neniollnient into riStimaCed total.:-., ..

. . - s A ,
.. ...,

45- :
- -6

la .

A - .

enrollment; ile-ratioriale for this'and the estimation ProcedtreI Is
_ .

-\ .

given in Appendix B. Figure lidisplays and distinguishes between he.

-... four chidf types of attendance figures available to nineteenth-century
. ,

. . . , .. . .
. ..

. histerians. Real valuer for these statietios, *hell ailable, ocecur-
-__/' ... to r'
..-

in descending order, tilt is, the highest number would bo a'..1 childrik --. ,,,..

3 .. : . I

. , enrolled chiring-the year, and lowest number Would be the average

'daily attendance': -. . ,
1 - . . .
- g, 1'

FIGURE 1:. Types Attendance Statistics
. ':

. . .. ,.
- .. . " , -.. .

1- . -! .Statistic fan in . . Usual Source.
i-- - ) ,--,------ . . ......

1. Total annual
enrollment.

. Perent. ofjopu-
'lation who attend-

. ed school during-

the year

3...Average enroll"-
.. ment. .

a$7 _

I .

1--

All children enroll Local and -state
during the entire period:. school reports:

time of the census, the" family census *,

number who had attend- returns.
ed any school-in the prel . .

vious twelveinonths.-
. . , -

The average number of 'Local and state sclidol,
.children enrolled on ar." reports (for Massathu7
single day. setts private 'si.:hddlit

early , in 1§th centUrf,

a

".'forpubliO'iscloola in
. , ,later 19th century.

.---.1.:
The average number of St'ate.andio al schodli-`-; ° 4. Amerage daily, . ..

- attendance: -4. .children going to schOol reporte.
on a .sngle dy..:." . . 'kr
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-(b) Noncomparability of.ann.ual enrollrnera figures :

with school -age census figures

The Most common attendance ratio, used both 17 nineteenth-

century educators and recent historians,, is the total annual 'enrollment

divided by the number of children:of school age. In general, the num-
-

Y.erator, ennual enrollment, includes all children =loving in and out of

schools -- including t' t, , promoted as well as those, entering'andleav-

ing the communityv.711'1e the denominator, the lumbef of children of

school age :n the community, is from a census. one point in time,- which

does not account for transience Thus, the ratios are artificially

inflated,nflated, resulting commonly in so-callid enrollment rates of over if

106 percent, routinely included in nineteenth.-century reports but

usually attributed to the double counting of individual children moving

within the system, rather than to the basic problem, the noncorhpai4=

Willy of the longitudinal enrollment figure and the Snapshot population

figure.? :
-.

Average enrollment figures (which would be comparable to census

figures) a, t rarely available, and conversely, census figures for the

number of children who lived in an area over a year's time (which would

be comparable to annual enrollment rates), do not exist. Thus, it is

neces\sary.to live with the artificial statistic. It is not a measure, of

any absolute level of school participation but may-be.used to compare

relative levels across space or time,- assuming that mobility rates do

not substantal)y differ in the communities being compa.re..8

A second problem arises from the daily Mobility of s:hoolgoers.

Children can cross district lines, or board, to attend schools in areas,



where they will not be counted among thepopulation. Children from
. .

small towns without high schools frequently walked or rode to neighbor-
.

- ing cities to school. For example, the Newbury, Massachusetts, school

committee reported in 185.0 that "34 students frordthis town aze on the

cattalo le of the Putnam; Free School., " in Newburyport. Tan others

. itten:ed Dummer Academy, and about fifteen attended other private

ools in Newburyport. The same year Dracut reported, "The proxi-

miti of Dracut to Lowell afford the youth in Dracut good opportunity for

_attending the high ;schools in that city." ,School attendance by the teen-.

ager s of these small towne.Would thus be underestimated in the official

figures, for Achool .;ommittees were expressly instructed not to count

_them. Conversely, figures for the towns with academies and high

schools- were inflated by out-of-town scholars. South Hadley, for,

example, a town with only 381 publiO school students at o1 levels,

hosted an additional 225 girls at the Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary. 9

There is no way to correct systematically for the dis rtions

caused in school attendance rates by mobility. We can only hope that

4-

out-of-diet -ict stuCents are usually a small part of total attendance.

The problem, oltiouily, is of greater impact for teen-agers than for

-. young children. Also, the smaller the unit of analysis, the greater the

problem. There is more distortion at the town level than at the 'state

level, while at the L....tacit,/ level (for example, in comparing., wards

it is impoestble fo estimate accurately the relevant school-age popula-

don. In sum, enrollrnent ratios are beset by problerds stemming from

the noncomparability of schooling figures and population figurei, prob-

lems which should be recognized but which, °for the most part, cannot

be resolved.

56
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(c) Shifts in required reporting categories over timet

1 1 I .

:1 As state school officials came ard went, and as their policy
rinterests shifted, they changed the educational' iteMs On which towns

were re
I

quired to report. Age categories and other definitions shifted,
OS

creating discontinuities in long-range series of school statistics. For-

some states, such as Wisconsin, numerous_ inconsistencies in reported
. .

categories over time have made th =nation of long-range
. time series

on matter -Ake expenditures and ,;her ually impoisible. FOr

Massachusetts, the problem has necessitated the d of statiLtical
. .

estimates and extrapolations discu:qed below in Appe dix

The major discontinuity in the available Massa husetts data

occurred when Barnas Sears succeeded Horace Mann as Secretary of the

state's Board of Education. For his second annual report (1849-50)
: ... ,

Sears changed-the span of sChOol-age children from four to sixteen to

five to fifteen; he ceased aEikaig for the length of session of private
s

schools; and he switched from the private to the public category those

public schools kept open by subscription beyond the agreed session, the

so-called "schools kept to prolong the common schot..." The latter

change iE, an example of an arbitrary repotting change that ,could be

misL.,'-erpreted as an historical ch-inge., for i created the illus'ion of a

dramatic decline in enrollment in private uninc rporated schools in a
,

single year. In 1848-49 the average enrollment reported for all such

schools was 27, 583; in 1849-50, after Sears changed th instrtictions,. .

the average enrollment dropped to 19,534. Actually, Mann. a Sears
I . ,
both opposed the long-standing practice of prolonging the con ion chonl

,

session by subscription, which.acco.unted for a large share of the



so-celled "private" eduCation in-MasSichusetti before 1850, and the

. practice did decline as increasing public funds for education allowed

dinCreasingly longer regular public school sessions, but the decline was

not as dramatic as is suggested by the official enrol: /lent figures,

,, which first aggregated the prolonged common schools with other unin-

:
.corporateci private schools and then, after 1850, lumped them with the

..i..tax- supported - public schools. Because the shift from private to public

,
:

schooling is one of the most important trends in nineteenth-century" ed-

ucation, we have developed a detailed hypothetical picture of the real:
trends in private and public education from 1840 to 1850, controlling

for Sears' artificial shift of the "prolonged" common schools.
. .

;c1) The tsreliability of private school data

Private schools were not required to report to the Massachusetts

,Board of Education. Figures on private schools were collected or esti-

mated by,local school committees. In his first annual report, Barnas

Sears warned that "the number of children who receive their educationl
in private schools, or at home, is not accurately ascertained. Those

. .

who know the summary manner in which committees often arrived at

their concl-sions in respect to this particular, will use some degree of

caution in reasoning om such data."10
. : .

The paucity and unreliability of private school attendance data is

particularly unfortunate in view w. two important present concerns abort

Q the history of American education: the effec.: of government intervention

either in increasing total school attendance or in shifting control from

private to public schools (two quite distinct processes difficult to
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separate withoUt adequate private school data), and the growth of the

' Roman Catholic parochial school system as an alternative to the,

Protestant - biased pliblic school system. ... a "1. ; .

One cannot create statistics where none pxist, though one.can

sometimes tease enough scattered figures from local sources on private

and parochial schools to construct time series where no systematic

information had previously been collected. 1l Short of making more

'such expeditions'to unearth the facts of private, attendanceme.should

keep two generalizations in mind: first, school attendance and public

school attendance .are quite different matter s, so we must take care to

avoid making.generralizations about the former on the basis of,data only

for. the.latter. 12 Secondi because figures for priVate schooling are

probably better.for. later decades than forealliet, we must aclmowledge

that recorded trends in total enrollment may bej)iased, underestimating

schooling in the early nineteenth century. ..; .

. !:..: . 5

The Dilemma

.

Taking all of these complications together, we conclude.that

alleged trends in school attendance may depend more upon the choke

and intergretation of extant data than upon the reality'of schooling in

the nineteenth century. The marginof error due to the ambiguities

and incompleteness of thedata is probably greater than the magnitude
1:4. 1". .,:. !.

-of most of the trends we are talking about.; Thus, to study attendance

rates without dealing as explicitly .and as seOsitively as possible with

these problems is not Valid and may:lead to generalizations no better

founded than impressions about attendance based on traditional lettristic

sources.



On the other hand, to go into the details of these data problems

not .only involves us deeper and deeper in a morass of uncertainty, but

risks the loss of 411 readys save the most ardent specialists, due to

'acute boredom. . . 0

rasii
The Solution..-

We have constructed new time series of!trends in Massachusetts

school attendance during the formative decades of educational systema-

tization. In doing so we have explored many of the prt...Ilems cited

above. We reserve to the appendices all the definitions; extrapola-

tions, and explanations of procedure.. There the interested reader will

find documentation a the trends discussed :in. this Chapter. The

a,pendices alao illustrate some of the pitfalls.possible in taking official

nineteenth-century statistics at face value. Those who wish to forego

the task of ...fading the appendices should take stern warning that there

are discontinuities in the reported data on schoorattendance so that

portions of our graphs for some years are based on reported data, while /

for other years the values are hypothetical project.ons of what we believe

happened, based on study of the literary evidence, the instructions to
.. -

towns for filing school returns,. and the detailed-manuscript town returns

that were used to tabulate the state reports. ,a

Principal Trerids in Massachusetts Schooling, 1840-1880

State and local school officials wished to" see more children in

public schools more days each year. Their reasons, if we take them at

their word, were: to impart to children the intellectual skills necessary
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for daily life in their 'society; Ca produce Wth intelligent and-orderly

citizens; to inculta... .in children the values and discipline necessary to

become productive and moral adults; and to keep children occupied,

-away from other less desirable activities. Our purpose hereis not to

assess-their motiyes but to assess, how well they succeeded iu attaining

their attendance goals, lookinn at the state as a whole duringithe decades.

when social changes were diverse and rapid and when state iitervention

in.education increased__substantially: .;

' . : , ;,..).;
(a) The shift from private to public schooling

I. .

Mann and other reformers presented-the defeat of;priYate

schooling as a- Major objective. Claiming that "perhaps a majority of
i v

he ':...zalthier persons in the state" patronized private schools, Mann

argued in his first report that this drew off,the best-scholars, withdrew

the support of influential parents, led to depressed conditions in the

public schools, and fostered a divisive system of sectarian education.

"Of such-disastrous consequences, there. is but-one remedy and one

preventives It is the elevation of the common schools. "13 GiaPh I

and Graph 2 show that public school reformers succeeded in their

campaign to'clecrease the proportion of school children.im private

schools. In 1840, 13.8 percent of all enrolled were in private schools;

by 1880 the percentage was 8..4. Howeveir, the graphs also underscore

Mann's basic argument, that the problem was not the quantity of Students

in private schools, which even by .1840 was quite a small proportion of

the 'whole; but rather who they were, namely, the children of wealthy

and influential parenti, whose support was needed to develop a truly

61



?I'EOmMon school system. Seen in this ;ligj the,campaign agaihst

wiprivate: schooling was only partially successful; so ially elite parents

illad well as others) continue to withdraw their chilcii\en from the, blic

I'lichools even today. During our period, as Graph 2 Shows,. -private

;!, f,s-'schoOls held their' own' in absolute numbers; at the same time, the
.

'social composition of their clients almost certainly became more

1.(";If="Itlitist. 14 What occurred was not, then,. a victory Ove7eparate

elite schooling, as Mann would have liked, but a conversion of low-

priced pay school: , 'local academies, and subscription schools (kept
,

to prolong the common schools) into town-controlled, tax-supported

- Schools.: - :-;: o :" " "'11*:

(b) Total enrollment
' i'.

Graph 1 shows a slight but steady decline in total enrollment

levels during these decades. This-finding would be surprising to any-
;

'' one who thought of the common school."revival",as an effort to herd

"..: uhschoisled children into schools. Of course, although the Percent of

"children in school was declining, the public school system was expand-
,

"i nng rapidly, just to keep up with the absolute increase in the umber of

dchool-age children and to.absorb the relative enrollment shift. from

private to public schools. In Salem, which, had a vigorous private

:school network in the early nineteenth century, the Mayor attributed

increasing school expenditiee in 1843: to the increasing population and

' r to the shiftto public schooling. He predicted that the school budget

.` would continue tobe a larger part of .thA city budget "until the re\71t

which seems inevitable should be reached, and all or by far the largest

62,
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part of the children of the City, shall be includedWithin the Public
/,15

'Expansion of the public schools, "then, was not due to an increap
;

ing 1:Ir*centage of children enrolled.:: This was disquieting to some.

Public anxieties are often based upod percentages (crime rate,

employment rates,, 'enrollment rates), not absolute numbers.

People's perceptions of opportunity and social stability are quite

rightly based on relative numbers? controlling for pOptilation'. Thus,
e '

de:spite the much-vaunted expansion oi.public schcfolitig during our

p.eriohe relative decline in annual enrollment rates. Made' iloM/e

impact on the public mind. We may briefly summarize its probable

causes and possible effectstas

Why.did enrollment levels fail to rise; in a ,Mate that Was
-

rapidly urbanizing and industrial zing, a sta4 that was modernizing.ita
-

school system and was inareasingly.Vvilling to legislate on schoiil attericl'-

ancer First, enrollment was already very high by 1840, our starting

2

point. Although the rates Are biased upward by silents migrating.

through towns (see above), they are rionetheles3',statesr ireaway that

looks misleadingly low, because they are stated as a percent. of 'children
...

... -.
in the whole age,ringe from zero to nineteen, -and obvicivaly we would -,...
not expect--nor did Horace Mann desire -- that /a child would go to

. .

1',school from birth until the age of twenty.. Enrollment rates are varY'
I

. ;

.age-specific and are very high in the middle tchGol-age range of eitht
(

to.thirteen years old. Thus; for example,- wihile the'EssexCounty. total,
-,t,.. .

.,

,.
,
,

N ,

public and private enrollment rate foi 1860 aa 56 percent, school -2_/ .

. . .1-.....
enrollment among the.eight:to thirteen year old children (as'

-2

F.



by fan /lies` In the U.S. Census) was over 90 percent, among )ioth,urban

ata rural:towns, and across all ethnic and occupational groups. 16 To

ncreast total enkollment, then, public policy would have had to be
.

I
directed mainly at the younger%r the older children.

,
This liadsb,us to the second reason thatenrollment did not

el
..increase. With iegard to young children, public policy was aimed in

the opposite direction. As we shall see from the 1840's .."'°
,

Onward r state offizials,medieal spokesmen, and others discouraged

the attendane of veryyoting children.at cchool, because of the giowing
I

'belief that school was physically, intellectually, . and psychologiCally .

harmful to children<youhger than five or six years. old. 17

Third, at the upper age range, child labor in mid-nineteenth-
.

century industry increased, the opportunity costs of schooling for work'-

trig Cla'ss teenagers,-and in-%ma.ny cases teenagers may have preferred

work to school quite apart from economic constraints. lit is diffictto

even4Ziest how widely shared in our period were the seiltiMent5 of the

fourteen year =old immigrant girl in early twentieth-century Chicago

who declared, °Schools is de fiercest t'ing pause kin come up againCt.

Factories ain't no cinch,, but schoOl is worst. "18 Even school reform

etr s and town school, coMPnittees sometimes complained that-corporal

punishment, dull recitations; and decrepit facilities blunted children's

;

The cultural diversity introduced by massive European

immigration created a fourth factor./On religious grounds, and on-

< leneral cultural grounds, some immigrants desisted public schooling

and, lacking sufficient alternatives, didwithout. The value placed on

. enthusiasm for school attendance.
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schooling in their native cpuntries also probably.played a role in the

decision of recent immigrants to enroll children in schools. This

cultural.dimension may have reinforced, but wasnot synonymous .

with, economic constraints and possible ideological class conflict

that reduced the enrollment of w .rking dais teenagers. Although t

relative irnpOrtarce of the specific motives is difficult to assess, it

may be stated broadly that immigration and industrialization led in the

shOrt-run to a downtrend in annual school enrollments, and that in *,

addition to the strictly economic reasons. for individuals' decisions

there_was_definitely a cultural and possibly an ideological dimension

to Tr_tnenrollment.
19

Finally, .while various social reformers of the 1870's and later

decades advocated stiffer compulsory, schoc laws and more e,..foctive

enforcement of those that existed, school workers were ambivalent, and

they were sometimes blamed for .being lukewarm in their support for

universal attendance. 20 Local school administrators bent o. zJerfecting

their classificatory schemes and organizing their schools in the mast

mannerwere not ate all sure they wanted or could handle the

resistant minority of nonattenders, who were looked upon as the feast

acac3c.nically talented and the least cooperative of children.

The effects of the slight overall decline in annual enrollment are

more difficult to discern. :Ile literature on school reformafter the

Civil War suggets that public anxiety centered not on the young children

at home, who were considered better off with their mothers (unless their

mothers were working or were morally untrustworthy) -nor on working

teenagers, whom the state ignored after age fourteen, but rather on the

60
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-coMplete truantsthe idlers, the delinquents- -even though they were a

very small part of the

vide some 02.1.,-`'ative
'-

and 1080's, it a probably the irregular attenders a: st:eet urchins

who prompted/public pressure for compulsory attendt.nce legislation.,

more than the toddlers at home and teenagers at work, who constituted

the largest share of nonenrolled,children.

whole. Thus, although our tirite series may pro-

backbone to the urban jeremiads of the 1870's

One more specific effect of the effort to attract nonenrol1ed--

students into public schools was a process of differentiation of :curri-

culunf and of typeS of schools. As a %%4 y
INbetween an all-encompassing system and

to resolve their ambivalence

a well-ordered system, urban

school administrator s .created special nongraded, segregated alterna-
1

tives for irregular students, schools/ designed to keep them enrolled

but at the same tune to keep them from interrupting and confusing the

efficient progress; through the s}ystelm by regular school attenders.

ExamplesAncludeievening schools 1,-1 half -day schools for working

teenagers, as well as intermediate schools to bridge the elementary

:Aid grammar levels for irregular a\ttenders. The clients of these

schools were oftezx explicitly labelled as children from families

"r the children of immigrants. Thu the differentiation proc.:.,cs,

compromise solution -to school enrOlL ent problems, had a decide"d

social as well as bureaucratic effect. \§chool 'organization, in this as

**many other wayS, reflected and rein4ced social stratification.

While total State-wide enrollrnent\Was slightly declining during

the period froin 184F to 1880, the average\ number of school days

attended per child i4 the state, a second key index of the level of

'0



education in a society, was increasing. We now turn to a discussion of

o components of that statistic, average daily attendance andlength of

school session per year.

.)

(c) Average daily attendance .
t

As Graph .3 shows, average daily attendance was almost level

fro:n.1840 to 1880. The average daily. attendance was.stible despite

the fact:that total en-ollrnent was declining; average daily attendance

as a percent of total enrollment (rather than of all school-age children)

rose from 62.4 percent at the beginning of the period to 76.4 percent

at the end. Also, average daily attendance held its own despite sub-

stantial increases in the school year. We may therefore conclude that

the campaign for regularity of attendance, .bolstered by the rhetoric of

efficiency and morality, and encouraged by prizes and honor rolls,

was having some effect during the period of educational modernization

in Massachusetts. Quantitatively, in conjunction -with the increasing

length of school year, the stable level of average daily:attendance

meant that the average Massachusetts child was getting znor s days of

schooling each year.
,^

(d) Length of school year

Our recalculated estimates of length -oaf public school year",

displayed in Graph 4, demonstrate substantial increases in this aspect

of school attendance, from 150 days per year in 1840, to 192 days per

year in 1830. These estimates do not include private schcal; the length

of session is reported only for public schools after 1850see discussion,

7f
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Appendix C-6). However, because private students were a small part

vi the whole throughout, and private school sessions were much longer

than publi:c' sessions in the 1840ts when the figures are known, the rise

in length of public, session is the crucial determinant of increasing

average days of school per child during the period. The goal of longer

sessions-was argued continually as a reason for increased taxes, arid

it was fostered by the increasing urbanization of the state: Longer school

sessions seem to have been more compatible with the lives of urban child.-

ren than of ruraLchildren, probably due to the seasonal nature of agri-

cultural- work. 21

(e) A- axial days of schooling per child
-,

Average clays of school per chile is the product of the average

-daily attendance the length of school session. Graph 5 demonstrates

the rise in this index from 60.6 days in 1840 to 71.6 days in 1879. The

immediate reasons have been outlined above: a stable percentage of

children in school daily, plus a substantially longer school year, both

aspects of the successful school reform program of state officials and

of town school committees. Thus, while the total enrollment index

went down, the days per capita index rose. Massachusetts could in

one, important sense; then, be termed a more "educated" society in

1880 than in 1840, Wlat effects this had is hard to say. Perhaps the

increased per capita level of schooling helped lay the human capital

groundwork for later stages of industrialization, which--unlike the

initial industzialization of the antebelli.. t period--increased skill

requirements for workers and expanded the white-collar service

72.
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GRAPH T1t0.M
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sector of the occupational,structure. More certainly, the increased

time spent in school signified a custodial shift from family to school,

an increasing shift of authority and responsibility from parentto

teacher, a widespread and seemingly irreversible increase in the

extent of state intervention in the rearing of the young.

O
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FOOTNOTES I to CHAPTER III.

1. Massachusetts Board of-Education, Tenth Annual Report of the
Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education (Boston, 1846),
p. 91. Hereinafter such reports will be cited as MBE, Nth Annual
Report.

2._ Lawrence school comrryittee,, Annual Report, (Lawrence, 1854);
Chicopee school commiitee,- Annual Report (Chicopee, 1861).

3. For an earlier attempt.to interpret the Massachusetts statistics,
see Maris A. Vincvskis, "Trends in Massac...usettsrEducati

" Histo:N. of Education Quarterly 12 (Winter, 1974),
501-529, of which the present chapter is an extension and revision.

4. See Chapter. W.
.".

On enrollment before 1840, see Chapter IL

6. Both Vinovskis, in "Trends in Massachusetts Educatiri, " and
/ Alexander J. Field,_ in-EducatiOnal Reform and Manufacturing

Development in.Mid-Nineteerith Century Massachusetts (unpub.
Ph. D. dissent. , Oniyer sity of California,. Berkeley, 1974),
treat the statistics as equivalent. _
-

7. See, for example, Waltham school committee, School Return,
1849-4'50, M&,- Massachusetts State Library,Annex, Vault. ,
Hereinafter, this repository, located in the Massachusetts .State

4, ,
House, Boeton, 'will-be abbreviated as MSL, Annex.

8. For another problem with the denominator--which estimate of
school-age population to use--see Appendix C-14,

9. MS School Returns for Newbtiry, ,Dracut,' and Seth Hadley,
1849-50, MSL, Annex.

10. MBE, -Thirteenth Annual Report ,(Boston, 1850), p. 33.

11. See, for example, Carl F. Kaestle, The Evolution of an Urban
School System: New York City, 1750-1850 (Cambridge, :973,
Table 19, p. 146, on Roman Catholic schooling.

1

12. For a critique a the historiography of English educe 'on based .oti
previous writers' equation of officially approved schools with all
schools, see E. G. West, Education and the Industrial Revolution
(New York, 1975), Part One. For a discussion of the distinction
in early Massachusetts.and New York, see Chapter II above.

13. MBE, First Annual Report (Boston, ,1839), pp. 48, 57..
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14. For this process in the private schools of New York, see Kaestle,
Evolution of an Urban School System, pp. 91 93. Research is

,needed on the social origins of New England academy students.

'.15. 'Mayor's Annual Report (Salem, 1843),/ p' 7.
.1

'16. See Chapter v. 1/

,17. See Chapter VT., See also VinovskfS, "Trend's in Massachusetts
Education, " Maris A. Vinveskis4nd Dean May, "A Ray of.
Milennial Light': Early Education and Social Reform 'in the Infant
School Movernent in Massachusetts, 1826-1840, " forthcoming in
Tamara K. Hareven, ed., Family and Kin in American-Urban
Communities, 1800-1940 (INIew York; 1976), and the forthcoming
Ph. D dissertation by John Jenkins (University of Wisconsin) on
antebellum reformers and young Children.

18. 'Cited in David B. Tyack, The One Best System: A History of
Urban'Education in America (Cambridge, 1975), p. 177.

19. By "ideologiCal" we mean conscious working-class resistancto
values promoted in the public schools.and perceived as nfiddle
class; there is little or no direct evidence for thiS sort of
opposition.

,

20. See Forest Ensign, Com ulsor School Attendance a--id Child Labor
(Iowa City, 1921).

21. -See Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

FROM ONE ROOM TO ONE SYSTEM:

4 .

THE IMPORTANCE OF RURAL-URBAN DIFFERENCES

IN NINETEENTH - CENTURY MASSACHUSETTrieHOOLING

O

T. 'introduction

7

4--

a

Alierican laymen have long perceived important 4iffetenceS
a ,

between rural and urban schools. The little red schoolhouse of the

countryside has a hallowed place in popular edUcatiOnai lore. Despite,

this rosy, nostalgic view,,hi)wever, edUctors have generally taken a

negative view of rural education,-beginning as epgy.as the mid:-
.

nineteenthcentury when the process of schooling became profess*on-
4

.alized. Their criticism stemmed partly from their impulse to cen-
,

:tralize and-standardize education, _which_ rural districts resisted, -and

"
V

: partly from theinadmiratian4or the apparent efficiency and eibccance"

of large, eifferentiated institutions, which rural schools"...acked. In

Horace Mann's view the crisis in Massachusetts eaucation in the 1840's
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was largely attributable to the district system of local control; he and

his successors fought long and hard to impose town level control

throughout Massachusetts while they bemoaned the inadequate

facilities and poorly trained teachers of small rural schools.

During th%early years of the twentieth century, roformerd

lar.4:edthe urban school for its size, bureaucratic organization,, and

richeducational programs. Despite determined and persistent local

defense of community control, Progressive reformers pulled rural

schools into a more centr-lized network by consolidating rural .3-

tricts-and by increasing state regu19.tioil over education in ty.. towns.

This effort to "urbanize" rural scnools was not new to the Progressive

era, nor did it end in this period. -The'fact that the rural school_ __----_
problem" persisted so long suggests that significant differ icer.

between urban and rural schools also persisted. Rural areas differed

in population density, educational resources, and educational needs;
.

the'-, was no way to hom genize cornpldtely rural and urban education--

not even with such devices as school buses, standardized teacher train-
s

ing, state aid, and television. Although twentieth-century reformers

sought to bring rural education into a centralized framewo...k, they

recognized :le particular needs.of rural communities and endeavored

to develop rural curricula appropriate for rural children. Nonetheless,

rural-urban differences remained a recurring theme in educaaonal

monographs of government bureaus and schools of education, and

despite the attention to revitalizing education for country life, the

major thrust of this literature was to demonstrate the deficiencies

of rural schools and the disadvantages of rural youth.

.3

=..iIhmrmr11
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The ebulliency of this worship of urb nisrn was perhaps best

expressed by Commissioner of Education Wil tam Torrey Harris in

190b, when he'wrutethat the appointment of H race Mann as Secretary
. .

of the Massachusetts Board of Education had been "the beginning of the
..

great urban epoch, in America, " explaining that he city school is a,
. .
-.4

stronger moral force than the rural. school becaus0 of its superior

training in the social habits named -- regularity, pr\ cticality, orderly

concerted astir-: and self - restraint. "1

In the 196018, however, the focus and the normative tone

changed. The crisiswas in urban education, and problems were big-
, \ness, impersonal bureaucracy, racism, ineffective teaching, and heart-

\
,

less socialization for failure. The tables had turned. Ihrhereas the

enthusiastic Progreedves had seen the urbadschool as a remedy for

urban prcolems, latter %my reformers saw it as a symptom. A revived

nostalgia for the small, nongraded school found its-practical expression
.

in various urban free school experiments, an community \control advo-

cates tried to undo the tightlycentralized urban systems that Progres-
\gives had fostered. The nation had. become more and more urbanized,

but urbanity hard proved no panacea. Gradually the upper Middle class

suburban school hid become the ideal and the center of innoration.

crisis in urban education replaced the old rural school problem.

The categoric. arz...I and urban, then, have been prominent in

A

educational thought, both at' tIte ?opUlar level and as analytical cate-

gories among students of education. They have remained loosely' de-

fined, however; the concepts of urbanity and a rural-urban continuum

have yet to receive from students of American educat orythci

84
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kirLd.of sc.:rutinygiven then by sociologists. .1, What size defines an

, 'urban community? 18,it valid to speak of a rural-urban dichotomy,...,.
for a continuum, or a set .of demographic types, like zural-ville.ge-city,

or rural-subt..cban-ur",.)an? What qualitative as well as quantitative

differences are there in schooling in de:nographically different corn-

munities? Most important', what is it about urban places that most

influences their educational development? Is: it size Ler' se, or density,

or is it becaUse urban areas just happen also to.be the site of greater

cultural heterogeneity or class differentiation?

'She chapter that follows treats this complex subject :. in three

ways: first we review briefly some recent studies by educational his-

torians which focus implicitly or explicitly on the process of urbaniza-

tion; second we discuss some relevant definitions and conceptual

caveats made by sociologists in their long-standing debate o'c er the

merits of the rural-urban dichotomy; and finally, we describe and

speculate on the causes of some actual rural-urban differences in

schooling in nineteenth-century Massachusetts.

. II. Recent Studies Dealing with Urbanizatio.i and

American Education

The critical view of urban education of the late 1960's found its

counterpart in educational history. This is not to say, nececenrily,

that contemporary policy studies dictated the focus or the cani-lusion,s

of historians, for there were also reasons internal to educational hie-

toriographyfor the new..urban emphasis. Until 1960, a self-

80
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. .congratulatory ersion of American school history reigned virtually

. ,

unchallenged in schools of education and in the public mind. In this

idealist, progressive view, the initial motives foi. public schooling in

America were to bring democracy, opportunity, and enlightenment t

all members of the society. The history of American schooling was

the story of valiant schoolmen gradually implementing those goals.

Schools were the .engines of American derriociacy, the bulwark of

free institutions, and in Horace Mann's famous phrase, "the balance

wheel of the social machinery. "2. In 1960 Bernard Bailyn criticized

this interpretation, 'calling for work by-historians that would eschew

an a priori commitment tc the justification of public .schooling. He

also advocated. studies that would view education not simply as school-

ing but as "the entire process by which a culture transthits itself across

the generations. "3- Bailyn's influential essay called forth, or atleast

anticipated, two strands of revisionist writing in the history of educa-

tion, Some scholars have pursued and modified Eiiilyn's broad defini-

tion of education, most notably Lawrence Cremin, in his massive

American Education: The Colonial Experience.4 For 'those content

to leave schools as their central focus, however, the most gripping

interpretive issue has become the intended and ?anal. effects of public

schooling in the past. Looking to large cities, where social stress

was greatest and where public school bureaucracies first arose,

several historians discovered anxiety about social stability at the

heart of educational efforts, both in.the'antebellum period and since

the Civil War. They also underscored the enthusiasitca/ly eec....locra

tic mentality of schoolmen and pointed out the close rela.tioLahip

86
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between bureaucracy and conformism in the scls.sole. These histories

have been loosely labelled "revisionist, " and although they differ in

their conclusions, they have indeed helped to revise th,e.older

' 'tory tradition in American educational history.
- ,

" . One of the first scholars to direct attention-to,the development

'of urban education was Michael Katz. He must be credite&with first

emphasizing "social control" and "reform by imposition" in 'urban

school reform from the early nineteenth century 'to the present., In

an analysis that depended largely upon developments in Beverly,
. .

Lawrence, and other MassachUsetts towns, Katz concluded, "we must

face the painful fact that this country has never, on any large scale,

known vital urban schools, ones which. embrace and ara embraced by

the mass of the community, which formulate their .goals in,terms of the

joy ei the individual instead of the fear of social dynamite or the iinpera-

tives of economic growth. "6 :

Subsequently, two schc.n. produced detailed accounts of

educational developments in seaboard cities, Stanley K.

Schultz on Boston, and Carl F. Kaestle, one of the present authors,

on New York City. They found the roots of the American public school

system in the antebellum city and its problems. Despite differences in

scope and conclusions, Schultz and Kaestle agreed that the development

of the urban School system was a response to social problems per-

ceived by urban elites and that the central function of nineteenth-

century urban education wds the acculturation of inirnigz ants and the

inculcation of values deemed appropriate for urbat. industrial society.

According to Schultz, "the public school movement in the United States

a

87
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matured in response 'to what contemporaries viewed as an urban

crisis.... Between 1800 and 1860 those seeking a new urban discipline

created as one of trier mrst.useful tools,a system of pub/4.c education.

City leaders champioried education to secure social order in a disor-

derly age. "7 The implicit causal argument, then, is that urbanization

led to the peculiar bureaucratic structure and normative content of

schools in these Cities.- By urbanization, however, these authors
0

meant the economic and ,cultural concommitants of Axnerican urbaniza-

tion as well as the demographic growth and concentration of population.
.Their ef,ort wa ns ot. to weigh among them as causal factors, but rather

. :

co show how.the myriad problems of cities combined`to produce highly

regimented urban school systems.' As Kaestle concluded:
. .- .

The roots of educatiOnil systematization... are
. in the'economic system,, in ethnic 'problems, and in the

very demography to *Lich urban Schoolsystems must.
respond.... Social disruption, caused by inequitable
distribution of income and housing, and-by ethnic and
racial diversity, has intensified the demographic
press -re in cities. These forces have shaped the
urban school system from its earliest stages to, the-
present.8 .

In the most recent attempt to sithesize urban educational

history, David Tyack's The One Best System, the causal argument is

also diffuse. Whereas Schultz and Kaestle each studied the develop-
.

ment -1 education within a particule.r city, Tyack ranges over several

cities and Utimately depicts the development of education in the whole

urbanized society. By urbanization, Tyack means ;the highly complex

changes ways of thinking and behaving that accompanied revolutions
.

I I : t

in technology, increasing concentrations of people in cities, and

reb.ructuring of economic and political institutions intOarge

83
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bureaucracies. "9 Tyack's study pi ovide.s a. superb analysis of the

:'administrative mentality of school people from the late nineteenth-

bentury. to the present, highlighting their quest for technique--thus*the.
' title, The One Best Systerh. Extending onr of Schultz's themes into

the twentieth century, Tyack concludes that "increasingly the school

developed a curriculum, overt and implicit,'"that served as a bridge

between the family and the organizational world beyondthat is, helped

to create an urban discipline. "10

These studies And others have contained impoi tart new insights

abdut education in American cities, but they have left hanging some

questions about the relative salience of different processes of change

which have been gath.sred under the rubric of urbanization. We

-designed our_research to address these quesions. We ha've included

all the towns of Massachusetts in our sample, permitting comparisons

of educational levels and practiCes in towns of didering size, and we

have quantified various economic and cultural' characteristics of the

towns and then attempted to assess their independent relationship to

eduCational variables. We have defined urban status narrowly, to be

measured only by size and density of population. We wish to discover

whether these two demographic variat. ?.s were characteristically

associated with indices of educational activity,, or whether other

economic and social characteristics, such as occupational structure, F

ethnic composition, or wealth were better predictors of school Attend-

ance,' teacher characteristics, and educational expenditure patterns.
r

If the <latter is true, we should be cautious in rising the concept of

urbanization as a "cause" and should rather talk of urban or rural

89
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"settings." The other variables, they may have characteristic

associations with our urban variables, may be historically or geo-

graphically specific, and they are therefore not necessary concomitants

of the Process of population growth and concentration. Catition on this

problem of definition is reinforced by the ;sociological literature on

rural-urban differences, which we now briefly review.

III. Rural Places, Urban Places, and Sociologists

! , . .

A. Dichotomies and Continua... :13..r.

.

The rural-urban dichotomy, suggesting polar opposites or ideal

types, is related to variouu other time-honored polarities in sociology

intended to describe social evolution: traditional vs. rational (Weber),

gemeinschaft vs. gesellschaft (ninnies), folk Vs. urban (Redfield),

traditional vi.modern (Lerner, for example), and others. 12 The

'ninnies formulation, perhaps the most cosmic watershed concept,

has had much influence Am the writing of American history, and its

seemingly inexhaustable.appeal continues. The notion of a transition

from a stable, smal:, personal community to a larger, transient,

impersonal society seems to summarize aptly an endless number of

social developments. in various time periods. The rural-urban dicho-

tomy is also alive and well and has its practical embodiment in the

longstanding U.S. census categorization of places.over 2500'in popu-

lation as "urban, " and those, under 2500 as "rural". Chat ithas been
4.

thus perpetuated, however, does not, necessarily mak a it a us...fulL

distinctiqn.

so
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" The idea of crude dichotomies has come inior much criticism

from sociologists. ENen Wirth, himself responsible for one of the

-most influential statements of the urban ideal-type, emphasized that

such constructs were nly hypotheses without much empirical verifi-

cation. Others, such as Sorokin, stressed the idea of a gradual
a

transition from rural to urban rather than a dichotomy of types. In

1957 Duncan stated that "no competent sociologist, for At least a

\generation, has maintained. that the distinction between urban and

rural is a sharp one, " and he recornmencild inductive classification

of communities along more than one dimension. Recent critics have

_ grown more strident. Hauser labelled such global dichotomies as the

rural-urban continuum "catchy neologisms which often get confused

with knowledge" and said they obscured "complex systems of yari--

ables.which have "yet to be unscrambled. " R. E. Pahl's review of the

problem in 1966 began with the declaration, 'in a sociological context

the terms rural and urban are more remarkable for their ability to

',confuse than for their power to illumine. " Nor can the idea of coii-

tinuum rescue the dichotomy, Pahl algued, for there are several

different and nonoverlapping continua, as well as some finpOrtant

discontinuities, like the interaction between state and local systemi,

whether urban or rural. 13 Hauser, reinforcing Pahl's criticism of

the continuum concept, points out that '1950 census data "not only

indicate that the urban-rural dichotomy might better have been stated

as a continuum, but also that the continuum itself does not hold when

reality is examined." Some characteristics of populations ranked by
. 14

. size rev'ealed nonlinear relationships. 14 In ,sum, not only should we

91



approach the question.of, rural-urban difference with a continuum

rather than a simple dichotomous framework, but we should recognize

that there are several continua, that they do not always overlap, and

that it remains in every case to establish, rather than assums, a

linear trend along any rural-urban continuum.- 1

B.. Ecology and Culture . .; -

Recognizing that there are several different variables that

might serve as a basis for a rural -urban continuum does not solve the:
problem of defir .g urbanization. -Older ideal types dealt not only with

size and density of a community but with many presumed consequences.
of population concentration, ranging from family structure to an indite

vidual's sense of well-being. The breadth of the constructis best'..
summed up by Wirth's phrase "urbanism as a way of life." Becadse

many of these variables seem, to differ ccnsiderably in different his-
.

torical and geographical settings, urban sociologists a generation

beyond the Chicago School '4 Wirth have recomr, reducing the

definition of urbanization tc: a few clearly measurable a...risigraphic

variables, the practice we have adopted. Cultural and psychological

variables, the sociologiiis'have deCided,''' are especially, bound to para-
.

cular, times and places and should therefore be excluded from definitions

at urbanization. Even.if:we limit the definition to Wirth's three central

defining elements--'soize, density, and heterogeneity--.one can raise

questions about the latter, based on historically specific ethnic pat-

ternsterns not consistent with size. Ethnic hetervgenelity plays 'a

9Z
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particularly salient role in Americar urban development because of tale

.ft! unprecedented, volume and diversity of American nineteenth-century

irninigration. But to see immigration as part and pa cel of urbaniza-.
ry

lion would be to ignore the history of rural immigrants and muddle the

definition of urbanism. . :,; s. ; ,*f 1C,r "

Bealer, Willits, and Kuvlevsky specified three dimensions that

have evolved in the literature, on rurality:
. ecological (size Or.density),

occupational (workers engaged in agriculture), and socio-cultural

ations of traditional mentality). Although the authors note that the

ecological variables Est se may not ?-e of much sociological itnport,

''tlycy have qualms' about defining rurality by agriculture becaide it may

overlook substantial rural nonfarm population, and they schew alto-

gether the inclusion of culture'as part of an index of rurality whiCh

might then be construed as an independent variable explaining some-
.

thing else since culture should 'mean "a syStemic whole with mutual

dependence among the parts..,.. To designate some aspects o the whole

as 'independent variables' and hence presumably of causal significance,

would seem to violate the very idt..L: of a patterned whole. "16 Richard

Dewey also argues against cultu -al elements in the definition of urban-
,

Jim:. "There is no suchthing a9 urban culture or rural culture but ,

only various,,c'ulture contents somewhere on the rural-urbaricon-

tinuum. "17 The best advice on this problem has indeed been around

since 1942. Hope Tisdale Eldridge,.defining urbanization simply as an

increase in the numb' r and size of .cities in an area, advised: "The

--fl criterion must be in terms of population. Then we can study traits,

relationships and' characteristics to our heart's content. "18 The

9
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second recommendation to bedrir:virn from thetliterattire on ;at rural.-

urban continuum, therefore, is cleir: 'don't include culturalvariables

don'tiii,the definition' of urbanization, and don't issuzne, prior to investiga

tion, that ctiltUral changes are necessary concomitants of demographic

change. ft,:
*.!

" " . r :
);

'- ; Mist sociolOgists now seem to agree on the desirability of a

multi-dimensional notion of ruralwurban continuum rather than a one-
. .

track transition, and on the undesirability of cultural content in difini,

tions Of urbanity. Having restricted the basic definition of urbanilation

to size and density of population, however, scholars showless con -

sensus as to whether there are any observable .concomitants of urbani-
r,

example,
. .

zatioh which are inevitable, for *in the area of social and
.

,

./economic organization. This issue is, of Course, crucial to under-
-r-

standing the relationship of urbanization to the systematization of
/ . .

schooling. Dewey argues that deSpite "the 'mistaken aesignment

,urbanism of -welter of cultural iterris, " there"are'fiVe univertni con-
. ' .

comitants of increases in size and density: (n anonymity, (2), division
%1....

Of labor, (3) heterogeneity, (4) formally prescribed relationship's, and
.

(5)- impersonal status symboli: One could quibble about whether these

are distinct (4 and 5 seem to be aspects of 1) or about ao'w' strongly

correlated size and LeVerogeneity are, but no matter--Dewey is ,- ,.... ,

Modest about the sociolcigkatimportancl of ihese traits, labelling
>,

them "real but relatiVely unimportant. "19 Southall has taken a simi-
. /-

tlarly limited view, ';claiming that increasing role differentiation-is "the_
only. certain sociological concomitant Of urbanization.'!",

-`4".
::ti if.viC -t£(...; ct,:- . '

94
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.., . -:-L '1 % ' Othpr scholars, however, focussing on this Very process of
. - . .

....
SI" L.! differentiation, assert a wide variety of consequences which havehad ,

immense impact on the structure of society. Although Hauser poi--,ts,,`
z,

out that many of Wirth's hypotheses about urban behavidi are unproven
.

and questions their applicability to less-de041oped countries, he sub-

, < scribes to the view, essentially following Durkheim, that increased .

, .

population size and density lead. inevitably tn, increased complexity -a.nd .

. .

-: ''difierentiation iii social structure acid materia.l'production, andthat this
. .

' leads inevitably to more faunally regulated social interactions
. -

As an inevitable consequence of the increasedivision
of labor and specialization, -an ever MOreinterdependecit.

', . socieW has necessarily evolved new fc)ims of coordina-.
tion d integration; including increasing government
interirention.

Burea.iicracy, Hauser asseits,- is-aso the inevitable urban form,of
Si

"rational-formal-legal" organization. Reflecting an ideal-typical view

. of the subject, he continues, "bureUucracy is necessarily impersonal

and requires the subordination, of the indiVidual 0 the organization: "21,

-Although these urban develmts in organization and human rela.;-open, ,

tions may not be "culturaMby some definitiorls, they certainly haVemay; not

an impact of culture. Thus it seems that some,of what was excluded
.

i 4
V

under the rubric of culture has
.
come back':as social structure. Ina.

i
.

more recent essay Leo Schnore also approingly discusses Durkheim's

: notion'that'in 'increase in human interaction leadalto increased differ-
, .

-.: entiation, arid division of labor because of competition. He concludes
1

4 ;

that the "connections between deniographic and :social change arse
fi

..
numerous and divprse" and constitute ,the unfinished business of urban

...
I-,

,and rural splciology. Schnore apparently would agree with Eldridge,22

f

oh

f
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that we may investigate the social concomitants of urbanization "to
.
heart's content." dxc lud ing nondemographic variables from the cleft-

tial of urbanization does not end the debate on its consequences. As

-later chapters will reveal, we find some merit in the notion of bureau-

cratic and possibly even soci?.1 psychological.concornitants of popula-

tion growth Ler ue; evidence for this .notion in the sphere edu,caiv.mal4
development consists of increasingly bureaucratized, standardized,

andsystems; such ae th\:sse depicted by Tyack in 11422 One Btsl§y.t ern and
*-

in John Jenkins' case study cf Lynn, Chapter IXof this study.` / \

.

r , C. Anomalies

.

and _Exceptions'

Lest we fall back into the "urbanism as a way of life" quagmire,
.

/' . I.

however, we should briefly reiterate a third point made in the litera,-
. ;

ture on the rural-urban continuurrr, that thelie are many sanornallits arid
----------1__

,

exceptiOns tc. the generalizations that accompanied the older ideal- :=
--

typical polarity. Family historians have found that.urbanization:has -.,
- .

riot, spelled a transition froni extended to nuclear families; students Of
. .

.

real bureaucracies ave found that they are not consistently efficient,
. .

impel sonal, or rule-governed; and sociologists have provided num-
..

,erous examples of-village mentality'and behavior

Le_n_ekihas-written about surviving' communalism i
. :. t

about traditional ,behavior -in dense Bombay, and Gans about Boston's
. ,' .

, ..

"Urban villager.."23 An,empirical study by Fidcher questions Wirth
. .

I -
. '

V

-

equation of urbanism with alienation and powerless:mess, and another,

n metropolises.

HosoliOs

by Reiss-cli. alien/ ere-the-notion of imper sonality of city lif-1 in terms
, ,

, . .

O

.
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of.time spent with relatives and intimate friends. , Some stereotypical

..differences derived from Wirth and Redfield-traditions, it seems, are..

not as universal as urbanists had supposed. All of these exceptions

. and revisions under ore the a6ice 'summarized in the preceding

---:..i.section: "do not define urbanization with cultural and psychological

' =

Constructs. -.,5 ri ; :.;:t"-

;:. ;L ;7,?:*j:1'..

D. Urbanization and Technologick Stages

:; .
A fourth generalization that may be drawn from the 1erature

on rurak-urban differenCes is that their:nature depends upon historical

stagei of technological development. As Oscar Lewis has argued,

urbanization is not a single, universal process. It "assumes different 6

- forms and meanings, depending upon the prevailing historic, economic,

- ..:social and cultural conditions.,"25 Sjoberg designated three stages, the
o

1. preindustrial, transitional, and industrial, and he' has described the

different character of the rural-urban relationship in each. In a

transitional society, for example, the ties between urbandrand rural

:; places are increased due to increased migration.and the emerging

. strUcture of state administration in which both .urban'and rural corn-

munities areosubsystems. The interchange between urban and rural

,placerpis greater, and therefore the similarities are greater than in
V

. ..preinchistrial societies where urban dominance is maintained by mar-

' ; towns and government officirlst but less' than in.fUlly industrialized

. 4: societies where mass communication, national markets, and widely
.

;26r. accessible transportation greatly reduce.rural-urban differences.

O
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The consolidation Of - - districts and the increasing impositionl

of state regulatic?n in education are also forces in dissolving rural.!
-

27,urban differences.

Thus, studies of contemporary developing nations which'

. discover 'strong rural-urban differences odern'l attitu detrairel

not vex-Y. pertinent to the history of the -United-.States.'28 In developing
.44

nations urban residence may much more clearly offer unique access to

..

. ,.
qiedia, education., *politics, and other modernizing influences than in

.1

early America. EighteenthT and early nineteenth-century rural society. , ,
in America was not a peasant or folk society. High levels c mobility,

and ownership, and education; *aa.well as_ emerging markets and
; -developing technology, mark,it as transitional; and even among

:

"transitioral" societies.there may be important differences iñtbe

impact of urbanization, depending upon patterns of city size, educa-

tional access, colonial status, and other historically specific factors.

De'spite the assertions of urbanists like Hauser and Schnore about the

universal concomitants of urbanization, the qualifications o f commeri-,
.\

tators like .Sjoberg andLewis suggest again that we define urbanizatio
.

demographically and then investigate its impact in specific historical,
:

and geographic settings'.
. ..1 11.

IV. Urbanization Defined' -

., I .);Iftl :

'`.!:' 1' We Lave followed the soCiologistst injunction to dee a hare-

bons definition of urbanization in order to /see what'insighis it may

yield into educational patterns _in nineteenth-century Massachu setts.
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The most straightforward and precide definition of:the urban: status
.

29.sef.a:given*conimunity is its population size and density.29 Data on

population size are readily and systematically available beginn.ig in

1790 for the United States; for this reason it is .the most, frequently

..used kat*. Data on population density are very diffiCult to assemble,
o

lacking systematic figures On'the area of towns, but because of the

theoretical irnpOrtance of density, we have usedan,approximation of
. ..density `in our multivariate analysis:. ,:.*

f. ; Intlielong run density is quite highly correlated with 'pOpulation

i isize, despite some persistent anomalies like the density of present -day

,-Los Angeles cpmpared to New, York City. DUncan argues-for. ,cluseifi-
.

_ Cation by siz-=e orftlie groundt-that this will yield.ordering -by- density as

welt. 30 This may not be true in the short-run, however; moreover,

' town size and population density refer to quite different phenomena.

gzei depends -noVonly on demographic groWth but. also on the 'forrnal_

organization of ,a,n agglomeration of.peoplethe -gOvernmental bOund-

aries. Size can.thus change quite dramatically through .consolidation

or partition without changing density or other characteristics. Con-,
verse y, a city can grow in real terms without changing its putinoded

boundaries. The problems of urban sprawl and 'suburbs have led-
%

recent demographers to replace official population defiritions with
,0

suc:i concepts as the Standard MetropolitanArea.

Considering the arbitrariness of town size, one might predict

--that density would be a more central or meaningful index of changes

hunian interaction; However, there is one impo'rtant effect attri-
-:

butableto size Est se. To the extent that.gdvernrnent services such



A

as police, schtiols, and welfare are provided by.the town,. the size of

the population will determine the scale of the service organizations,

which in turn affects their bureaucratic structure and modes of opera-

tion. Staled.froni a client's point of view, population size; alters the

character of the civil reference group ,to Mich each inhabitant relates::

Getting .schooling from the .town of Boxford is .not the same:as. getting

A schooling from the city of Boston; law enforcement is not the same in

units of 800 people as it is ink units of 80, 000. .!Town then,

may affect the level of effiCiency, variety, 'anonymity, and formality of

organizational life.

Density complements or reinforces such tendencies but has

additional effects. Density is dernographic, .not an arbitrary, vari-.
.

able and thus should affect informal relationshipti as well :as ,fo;mal
.

organizations. At lower levelS, density may'aff2ct the frequency and -7

diversity of likulnan'.contatt; at higher levels denbity;may..adVersely

'affect the_material_quality. of.life_by'creating crowded living conditions

Or congested transportation.facilities. Of course, high density may be
. .

a proxy in specific situations .for. other variablel we. are unable to meas.=

,ure, such a-s-high migration, whichave important social effects and

are also.part of theproCess-of American urbanization:.:;;

sum, both podation size and density'are conceptually
.

necessary for the universal concomitants of urbanization propose0 by.

Durldieim and .reiterated by Hauser and by Schnore becausr those coil.-

sequences flowirom roledifferentiation; .which is a functi-ori,bOth of

scale and density., ' 3. 1.-.,.;t4ci 0 .r..4 ?-":t

It) ,o rf,

.
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,t.;V. Urbanization in, Nineteentli-Century Massachusetts

."P":i* , if. 1. ;) fr!I tt:4:'; roc _AI
.

1 ;) ,-.,One reason scholars have associated nineteenth-century

school, reform with urbanization icthat they coincided. %he major
rs:

system-building decade far New England educators occurred in the
s 311840's when the rate.of urbanization peaked in Massachusetts: But

Correlations are not causes, and the story afbat2i urbanization and.

school reform are complicated. To put our Massachusetts data in

-context, we present some of the basic facts' about urbanization from

1800 to 1900.

6.

.g

: /Urban growth wars not,- of course, new in the nineteenth century.

Taylor has emphasized that urbanization was proceeding at a rapid rate

prior to the American Revolution, with the population !n towns over 8000

inhabitants rising 33 percent from 1750 to 1,760'and 50 percent from 1760
.

to 1770. This rate oisgroWth watt sharply curtailed bith e ivar, and'the

urban population made a slow recovery from 11780 until 1810, a period
..

of urban dominance by commercial seaports. The decade from 1810

to 1820, which Taylor calls "the great titsnabout" in ArrieriCan econo-
o, TII1C developrrient, is the.only.decade during which the percentage of the

ipopulation in towns over 2500 persons declined. Thereafter the urban

population in the United Statep Increased steadily .1zom 7.2 percent of

the total population in 1820 to 39.7 percent in 119.00.32

Massachusetts was more urbanized than the rest of the nation

throughout the nineteenth century. 33 The proportion of ur1-..7.n dwellers
" . 4

in Massachusetts rose from 32.0 percent in 18'09 to 91.5 plxrcrkt in

1900 (see Graph Number 1). In terms of the rate of increase inthe

fs
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percentage of the population urbanized in MassaChusetts, the two

decades between 1830 and 1650 are particularly significant., The

surge of urban growth in the 1830's and 1840's coincides with a shift

from commercial seaport dominance to the rised"f numerous manu.;

facturing cities in Massachusetts."' In contrast to the rank-order -

stability of great c ities, a commonplace among historical geographers,

Massachusetts saw a substantial rank-order shift in medium-siz ed

cities, below the level of Boston, from commercial seaports like

'Salem, Nantucket, and Gloucester, 'to- inland manufacturing centers

like Lowell, Lawrence, .arid Worcester. As we would expect, the

proportion,of the population engaged in manufacttiring increased with .

urbanization, making its biggest gains in the 1840's... After mid-century

the increases of manufacturing workers slackened, not because indus-
,

trialization had slowed but because- the deVelOPing "tertiary sector of

the maturing economy absorbed some of the shift from agriculture. 34

. .

However, even in the first half of the century there are discrepancies in

the timing arid magnitude of increases in urban popuiation and manufac-
.

v turing workers., Larnparcl properly caution's us against amt "easy'

identification of the Urbanization and industrialization processes."'"

There is a considerable degree of independence between urbanization
.

and industrialization processei in Massachusetts during the nineteenth

century. Multivariate analysis will help to untangle these "processes--
and assess their relative relationship to- educational devel"nr;rnent..

41'i '%;17

. ?!. "
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"tThe Urban Crisis: Real or ImAigired?

...! i :f (! : f :'7
. .

, -:-,,,,The.gross trends in nineteenth-century tirhanizatiibl .re pot in,
..

Their meaning for social history, is less clear. The rough,"
. .

coincidence of industrial development and heavy imniibStion with the '`

,period ofincreased urbanization in the 1840is and 1850's, with all the' .

s: attendant luirnad pr.oblems of thesedevelopments, has contributed to
-47

the notion of an "urban crisis" in the nineteenth century, a notion

..- resoundingly affirm0 by reformers of the period: The urban crisis

often accompanies the emit& isch transformation; his-

torians discover the crisis in different decades, 4epending on the city

and the period they have chosen. 36 We do not intend here to affirm or

deny the reality of such crises, but only to argue that an increasing

rate of urbanization is not inevitably accompanied by the deterioration'

.,.,of living conditions on all fronts. This once Tin suggests the need

..,.for greater precision in the social history of cities!, The first distinc-
. . .

tion which must be made is that between the perceptions of urban crisis,'

which are ubiquitous In the Minds of -urban reformers, and the_objective,.

indices,of change. Three further distinctions should be, ntade. First,

American cities, for all their similarities, may have been substantially

. different in quality of life. New York City, much studied by urban
0

,historians, surely experienced the greatest growth and the greatest
.

problems of all American'Cities; if there was an urban crisis in the

nineteenth century, it was here. But we should not assume that

Boston was the same, or-as bad as, New York; and there doubtless

were differences in degree between the problems of thd medium-sized.
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cities like Springfield and the great,metrppolises.; yrnireislontstic --
.. . ..

- ,

evidence suggests Hifferences irnong Massachuset ts mill towns; liy"ii(gi
t

conditions and attendent, urban ills were alleg edly.worse in Fall River,

than in Lawrence, for example. Urban history has been charaCterized

by studies of single sites; in the future we need more coniparaave

Btiv,ici t.v du t' 43 X Init.)? Wi 2142'h urban developments were idios?iltrati

rr1 were stematic;

The second distinction is that a decline .in one aspect of living

conditions does not necessarily imply a decline in other aspects. For

example, despite increasing population density and the invention of the
2r

tenement, urban life expqctancy in Massachusetts was not degining-i-
,

perhaps because average per capita income was rising and public health

efforts were increasing in the cities. 37.
.

The third distinction is between averages,' extremes, and

distributions, Averages can be misleading and can be used to mask

serious injustices in the hisiory"of common. people. On the other hand;

therehas been a tendency in urban .history to highlight the most abject

and exploited city-dwellers, reflecting the same focus on the part of

"ineformers in the past: For New rodIrk.Cit.y---1,sliiistoris, for example,
.

!Ie-infamous Five Points area has beciame', symbol of urban squalor,

, if was in Victorian America. s.+Yetit was also an extreme rather than

a typical slum. Similarly, the Shattuck. Report of 1850' orr sanitary con-.

ditions in Boston is widely cited; but before, weinake it an emblem of

13oston filth at mid - century, we *mid recall that it too focused on the

oust areas of the city and that it followed on the heels of a terrible
38cholera epidemic. In,fleeing from e lite history we must avoid the

106
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tendency-to concentrate wily on the poor and thedoyvntroddei,so
-* ... ..

.0- , J."-, :

. vividly:por trayed
.
by. cor tern orar..-1e s ;-mn' e te' ent h,-C. e''ntuiy cities Were

;

.

,.= also populated by various middle groups 'who were neither the insti
1.

-. -,

; ,
O.-

. .1.

gator s_nor the objects reform; -Themost'satisfactory approach,.
.

. . . t ''
. which we cannot detail here,

a is to investigate the changing distribution
. .

. ,
.

. of wealth,. goods, housing, status, and other amenities by,determining

; . I

the average level for various 'sub-groups within a city. In thieway we
tv I

can discover the pockets of middling affluence and the pocket6 of per-.
.

. :

sietant inequality, as well as the extremes of poverty and luxury.

Thinking in terms of averages as well as extremes, then, what

might the dew history of liv;rig conditions look like? Do the 'fragments of

known trends add up to an urban crisis? Some conditions, obviously,

were changing dramatically and created strain. Population size der,_ se

necessitated some organizational changes, as in the systemization of
a if

3 9
New YorKts schools or 'the professionalization of Boston:1s policeb

f

Heavily increased immigration rates were changing the composition

of urban populations and, caused cultural confliet. 40 One of the most

dramatic examples was Holyoke which grew from farmland to milltown
'

virtually overnight, and was.,inundated by Irish laborers. 41-Elite

Yankees perceived the assimilation problem as a crisis and mustered
..,

schools, tracts, and police fin; the task But again, we.must not rely
%

solely upon elite Yankees' perceptions for our history. Recently

*-' scholars have challenged the earlier cultural shock theme in it-11mi-
.

grant history, emphasizing instead the integrity and viability of the

immigrant family, neighborhood, ano cultural organizations. Ward,

arguing against the' pathological 'View of immigrant residential districts,

107
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- says they "were often erroneously identified with high rates of infant
.

mortality, crime, prostitution, drunkenness,, and various other symp..
fr.4toms' of social ills: "42 . . :,, . ..- O

The reformeril,litany About the disorder of working class liven
.

. .;

mast be tEsseed against fragmentary and imperfect statistical evidence
I '

about living conditions',, and we must be sensitive both' to extremes,

averages, and patterns of distribution. Income provide& 9. complex
1

example. AvAilable eftlence suggestS that in the period 1800 to 1860
.31

poverty was increa.sing while per capita income was also increasing for,

many groups because of the growing inequality of wealth distribution as.
43

. .

well as the rise in productivity. Similarly,,,a decline -in. the rate of

infant rnuzvo.ity did pot help the unefnployed immigrant who could not

afford food for his c.n dying child... Nonetheless, among most groups

life expeCtancy was not decreasing in nineteenth - century Massachusetts,
-

and such trends are also part of the historyoof ordinary, people. c,

Deviance, so much talked' about at the time, is even more
4 .

resistant to quantification than health and wealth. Was crime 'n.creas-

ing witik.urbanization? Perhaps, but Larie,. arguing that Boston police

were organized ,largely for mob control, asserts that."those mad or

sperate offenses which aciOnted for most serious'

proportionately on th4 increase during the nineteenth

- -that''it is ithposible to assess accurately the changing .incidence.of

crime were not

century, " and
4

the disorderly 1-ellavior of which drunkenness was the center and syrn,.

IvWsli.ham much of the increase in arrests between l'872 and

1890.was due to native Protestant crusades to'stop the Irish from

drinking. It is not clear whether dzunkenness or intolernce of44

.

.

0
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- , . Clearly, nineteenth-century urbanization, with accompanying

immigration and industrialization, p'ut.strains con human relations and

i

_ -

demanded new forms of organization. To take reformers at face value

and posit a constant urban crisis as a causal factor in institutional

development, however, may be to avoids r rates of change in

specific feattires of_urban life. Once t io Letter grotinding in

comparatiVehigtory of urban living conditions, we can go back to the

perceptions of reformers to see whether they were reacting to actual

deteriohtion attendent upon Urbanizatiori or whether their expestations

were charging. Were problems getting objectively poor se,- or had more

people in mid-nineteenth-century America come to believe that they

could intervene to solve s.. cial tensions thnotigh institutions?
45.

4.Coviously, both were happening to. some degree, but urban crisiejs

not a sufficiently elegant concept to sort Out the problem.._

. VII, The Rurr Crisis.

1

One problem with an emphasis on an antebellum urban crisis

in.explaining the systematization of schooling, then, is the failde to
.

istingith more carefully bettveen-the-perceptions of reformers and __

the quantitative ihdreeftfvarious, condftionsand-behavior. Another. , ,

r-
problem is that the, focus on urban problems ov:e'rlooks a simultaneous.
rural crisis that also had an important impact on schooling develop-

,

, ment.
tf, .;

102
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The improved markets affqrded by urban growth and the intense
9

western competition allowed by impro,,, ,td transportation spurred,tech-
,

nological. improvements and created widespread anxiety among New
I

England farmers du ring the firty years, preceding the Civil War. 46

Horses replaced oxen as iron ploughs replaced wooden ploughs. Self-
, -

sufficient production and household industries declined as farmers felt .

the influence_of national-markets- and factory production. "This transt»

tion from mother-and datighterpower to-water-and-steam,,power," wrote

Horace Bushnell in 1851, will- "carry ,with it a complete revolution of

domestic life and social manners. "47

But the revolution--in agriculture and in rural mannerswad
.

nor, entirely welcome. Progress was often accompanied byascourage-

men., decline, and defection to the .cities. This rural crisis affected--
.

education in at least two ways. Competition and declining relative

productivity led to efforts by agricultural journals and socisties to

disseminate scientific farming methods, atarts that met with-mixed-

succeid. Second, the straightened resources of the many antebellum

farmers inclined them'againdt increased expenditures for public
t.

schools, Both of these developments have lent credence to the
..

image of the farmer as a conservatives ,opponent of common education.

Agricultural journalists bemoaned the ordinary.farmers' resistance to r
.

innovation while educatibnal reformers criticized their poor sclie-til

facilities and lack ofconimitment to common education. The corn,-

plaint that ordinaiy fAmers did not read agricultural journals seems

borne'out by estimates of their limited circulation. 48
, But the asser-

tion that "the rural populatiOn as a whole 'contributed little to the

11.0
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, contemporary rise of the public-common school " should be treated

with caution. 49 As we shall see below, although-farmers may have

, opposed school reform, they favored school attendance. Despite rural

sehoolcommittees' ritualistic Complaints about the lack-of parental

. cooperation, rural parents sent their children to school at highsr rates

than their urban neighbors, at troth younger and older ages.: Deform or

t. the school 0.40 an important role in rural children's

lives. But in the eyes of school reformer's, attendance was not

..c-enough. The rural school crisis had more to dO with poor Physical

facilities, 'poor equipment, untrained teachers, short sessions, and

other delicierstCiee resulting trom scant resources. These should be

seen in the context of a general rural tranreormation prior to the Civil

War. Before we attribute too much of the motivation for school reform

to urban problems, we .should

early nineteenth - century New
__

acknowledge their rural counterparts in

tngland: depopulation, declining relative

productivity, and a perceived crisis of rural values.

The rationale for common schooling was similar in rural and
0

urban communities -- schools should be supported because they-teach

morals, deference., citizenship, and the rudimentary children

will need. However, in rural areas where attendance was high and
.

resources low, reform discussions centered more on expenditures
z

and' Control, while in urban areas reformers focussed more on the

clients di the schools and anxieties about social disorder. Because

the patterns and problems of schooling differed in demographically

,-different towns, we now turn'to a disCussion of educational patterns

in Massachusettstowns of different si

111
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VIII.--Rur-al-Ur-ban-Differences-in-MassaChusetts-Schnolinit
-.-

t
We have' computed educational statistics for towns. grouped into ,

six 'categories,, including Boston as a separate category (see Table
. -

IV-2 for the number of towns and the population in each category for

1840, 1860, and 1875).50 There,are twoobvious problems with this

mode of presentation. First, the rural-urban distinction had been

blurrec: somewhat by 1840 :-..aecon-sitterabiy-by-1-8-7-5-6The-iruraM
e s rtowns of Mabsachusetts were in close proximity to large towns, andA---_-__

farming Was Widely accompanied by hotisehold industries such as shoif-:,
...

making or straw weaving. The countryside was also dotted with small. .

,

scale factories_ which produced items such as matches. The farming
3

communities of mid-nineteenth-century Massachusetts, then, were

transitional. They were tied in various ways to the emeiging indus-

trial order. Conversely, the cities of this period were semi- rural.

Thus, Robert Frost, who grew up- in Lawrence in the 18801e, remem-
./ a

bered fondly his frequent walks-in the-surrounding countryside.. After.
graduating from high school, he taught in Methizen, to which he simply

walked from the big city each day. 51
. .

Second, as'discussed'above, the rural-tti.ban continuum is not

unidimensional; population size captures only one dimension of social

change. Nevertheless, it can provide us with a- starting point for inaly4

sis, and the charts and tables whidh-fdllPwdo display substantial-and
.

systematic differences in schooling associated with population size.
. .. ____

The first clear pattern we note is the higher participation rate

in'rural schools (see Tables IV-3 to IV -?). The perctint of children-
. .
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aims 0-19 in school is consistently and negatively related to town size.

Given the traditional negative view of the commitment of rural areas

to learning as well as modern research-on other societies which show

lower education, literacy, or intelligence in rural areas, one -might

have expected lower school attendance in nineteenth-cehtury rural

'Massachusetts. 52 But thfs is not the case. Total participation as well

.a. saverage dailyattenclInce is higher at all age levels in the public

,schools; the picture,does not change when private schooling is added

(see Chart 1):53 The percentage of children ages,0-19 in public and

private school was steadily declining from 69.&perCe-ii t m 1840

58. I percent in 1860 and to 55.0 percent in 1875. While the percentage

of -11der children in school remained relatively Con'sfant, there was a
<-

. sizable drop in the percentage of-very young children attending school.

The drop'in the percentage of very young children attending school is a

reflectiOn of the growing conviction among educators and parents that
-( 4

early education was harmful to children (see Chapter VI below). Fin-
,. .9.

'ally, there was a convergence in the rates of school attendance among

communities of varying size. o .

There were also significant differences in,thelength of the

school ?.ssion among Massachusetts towns. Detailed information on

the length of the school year are only available for the public schools;

as a result, our analysis of variations by town size for this factor will

be_re_stricted to the public schools (see Chart 2). Whereas there was

an inverse relationship between town size a- school attendance;

exactly the opposite is true for the length-of the school year--the
_

larger the town, the longer the school session.. Overall,' there is a
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statewide increase in the lengtl of the school year from 145.8 days in

1840 to 158.8 days in 18.60 and to 176.5 days in 1875. Similar to the

pattern of school attendance, there is a convergence amorg Massachu-

-sera- town-shrthe-tength-of-the-school-year-from-1840-to 1875.

The length of the school year and the average daily attendancea.

combine to determine the days of school attended per school -age child

in a-given-year:

Length of school x average attendance Days of school attended.
Children ages 0-19 per child ages 049

_
.

Chart 3 demonstrates the effect of the longer school year in larger
,

towns. The length of the school year more than offsets the lower

average daily attendance rates to produce higher per capita.

tion of public_andprivate education. In other words, fewer children

went to school in the larger towns, but those who did Went mach longer

each year and thus consumed more schooling. The number of _days of

0

schooling per child in_Massa,chu_setts rose from 60.3 days in 1840 to

63.1 days in 1860 and to 70.1 days in 1875. -Again, there was a con-

vergence of the number of days in school per child- among MaSsachu-
.

setts towns throughout this period.
o

We can only begin to suggest the meaning of these interesting

and remarkably systematic rural-urban differences and the tendency to

convergence. The following observations are largely impressionistic

and require mote complex statistical analysis and further work in local

sources. As of 1840--the earliest date when fairly complete figures are

available, and prior to the major impact of the state's Board of Educe a

tion, founded.in 837--Massachusetts public school data reveal great

dilferences between thelargaitrand the smallest towns in total

41
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enrollment (32.4 percent vs. 62.4 percent), in average daily attendance

(24.3 percent vs. 37.5 percent), and in length of school session (264.9

days vs. 136.0 da.9.6). In predominantly, agricultural towns, short

sessions accommodated the seasonal nature of farm work while the

relative lack of alternative activities in winter boosted total erirb11:.

merit: Conversely, in cities, child labbr, though perhaps sporadic,

was -not seasonal, and long school sessions helped accommodate* the

recruitment of as many children as possible into the ,schools. On the

other hand, participation rates were lower due to work opportunities
_ .

and (we hypothesize) othkr. diversiOns, as well as cultural and religious"

diversity which made the public schools alien or,threatening to more

people. .
.

For the educational reformer--who believed that more educa-

tion for more people was certainly a good thingthe rural attendanee`

problem and the urban attendance problem were quite_different. their
. .

task in-the-countr-y-syle,-where-most-school,Lage_c.hildrenAlreb.dy
. 7' ;,0 .

,

attended, was to increase the length of the. school year; while in the
...

..
. , ._\ -4

-

i4r&r cities, many children did no set foot in school all year and
-: .

___

therefore, in the eyes of the reforMers, needed recruiting. It is not
.. .

.
sufficient to note, the;efore, that local school-reports in nineteenth-

century Massachusetts were preoccupied with attendance. Rural

reports are preocc'ttpied tvith regularity of attendance; urban reports,

while sharing
.
this concern, increasingly reflect attention to non-

attenders as the nineteenth century progressed. This concern-seems

characteristical y urban. 'The bare figures thus suggest important

differences in the re ionship of school to, community in small towns

3;
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and cities. Rural figures suggest cohesion and the limited but firmly

established mt of school, attendance for children:in-the community.

It was the quality and amount of rural schooling that worried reforth-

ers. In cities, with more mobile and more diverse residents, school-'

going did not reflect cohesion. Schooling was looked upon as an instru-
,

merit to create cohesion, but the clients were not always readily at
et

;hand. a

These common sense reflections suggest-the-imiortance, not of
. .

", town size, but.of heterogeneity. Other recent scholarship, in contrast,
.-has emphasized the central role of industrialization and has portrayed

. ./
.

the public schools as the molder s'of a disciPli-ned industrial work force.

Of course; the issue is relative emphasis; no okIe denies outright the

influence of ethnicity or occupational status in the history of the com-

mon-peop;le7; Nor-is-there anything-ineompatibIedn_the school's efforts

to create harmony, social stability, and an industrious, compliant
.

work force. Nonetheless, emphasis is of the essence in pursuing that

elusive concept--,causation."

"irst, howe'ver, we briefly present statistics by our, six town

grotIpl for education variables other than attendance in order to see

how rural-urban differences pervaded several aspects of the schoolr

ing process. In terms of teacher salaries, there were great differ-
. ..

ences between maleand female teachers as well as betWeen rural

and urban systems (see Tables- to IV-14). "Female teachers,

always received less than m le teachers. At the state level, the

average female monthly salar was.ontiy 50..6.percent of male salaries

in 186b and rose gradually to 5 9 percent of male saiaries in 187.5.

119
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.
Fhe discrimination in wages against women was the greatest in the

largest towns and the least in the rural communities. Furthermore,

for both male and female teachers, salaries were higher in the larger

communities. : :-

Throughout the period,' rtiral-Lgchools paid lower_ wages, paid

women teachers closer to the rate for men, but hired a lov. er propor-

tion of women (see Chart No. 4). In rural nongraded district schools,

.with'' a higher proportion of older boye in Winter, female teachers were

deemed less appropriate than in-the subordinate - roles developing for

_them in urban graded schools headed by male principals. Also,
- __

. because rural pay rates for both sexes were very much 16-wer and

closer to each other than urban rates, the pressure to economize by

. feminizing was .,Innovation on this matter

ated from larger towns.. By 1875 rural school boards had conformed

to the urban norm andatibetantially feminized teaching, but still' paid

-them at rates less discriminatory than larger towns-.
.

The'averagenumber of pupils per public school teacher and the

average number of pupils per public school in Massachusetts declined
vs

from 1840 to 1875 (see Tables W-15 and IV-16). There was a positive

relationship--between-tciwn_size and thep.verage number of pupils per

public school teacher
3or the average number of students per public

school in 1840, '1860, and 1875. In(the smallest towns a teacher was

.-virtually synonymoils with a school; in the cities larger buildings with

several teachers permitted grading-while fostering the impersonality

:H of :larger classes anda.deieloping bureaucracy.

;" .;,..--. . `, r :
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The expenditures oh pupils also varied by town size Oise

Chart No..5).- The- school expenditures per pupil increased dtama-

tically from 18'40 to 1875r-refleCting ,$n part the increasing

/education as well as the inflation of Money during that period..
b

The-resources dilemma for small -towns is. illustrated by the
.?fact that even though they achieved lower. pe.- pupil expenditures,

smaller towns had to tax similar 'proportions of their ratqcfproperty*

wealth as the'larger towns; Bostonhad the highest per pupil extoendk:

tures in the state while its schoOl budget required the lowest percent

of property wealth, (see Ttble No: IV-1,9).. To some extent, higher

. urban expenditires may reflect differences in costs of living for'

teachers and not necessarily difference's in qi.alitir of education.
0

The,differezices in-expenditure's were great between the smalleit
0

towns ($3.09,per stident in 1840).and the towns over 16,1)00 population

'I($5.35 per 'student in 1840); but,. with the exception of high-expenditure

Boston, the gap was considerably narrowed by*187S. One of Hora"e ,

Mann's favorite'divices for upgrading local expenditures .i,t-ras to pub-
.

lish annually a ranked list of pet pupil expenditures in the public ,,

schools for all. the towns insthe state. Local 'school Cominitte( s

responded in their annual reports with dutiful statements of pride or
.

shame concerning theirshigh or ,loivratingt :Our figures for 1840i

1860, and 1875 suggest that such tactics 'worked some degree.

In summary, statistics on education in towns of different
, .

population sizes "reveal persistent and systematic rural -urban
.

differences,
.
_with some tendency to convergensse b..y.,1875,-yp:s'one,

might expect in a society undergoing a'period of rapid and' petvasive-

:122 .
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social change. There wen-, nonetheless; clear differences between

demographicallyklifferent commuiiitie's regarding aspects of school-
.

ing which can be'measured. We lave suggested a few common sense

reasons -, gleaned lamely from lettristic sources, for these differ-
.:; e But how do we sort out the relative importance of economic,

s
demc rwhic, political, or religious changes in shaping the

proce:is Of schooling? No sta.tisticaIrrie-thvdc-anitentify-catrses-in
,0

the instrumental sense; that is, how something made something .else

happen. -But let. us ask the question at a simpler level.' .Many

cesse are going. on iri the growing towns or nineteenth - century
,

Massachusetts -- commercial development, ,industrialization, class

-stratification, immigration, and otliei;,s. .Which' these correlates
4

best with the chara.cteristics of urban school structures andatterid-
,.

vance?. This will help elucidate some possible causes and eliminate

others. It is for this task that we designed"our multivariate analysis

of the ecology of schooling in these towns....

o
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IX.- Multiple Regression Results tor-1860°
a ro

In the preceding section of this 'analysis, we subdivided. our

data-for 1840, 1860, and 1875 into six categories based on town size
. .

in order ,to test for rural-urban differences in th.. school attendance
:/**

characteristics of these .towns. We discovered a pronounced and regu-

lar relationship between the categories of town size. nd educatiortal

variables for each of those years. It is possible, however, that the

strength of the relationships between town size and school attendance

or length of session are exaggerated by the presence of intervening'

variables, such as industrialization or the percentage of the pojIulation

foreign-born, which may be highly correlated with both town size and

educational charactpristics. In addition, though subdividing town size

into six categories permits a clear presentation of the material, ,it

doeS-no tmake full use of thed-ta from a statistical point of view
*1' 4

because distinctions in town size within each of those groups are lost.

19 As a result, we investigated the relationship between attendance

variables and the socioeconomic and cultural characteristki of towns,

in more detail in 1860 using multivariate techniques of analysis and

information from 316 Massachusetts towns. 54 We developed and 'con-

sidered over fifty different independent variables, but limited our final
, ,

analysis to nine since the others were either` not relevant from a con-

ceptual point of view or were too highly correlated with some other

independent variable already in our regression equation. 55 For a

list of our final dependent and independent variables, see Table

' `' " ' .r t. C. ,, J.!
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As indicated in our earlier. discussion of urbarliza#on, we

inctuded two different rural-urban variables--the .total population of the 4?

area and "the 'number of acres of farmland per- capita.. Total population

is measure of the scale effect of population size within a local govern-

mental
.

mental unit while the. number of abre3 of farmland is a rough approxi-
-

matzo of density.. We could have us ed an estimate. of the total number.

of acres in each-thwn , which is available for 1860, rathc.r than' the

number of acres of farmland since the latter is .a reflection of agrf-

cultural development as well as density. Hoy/ever, we preferred to

. use farm acres because data on total acres per, town are not available.

for 1840. and 1875, our other cross-sectional data sets, and we wanted

. to keep the variables as cOrriparable as possible:56 .Because these two

measures of density are highly correlated (.82), the substitution of one

for the other do,ls not introduce significant differences in our 2860

regression analysis. Our- two measures of urban development, popu-

lation size and the number of farm acres per capita, are inversely

related, 4:$f course,. but not very strongly (-. 27). Therefore we-may

include both of Ulm in our analysis in order to weigh their relative

importance as predictors of educational development.

As we have seen above,' school attendance patterns varied quite

sy stematically by town size when grouped in six categories. In our

multiple regression analysis we introduce not only a second urban

variable, density, but sever- al other variables:' each town's corn -.

mercial and induSrial status, per capita wealth, pauper expenses,
.p# r . .

roportion of immigrants, and two crilde measures of religious
.

participation. This re-introduces some of the aspects of urban'

-126



development which we excluded from our definitiOri of ,urbanization;".

These variables may have characteristic associations with urbaniza<

tion; but'are not synonymous with it. The regression analysis will

help sort out these economic and cultural indices and indicate the

strength of their relationship to schooling patterns.

The 1860 United States Census did not provide toWn;by-town
, .

.

siunmaries of occupational data. Therefore, we calculated from other

sources the percentage of the population ages fifteen and up in each

town who were merchants (as an index of commercial development)

and the percentage of the population ages fifteen and up who were

engaged in manufacturing (as an index of industrial development)._57

The distinction between commercial and industrial development is
- ,

important analytically because these two variables were not highly

crirrelated in antebellum Massachusetts (.09). Manufacturingdovel-

oped throughout the state whereas extensive commercial activity was

more restricted to the larger; older urban centers such as Salem and

Boston..*

Even among the large population centers, there is not much

overlap between those with the highest number of merchants and

those with the greatest number of worker s' in manufacturing, In
.1

many towns', commercial and industrial developinent are successive

phases of develOpment, the fOrmer declining in importance as the

latter increases. 58 Most cities rate high oh both indices only at the

time of the transition. Other- cities, such as newly created.factory
o

towns like Lowell, never 'had a commercial phase. Also, especially

-i in the early nineteenth century, geographical features influence the
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locatilon of predominantly commercial towns (largely coastal) and

industrial cities (near water power) at any given time. As d\result,

lists of the top quintile (63 towns) on these two separate indiceS had

only twelve towns in. common. Among the top commercial cities in

1860 were: Boston, Salem, Nantucket, Plymouth, Cambridge,

Worcester, and Pittsfield.. The cities with the highest proportion

: , of manufacturing workers included Chicopee, Holyoke, Lowell, and

Danvers. In the upper quintile on both variables were the industrial-

izing coastal towns of New Bedford, Lynn, Gloucester, Marblehead,

1

and Fad River.
1 7

- One of our tentative conclusions from the grouped educational

data ways that towns with less taxable resources would have more diffi-

culty in providing adequate educational facilities for their children.*

Therefore, we used the assessed valuation per capita as an index of
5

,=, taxable resources in each of the comMui)iities. 9 In addition, we

- hypothesized that communities with a higher level of per capita wealth
9

would be more likely to encourage their children to attend scho61 than

those towns which were less affluent.

. -. The pauper expenses per capita in each town was included as a

possible measure of the extent to which different communities were

burdened. (and hence concerned) with prociding public resources for

the poor. Some nineteenth-century commentators argued tat. education

was an effective means of reducing or even eradicating poverty. There-

for", we anticipated that areas with a high burden of public support for

the poor might be more willing to provide more resources for the

.sch)ols in order to reduce the burden of pauper, support in the future.
60

,
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'Studiei of school attendancejnthe nineteenth century have

usually'found that children of foreign-born parents were less likely to

attend school -- partly because their parents were more apt to need the

additional income their older children could earn,' partly because

foreign-born parents may not have valued extended ethication as much
7

as their native counterparts, and partly because immigrants may have
61found the pubiic schools more culturally or religiously. offensive.

To test for this possibility, we wanted to include the percentage of

the population-who were foreign-born in our regression equations.

Unfortunately, there are no town summaries of the percentage. of the

population foreign-born available in the published, federal censuses.

We therefore made an estimate on the basis of a straight-line inter-
., ,

pok:tion of the percentage foreign-born frOm the Massachusetts state

censuses of 1855 and 1865. Bee-wise:the percentage ofthe population.

foreigni-born remained relatively stable between 1855 and 1865 in the

state, this procedure probably yielded reliable results on the relative

.levels of the foreign -born population in Massaaluietts towns in 1860.

Becau'se many of the studies of educational reform have stressed

the importance of religion, we wanted to include some variable on the

level of religious activity 'a the community. Systematic data on reli-

giOus membership at the town level does not exist for Massachusetts

in 1860. Consequently, it was necessary to use an approximation that

was available- -the number of church seats per capita.62 As there ie

probably a three or five kear.lag between a sizable increase in church .

membership and 'church construction, this index relr,,cts religious

affiliation three or four years earlier. In addition, this index might



.also reflect differences in the relative affluence and concern about

church buildings among the denominatfons." Finally, because Catholic

parents were disturbed by many of the ideas that were taught within the

public schools, they often either sent their Children to parochial schools

or kept them home. As an indication of the concentration of Catholics

, within communities, We included the number of Catholic Church seats

per capita as our ninth andfinal independent variable.

The first dependent variable Weinvestigated was the combined

public and private school enrollment. of children under twenty. There
L

was: considerable variation arfilztng the towns in school enrollment, with

an average among the towns of 39.9 percent of children under twenty in

school (see Table IV-41). However, there were nb very strong rela-
..

-..tionships between school attendance and any one of the independent

correlationvariables (see Table IV -21). `The strongest simple r was

between school attendance and the index of commercial deVelopment,'

but even that was relatively vieak(.31).

As a result, our overall regression ,equation using the nine
t

independent variables could only account 'for 22.2 percent of the varia-

tion in the percent of children under twenty in Massachusetts schools,

the lowest percentage. of explained variance of the three dependent

variables we consider hero.

The total population of the town was not a significant predictor

ofCschool enrollment after' controlling for the effects of the other inde-

pendent variables on the dependent variable (see Table IV-23. for the

beta weights and other statistic-F-3 for this particular analysis). Farm-.

land per capita, our density measure, on the other hand, was a much
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stronger predictor of school. enrollment. The less densely pOpulated

an area, the more likely Children were to attend school. It may be that

the further a child lived from, school, the less likely he or she would ie\

attending that school. However', our measure of density does-not tell

us much about this issue since even in rural areas district schOolq
.were scattered among the population; thus, the walking distance to a

country school may not_have been very much further than to an urban

school. Our measure of density more likely reflect the rural and

agricultural nature of the communities, and the fact that children.in

such environments were actually more likely to attend school tban

i.heir' urban counterparts; as we discovered for the early.nineteenth

century in Chapter -II: 63 The higher school enrollment of children in

rural areas confirms our earlier discussion about the nature of the

rural school crisis- -the problem in rural areas was not how to encour-

age children to attend school during some part of the year, but how to

increase the regularity Of their attendance and the length of the school

year, as well as the qualityof their schools and teachers. :

School enrollment in areas which 1nd-re commercial was
.higher while that in areas which were more industrial waslbwer.

However, the commerce variable was not statistically significant in

this equation. The negative relationship between manufacturing and

school attendance may reflect the greater job opportunitie's for young .

people in industries; local children in- these areas were more likely

to be attracted by early employment, and teenagers from other com-

munities Would be more likely to migrate to these industrial towns in

order to participate in the labor force rather than to attend the schools...., .
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We 'wondered whether children from more affluent communities
^

....would be more apt to attend schoorbecauge their parents would be more

. anxious to have been educated and because the quality of the schools and

teachers in those communities might be more attractive: The re&es-

sion analysis is compatible with this interpretation, in that there is a

positiverelationship between the assessed valuation per capita and

*school attendance; but the relationship is so weak that we conclude that

-the wealth of the community had very little impact on total school _

enrollment.

We were also curious whether children in Areas of high public

pauper expenditures would be more likely to attend- school becaUss of

the greater public concern about education as an antidote for future

. poverty or whether this factor was offset by the fdct that the children

of paupers were probably less.likely to attend. schools. The results
a

indicate a very weak, positive, but insignificant, relationship between

pauper expenses per capita and the school attendanceoPchildren under

twenty. Indeed, the expenditure per capita on paupers was not strongly

related to any of our independent variables--even though there was

considerable variation in this factor throughout the state.

Finally, we hypothesized that 'the religious participatiOn and -

school attendance would be positively related since much of the impetus

and concern with education came from individuals who,had a strong

religious orientation. Our regression analysis showed a very strong,

. positive relationship between school attendaticand the number of

!::. churCh seats per capita--in fact, this was the strongest predictor of

school attendance once we controlled for the effects of the other
4'

1
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variables. In. addition, the number f Catholic Church seats per capita

and school attendance was strongly, negatively associated--suggesting

that Catholic parents may have kept their children out of school liecaus4
. .

of theirhostility to the existing pill:ilk-school systems and the iin'avail-

ability.of parochial schools in th r neighborhoods. However, since
'0"1;

our-measure of religious partic pation is so crude, and sit ..e the

inference is ecological,, our nclusions on this issue are tentative.

This cross- sectional, town-level view of school enrollment of

all .childrenunder'twenty does not reveal one of the basic factors in-

volved in the decision of parents to, send their .children to school. The

single most important factor in determining school attendance istthe

age of the child. In our study of school enrollment registered in the

mlnuscript federal ,census for eight Essex County (Massac'husetts)

towns in 1860 and 1880 (see Chapter VII,), we found that age was the

single best predictor of enrollment. Almost all children ages nine to
O

twelve were in school. The differehce in the patterns of school enroll.-

ment among those towns substantially reflected variations in the ages

of entering and leaving school. Thus, it is important to realize that th

variations in school enrollment in our regression analysis of Massa-

chusetts towns in 1860 also'resulted largely from differences in the
-*

pattern of school entering and leaving rather than any fundamental .

disagreement among these communities on the importance of all .

children
)
receiving at least a few years of 'common .school training.

The school retutns for Massachusetts reported the number of

public school students under five years old in school and the number,

of public school students fifteen years old and above in lic.hool;.*.fe:-..

St -::5'
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therefore calculated two additional regressions which gredicted-the\

'percentage of children ages zero to four or the percentage of children
--, .

/ ages fifteen to nineteen in public s'chools. Using -the same set of inCle-

! pendent variables as' in the analysis of.school attendance of children, ..

- under twenty, these new regression runs were able to account for a

'much larger propoftion of the variation in school attendance (28.7 per

. :cent for. the younger children and 29.4 percent for the older children).
(.

This reinforces our belief that the major differences in the'pattern of

school enrollm(t among these MassachUsetts towns are-at the younger

and older ages. furthermore, the single most important predictor of /

differences in school enrollment for both the younger and the older

children is the number of farm acres per capita. Thus, the positive

relationship between our index of rural and agricultural develOpment

and the school attendance. of children under twenty is.due in large part

to the fact that a higher Percentage of younger and older childrezratterid-
a

ed school in the rural areas of Massachusetts than.in the(4ban con-

munities. It should not be imagined, however, that all of the difference °'

between rural anclTurban towns.disappearswhen age is, controlled. At

the middle school-age. range, five to fourteen years old, schocil enroll-
.

ment was nearly universal by 1860; the state average was94 Percent

(average of the town averages, with a standard deviation of 13.6 per

cent). Even within this slight variation, however, a regressionequa-
,

Lion yielded an R2 (per cent.of variation explained) of 7.3 per cent.
_ -

The only statistically significant independent variable in the equation

was the density measure (significant at .01 level). Even on this most

common, educational practice, the school enrollment of children age

.134
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five to fourteen, the Massachusetts towns'differed on a rural -urban

basis. 11. ,z,

In 1860, prior to effective compulsory schooling enforcement,

school enrollment was an aliorof supply and demand. 136th-the num-

ber and type of schools supplied might influence enrollment. In very

sparsely populated towns, distance from school ma- have. influenced

enrollment and daily attendance; we have found no direct 'evidence of

this problem, but the location of ru-,a1 district schuols was often hotly

cOntested. In some rapidly growing cities, supply of sch6ols did not

always keep pace with demand, and children were turned away. 64

Furthermore, the lack-of parochial schools probably inhibited the

enrollment of some Catholic children, despite the supply of publid

schools. Nonetheless, most towns coped successfully in keeping supply

of public schooling up to the level of demand,,and parochial schools also

responded to demand. We therefore associate/school enrollment levels

more with parental demand than with supply. .:
We now turn to a different aspect of schooling patterns, one

more clearly associated with supply--the length of the public school,

year. An examination of the determinants 'ofthe length of the, public
-

school year in all Massachusetts towns may provide us with Some

indication of the committment. of different types of communities to

education. A shorter school session was cue important way of reduc-

ing the high costs of providing/education for childrel, .
Whereas the regression equation for school enrolirnent could

only account for 22.2 percent of the variance/, ,the same set of inde..

pendent variables predicts 55.0.percent oldie variation in the rength
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-, -of the public school year among Massachusetts towns. Since the
.

amoun of variation in the length of the public school year is not

much larger than the variation in school, enrollment among theSe
. .

townsf-it appear's.that the. length of the public school year is much
. .

more related to the socio - economic and cultural characteristics of
. ,

the.se communities tlian school enrollment.
4

-

Urbanization as measuredh}i the pOpulatiOn of the town is .
%-4-

.

', 1

0 c
-1%.

moderately, positivelycorrelated with the length of public school
0 4. .

year (.31), but that relationship becomes insignificant after we control

for the effects oethe other independent variables (see; Table 1"-24 for

the beta coefficients for this analysis). Althbugh population.size is not

an important pr dictor of the length of the school year, the number of

farm acres per-capita is very strongly, negatively related to the length

of the school session. This supports the complaints of nineteenti. -

century' school "reformers thgt rural, agricultural Communities were

avoiding educational expenditures by of7:ring Shorter school esssions.

The length of the public school year in Masbachusetts, then, is not so

much a function of-population size per se, but of the rural and' stgricul-
.

tural condition- sof thoSe conimnnities, as measured our density indei.

When we leave our rural-urban measures and look at economic

variables, the regression,equation on 1 gth of School session again=
... .

reveals a listinction between commercial and industrial development.- ..
2 I

Communities which are more commercialized had a longer School year
. --:.,' .

while those which are more industrialized had a shorter school year in
. - . ... .

1860. This is similari to our findings for'school enrollment- -the .,

.communities which are more commereialized.provide'd P longer school_



'year and attracted a higher proportion of children into thos,,,, schools

while the opposite tendencies are true for themore industrialized

areas.

Asiwith school enrollment, the r alationshiAtween the length

of the public school year and the assessed valuation per capita is weak

and insignificant. We had hypothesized that communities with more
t

taxable resources would be willing to expend more money to maintain

a longer school year. This hypothesis is confirmed at the level of

simple correlations; but after we contr' Y or the effectg of the ether

independent variables, the relationship between our 'index of wealth

and the length of the public school year becomes weak. Similaily, the

results indicate only a very weak, positiv. e :relations!: ip betw-icen the

pauper expenses per capita and the length of the.public school year. .
,

Neither of the associations was statistically Aignificant.

' There was;.a. positive,and significant relationship,between the

percentage of the population foreign-born and the length of the Public

school year. This suggests that those communities that experienced a

rapid influx of foreigners in-the 184018 and 1850's were anxious to pro-

vide more educational oppoi zunities in order to hasten, the process of
1

assimilating the children of the foreign-born pirents into/American

society. This result is not surprising since nineteenth-,Century edit-

rational reformeri were very concerned with the problems of assirni-

lating the f&:'iv.n. born population ands saw education is the .best means

of achieving this foal. Neither of our religious variables displayed a

statistically significant relationship to length of public school year.

Our measures of religious participation and of Catholicasm are very
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.crude, and it is difficult to make inferences about subgroups of the

'-poiiillation from ecological data. What IS needea at this point.aie in-

depth studies of the educational ideas and activities of various religious
4groups within the Commonwealth in the antebellum period. 65 t-

In sum, the variation in length of public school session among

Massachusetts towns in 1860 was quite sensitive to measurable town
a

characteristics; in particular longer school sessions were associated

with higher population density, commercial development, and number's

of immigrants-. Interr+4eting this finding is difficult. Because length Of

public school session v, 3 a policy matter in the hands of school corn-.

mittees, it may serve as a measure of commitment to education.

Alexander'Field has pressed the inference even further, arguing that

lengthof t. hool session may serve as an index of Capitalist' reformers'

concern to discipline an industrial work force. But this doeS not fit

very well with our evicien-.e, which suggests, other tl-;ngs being equal,

that longer sessions were associated with a high number of merthents,

not a high number of manufacturing workrs. 66 Also, there is a more

straightforward reason for the rural-urban differential: rural chill

labor was seasonal, encouraging shorter school sessions; urVan child

labor was less seasonal and less compatible with °school attendance,

encouraging longer school years, to catch as many kids as possible.

Tuixd, we must beware of the dangers of moving from cross-sectional _

data to longitudinal inferences. At a given time(' longer school ses-
,

sions were associated with dense, urban places, but to attrcibute this

to educational reform, a dynamic concept, requires one to 'look at

trends over time. In fact, (see Table IV-8) the reform was taking

s.
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lace in rural areas, where school sessions increased substantially

an .1840 to 1875, not in large towns, where length of school session

declined somewhat during the very years when laige-scale matiufactury

ing was increasing. .. :

Cross-tabulations and regressions yield associations; th'ey do

rot tell us the reasons for the associations. Yet we feel that the evi-

dence supports .the following interpretation. Length of public school

session was influenced both by the child labor patterns of a town and

by the town's willingness to pay for more public education. Both fac-

bors led to shorter sessions in sparsely-populated, agricultural tOwns.

Longer sessions were characteristic of more highly commercial towns,

%,hich, among the larger towns, seem to have had higher levels of attend-

ance as well. Independent of these characteristics, towns with farger

numbers of foreign-born inhabitants hal longer school sessions,

underscoring the acculturative functions of public schooling.

-We now turn to our final attendance measurethe number of

.days of schooling per person under-twenty-In Massachusetts in 1860.
>

This variable is calculated by multiplying the average percent of child-

.

ranran under twenty in public schools daily by the length of the public 8kOO

year; multiplying the percentage of children under twenty in private

schools by our estimate of the length of the private school year, and

adding the two products of these calculations. The variation among

Massachusetts towns in the.number of days in public and private school

. per person under twenty is slightly higher than the variation in the per-

Centage of persons under twenty in school or the variation in the length

of the public school year.. The socio-economic characteristics of these
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towns accounts .for 25.1 percent of the variation in the number of days

school per person under twenty (compared to 55.0 percent of the

variation in the length of the public schobl year and 22.2 percent of

the variation in the percentage of children under twenty in school).

The number of days of.schooling per person ur.3er twenty is
,negatively related to the population of the town, but the strength of

that association is very weak (see Table IV -16 for the beta weights

for this analysis). The,number of farm acres per capita are mod- -

erately, negatively (and significantly) related to the nurnber of days

in school per person under twenty. Thus, alth-mgh town size itself is

not a key predictor, children living-in the'most rural and agricultural ,

communities obtained considerably 'less education -- largely because
. -

the length of the public school year in these communities was less than

in the state's more densely populated towns.

The children who gained the most in terms of overall education

were those living in townb which were more _commercialized. The

combiratio-i of much longer public school sessions and slightly, higher

rates of school attendance resulted in a very strong, positive relation-
,

ship between the number of days in school per person der twenty and

the percentage of the population ages fifteen and up who vltere merchants.

Children in the more industrialized towns, on the other ha d, received

less educatiem. In thoSe towns, the combination of a slight]. y shorter

school year and a smaller perz_entage of children attending school

results in a moderately, 'negative relationship (not 'statistically

significAnt) between the muni,er of days in school per, person under'

twenty and ,.he percentage of the population ages fifteen and up who
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were-ngaged in manufacturing. This latter finding is not

particularly surprising in view, of the fact that young people .

migrating to industrial areas were more apt to work than attend

.school there. As a result, the overall rates-of school attendance

in manufacturing communities would. be lower while school attend-

e rates elsewhere should ,be inflated because teenagers whO

remained in their communities rather than migrating to find work

would be more likely to attend the local schoOls.

There is a positive but weals relationship between the assessed ;:,';'):i

valuation per capita and the number of. days in,school.Per person under

twenty. Children in wealthier communities received' more education --
.

i because they attended schools in slightly higher pe-,:centages and Le-

, cause their public schools were kept open longer. The relationship.

between pauper expenses per_capita and the number of days in school

per person under, twenty is weak and insignificant. If education was

seen as a means of minimizing the extent of poverty in the,luture,. the

communities which were ,particularly burdened with expenditurec for

paupers in Massachusetts in 1860 were either unable or unwilling to

exert more effort to induce their yOnng people- to obtain more education

than in other towns less besot by the problems associated with poverty.

There was a weak,. positive relationship, not 'statistically ,

'significant, between the percentage of the population foreign-born and

the number of days in school per pertion under twentylargely because

of the longer length of the public schoollyear in those areas. We do not

think that the foreigu-born population actually received more years of

education than the native population. Ratherb-townd which iXperienced
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a large. influx of foreign-born were more' likely tciinaintairttheir

schools for a longer part of the year:- :Indeed; it may have: been the

children of native parents who benefited the most frOm the longer-
/.

school year since they were probably,-thuch more likely to attend .

those schools than 'their foreign-born counterparts."

' in areas which were more religiously

oriented, as measured by the number" of church, seats per capita,

received more education,. other things being equal. Though the, -

length of the.' public school year in these communities were slightly

lower than" *elsewhere, there was a.much higher percentage of their

children attending school. Children from towns witha higher concen-

tration of Catholics, on the other hand, received less education. Since

this was mainly the result of a smaller perceritage of children in the
C

more Catholic towns attendirig school, one might speculate that

Catholic parents were reluctant to send their children to public .

schools, 'which' often taught ideas which were contrary to the teach-

ings of the Catholic Church.
:t

X. Conclusions
, :

In this chapter we have argued that a more precise and

limited definition of urbanization should be used in studying the

impact of population growth on educational-development.. Specifi-

cally, we have limited our definition to population size and density.

We hive sVgated the' important :correlates -of- school attendance, -

which varied systematically and substantially on a rural-urban
a

population size basis. We included our two status variables
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in multiple regression equations which alao included independent'

variables relating to` economic and cultural characteriStics of

MasSachusetts' 316 towns in 1860'. _

We have, in this and earli;r chapters, established school

attendance trends both aver time and across space. Our barebones

definition of urbanization and our multivariate analysis, whichrein-

troduced variables excluded from the definition of urbanization, have

contributed to the'following picture. ,Despite the common use of '

population-size figures to describe the rural-urban continuum,..

school attendance,was more Clearly related' to the density and the

agricultural nature of mid'-nineteenth ,Massachusetts towns.

Sparsely populated towns had a higher proportion of their children

aged zero to nineteen enrolled.at school, particularly at the youngest

and oldest age ranges. Their school sessions were shorter and

consequently the days' of school consumed per ,child per year was

lower. This 'seems consonant with the role of children and of edu-

cation' in agricultural communities, which valued common schooling

for its social as much as for- its intellectuallutictionS, but' whose

relatively meager.rIsources and patterns of seasonal farm labor

encouraged short school sessions.,,, -

The introductiorA of.other variables has allowed' us to

distinguish among-a'spects-ofetrcial and economic development that

t.ccurred with urbanization but are !vat synoriimous with it. Among,

the denser, larger towns, then, there appear to be characteristic

differences in school attendanCe patterns depending upon whether

town had a large percentage oZ merchants, indicating commercial
<
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development; on a large proportion of its workforce engaged in

manufacturing. CommerCial towns displayed a greater association

with long school sessions and higher school enrollment than manu-

facturing towns." Urbanization alone, then, even in terms of density,

not e. 'very sophisticated predictor of school attendance variables

Unless we knoW what type of economic activity was going on in a town.

Commercial development led to .increased schOoling; manufacturing

development led to short-term disruptions of educational participation,

whether because of child=labor opportunities or other factors, such as

greater indifferrtnceof the pOpUlation to schooling.

/' ' Independent of the se workforce characteri sties, the strong

association of both religion and.imi-nigration with attendance variables

suggests that they may have played important roles. Our general index

of religious participations .strongest in smail-rtown Protestant Massa-

chuSetts, was strongly associated with high:enrollrrients,, perhaps

reflect;...ag Protestants' commitment to the education of their own and

others' children and perhaps indicating a general commitment fo insti-

taionaLdevelopment: people who went to church sent their children to

school. Obr index of Roman Catholicism was related to education in

the opposite way, as-expected:

Our. measure of foreign-born population did n6t significantly

relate to enrollment at this ecological level of analysis (though as we

shall see in Chapter VIII, immigrant status did affect the attendance

of individuals). Nonetheless, other things being equal, towns with a

high percentage of immigrants had longer public school sessions,

suggesting concern on the part of school committees to acculturate
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foreigners.

Further generalizations await the concluding section of this

report, In the chapters that follow, we broaden our analysis to include

educational variables other than attendance and complement our town-

, level ecological approach by looking at the behavior of individuals and

by examining two towns in detail. It should become apparent to the

reader, as it has to us, that tiittanization, if carefully defined, is

but one strand in a complex web of development that influenced-

education in nineteenth-century Massachusetts.
-

drY
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used average size of manufacturing establishment, which he
argues is a better measure of the onset of large-scale factory'
production and the alleged attendant work-discipline problems.
This argument has some merit, but the empirical discrepancies
do not end there. Using our 1875 data, which has a wealth of
information regarding manufacturing activity, we investigated
several alternative measures of industrialization and their rela-
tionship to educational variables. These included: average size
of manufacturing establishment, percent of women in the work
forge, and even a measure of each town's combined-wit-6r aid
steam powar. None_of-the-se7vari-15. re-s'cplayed stronger associa

___tions-with-educational variables (including length of session) than
the proportion of wcrkers in manufacturing, so we reverted to
that basic variable, not only because it is widely used by others.
as a measure of increasing industrialization, but because with
our data it displayed associations with educational practice as
strong or strong r than other variables. The problem requires
further study.
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CHAPTER V

THE POLITICS OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN

MID-NINETEENTH-CENTURY MASSACHUSETTS

Opie of the most controversial and enduring issues among

historians of American education is the question of who supported the

educational reform efforts of _the 1830's and 1840's. A wide variety

of answers have already been put forth on this issue. Some have seen

the 'educational revivals-of the 1830's and 1840's as the result of a few,

dedicated humanitarian leaders such as James G. Carter, Horace

Mann, and Henry Barnard, who aroused an otherwise apathetic public

to the value of common schccl education. 1 Others have argued-that

the educational reforms Of-the period were due to the demands of the

workers who wanted equal edudational opportunities for their children.1

Recent scholarship on antebellum education haa.,itressed the role of

capitalists in developing an extensive public school system in order to

protect themselves and-insure stability in the emerging industrial
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order.3 Most of_these-studies -orenal reforins have focused on .

Massachusetts during the 1830's and 1840's since that state pioneered

many of the reforms that 'were lateadopted elsewhere.
t?

Although some efforts have been made to study educational

reform at the local level in Massachusetts, most studies have dealt

with the activities of Horace Mann and the Massachusetts state Board

of Education. There is very little agreement among scholars on the

relative importance of variou, groups in determining the nature of

educational development in Massachusetts. Part of this disagreement

among educational historians is due to the paucity of information on the

controversies surrounding the Board of Education. Scholars have

either relied on the writings of the main participants in those debates

(especially the works of Horace Mann) or have used some indirect

measure of school support for educational reform' such as the varia-
,

tion in the length of the public school year among.the different com-

munities. 4

One particular episnde that has attracted some scholarly

analysii was the effort to abolish the Board of Education by the

Massachusetts Rouse of Representatives in March .840. Several
fi

historians have already studied this legislative thre a to the Board of

' Education by analyzing the majority and minority reports of the Com-

mittee on Education of the House. 5 However, no one has ever analyzed

the actual roll-call vote on this bill--partly because many historians
.{

.' are unaware that the votes on this bill had been recorded and partly
. .

due to the difficulty of assembling personal information or even party

affiliation for legislators. Although a legislator may have voted to
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abolish the Board of Education for a variety. of reasons, a supporter

of Mann's educational reforms would have certainly opposed this

Therefore; a roll-call analysis of the votes on the bill to abolish the

Board of Education will finally provide us with information on the

supporters of Mann's educational reforms among the 519 members of

the Massachusetts House.

Although our focus will be on educational reform, this Chapter

should also be of interest to political historians of Jacksonian America.

Very little, eifort has been made to study the determinants voting

behavior in state legislatures during the Jacksonian period. 6 Our

analysis of educational reforms in Massachusetts will provide inform-

ation on some of the substantive differences between Whigs and Der, ;o-

in that state.'

Finally, this chapter should be of general interest to historians

of legislative behavior because we introduce soniz, newinethods,of

analyzing voting behavior. Rather than relying on simile descriptive

statistics or on the cross-tabulation of the data, we will use multiple

classification analysis to analyze the determinants of the vote to

abolish the Board of Education. We believe that the use of multiple

classification analysis in the study of legislative behavior in the past

will assist the historian in developing and testing more complex

models of legislative voting behavior.?-

The State Board of Education and Massachusetts Politics
s. . .

During the 1820's and 1830's the Massachusetts legislature

was frequently approached by individuals and groups who. soughtstate
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assistance in improving the quality of education within the state. FOi

e.iaM-ple,,Tames G. Carter petitioned the legislature in '18i7 for aid

creating 4, seminary for training techers. The bill lost 1:: y only one vote

in the Senate. 8 In 1834 the legislature established a permanent school

fund - -the income of which-was to be used in assisting- local school

systems. 9 -In 1836 George Emerbon of the American Institute of

Instruction urged the legislatu-re to provide assistance for training

school teachers, but no action was taken. 10

Most of the early proposals to assist education were directed

toward specific projects ratlaer than trying to create a statagency to

handle educational matters. In his annual message to the legislators

in 1837, however, Governor Edward Everett urged that body to create

a "board of commissioners of schools. "11 His proposal was endorsed

by the Committee on Education which introduced a bill to create a Board

oz Education. After considerable initial opposition, the bill was enacted

into law' on April 20, 1837.12

The new law p*-o- 3ded that the governor and the councindibuld

appoint eight members to the Board of Education (the goliernor and

lieutenant governor were members ex officiis). The power of the

Board was very limited; it was instructed only to collect information

on education and to submit annual reports to the legislature. Horace

Mann, a prominent Whig politician who was already active in various

reform efforts, was selected as the first Secretary of the Board of

Education and remained at that post for the next twelve years.

Mann saw in education a means for improving future genera-

Hons. As he accepted the job g Secretary of the Board of Education,

ti
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he noted in his private journal:
L..,

Henceforth, so long as I hold this office, I devote
myself to the supremest welfare of mankind upon
earth. An inconceivably greater labor is undertaken.
With the highest degree of prosperity, results will .1.
manifest themselves but slowly. The harvest is far
diptant from the seed -time. Faith iS the only -sustainer.
I have faith in the improvability of the race--in their
acceleratIng improvability. This effort maydo,
apparently, but little. But mere beginn.ing in agood
cause is never little. 13

The Board of Education had been suggested by a Whig governor

and enacted by a Whig-Controlled legislature. Furthermore, most of

he leaders in the effort to establish the Board of Education were

Unitarians. NonethelesP, the members of the Board of Education

were selected to represent the various political, religious, and

geographic factions within the state. Several years after the event.

Mann defended the Board by stressing the considerations which were

used in the selection of members.

Various considerations should enter, and did
enter Into the appointment of the Board. I may speak
with confidence here, for I had personal knowledgeof :
the facts. All the great parties, into which the State
was di:vided, were to be regarded. Religious views
were among the most important. Political consider-
ations could not be overlooked. Indications of public .

sentiment, in regard to men, whom the people had
invested with office for a long course of years, were
also worthy of attention. Even local residence, though
among the weakest motives, must not be wholly for-
gotten. 14

. .
.

The deliberate effort to protect the Board of Education from

outside criticism by including prominent membeis of various political

and religious groups is on3 of the main reasons why the Board of

Education was able to survive when efforts were made to discredit it.
. .

When some Trinitarians denounced the Board of Education for. ..t.' .. r 11
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advocating Unitarian ideas and practices, the presence of Trinitarians

such as Rev. Emerson David and Rev. Thomas Robbins on the Board

was effective in deflecting much of this criticism. SiMilarly, the fact
<,

that Robert Rantoul, Jr., one of the leading Democrats in eastern
,

Massachusetts, was on the Board made it easier for Mann to defend
.

himself against the chargeS that the Board of Education was simply a

means of furthering Wh.,4 interests. Nevertheless, though the Board

of Education represented members of different religious and political

orientations, it was dominated by Whigs and Unitarians. Of the first

ten members of the Board, nine were Whigs and seven were Unitarians.

After the Board of Education had beer. established, Horace

Mann plunged himself -into the effortjoamprove the public schools

throughout the Commonwealth. He criss-crossed the state, exam-

ining the conditions in the local schools and trying to arouse an

apathetic public to the benefits of common school education in his

lectures. He also devoted long hours to gathering statistical informa-

tion from the schools and including the condensed returns with his now

classic expositions on education in his annual rer3rts to the Board of

Education.

Despite Mann's continued efforts to avoid any controversies as

the Secretary of the Board of Education,, some of his proposals, such

as the recommen f particular .books for school libraries0, pro-

vo!ced str g opposition. uch of the opposition came from Trinitar-

tans ch as Frederick Packard, who accusd Mann of using the pro-

posed list of books for the school libraries as a means of spreading

Unitarian doctrines. Mann was able to counter effectively these
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accusations by rallying support for the Board among many of the

leading Trinitarians within the state, Thus, even though Packard

took his case to the newspapers, Mann succeeded in isolating him

from his potential followers. Yet the appeals of Packard to the fears

of the Orthodox community were not forgotten. As the political situa-

tion in Massachusetts shifted against the Whig's; the Board of Education

found itself under attack within the legislature in 1840 by a coalition of

.factions that included those who feared the Unitarian orientation of

the BOard. 16

During the late 1830's the Whigs had continued to dominate

Massachusetts politics. Gyvernor Edward Everett, one of the founders

of tie. Board of Education, was easily re-elected in 1837 despite the,

growing strength of the Democrats within the state. But a bill that

was passed'by the legislature in April 1838 and reluctantlyvsigned by

Governor Everett proved to be his undoing. 17 Proponents of temper-
.

ance reform in 'Massachusetts campaigned vigorously in the mid-1830's

to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors, Although they failed to out-

fe.w the sale of liquor, they were able to obtain a law that prohibited

the sale of liquOr in quantities of lets thati fifteen gallons--a measure

designed to prevent the "sale of drinks in- saloohs. 18

; ,

The Whigs were split .on the issue of the fifteensgallon law,

but the Democrats accused those who supported the law of discrimi-

nating against ordinary citizens while the wealthy couldafford to buy

as much liquor as they wanted. By remaining talent on the issue during

the campaign of 1838, Governor Everett survived the fu,ror and defeated

the perenniarDemocraiic candidate, Marcus Morton, by a vote Of

51,642 to 44795.

16 1
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Rather than publically repudiating the fifteen-gallon law,
- :

Governor Evk -ett only recommendetPa re- examination of that issue

in his annual message to the legislature in 1839. The legislature

reaffirmed its suppertof the fifteen-gallon law even though it was

becoming increasingly clear that the poorer classes within the State

were strongly opposed to it. Largely as the result of the controversy

over the fifteen-gallon law, Marcus Morton finally dcieated Edward

Everett by a single vote out of the more than 102, Ob0 votes cast in the

election of 1839. Control orthe.governor's ofi,ice changed parties, but

the legislature remained under control of the *higs. Of the 519 mem-

;Iers elected to the Massachusetts House of Representatives of 1840,

we have been able to identify the party affiliation of 493 members

(95.0 percent). 1.9 Of these, 55.2 percent were Whigs. Since our

analysis Of the -vote to abolish the Board of- Education will be focused
.

?n the House, we will investigate the characteristics of these legisla-

tors in More detailparticularly the differences in personal and con-
.

stituent characteristics between the Whigs and Democrats.

There was a high turnover of members in the Massachusetts

House of Representatives during these years. Of the Wh ;, 41.6

percent of the members in the House had no previous legislative

experience (see Figure 1). Similarly, 51.4 percent Of the Democrats

had no previous legislative experience. Furtherinore, only about a

third of the Whigs and one fifth of the'bemocratS had two or more

yews of previous legislative experience. 20

Generally, the Whigs were slightly older than the Democr.its

(see Figure 2),. While 37.8 percent of the Whigs were over fifty years
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FIGURE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATORS

IN 1840 BY THEIR AGES
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old, ly 31.8 percent of the Democrats were over fifty years old.

Over a th.rd of the Whigs and Democrat&;were in their forties.

Although there were no major differences between the Whigs

and Democrats in terms of their previous legislative experience or

their age-distribution, there were significant differences between

them in terms of their occupations (see Figure 3).21 While 49.4

percent of the Democrats were farmers, only 30.6 percent of the

Whigs were farmers. On the other hand, while 50.7 percent of the

were professionals, merchants, or manufacturers; only 32.7

percent of the Democrats were in those occupations.

Geographically, the Democrats and the Whigs drew their

strength in about the same proportions from the three regions of the

state--Central Massachusetts (rEseex, Middlesex, and Suffolk Coun-

ties), Western Massachusetts (Berkshire, Franklin, Hampden,

Hampshire, and Worcester counties), and Southetn-Massachusetts

(Barnstable, Bristol, Dukes, Nantucket, Norfolk, and Plymouth

counties).22 Among the Whig members, 36.0 percent were from

Central Massachusetts, 35.3 percent from Western Massachusetts,

and Z8.7 percent were from Southern Massachusetts. Similarly,

among the Democratic members, 33.0 percent were from Central

Massachusetts, 37:1 percent were from Westerngvlassachusetts,

and 29.9 percent were from Southern Massachusetts.

Although the Whigs and Democrats represented the three

regions of the state in about equal proportions, they came from towns

of very different population size. Generally, the Whigs came from

larger towns than the Democrats (se%Figure 4). Thus, while 63.7
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percent of the Democrats came from towns of less than 2500 people,

only 39.9 percent of the Whigs represented such communities. Con-

: .vo.--rsely, while 39. 9 percent of the Whigb were from towns with more

than 5000 inhabitants, the comparable figure for Democrats was

20.0 per cent.

Finally, in terms of economic dr:velopment, Democrats were

much more likely to represent constituents in the less- develnped

agricultural regions than their Whig counterparts (see Figure 5).

Thus, while 38.8 percent of the Democrats came from towns with

low commerce and low manufacturing, only 22.3 percent of the Whigs

represented such areas. 23

II. The Attempt to Abolish the Board of Education

in the Massachusetts House in 1840

The Board of Education was not a campaign issue during the

.1839 election. There was almost no mention of Horace Mann or the

Board of Education during that heated campaign.24 The attack by

_Orestes A. Brownson, one of the radical leaders of the Democrats,

however, was a significant exception. In a review of the second

annual report of the Board of Education, Brownson attacked the

Board for trying to Prussianize the Massachusetts schools advo-

cating increased centralization. Furthermore, he saw the hoard as

an agency for spreading Whig ideas throughout the CommeAnwealth

Rather than supporting the State Board of Education, Brownson

advocated leaving control of school matters within the local

districts.25
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FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF MASSACHUSETTS L E GI SLATORS

IN 1840 BY THEIR OCCUPATIONS
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FIGURE

DISTRIBUTION OF MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATORS
IN 1840 ACCORDING TO THE POPULATION OF THEIR

TOWNS
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DISTRIBUTION OF MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATORS
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Horace Mann was worried about Brownson's partisan attack

on the Board, but it was an 'hoisted episode. Many other prominent

'Democratic leaders such as Robert,Rantoul, Jr. and George Bancroft

supported the idea of the State Board of Education. In fact, when

the Democrats met\at Boston on October 2, 1839 a their state con-
e

vention, the committee on resolutions, chaired by Orestes A. Brown-
;

son, made no mention of education in their platfai604 Althoughpthe

campaign did not really discuss the Board of Education, the election

of Marcus Morton as governor of the state caused considerable

anxiety among the supporters of the Board of Education. Mann noted

in his journal at the start of the new year:

4 K

I enter upon another year not without some
gloom and apprehension, for political madmen are
raising voice and arm against the Board; but I enter
with a determination, that, I trust, will prove a '.
match for secondary causes.. If the First Cause
has doomed our_overthrow, I give it up; but, if
anything short of tFat, I hold on.27

Morton had not committed himself-on the issue of the Board

of Education during the campaign. His position on education finally

was outlined in his address to the legislature, He made no specific

references to the Board of Education, but the general thrust of his

remarks was directed against the supporters of Horace-Mann and the

Board; he de-emphasized the value of seminaries for teachers (one

of Mann's major efforts) and emphasized the importance of keeping

control of schools within the towns.

In the town and district meetings, those littl.
pure democracies, where our citizens first'
learn the rudimente and the practical operation
of free institutions, may safely and rightly be
placed the diredtion and the.governmept of these
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available seminaries. In my opinion, the main
efforts and the most unceasing vigiliance of the

..government should be directed t_oLthe encourage-
< meat of the primary schools. These are the

fountains whence, should flow the knowledge that
should enlighten, and the virtue that should preserve,
our free institutions. liet-them_ ever be kept free and
pure.28

Governor Morton's remarks on education in his address to the

'' egislature were only a minor Pa c of his propOs d program. The

ajor-portion of his legislative message was,directed against privateri.

'banks, special legislation for corporations, state aid for railroads,
\

and, the high cost of state goveriiinent. Morton's recommendations

for a policy, of retrenchm.ent in state expenditufes was ,to -pose the

first' substantial threat to the Board of Education in Massachusetts.\substantial

Morton's suggestions for the reduction in salaries of state

officials and the abolition of some state offices were referred to a

special committee of the House on January 31, 1840. The Com-

mittee was composed of five members -- three Whigs and two Demo-

crats. With the Whigs in contrr4 of the Committee. one.might have

anticipated that the effort to reduce salaries and abolish offices would

have been defeated along partisan lines. But Cyrus Alden, a Whig

from Sherburne, sided with the two Democrats to produce a major-
_

ity report that advocated a major. retrenchmen in 7::.penditures for

state, officials. The Committee recommended reductions in the

.salaries of most state officials, including the governor's salary, and

the elimination of many commis sions such as the Board of Bank

Commis sioner s.

I )

7Y: . i
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he majority report attacked HoraZie Mann and the Board of

Ethicat on as an unnecessary expense and a danger to the political and

religiouis- freedoms within the Commonwealth. .

: 4 .

pistrict schools, in a republics government, need
-no police regulations, no syst s of state censorship,
no checks of =mak, religious, or political conser-
vatism, .to preserv'e either the morals, the religion,
or the'politics of the. state. "Let them ever be kept
free "a.nd pure." .... Let there be'a Board of ,Educa-
tionin'every school district of the Commonwealth; and
let the fathers of the children be that board. Instead
of consolidating the education interest of the Common-
wealth in one grand central head, andthat head the
government, let us rather hold on to the good old
principles of our ancestors, and diffuse and scatter .
this:interest.far and wide, divided and subdivided,
not only into towns' and °districts, but even into fami-
lies and individuals. The moment this interest is
surr-qndered to the government; and all responsibility
is thrown upon civil power, farewell to the usefulness
of common schools, the just pride, honor and ornament
of New England; farewell to religious liberty, for there
woulpYbe but one church; farewell to political freedom,
for nothing-but the name of a republic would survive
such a catostrophe..30

The Committedrecommelded that the salary of the Secretary

of the Board of Edu 'ation should be eliminated. They wanted to'abolish

the Boar of Et:Iv:cation entirely, but they were unwilling to take that

step without first investigating the effects such a move would have on

existing school laws in the Commonwealth. Therefofe, the Committee

suggested thaf-the sta,ndine Committee on Education l';-e-irrstrUcted to
-el

Wonsider the expediency of, abolishing the Board of Education and

ny of its eseentiai functions to the govern.ort council,
o .and secretor of the Ccnimonwealth..3.1 :

,x .
. MahOr acted angrily to th efforts to abolish the Board in the

,___
, -,,,..

name of ecpno y In.a er to his close Triluid, George Combe, he
i .

attributed the attack on the Board of Education to party politics.

17



:', .::.t.-4 First came the Governor's Address, which committed
that high treason to truth which consists in perverting ,t

great principles to selfish ends. Then the cry of , ....,

-expense has been raised; and, were an Englishman
to hear it, he would think the oard of EdUcation 'was
trying to oUtvie the British national debt. But it will
end in alienating a portion of the public mind from
the cause which it will cost us another year's labor
to reclaim.

A
What an enemy to the human race is a party-man! t.

. , To get ashoile himself is his only object: 'he cares not
' who else s.32 . .

.:
Mann's assumption that the effort behind the bill to reduce

. . - . .. .-
salaries and eliminate certain state officials was partisan is borne

otit by the vote on that bill. The bill, lost narrowly in the House by a
33-:'vote of 222 to 232. The voting was alongparty lines: 95.2 percent

of the L tnociats voted in favor of that bill. and 92.7 percent of the

Whigs voted against it. Despite the strong attacks on the Board of

kklucation by the majority report of the Committee, the final bill on

reducing salaries did not include the abolition of the Board; instead,

, the Board's fate was entrusted to the Committee on Education. But

the vote on reducing salaries clearly indicated the danger. th lay

ahead for the Board of Education. ri the Democrats were able to

mk.intain the same party unity in their effort to abc,lish the Board of

. Education as they had in their effortto reduce salaries, the arl-'ition

of a few Whigs who Were already disgruntled.with Horace Mann and the

Board would be sufficient to abolish the Board of .Education.

t On March 3, 1840 the House directed itsConimittee on

Education to "consider the expediency of abolishing-theBoard of

Education, and the Normal Schools:'!34 The Committee -on Education,

like the other committees in the legislatune; was nominally controlled

. . 1 ft- ;
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by the'Whigs. Of the seven members of the Conynittee on Education,

four were Whigs and three were Democrats.. But on the issue of the

Beard of Education, the Committee did nottplit along party lines.

Two of the Whigs, Allen W. Dodge of Hamilton and Frederic Emerson

of Boston, joined two of the Derhocras in producing a majority report

which called for the abolition of theBoard of Education and the Normal
. .

Schools. On the other hind, Abel G.. Duncan, a Democrat from Han-
.

.: . '%15, z
over, voted against the bill to abolish the Board even though he dia

not sign the minority report of the Co, nittee which defended Horace
:

Mann and ihe Board of Education.

,The majority report from the Committee on Education attacked

the Board of I3ducation and the Normal Schools as being unnecessary

expenses and dangerous preced-nts It)r increased state involvement

in education. The report emphasized the general fears amon Demo-

crats in Jacksonian- Amerir a that any governmental intervention osed

a potential danger to the liberties of the people..i5 Thus, even though

the Board of Education
. .

seems to have only a power :'f recommending, but it is
the opinion of many that this power of recommendation,
exercised by such a boar must of necessity be soon
converted into a power of,regulation; and even if it
were not, the vantage ground such a board occupies;
must obviously give it, for all practical purposes, an
equivalent power.... If, then, the board has any actual
power, it is a dangerous power, trenching directly upon
the rights and duties of the Legislature; if i4 has. no
power, why continue its existence, at an alinual expense
to' the Conimonwealth. 36

The majority report goes on to suggest that many of the

2,ctivities of the Board of Education, such as gathering data on schools

and disseminating information on new teaching methods, could be done

1: 7 9 .
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by the existing teacher associations within the Corrurionwalth. Instead

of improving the existing system of education, the report charged that .0

.the Board was trying to remodel it after the French and Prussian

systems which centralized education.

The establishment of a Board of Education, seems to \
be the conunfmcement of a system of ,centralization
and of monopoly of power in a few hands, contrary, .\

in every respect, to the true spirit of our democrati-
'cal institutions, and which, unless speedily checked,
may lead to unlooked for and dangerous results. 37

The report also appealed to the fears of the Orthodox com\-,

munity which felt that the Board of Education was advocating Unitarian

doctrines in the selection of books for school libraries. Rather thin 0
entrusting the Board of Education to suggest appropriate books for a

school library, the report urged that the local school committees

should make those selections.

Finally, the report diSmissed the newly created Normal

Schools for the training of sch,..-11 teachers as an unnecessary

expense. The report argued that the existing' "Academies and High

Schools, costring7 the Commonwealth nothing,... are fully adequate...

to furnish a competent supply of teachers."'" In addition, the report ,

interjected a note of anti-professionalism in regard to the tra.4 of

school teachers. j

Considering that our District. Schools are kept,
on an average, for only three or four months in the
year, It is.obviously impossible, and perhaps, it is
not desirable, that the business of keeping these
schools should become a distinct and separate pro-
fession, which the establishment of Normal Schools
seems to anticipate. 39

ISO
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The minority report of the Committee on Education, produced

by John A. Shaw of Bi!idgewater and Thomas A. Greene of New Bedford

in close consultation with Horace Mann, defended the.Board of Educa -'

tion and the Normal Schools. The basic assumption underlying the

logic of the minority report was fundamentally different from that of

the majority report. The authors of the minority report were not

afraid of the potential harm that the Board of Education could produce;

rather, they were more concerned with the actual operations of the

Boardwhich they argued were clearly beneficial, to the Common-

wealth.

The majority of our committee do not specify a
single instance, so far as we can recollect, in which
the Board of Education have attempted to control, or
in any way to interfere with the rights of towns or
school districts. They seem to be in great fear of
imaginary evils, but are nit able to produce a single
fact to justify .their apprel:...nsions. It is the alleged
tendencies of the Board, to which they object. There
is a possibility, they think, of its doing wrong, of its
usurping powers which would endanger freedom of
thrNught.

If every institution is to `be abolished, which
it is possible tc' pervert to some evil purpose,'we beg
leave to ask, what one would be left? In all human
affairs, the possibility to do wrong, goes with the
power to do right. Take away 'the power of doing wrong,
and the power of doing right will be destroyed at the
same time.40

The minority ..eport then pointed out the value of the Board of

Education in assisting the associations of school teachers, promoting

the construction of new and better school houses, and developing

facilities for training teachers. The report closed with a plea for

additional time in which to demonstrate the value of this new

experiment' in educatiop,

181
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Whatever objection any one might have had to

the establishment of the Board and the Normal Schools
ckriginally, yet since they have been created and organ-
ized, it seems but right t!at they should have a fair
trial. Let the experiment be tried; and not broken off
as soon as begun. It has not yet had that trIai. A
change in public sentiment cannot be effected at once.
Any new proposition, however valuable, may meet
with opposition at fir bt. If the Board and Normal
Schools are abolished now, they cannot be said to
have failed. They will have fallen prematurely by the
hand which should have sustained them.41

The controversy over the Board of Education and the Normal

Schools does not appear to have become a major issue among the

genGral public in the Commonwealth. Several petitions supporting

the Board of Education and the Normal Schools were submitted, but

they represented only a very small fraction of the communities in

the state. 42 Most newspapers dit.1 not devote very much attention

to the effort to abolish the Board. A few, such as the Whig-oriented

Boston Daily Advertiser, strongly endorsed the efforts of Horace

Mann and the Board.

We can hardly suppose that there is any real
danger, that a majority of th Legislature will be in
favor of abolishing this board. If there be any mem-
bers of the Legislature, who think that the present
state of the schools is satisfactory, they must be
disposed to content themselves with a very small
degree of benefit, from an institution, which is
certainly susceptible to being rendered vastly
more valuable. 43

Although Whig newspapers blamed the Democrats for the confirmed

efforts to abolish the Board of Education, they were forced to

acknowledge that the leadership in the fight against the Board

came from two of the Whigs on the Committee tin Education.44

182
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The debate in the House on the bill to abolish the Board of

Education and the Normal Schools we s hold on March 18, 184Q..45

Allen W. Dodge, one of the Whigs on the Committee on Education and

an Orthodox minister, supported the bill from the floor. Dodge's

antagonism toward the Board was due to his conviction that it was an

agency for. spreading Unitarian ideas; but his attacks the Board of

Education reiterated the broader charges that were contained in the

majority report of tl Board of Education. 46 Similarly, though

-Frederick Emer son'a personal opposition to the Board stemmed in

part from his.distppointrnent 'in not being named to the Board and

from the rejection of his textbook by Mann, his public denunciations

of the Board were less self-centered.

Several members took to the floor to defend Horace Mann and

theBoard of Education during these debates. The defense of the Board

was led by John Shaw,' One of the co-author s of the.minority report of

the C. r,,nittee on Education. Shaw not only defended Board of

EduCation from its critics, but he also accused the majority mem-

ber of the Committee on Education of condemning the Board and the

Normal Schools without due deliberation."'

The vote on the bill to abolish.the Poard of Education and the

Normal.Schools was decisive. Whereas the earlier bill which wotid

have reduced the salaries of officials and eliminated certain offices
1

-kltogether lost by only ten votes, the bill to abolishthe Board of

Education and the Normal Schools failed by, a vote of 182 Lc 245.49

Tl-is vote saved the Board of Education and the Normal Schools, and

it also provides us with detailed information on the' supportera and the
rt.
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opponents of a state-regulated public school system among the

mer hers of the Massachusetts House in 1840.

:t
III. A Rail-Call Analysis of the Bill to Abolish the

Board of Education and the Normal Schools
. .

To analyze this vote we asernbled h rrnation on the mem-

bers of the Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1840 from

variety of sources. In order to compare the vote to abolish the

Board of Education with other votes during that session, we
50

com-

puterizedputerized all of the twenty-four roll-call votes. We then gathered

information on the personal characteristics of each member of the

House. Using the Tillinghast Manuscript Catalogue of Massachusetts

Legislators in the State Library, we were able to ascertain their

occupations, age,' number of years in the legislature, and their

place of birth. 51 The party .affiliation of the members was not

recorded in any of the state documents. Therefore we reliedon

three other sources for party affiliation--newspars, a list of

participants to the, Whig Convention of 1840, and William Lincoln's

list of Whigs and Democrats in the MassachUsetts House in 1839,52

'Using these sources, we were ,able to determine the party affiliation

of ninety-five percent of the 'Members. Unfortunately, it is imposs-
.

ible to ascertain the religious affiliation of the legislators.

In'addition to collecting data on the personal characteristics

of the legislators and the pattern of voting in the House, we also

assembled an extensive file on the characteristics of the towns
.

which the legislators represented. As indices of urban development,

a
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we used the total population'of the town,in 1840. as well as the number

of farni acres of land per capita (a -crude measure of population den-

sity). 53 The overall wealth of each town was approxirriated by the

per capita valuation of that community. We calculated the per capita

valuation of manufactured products and or commercial ventures as

well as the percentage cf workers engaged in manufacturing and corn-

merce as indices of the economic development of the legislators'

communitieS. 54' The percentage of votes received by each party in

the gubernatorial races for 1839, 1840, and 1841 and the presidential

contes) for 1840 were used to indicate the relative party strength

within the towns. 55 The religious orientation of the. towns was

approxifriated by information on the'number of churches within those

communities. 56 We also collected data on whether a Bible was used

in the local school systems between 1837 and 1841 and whether any .

ministers served as members of the-local school committee during

1839-1841.57 Finally, in an effort to measure the educrAtional'

efforts within the towns, we estimated the percent of persons under

twenty enrolled in pUblic school's, the percent of persons under:

twenty in public or private schools, the average number of days the

public schc As were kept open; the average ar t of money spent

per public School student, the per capita publi., 6chool expenditures,

and the number of dais' in school per person under twenty:58
4

Overall, we assembledover one hundred variables for each

of the 51,9 members of the Massachusetts House in 1840. Since

many of the variables were nearly-identical measures and in view

of the fact that the statistical prOcedures we employed assumed

0
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, . relative independence among the variables, the number of variables

used in our final analysis was considerably reduced.

A. The Use of Multiple Classification Analysis

Because many of the readers of this chapter.may not be

,familiar with multiple classification analysis, we provide here a brief

introduction to this technique in order to facilitate a better compre-

hension of our results. Multiple classification analysis (MCA) is'a

form of multiple regression analysis with dummy variables which

expresses results in terms of'adjusted deviations from the grand

mean of the dependent,Vari4ple associated with the various classes of

the predictr--vai-Sileii 7 For example, MCA answers the question:

how_ much of the opposition to the Board of Educatiodwas associated

with being a manufacturer, while controlling for such other variables

as the age. of the legislator, his party affiliation, and the size of the

town that he represents? Similarly, it provides an approximate

-ansN, er to the question: ceteris_paribus, what is the effect o, pposi-

tion to the Board of Education of the economic development of the town

which the legislator represents? MCA "controls" for other variables

by assuming while it looks at one class of a predictor variable that the

.distribution of allother predictor variables will be-the same in that

class as in the total population, 'thus "holding constant" their effects.

Although traditional multiple regression programs also do this MCA

has three advantages: it.does not require variables to be interval

variables, it does not require or assume linearity and. thus can

capture discontinuities in. the "direction of association and, finally,

"186
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it is useful descriptively because it presents the reader with the gross

effects of a predictor class, that is, the actual mean of each class, as

w- ell as the mean after adjusting for the influence of other variables.

Although MCA does not assume linearity, it does, like other

forms of regression analysis, assume that the effects of the various

predictors are additive, that is, independent of one another. In fact,

of course, for most variables this is'not true. In our study, for ex-

. ample, the number of ytarsin the legislature is not "strong/1r corre-

lated with town size, but the per capita valuation and the town size are

highly correlated -- especially for the larger towns. The' problem of the

interaction effects of the variables, however, can be ascertained both

conceptually andempirically and then Corrected, if necessary, by

creating a new variable that combines those two variables. b0

The statistics generated by MCA analysis provide. information

to answer a variety of different, but related issues. If one asks how

"important" an independent variable (X) is in determining the variation

in a dependent variable (Y), the question can mean several' things.

Most studies that have used MCA have dealt, primarily or °exclusively
..*

on the magnit..de and direction of the adjusted means within the classes

of a given predictor variable X; that is, they have emphasized the clues.:

now much of the difference in Y is attributable to membership in

a particular class of X? The statistics that are the most useful in

analyzing this issue are the class mean, the adjusted mean, and the

net deviation of the independent variables. The class mean (often
4

called the gross mean) is simply the value of the dependent variable

for that class or category of that independent variable. 'The_adjusted

187
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mean indicates what the mean would hive been for that class or

.:..category if that group had been exactly like the total population with

respect to its distribution over all the other"predictor classifications.

And the net de'viation of a class or category of a predictor variable is

simply the adjust& mean minus the grand mean of the dependent

variable.

Another question, however, is:- how "impOrtant" is the-whole

predict6.- variable XI compared to predictor variable X or -Xn in

explaining variation in dependent variable Y? Here we ask, not hew

much higher is the opposition to the Board of Educatior among legis-
.

lators who are farmers rather than manufacturers, when controlling

for other variables, but rather, how much of the variation in the

opposition to the Board of Education is explained by the occupation of

the legislator, in comparison with the amount of variation explained

by the age of the legislator? To atterapt to answer this question we

must turn to the predictor summary statistics which provide expres-

sions of, each predictor's unadjusted an Adjusted cont-ibution to

explaining L. variance in the depen.. riable. The eta2 statistics

are an unadjusted measure of variance explained; that is, they express

the zero-order relationship between the predictor variable aw4 the

dependent variable. They are thus analogous i:o the square of Pearson

correlation coefficients for interval variables. Our adjusted measure

is A , the partial beta coefficients. The rank order Of these betas-

indicatesthe relative importance of each variable in explaining vari-

ance in the dependent v _labia while controlling for all other included

variables. However, beta - squared does not express percent of
,

variance explained.

18E
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Finally, we may want to know how much of the total variance

of the dependent variable can be accounted for by our whole series of

predictor variables. To measure this we use adjusted 11.,2 which indi-

cates the proportion of the variance of the dependent variable explained

by all the predictor variables together after adjusting for the number

of cases, categories, and predictors (i. e. adjusting for the degi ees of

freedom) that have been used in the analysis.

Tn order to present the reader with adequate statistical informa---

tion on our MCA analyses, we will present two tables for each of our

major runs. The first table will conta}n the eta2s and beta coefficients

for each of the predictor variables a s well as the overall adj st,ed R2.

The second table will present th clas's means, the adjusted means, the

net deviations, and the number of cases for each class or category of

each of the predictor variables as well as the grand mean and the total

number of cases for that particular MCA.

B. The Vote to Abolish the Board of t ducation in the

MassachuSetts House of Representatives in 1840

to our analysis of the bill to abolish the Board-of 'Educ4Uon and

the Normal Schor:ls, the dependent varia_y-e is the vote on that ill

(I=vote for ab9lition of the Board and the Normal Schools/0=vote

against the abolition of the iBoard and the Normal Schools) of the 427

members of the House who recorded their votes On this issue. Though

a variety of different comWaltonsof indepekident.variables were used

in this analysis, our 'basic list consisted of eight variables:, th'e

occupation of the legislator, the age of the legislator, the number of

,
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years in the legislature before 1840, the party affiliation, the

commercial/manufacturing index of the town, the popuUtion/wealth

index of the town, whether there is a Unitarian church in the town,

and the geographic location of the legislator's district. The results,
, 4 .of our multiple classification analysis using this basic list of eight`

OIL

independent variables are presented' in Table No. 1 and Table No. 2.

We expeced`that the occupation of the legislator mighty an

important determinant of his.vote on the bill. Several scholars have
--i, . .

recently argued that the major support for the educational reforms of

Horace Mann- came from the manufactUrers, who- saw in education a

means of socializing; children into -,...ceepting the discipline -necessary

for .preserving the new industrial order. These manufacturer s.were

joined by other capitalists; such as the 'merchants; who harbored the

same fears of social disorganization_as the manufactU Slrers Older
,educational historians, on the other hand, have focused on the strong

opposition to the Board of Education among the rural segments of the.

population. Therefore, we anticipated that the farmers would be firmly

% opposed to the Boar d of Education. 62
I

Our information on the occupation of the legislators is

imperfect since it is not always clear that the occupation listed for

the legislator 'in the Tillinghast )faduscript Catalogue of .Massachusetts
. .

e Legislators is the one they had when they served in the House*in 1840.

a

IA

This is further complicated by the fact that individuals in 'nineteenth-.
.. . .

'Century America often shifted from one occupation to, another or held
,. :-

more than one occupation at the same time. l'inally, even when we

have an.pccupation listed for a legislator" such as "shoe manufacturer, "

1.4.9p.
.



Table No. 1

Vote to Abolish the State Board of Education in et4

Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1840:

Class Means, Adjusted Means, and Net Deviations

Occupation of Legislator:

Professional

Merchant

Manufacturer

1Farmer

White Collar and i

,Semi - Professional

Skillled and Unskilled

Not Ascertained !

Age of Legislator:

25-34

35 -39

40-49

50-59

60 and Above

Net Ascertained

Nymber of Years in Legislature
/ Before 1840:

None

One Year

Two Years

Three or More Years

lot Ascertained

4

N

Class
Mean

23.5

37.8

26.1

59.5

36.0-

Adjuster'

Mean

I

37.2

45.0

32.7.

47.4

45.7

Net
Deviation

- 5.4

+ 2.4

- 9-,9

:.. 4.8

+ 3.1 t.
36.0 .39.6 - 3.0 !

39.1 37.5 - 5.1

35.3 40.1 - 2.5

36.2 35.0 - 7.6

43.5 40.1 - 2.5

44.1 47.8 + 5.2

55.3 1.56'.2 +13.6

41.4 - 38.7 - 3.9

.*

t

45.2 43.3 + .7

47.8 46.5 , + 3.9

35.0 39.8 - 2.8

30.9 36.5 - 6.1

44.4 37.3 - 5s3
-

191

NuMtier .

.

of Cases.-
\

51

74

46

158

.

-25
0
50

:'', _

23

51

69

138

93

47--"

29



Table No. 1' I Page 2

Party Affiliation:

Whig from Non-Competitive
District

Whig from Competitive
District

Democrat from Competitive
Diitzict

Democrat ?from Non-Competitive
District

Not Ascttained

Commercial/Manufacturing Index
of Town:

Low Commerce,
Low Manufacturing

LOw Commerce,
High Manufacturing

High Commerce,
Low Manufacturing

HigH_Commera,
Nigh Manufacturing

Not Ascertained-

Population/Wealth Index
of Town:

<.

.-' PopulatioA,2499,
Low Valuation

Pcpulatia 0-2499,
High Valuation i

. ,

Population 2100-9999-,
Low Valuation

Population 250(1-9999-,-/

High Valuation

Population 10,900 & Above,
High Valuation

Not Alcertained

Class
Mean

Adjusted
Moan

1 15.6 17.2

i

\ 21.9 22.9

54.7 54.6

73.9 72.8

66.f 62.1

70.2 57.4

38.5 40.2 --

20.2 40.8

11.9 19.4

68-.8 --23.2

53.6 42.1

59.4 37.9

34.5 41.6

i

30.1 ,44.1

11.4 44:1 t

68.8 68.7:

IA 2

Net Number
Deviation Df Cases. '''

-25,4 147
r

-19.7 i 64

+12.0
1

64

+30.2 119

- +19.5 33'

+14.d 124

- 2.4 161

- 1.8 84

-23.2

-19.4 16

- .5 110

- .4.7 106

- 1.0.: 5 5'

).- .
.

4:!5` 73
.

1.5

,+26.1

-67
ti
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Table No. 1

Unitarian Church in Town:

Yes

No

Geographic Location Within
State:

.'Central

Western

Southern
., ..

Total

4^

ti

Page 3

42.6

Class AdjusEed Net, Number
`Mean Mean Deviation of Cases

32.0 43.2 + .6 225

454.5 42.0 - .6 202

33.3 40.8 . - 1.8. 150

61.8 55.1 \ +12.5 152

30,4 29:6 -13.0 125

427

"sf

-a



Table No. 2

'Vote to Abolish theState Board of Education in the

.
Massachusetts House of Representatives in p40:

Eta2s, Betas, and R? 0 ,.

0

Occupation of Legislator

Age
0

of Legislator

Eta2

.0648

.0012

Beta

.1046

.1273

Number of Years in Legislature
Before 1840 .0060 .04,"

-

'Party Affiliation .2609 .4897

Commercial/Minufacturing Index
of Town .1736 .2336

Population/Wealth Index
of Town .1163 .1146

A
,Unitarian Church in Town .0492 .0118

6

4

Geographic Location Within State .0797 .2085 :

R2 .3788

Note: The eta2s and R2 have been adjusted for degrees of freedom
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it is not clear 'whether that individual was a worker in a shoe fa..tory,

the owner of a small shoe factory, or the proprietor of a large-scale
63shoe manufacturing operation. Nonetheless, though the occupational'

kategories in our analysis are not ideal, they probably are reasonable

approtimations of the type and level of work,in which legislators were
.

enr.ged, .especially since our seven categories are quite broad (pro-

fessionals, merchants, manufacturers, fan-hers, white collar work-3,

ers and semi-professionals, skilled workers, and unskilled workers). 64

The votes on the bill to abolish the Board of Education and the ,

Normal Schools by the occupation of the legislator seems to fit many

of the earlier hypotheses, The only group that strongly opposed the

Board were thse farmer s--59.5 percent of them voted to abolish the

Board and the Normal Schooley. The professionals and the manufic-

turers were particularly supportive of Horace Mann and-the Boaid
.,

since three-Tiarters of them refused o-abblish the Board and the

Normal Schjols: These patterns hold even after we control for'cthe:
,

effectsof the other variables in the MCA analysis isee the adjusted

means'and net deviations-inTable No. 1).

The votes on the bill by the occupation of the legislator, how-.

ever, does present a more complex-picture than portrayed by previous

analysts. For example, though the general pattern of voting by occupa-
. . .

tion is.c6nsistent with many of the earlier hypotheses, it is important

to remember that nearly one-qtiarier of the manuiaaurers opposed

the Board of Education while forty percent of the farmers supported

the Board. In other words, there was considerable variation within

each of the occupational categories in reaction to the Board of

195
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Education--even after controlling for the effects of the other factors.

As a result, the occupation of the legislator by itself can only account

for 6.5 percent of the variation in the vote on that bill (see the eta
2 in

Table No. 2) and is only moderately important as0 predictor compared

to other 'factors such as party affiliation (see the betas in Table No. 2).

Furthermore, it is instructive to remember that the professionals,
A .

merchants, and manufacturers together only. provided 48.6 percent

of the votes against abolishing the Board of Education and the Normal

Schools. In short, although the occupation of the legislator did affect

his vote, it was only one factor among several others in-predicting_his

response to Horace Mann and the Voard of Education.
-

We included the 'age of the legislator in 1840 as another inde-

pendent variable. We suspected that the younger members would be

more apt to support the Bqard of,,Education and the Normal Schools
0

than the older ones because they had been brought up in'the Common-
.

wealth at a time when there were increasing effortsmade to have the

state foster and'regulate educational reforms. The older menibers,/.
-on the other hand, were the product of late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth century attitudes toward- education which minimized the rorYe of

the state in education at the local level. Nonetheless, we did not

expect that the age of the legislator would be a very powerful pre-,

dictOr of his position on the educational reforms of Horace Mann.

The results of the MCA analysis supports the notion that younger

legislators were stronger suppo-rters of the Board of Education. Parti-

cularly intriguing is the strong hostility among those sixty and above

toward the Board and the Normal Schoolleven after controlling for

196
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the effects of other factors. Yet in general the age of the legislator

was not a.strong predictor of the way in which he voted on this bill--

either by itself or when taking into tonsideration the other variables.

We hypothesized that the newly elected members of the House

-,smight have been more hostile to the Board of Education than the legis-

lative veterans since the latter may have been arxxong those who hc....1-

tially.created the Board and who would have been more exposed to the

skillful lobbying efforts of Horace.Mann in the previous legislative

sessions. The MCA analysis again generally supports such an inter-

pretation--except that those legislators-who hid one year of previous

exp-erieirce wereactually-more-hostile_to_the_Board of Education than
.

those who were newly elected. In any case, the number. of -years of

legislative experience before. 1840 was not a very important predictor

a voting behavior on this bill when compared to othei factors.

We anticipated that the'party affiliation of th' legislator would-
.

be a major factor since many contemporaries commented on the parti-

.. sari nature Of the attacks on the Board of Education and- the Normal
.

Schools. Most historians, however, have de- emphasized the import-

ance of party in this controversy --largely because the fight against

the Board was led by two Whig members of the Committee on Educa-

0

tion. 65
- We wanted to go beyond party affiliation test whether legisla-

tors from closely contested areas voted' differently than those from

non-competitive districts; so we subdivided party affiliation by whether
'

the legislator came from a cornpatitivo or non-competitive district. 66
a

The results of the MCA analysis indicate that party affiliation

is the single, best predictor of the vote on the Board of*Education..

197
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By'itself, the party affiliation o. a legislator explains 26.1 percent

_of the_ variation in the vote. When jcontrol for other factors, party

affiliation is by'far. the most irnportar.+ r---edictor. Whig legislators

from non-competitive-districts Were more supportive of the Board of

Education than those from competitive areas. The reverse was true

for Democrats. Democrats from non-competitive districts were more

hostile.to'the Board than those from competitive districts. In other'

words, Whigs tendedto support the Board of Education while Democrats

opposed it. However, if either a Whig or Democratic legislator came
1

from a competitive district, he was more likely to shift his vote toward

the other party's position than his counterpart from a safe district.

To prOvide a measure-of the economic developmenrof tie
.legislator's district, we subdivided-;the towns into fc r categories:

low commerce, tow manufacturing; low commerce, hip manufactur-
.

,
ing; high manufacturing, low commerce; and high commerce, high

manufacturing. 67 liorite Mann frequently-complained of the hostility

to his educational efforts it. the, rural and agricultural communities

. of the Comrrionwealth. Therefore, we hypothesized that representa-
..

tives from the less-developed areas (low.commerce, low rianufac-.
turing) woad be more hostile to the Board of Education than repre-

sentatives from: the highly developed communitieslhigh comnibrce,

high manufacturing).

The extent of commercial and manufacturing development of a

town was an important predictor of the way its representative voted on

the bill to abolish the Board of Education and theNormal Schools.

While 70.2 percent of the representatives from towns which had few
o

MN!
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workers engaged in either ,commerce or 'manufacturing voted to

. abolish the Board, only '11.9 percent of those from,the highly devel-

oped communities opposed the Board.. Even after controlling for the

other factors, the economic development of the town was still the

,second most important predictor of the way in which' a legislatOr

voted on this issue. s

The recent emphasis. on the role ox manufacturing interests in

supporting the Board"ofEducation should be modified in light of Our

analysis. It was not the extent of manufacturing per se that deter,

mined the vote on the Board, but the ovelall economic dovelOpment cf

the town. Thus, the strongest support for the Board of Education

cameirsa_areadithat
.

had a large percentage of its workers 'engaged

in both commerce and manufacturing. In fact, legislators fr9m areas

which had a high-proportion-bf ita workers in.commerce but -not in
s.

.manufacturing supported.the Board more thairthose,who represented

communities with a low, percentage of workers in commerce -but a high

percentage in manufacturing however, after controlling fcr other fac-

tors, the representatives from these two types of towns supported the

Board in about equal proportions). 68

Another perspective on the importa,nce of the town of the. .

,representative is provided by our index of the population size and
.

the per capita wealth of the community. We expected that legislators°

from small towns would be more hostile:to the Boaild than those from

large towns and that the representatives.from the more affluent towns

would support the Board more than those from ale less wealthy

areas.
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. In fact, represeentatives from the smaller communities were

'more likely.to oppose the Board of'Education and ti Normal Schools

than those from the larger towns. After controlling for the effects of

the other variables, however, representatives from th smaller towns
.

were actually less opposed to the Board than those from' the cities of
o

10,000 or more inhabitants. In other words, representatives from the

small communities were more opposed to the Board, but not because of

their population size per se; rather, gmall communities were less.-

developed economically and tended to send more farmers and Demo-

crats to the legislature than other areas. 69

The per capita .wealth of the communi ty did not have a consistent

effect on the voting pattern of its.representatives on this bill. In towns

of less than 2500 inhabitants, representatives frolfnlow per capita

valuation areas tended to oppose the Boar d of Education more than

those from high per capita valuations conimunities. after we controlled

for the effects of the other variables. However, the reverse was true
0

for towns with populations between : .2400 'and 9999 inhabitants. I.; these

communities, representatives from areas with a tow per capita

valuation were less likely to oppose the Bdard thin those'from towns

with high per capita valuations after we controlled for the effects of

'the other factors. '

We Wanted to include some measures of the religious orienta-

tion of the legislator and his constituents, but it was inipossible to

find data on the religion of the legiilator. Instead, we had to settle

for information on the different typeof churches within the towns.

We used the presence cr absence of a Unitarian Church in the town

2,00
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as one of .oursindepenclimt variables. I% hypothesized that. ,

,... repres'eniatives from COmmunities which had Unitar;14 c..ingrega,,- *-
.

motions would, be more likely to support the ethicationarreforms of
.

.. 40

Horace Mann since the Board of Education was cl-minated by Unitar -
1 "- ,

-40. P. 6

4

ians and because it espoused policiesthal wefe quote compatible .with

Unitarian doctrines.

As expected, representatives from communities with at

Unitarian Church were more likely to vote against the bill to abolish.

the Board of tducation and the Normal Schools. However, that ciiffer-'
/

once dieppears almost entirely when we controlled for the effects of

the other variables. While our analysis doeS not suggest a strong -

religious c:.ekerminant of the pattern of voting. on the bill, this does
0

°- -not necessarily imply. that religion was not an irn ortant factor in this

controversy since our measures of religion are so crude. Especially

lacking is inforpv.tion op the religion of the representatives. Nonethe,-

less, though the religious question certainly motivated some leaders,.of the, anti:-Board movement such as Allen Dodge, At appears that -

Horace Mann, had successfully defused the religiou's issue within the
A

legislature. Party.affiliation rather than religious affiliation seems

to be the key to the vote on the effort to abolish the Board of Education.

and the Normal Schools. 70

Finally, ?le examined the geographic pattern of voting on the

bill to abolish the...Beard of Edu cation and the Normal Schools. The

state was subdivided into three regions--Central Massachusetts,

Western Massachusetts, and Southern Massachusetts.71 The MCA

analysis showed large regional variations: While,61.8 percent, of
. - I
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rep resentative s from Western Massachusetts opposed the Board of

Education, only 3Q.I4 percent of the legislators from Southern Masiaz .
A .

,
yt '4 fchusetts voted again ;t the Board. This general pattorri.remainecitthe

same even aftei we controlled for the other va.ria.bles and'the eesik. ,

graphic location of the legislator, became,the third best predictor of

the vote on the bill to abolish the Board of Education and the Normal

Schools.

1t.

The geographic pattern of voting is compatible with our general

knowledge of Massachusetts political and, educational development, The

greatest.antagonism to the efforts of the Board of Education can e from

Westerh Massachusetts where educational reforms wre.not as highly

valued and state intervention was most strenuously resisted. =Thus,

the strongest opposition to the Board came from Berkshire, Franklin,
.

and Hampden counties.72 Southern Massachusetts, un the other hand,
- was an area which stronglY:supported the efforts of Horace Mann.

The support for the .Norrnal Schools was particularly strong in South -

ern, Massachusetts - ;.especially in Plymouth county in vthith one of the
o

three Normal.Schools was lOcated; 73 Central Massachusetts was

Split in its support of the Board of Education. Whereas 59.3 percent

of the r epresentatives from Middlesex county opposed the Board of
z .

Education, only 26.4 percent of those ,from'EsseX county and 9.3 per-

cent of thoie from Suffolk county favor'ea abolition of the Board of
4

Education and the Normal Schools.

Altogether, eight independent variables were used, in this

MCA analysis. The strongest predictor of the' vote on the 411 to

abolish the Board of Education and the Normal Schools was the party

a
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-. ak.i.n.r.4-...tion of the legislator. The degree of cOmmerciallatid manu-.
- -. -.

i '.

" factuiing development of the town and its geographic. . .. . .
location within the -state were the next two best pfedictOrs. Tfiespre.

, . A ,
.

sence of a--Unitarian Chizr*ch.in. that town and the number of years the
.. .- si 1 ,.

representative was in the legielatureibefore .1840 were the two weakest. .. .
., .predictors., Overalk; these eight independent variables are able to

. ,
explain 37.9 percent of the variation on the vote to abolish theBoard -

, : . , . .,
&

of Education and the Normal Schools:
..

We ran several other MCA'; -using the basic list of eight '

independent,variables as well as some additional factors. For example

a

.. . .
we wanted to know whether representatives from towns whose schools

, .

- 5 V '
..., .

were more religious were more hostile to .ne Board Of:Education since
.i, , , . ' s , - -..,.

Horace Mann had often been accused of tryingto sec(ilarize the schools.
N

Therefore, we ran two new MCA's. In fhe.fir stone, w'e' added a vari7
. -,"°

able on whether one or more of the school committee members s Wer& e- ,

clergymen. Our assumption was that towns whose sehOols Used Bibles

textbooks or included clergymen on their school boards were- more

inclined to stress the importance of religion in their schools than those
.

communities whose schools did not use Bibler or whose school:torn-

mittees did not include clergyme,n..74

The resultsf these aciditionalMCA runs surprised u's. Looking

9

at either the unadjusted or the adjusted class means, .representatives

from towns whose schools used Bibles or whose school committees

had members of the c/ergy.on them were less hostile to the Board

of Education than those legislators from communities whose schools
57 -did not use Bibles -or did not have ministers on their schOol boards.

.f
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These IviCA, tuns reinforce our :previous ,finding that hostility to the

.Board of Education in the legislature was more associated With.. v

political rather than religieus,considerations.

I

0

We ran several MCAI.s using the basic list of eight independent

variables and adding various measures of the. eOucational efforts Within
,

the repret:entatives%towns. Thus-, we included variables on the per

o
Capita public schwa expendipres, the average number' of days in

- ,

public school per \b-ersuil%,under twenty, and the average length Of the

public school year, tThe results generally indicated that representa-
.

,..tives from towns which spent lerss Money and/or provided less educe.- .

tional opportunities for its children were more' likely to have voted to

abolish the Board of EduCati-o..and the Nothial Schools, which is not

76surprising. . These measures of educational

were only moderately imptrtaht as predictors

efforts at the local level

of the vote to abolish the
a-

Board of Education and the Normal Schools..

41.

, -

C. The Vote to'Abolish the Board of Education Among.Whigd and

Democrats in the Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1840

Our analysis of the vote on the bill to abolish the Board bf

Education and the Normal Schools indicated the Central importance

of party affiliation in predicting how representatives voted on this

'issue. While 67.2 percent of the Dembc.rats favored the bil.1,4sonly.

.18.9 percent of the Whigs supported it. Therefore, another useful

perspectil.,e orithis issue is to examine the characteristics of those

Whigs and Democra ts who deviated frOm their expected party ppsition

on this bill.

)
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We ran'separate MCA's for the Whigs and Democrats using the

vote oi. the bill to abolish the Board of Education and the Normal Schools

as, the.dependent variable and our basic roster.of eight independent

variables. We made some minor adjustments in the classes of our

independent vaniablgs to take into consideration the new distribution

of cases. Since party affiliation was no longer a var-v-.b),?. when exam-

ining Whig's and Democrats separately, we subs 16, }e competitive-

ness of the district for the party affiliation variable. The results -of

the. CA analysis for Whig members are presented in Table No. 3

and 'table No. 4.

The Whigs voted more along party lines than the Democrats ow

"this bill,with 81.1 percent of the Whigs opposing it. 78
- In terms-of the,

occupation of the legislator, the Wh:;;:;. farmers were the group most

opposed to ne Board of Education while Whig merthants and manu-

facturers were the most supportive of the2Board. Generally, older

° Whigs were more, opposed to the Board than younger ones. The Whigs

who had served just one year L the legislature before 1840 were, more

opposed to the Board of Education than those who had been newly

,electeded or whO had bin) or more years of legislative experience.
1

In terms of their constituents, Whigs from competitive

tricts were more hostile to the Board of Education than those from -

safe districts: Of the Whig representatives from towns with a low '

proportion of workers in either cornmerce.or manufacturing, 38.3

percent of them voted. against the Board. Similarly, nearly one-third"

of the Whigs from toviin9 under'.2,500 inhabitants voted'against the Board"--
of Education and the gormal.Schools. The presence iie.absence of a
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to Unitarian Church in the town 'did not make muchtdifferense after we

controlled for the effects of the other variables, but the geographic.

location of the legislator's district was very important. Of the Whigs

from Western Massachusetts, 37.2 percent of them opposed the

Board.

Overall, the strongest predictors of the pattern of voting

among the Whigs were the population/wealth index of the town, the

commercial/manufacturing index of the town, and its geographic

, location within the state. In other words, Whig legislators from the

rural and agricultural parts of the state, especially those from West-

ern Massachusetts, were more hostile to the Board of Education and

the Normal Schools than their colleague t from the More urban and.°

developed communities. If the Democrats had been able to maintain

the same party unity on the bill to abolish the BOard of Education and

the Normal Schools as they had on the salary bill, they, would have

gained enough support2from the Whig representatives from the rural

and agricultural areas to defeat the educational reform efforts of

Horace Mann, ,

The survival of the Board of Education is in large measure

due to the unwillingness of the Democrats to unite against. the Board.

The leaders of the fight against the Board of Education', and the Normal

Schools tried to rally the Democrats against these institutions by evok-

ing GoVernor Morton's pleas for maintaining the control of the schools

within the local communities and for eliminating any unnecessary state

expenses. 79 Yet nearly a third of the Democrats voted against the

. ,bill to abolish the Board and the Normal Schools--even though most
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Table No. 3

.
.

Vote to Abolish the State Board of, Education Among the Whigs in the

"Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1840:

Class Means, Adjusted Means, and Net Deviations

Occupation of Legislator:

4:Drofessional

glass
Mean

s_13.9

Adjusted
Mean

19.0

.

Net
Deviation

-+ .1

NUmber
of Cases.

36

Merchant 9.5 15.3 -,3.6 42

Manufacturer 14.3 14.1 - 4.8 28

Farmer 34.4 22.6 A + 3.7 64:

Other 15.4 19.7 + .8 39

Not Abcertained 0 20.7 + 1:8 8

Age of Legislator:

25-34 8.3 13.1 - 5.8 24

35-39 18.8 23.2 + 4.3 32

40-49
4

14.4 15.4 - 3.5 72

50-59 24.5 24.4 + 5.5 53

60 and Above 24.0 : 24.9 + 5.1 25

Not Ascertained
.

0 3.9
,

-15.0 11

Number of Yearg in Legislature
Before 1840:

None 18.2 17.5 - 1.4 88

One Year 27.3 25.5 + 6.6 55

Two Years 11.5 11.0 - 7;9 26

Three or More Years 15.2 18.8 - .1. 46

Not Ascertained 0 2.4 -16.5 .
2



Table No. 3 Tage-2

Clase Adjusted' Net Number
Mean Mean Deviation of Cases

Competitiveness, of District:

Competitive
. 21.9 23.5 + 4.6 64

Non - Competitive 15.6 18.5 - .4 147.

qa
'Not Ascertained 66,7 -19.4 -38.3 6

Commercial/Manufacturing Index
ol Town:

Low Commerce, ,1

Low Manufacturing 38.3 19.2 + .3 47

Low Commerce,
High Manufacturing 16.7

.
' 14.1 -,4.8 78

High commerce, $
.

Lou Manufacturing

High Commerce,
High Manufacturing

9.8

0

22.4

13.0

+ 3.5

- 5.9

61

25

NotA1Certained 66.7 66.7 ,,. +47.8 6

Population /Wealth Index

of Town:

Population 0-2499,
Low Valuation - 29.8 26.8 + 7.9 , 47

Population-0-2499, .

.

High Valuation 38.5 26.4
.6

+ 7.5 39

Population 2500-9999,
Valuation-. 4.8 15.0 - 3.9 21,Low

Population 2500-9999, --,
,

High Valuation 6.8 13.0 '.- -- 5.9 44

Population 10,000 & Above,
Nigh Valuation 6.7 8.7 -10.2 '60

Not Ascertained } 66.7 66.7 +47.81 '6

o
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Table No. 3 Page 3

0 --
Class Adjusted Net Number
Mean Mean ' Deviation of Cases

Unitarian".Church in Town:

:Yes 10.0 , 19.5 + .6 , 130

No 32.2, z 18.0 - .9 , 87

Geographic Location Within
State:

Central 8.8 i8.9 - 0. 80

Western 37.2 30.5. <
+11.6 78

Southern 8.5 3.6 -15.3 59

0

Total 18.9 217

C
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Table No. 4

Vote to AboliehAhe State Board of Education Among Whigs in the

MassachUsetts House Of,Representatives in 1840:

Eta2srBetas; and R?

!Occupation of Legislator

:

Age of Legislator

Number of Years in Legislature

Eta`.

.0498

.0039

Beta

.0792..

-.1453

Before 1846 .0015.) .1194

Competitiveness of District :0387 :1750

Commercial/Manufacturing Index
of Town .1212 .2267

Pypulation/Wtalth Index 4

of Town ;.1419 .2842

Unitarian,Church in Town ,
.0177,

Geographic Location Within State .1142 :2711

R2 =

Note: The eta
2
s and R2.have been adjusted for degrees of freedom

-
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of them had supported their party!s earlier effort to reduce the

salaries. of state officials and to eliminate unnecessary state

offices .(see Tables 5 and 6)."
The occupation of th legislator was a much better predictor of

his vote on this bill among Democrats than among Whigs. Whereas the

occupation of the legislator by itself could.account for 24.3 percent of

the, variation on the vote for,Democrats, the comparable figure for
o.

Whigs was only 5.0 percent. 'Democl.ats who were professionals or

manufacturers were less hostile to the Eoard than Democrats who

were merchants or farmers. It is interesting to note that, merchaids
444k

among the Whigs were particularly supportive of the ,Board while

-merchants among the Democr Its were particularly 1--stile`to the,

'Board. Furthermo- e, while manufacturers were more likely to

support the Board of Education among both the Democrats and di..44

Whigs, there were. still significant differences betReen the two

parties. Thus, 47.1 percent of the Democrats who were manufacturers

opposed the Board c,f Education, but only l4.3 percent-of the Whigs who-
.

were manufacturers voted to abolish the Board. _Similarly, 75.3 per-
,.

cent of the Daniocrats who Were fariners voted to abolish the Board,

whereas only 34.4 percent of the-Whigs who were farmers opposed

the Board of Education and the Normal SchOols,

Older Democrats were particularly hostile to the Board of

Education. About sixty percent of the /Democratic representatives

under the age of forty voted against the Board; but ninety percent of.,

those ages sixty and aboVe voted against the Board. The age of the

legislator was particularly important for the Democritb.,.unlike the
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Whigs, after we'controlled for the effects of the other variables..

DeMocrats who grew up in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
°

centuries were more apt to have acquired-a distrust of state power

. and state aid to local education than their younger Counterparts.

. Democrats who had been in the legislature one year before

1840 were particularly hoStile to the Board of Ficlucation and the

Normal Schools; the same was true of the -Whig-legislators. We
t)

have no ready explanatiOn-for this coincidence since there is no obvious

.,, reason why legislators Who served in 1839;(as most of those in this"

category did) should have been especially negative to the reform

efforts of Horace Mann. In any case, the number of years in the

legislature befOre 1840 was not a particularly strong predictor of

Voting behavior for either the Whigs or the Democrats.

The Democrats from the more competitive diitricts were less

hostile to the Board of Education than those from safe districts. The

rever se had been, true for the Whigs. Whigs from more competitive

districts were more hostile to the Board of Education than those from

safe districts. Thus, it appears that Democrats generally opposed

the Board while Whigs generally supported the Board. However,

those Democrats and Whigs from more competitive areas were more

apt to vote against their party's positio--perhaps because they saw

their position as marginal and wanted to protect themselves from
.

potentially irate-constituents-who-did-not _share_their_party's views.

The economic development of the representative's town was a

major factor in predicting his vote among the Democrats as well 'as

among the Whigs. Of the Democrats from areas with a low proportion
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'0,- Table No. 5
. Va.

Vote to Abolish the State Board of Education Among the Democrats in the

Massachusetts House of Representatives'in 1840i)

Class, Means, Adjusted Means, and Net Deviations

Occupation of Legislator:

Class
Mean

Adjusted)
Mean

Net
. Deviation

Professional 46.7 52.1 -15.1

Merchant 77.8 -79.4 +12.2

Manufacturer 47.1 57.3 i 9.9

Farmer- 73.0 + 5.8

Other ° 66.9- - ;3

Not Ascertained 58.3 30.2, -37.0

Age of Legislator:

25-34 60.0 67.2 0

35-39 52:9 51.6 -15.6

40-49 i 68.9 60.2 -:7.0-

50-59 686 . 66.7 - .5'

.

60 and Above 90.5 _. 88.4 +21.2 %

Not Ascertained 68.8, . 100.0 +32.8

Number of Years in Legislature
Before 1840:

None , 670 67.7 + .5

'One Year F
,

67.3 71.2 + 4.0

Two 'Years 78.6 67.1
4

-
-Three-or-Mori-Years 63.6 58.1 -. - 8.5

Not As9ertainec 57.1 56.0 , -11.2

.

114.1Mber

of Cases'

15. .

27

17

f49

32-

12

'25

,34

61

35

21

16

. 94-

55

14

22

7 .



Lf Table No. 5 Page 2

Competitiveness of District:

Class
Mean

Adjusted
Mean

Net
Deviation

Competitive 33.3 53.91 -13.3.-

Non-Competitive 62.0 74.8 + 7.6

Not Ascertained 4.7 61.7 - 5.5, a,

Commercial /Manufacturing Index
' of Town:

Low Commerce,
Low Manufatturing 85.7 +18.5

Low Commerce,
High lianufacturing 59.2 61.2 - 6.0

High Commerce,
Low Manufacturing 47.4 69.2 + 2.0*

High CoMMerce,
High Manufacturing 29.4 14.5. -52.7

Not AsceriaExed 66.7
t

66.7 - .5

Population /Wealth Index
of Towns:

Population 0 L-2499,

Low Valuation 71.9 , 65.3. - 2.1 °

Population 0-2499,
High Valuation 71.4 60.4 - 6.8

Population 2500 &°Above,
Low Valuation 54.6 68.5 + 1.3

Populat4onf2500 & Above,
High Valuation . 62.5 83.1 +15.9

Not Ascertained 66.7 -6.7 - .5

Number
of Cases

6.4_

119

9

71,

76

19

17

9"

57.

63

31

32



Table No. 5 Page 3 .

t ,

Class Adjusted Net Number
Mean Mean beviation of

Unitarian Church in Town:

Yes 60.7 66.0 1.2 89

No i 68.3 + 1.1 103

4

GeogiaphiC Location Within
State:

Central 59.1

Western 89.6'

Southern 50.8

Total . 67.2

o

O
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69.2 , 4-2.0 66

' 78.4 411.2 67

52.2 15.0 59

r#, 1-

t

9
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Table No. 6

,Vote to Abolish the State Board of Education Among the Democrats in the

Massachusetts House of Representatives in 1840:

Eta2s, Betas, and R2

Occupation of Legislator

0 -

Age of Legislator

Number of Yeariin Legislature
Before 1840 .

fr74

Eta
2

.2428

.0213

c0066,

Beta

.2597

.3014

.0894

--

Competitiveness A District .6263 .2090

Commercial/Manufacturing Index
of Town . .1571 .4191

. -

Population/Wealth Index
of Town .0185 .3.629

,

Unitarian Church in Town"' ' .0115 .0238
3 '

N ,

1

Geographic Location Within State .1174 .2269

R
2-

.2454

Note: The eta2s and R2 have been adjusted for degrees of fredom
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of workers in tomrnerce or manufacturing, 90. 1 percent voted against

the Board while of those from communities with a high percentage of

workers in Commerce and manufacturing, only 29.4 percent opposed

the Board. Similarly, Democrats from smaller communities tended

to oppose the Board more than those from the larger communities.

Just as with the-Wh. gs, tbe.presence or absence of a Unitarian

Church in town did not influence voting patterns among the Demdcrats

once we controlled for the other factors. However, the geographic

location of a legislator's district within the state was important.

Paralleling the pattern we foundlfothe Whigs, Democrats from

Western Massachusetts were much more hostile to the Board of

Education and the Normal Schools than those from either Central or

Southern Massa,cht.setts.

Overall, the strongest predictor of the - pattern of voting among

the Democrats was the comrriercial/manufacturing index of the town

with the age of the legislator the next"best predictor. Compared to.

the determinants of voting behavior among, the Whig's, personal

characteriSticsof the legislators such as their occupation and their
.age played a more important role. For both the Whigs and the

Derrlo7ats, however, the best.predictOrs of their voting behavior_
were the variables which .measured the' otthe towns.-

which they represented. i '.

It is impossible for us to determine by our .statistical

.measures whether the Whigs and the Democrats who deviated .from

l
their party's position 'on this.bill did 'so because they were-worried

.

about pleasing their constituents or whether they shared a different
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; : philosophy than their .colleagues because they livedsin a different

setting. Nonetheless, on,the basis of our,,i-eadings of literary

!** r .materials as well as our ?effort to control foryossible constituent

presst/e by the inclusion of the variable on the competitiveness of

. the district, it seems to us that Whigs from rural and agricultural
.

"'

area's, especially those from Western Massachusetts, did not subscribe

to the general nofions of the Whig Party in Mqssichusetts on the clesir-

ability or need of a State Board of Education. Similarly, Democrats

- from the larger and more economically developed towns,. especially.,
i

from Central,e.nd Southern Massachusetts, were less 7.1.1celyto-sare.:
4 1.*:

the traditional Democratic fears of excessive "state power and unn'eces.,

sary state expenditures on the issue of the Board of-Education and the

'Norrnal Schools.

III. Conclusion CS.

Our analysis of the attempts to abolish the. Board orEducation

and the Normal Schools in the Massachusetts,liouse in 1840 suggests
. e . . . ,

that there were substantive differences between the .Whigs and the

Democrats on the issu.e of education. Both the WI.,ige and the Demo-
.

crats agreed on the value and the importance of a common school

education. There ,was a consensus among' almost -all groups in

'Massachusetts that facilities for the Ptiblic education:of children

should be'provided in every community. Butthere was considerable
. 0,

disagreement on the nature of that education as well as the role of -the
. .. _

state in its development and control. . --!. ..`. .; s '

. . .1; ° .

.
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Most Democrats did not shat the Whig enthusiasm for spending
. t *

state mon ey to create and maintain' teacher seminaries -- partly because

the Democrats did not: always see the need for a corps of profession-
, J

allrtrain,A1 teackets and partly because they felt that the task could

be adequately handled by the existing private academies. An even

more important, fundarr rtal disagreement- between Wliigs and

Democrats was over the proper role of state government in society.

- . The Whigs argued that positive government intervention-was a neces-
.

'sary and useful means of improving the,quality of public-schools

thr,oughout the Commonwealth. The Dernoerats, on the other hand,

felt that any increased state interference in local educational mat-
- . ..

cters createdthe,potential, if not the reality, of a entralizetistate
4. ..

school s.ystern which would inevitably dictate the way in which children

were educated. Furthermore, many Demotrats felt that the present 44
.

Board of Education and the,Normal Schools were unnecessary state

expenses at a tine =when the state,needesi to retrench its expenditures.

Horace Mann and the, Whig never fully appreciated the depth of the
.

fears' of the Democrats that the creation of ,a state agency to do g od
.

rnight eventually result in a seriouc danger to freedom within the
,,, .

Republic. From Mahn's perspective and personal experience, the
. .

, . .,

Board of wasas not a threat to the liberties of the citizens,

b vital and necessary force in educating children to preserve the
. ,

Republic. He saw the minor cost of the Board ofEducatica and the
,.o. . , ...

Normal Schools as a smallprieeto Pay for\proper .y training futtire
,, '.,

generations'of voters. Irtshiirt, most of the',,diff6rences betweex.,
.

Whigs and Democrats on the issueof education in Massachusetts was
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not over the benefits and value of public schools, b:,t over the best

means of improving them and protecting the liberties of the people.

Although there were real differences between Whig and

-Democratic sgkesmen on the issue of the Board of Education and

the Normal Schools, the legislators did not always accept their

party's position oa this question. Both the Whigs and the Democrats
J

,
appealed to their followers along party lines, but nearly a fifth of the

Whigs and a third of the Democrats disregarded these pleas - -even
O

though on other vital issues, such as the reduction in state salaries

and the laws involving corporatiOns, they united solidly behind their

party. There are several reasons for the unwillingress of some

representatives to vote with their party on the issue of the Board Of.

Education and the Normal Schbols. First, Horace Mann hid been

quite sucbessfulin convincing many of the potential opponents of the

Board among the. Deinocrats.anc, Orthodox Cdngiegationalists that the

Board of Education was really a non-partisan and non-sectarian

agency dedicated to the promotion of better schools only through

per suasiori and information gathering. This task was made much

easier by the fact that the Board of Education received strong sup-
1

port from such prominent Democrats as Robert Rantoul, Jr. s and ,

eminent Trinitarians like Thomas Robbins. Secorid, the Board of

Edu.-ation and the Normal Schools were successful in developingl
strong constitute tt support-- especially in the areas where the .

.Normal Schools were located. Although there wirs no popilar

outcry to save the Board and the Normal schools during tlies'e

; . ,legislative battles, there wes sufficient constituent support for
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them in some areas that local representatives were anxious not to

oppose these institutions. Third, although each party took a d

position On the Board of *Education and the Normal Schools, these

issues did not become important 'state -wide campaign issues. There-
, ,

fore, it was easier for, representativves to defect from their party's

position on this bill without feeling that they had publically betrayed.

the fundamental principles of their party. In other words, though

party affiliation was the single best predictor of voting behi.vior on

the bill to abolish the Board of Education-and the Normal Schools, it

was nbt so strong that legislators automatically voted along party

,lines. Instead, they oftenllowed personal and constituent prefei-

ences to overcome their party's preferences onthis bill.

Some 'historisins have, emphasized the role of religious

opposition in this controversy. We do not dey the importance of

'religion as one fe Ctor, but our results do not support the idea that

it -is a salient explanation of the division within the legislatime on
(1.

bill. Religious 'opposition-was particularly important in' moti-moti-

vating some of the leaders in the fight against the Board, suchas

Allen Dodge, but we doubt if the pattern'of voting on the bill folldwed,

religiou s rather than political lines. Horace Mann and the Board-of

Education were successful in defending themselves against the

charges of being advocates of Unitarianism so that many Trinitar-

ians in the legislature probably did not suppbrt the effort to abolish

the Board of Education and the NorMal Schools,

Other historians 'have emphasized the role of manufacturers

and other capitalists in creating and maintaining the Board of

22j
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Education. Cur analysis certainly confirms that representatives who

----,--____

o ,

J._

- wet_ manufacturers were more likely to support the Board Of Educa

. tion than other groupti. But we also see the role of manufacturers in

the legislature from a broader and more complex perspective. Although
,

legislators----___ who were manufacturers were relatively more supportive of

theBoard-than.other groups, it is also important to remember that--___
. .

nearly one half of Democratic manufacturers still opposed the Board

of Education and' the Normal Schools.. Similarly, rather than focusing

,on areas with a high degree of manufacturing as being partieutarly
_

.

supportive of the Board, our emphasis is on the support for the Board

of Education from all economically developed communities within the
.- ,

state (i.e. those with a high degree of commercial or manufacturing
<

development, *r both). Finally, it it important to remember that'the

fight over the Board of Education in the House involved religious and

political considerations as well as economic ones. Much of the cur-

rent emphasis of revisionist historians on the role of manufacturers
; .

and other capitalists in Massachusetts educational reform has been
1at the expense of other faCtors which wer4 equally, if not more,

til

important in accounting for the. behavior of nineteenth-century
I

Americans. I .

In additior to our substantive contributions on the supporters

and the opponents of the Board of Education and the Normal Schools

in Massachusetts, we have tried to demonstrate the value of using

more sophisticated statistical techniques such as multiple classifica-

tion. analysis for stucd ring legislative voting behdvior iii the past. The

use of MCA.techniques has permitted `us to ascertain the relative

\222
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importance of various factors in predicting the pattern of the vote on

the bill to abolish the Board of Education an the Normal Schools. We

hope that the incorporation of MCA analysis in future studies of legis-

lative behavior will permit historians to develop and test more com-

plex models of the interaction of personal and constituent characfer-

istice in explaining the pattern of voting.
c)

Multiple classification analysis has allo,wed us to compare the

importance of party affiliation with the personal and constituent char-

acteristics of the House members and to demonstrate that the influence

of party loyalty, while paramount, was substantially. modified by thee.

'socioeconomic characteristics of the legislators and their toivn. A

central state Board of Education not only made more sense to one

party than to the other. It also made more sense in some settings

than in others.
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FOOTNOTES T- CHAPTER V .-r! . I

1. For example, see George H. MP.rtin, The Evolution of the
Massachusetts Public School System: An Historical Sketch
(New Yo:k, 1894); Ellwood P. Cubberley, Changing Conceytions
of Education (13Oston,- 1909).

2. Frank Tiacy Carlton, Economic Influences Upon Educational
Progress in the United States, 1820-1850, ed. Lawrence A.
Cremin s("Teachens College.Classids in Education; " No. 27;
New' York, 1965 }.

3. Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis,, Schooling and Capitalism in
America: Educational Reform and the Contradictions of Economic
Life (New York, 1976); Alexander James Field, "Educational.
Reform anciManufacturing Development in Mid-Nineteenth-Cen-
tury Massachusetts" (unpub. Ph.D. dissent., Dept. of Economics,
Berkeley, .1974).

4. Most educational historians have-relied on the writings of the
participants in that debate while economic histdrians, such as
Alexander Field, tend to use' indirect measures of educational
support such as the length of the public school year. For a dis-
cussion of the recent approaches to American educational ilistony,
see Carl F. Kaestle, "Conflict and Consensus. Revisited: Notes
toward a Reinterpretation of American Educational History,"
Harvard Educational Review, XLVI, No.'3 (August 1976),
390-396. ,

O

5.. The most detailed analysis of the legislative fight in 1840 is
Raymond B. Culver, Horace Mann and lteli lot,. in the Massa-
chusetti Public Schools ("Yale Studies in the History.and Theory
of Religious Education, " No. 3; New Haven, 1929), pp. 127-162.
Culver stressed tAe importance of thr.-: threat to the Board of
Education and attributes it to the efforts of the religious.oppon-
ent s, of the Board.

The most recent, comprehensive biography of Horace Mann
!Jr argues that the threat to the Board of Education. in the legislature

has been greatly exaggerated by most historians. Jonathan
...Messerli, Horace Mann: A Bicrgraphy (New York, 1972),
pp. 309-348, Messerli did not, however, fully investigate the

. political situation in the legislature and tr.e state iii1840, and
thus he underestimated the dangers to th,..i,Board of Education.

For a study of the legislative challenge to the Board of
Education from the perspettive of Hora.ie Mann's ideas on the
economic value of education, see Maris A. Vinovskis, "Horace
Mann (31. le Economic Productivity of Education, " New England
Quarterly, XLIII, No. 4 (December' 1970), 550-571.,
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6. There have been some very usefuLefforts recently to study
voting behavior on local issues in Jacksonian America. For
For example, see Herbert ErshkOwitz and William G. Shade,
"Consensus c Conflict? Political Behavior in the State Legis-
latures During the Jacksonian Era,_" Journal of American History,

No. 3 (DAcember 1971), 591-621; Peter Levine, "State
_Legislative Parties in the Jacksonian. Era: New Jersey, 1829-
1844, " Journal of American History; LXII, No. 3 (December
'1975), 591-608.

Though both of these articles add to our limited knowledge of
party divisions on local issues, they also suffer from- some
methodological shortcomings. For example, Ershkowitz and
Shade present the percentage of party voting on bills favorable
to public education in six states.. But since we are not informed
On what issues were involved,. it i'clifficult to assess theSe
results; Whigs and Democrats could often agree on the value of
common school education, but would disagree on the beat methods
of implementation. Furthermore, both of these articles analyze
-the votes in the legislatures on the basis of party differences,
but do not devote sufficient attention to the importance of con-

-- siderations such as the other personal characteristics of the
legislators or the nature of their constituents.

, r

7. Political historians have been relatively sophistiCated in their use
and development of indices of roll-call voting behavior. For
example, Allan G. Bogue and others, have effectively used
variety of techniques such as Guttman scaling, factor analysis,

t and clusteianalysis,to ascertain-patterns of voting using a series
',of roll-call votes. However, they have not used multiple classt-
fi'cation analysis to relate the personal and constituent charttC-
teristics of the legislators to their 'pattern of -voting. For an
example of the use of multiple regression analysis to predict the
outcome of legislative voting from the gersona1.- and constituent
characteristics of state legislators, see Marls A. VinoVskis,
R. Mar shall. Jone s, and Thomas New, "Detertninarits-of Legis-
lative Voting Behavior on Population Policy: An Analysis of the
Massachusetts House-of Representatives in 1970 and 1971, " in
p2pulation Policymaking in the American States: Issues and'
Processes, ed. Elihu Bergman, et. al. (Lexington: Mass. ,
197.4), pp. 239-255.

8. Much of the credit for the efforts to obtain state support for a
teacher seminary as well as for the Board of Education belongs
to James G.. Carter. For an analysis of Carter's activities, see
Jonathan Messerli, "James G. Carter's Liabilities as.a Common
School Reformer, " "History of Education Otiarterly, V (March
1965), 14-25.

, .

9. Laws of Massachusetts, March 31, 1854, chapter 149:
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10. Henry Batnard, American Educational Bior rsphY, Memoirs of -.-
Teachers, -Educators, :.N.nd Promoters of Education Science and
.Literature (New York, 1974), p. 339:

11. Address of His Excellency Edward Everett to the Two Branches
of the Le islature, on the Or anization of the Government, for
the Political Yepr Commencing January 4, 1837. Senate Docu
ment No. 1 (Boston4 183Z), p. 17-.

-

12. The House first defeated the bill by a vote of 113 to 61*, but James
Carter succeeded in getting the House to recor.sider the measure.
Culvta-, Horace Mann and Religjon in the Massachusetts Public
SChools p. 30.

13. Horace Mann, Journal, June 30,. 1837, Horace Marin'Papers,
Massachnsett' s,Tlistorical Society (MHS), BostOn._

14. The Common School-tontroYersy:- consisting...of...Three Letters-of
the Secretary of the Board of Education, 'Of the -State-of MaSsa-

, chusetts,
the Editor of the Christian Witness and by Edward A.;: Newton,
Esq., of Pittsfield; Once a Member of the Board; to which are
added Extracts from the Dail Press, in re and to the Controversy
(Boston, 1844 , p. 27.

'15. For a discussion of the membership on the first B.pard of- Educa-
tion, see Culver, Horace Mann and Reli ion in the Massachnsettil-
Public Schools, pp. 31-32. Robert Rantoul's support of-the_ Board
of Education was very, important because of his position within the =-=-1

Democratic party. For a:discussion of his career, see Robert
DeGroff Bulkey, Jr., ."Robert Rantoul, Jr., 11105-1.852: 'Politics
And Reform in Antebellum Massachusetts" (unpublished Ph.D.
thesis; Dept. of History, Princeton University, '1971)..

16. For an analysis of Horace Mann's controversies with-Frederick
Packard, see Culver, Horace 'Mann and Reli ion in-the Massachu-
setts Public Schools, pp. 55-110.

4,7

17. The best analyses of the political situation in Massachusetts in
thelato 1830' can be found in Arthur B. Darling, Political
Changes in Massachusetts, 18Z4-1848: A Study of Liberal
Movements. in Politics ("Yale Historical Publicatiohs, " No. 15;
New Haven, 1.925); Robert J. Haws, "Massachusetts' Whigs,
1833- 1854,') (unpub. Ph. D. dissert., Dept. of History,
University of Nebraska, 1973).

18. On the politics of temperance, see. Joseph R. Gusfield,
Symbolic Crusade: Status Politics and the American .
'Temperance Movement (Urbana, 111, 1963), pp. 3640.
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To obtain information on, the political affiliation of the mernber\s
of the MassachuSetts House in 1840, we used three sources.
Tte Boston Daily Advertiser of January 1, 1840 published a list
ofirthe members of the House and their political affiliation. In
addition, we used Williarn Lincoln's list of Whigs and Democrats
in the Massachusetts House in.1839 and his list of members to
the Whig Convention in 1840. At.-William Lincoln's lists can be
found in the Lindoln Papers at the American Antiquarian
Society, Wor ce ster, ..Mas sachusetts. .

20. There was a generally high rate of turnover among Massachusetts
legislators during these years. Ron Formisano, of Clark Univer-
sity, has calculated the annual turnover-rates for the Massachusetts
legislature during these years as part of his larger project on the
analysis of ante-bellum Matsachusetts politics.

21. All the information on occupations was obtained from the
Tillinghast ManusCript Catalogue of 'Massachusetts Legislatois.,
in the State Library in the Massachusetts State,HouSe (Boston).
Every effort was made to code the occupation exactly as it was
given in that Ill?. Sometimes more than one occupation was
given for the legislator. Therefore, we used two occupational
.categories (if more than two were given, the tivo most important
ones were selected--however, very'few legislators had more than
two occupations listed). There is no particular ,reason why the
occupation of a legislator with two or more occupations was
assigned to the first or second category in our coding. However,
we experimented with our analysis to see hoW the listing of more
than one occupation would affect our results-and found .that it
altered our findings very little.

The identification numbers assigned to these occupations
comes from a larger occupational dictionary that has been used

- in other historical projects (though the numbers do not coincide
precisely). However, we categorized the occupations into pro-
fessionals, merchants, etc. on the basis of inspecting the. data

. and comparing our occupations to other schemes for categoriz- _

ing nineteenth-century occupations. The user of this source of
occupational data should be aware that our ocdupational categories
are very broad and that any specific occupation listed fox .a legis-
lator is very difficult to interpret (for example, does a comb
maker manufacture combs, or merely works in a shop that pro-
duces them? Similarly, does a miller own a mill or merely work
in one?). We cannot be confidentof the meaning of any particular
occupation of a legislator; howeyer, the results overall probably"
do indicate the general occupational groupings. ofthe legislators.

22. These geographic subdivisions were drawn to reflect soeio- '
economic differences within the state from an earlier study of
the determinants of fertility differentials in the state. For a
mortg detailed discussion of t14se regions, see Maris A.
Vinovskis, Demographic' Changes America from the

ti
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Revolution to' the Civil War: 12.ALalyskoft_ieSocioEconOmic
Detdrminants of Fertil,:,ty Differentials and 'Trends in MaSsa-
cliusett-s'frorn 1765 to 1860 (Academic Press, forthcoming),.

23. The data on the percentage of workers engaged in commerce Or
manufacturing in each town comes from the U.S. Census of 1840.
On the basis of the distributions of our legislators, we defined -
low commerce as towns with less than twenty percent of the
woikers in commerce, and low manufacturing as toWns with '

less than thirty percent of the workers, in manufacturing.
--

24. One very useful index of the relative importance of various
campaign issues in 1839, is a circular sent by,the,WhigState
Central Committee to the chairmen of the- Whig town cbtriniitteed.
The seventh question on the circular asked: "Were the 1,i.bier's:

influenced by other considerations than those of a pOliticalf-
character ? If so, please state,. in a general manner. Whether
they. were local, Cr grew'out, of the legislation on teal-foe:4'10,
the.militia, railroads, or other causes.,"

The replies-from forty-six Worcester County towns have-
been preserved. The most commonly cited issue was
lation on temperance. None of the returns even mentioned any
issue relating to the Board Of Education or to the Normal
Schools. These manuscript repliee.are cataLoglied under'
Worcester County Statistical Materials, 1765-1840, at the
.American -Antiquarian Society, Wordester,- Massachusetts.

. We also examine& a large number of Massachusetts news
papers for 1839 and 1840, but found very little mention of edu-
'cation in them. Sirrxilarly, We went through the personal papers
of a variety of leading politician's such, as Edward Everett,
Ceorge- Bancroft; Marcus Morton,. and John.Davis, but found

.nOst no discussion about the Board of Education or the
Normal Schools.

25. Orestes Augustus Brownson's attack on the Board of Education-is-
found in the October 1839 issue of his magazine, Boston Quarterly
Review, For analyses of the ideas and role of Orestes Augustus
Brownson, ee.e Arthur Mr. Schle'singer, Jr., A Pilgrim's Progress:
Or.estes A. Brovvnson.(Boston, 1939); Leonard Gilhooley, Contra.
diction & Dilemma: Orestes Brownson and the American Idea..
(New York, 1972). 5

26. Culver, Horace Mann and Iteligion in the .Massachusetts Public
Schools, pp. 130-131. . s\ , .

27. Mann, Journal, January 5, -1840.'
.
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There appears to have been unusually strong support for the
Normal Schools in Plymouth -- county compared to either Middlesex
or Worcester counties, the sites of the other two Normal Schools.

, . For a discussion of the creation of the Normal Scheolsand the
. political problems associated with choosing a suitable location,

. see Culver, Horace Mann and Rsisi ion in the ll ssachuSetts Public
School's, pp. 1111-12 ,
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for the Democrats it was onky 34.4.
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79. Throughout the fight over the Board of Education and the Normal.
Schools, both the Whigs -nd the Democrats emphasized their own
'party position on the issue while at th... same time tr?ing.to attract
members from the other,party to their side on-this bill.

80. The Rice index of cohesion fore Whigs or the .bill to reduce the
salaries of state officials was 83:2 while for' the Democrats it
was 90.8.
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CHAPTER VI

FROM APRON STRINGS TO ABC's: PARENTS, CHILDREN,

/1

AND SCHOOLING IN NINETEENTH- CENTURY MASSACHUSETTS

During the past ten years there has been a dramatic change in

the care of very young children--Children today are entering school at

an earlier age; special nursery schools-ancr-day--tare centers have been

developed to accommodate three and four year olds. While in 1965 only

10.3 percent of white children ages three andfour were enrolled in

school, by 1°74 that figure had jumped to 28.6 percent (the comparable

estimates for the nonwhlte population are 11.8 percent and 30.0 per7,

.cent)-.1 But this shift toward the institutionalization Of v4ry young

children has not gone unchdllenged. SOie scholars contend that early

education does not really help the child to develop more effectively in

the long-run. In fact, many critics argue that the proper educators of

very young children should be their parents rather than a nursery

school teacher.
2

.The entire' question of when children should enter

.479-
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school and-what they should be taught is the focus of considerable debate

among parents and educators in the United States today. .

In the past, the relationships among parents, children, and

school have also been important and problematic in America. Although'

the family was initially charged with the education of its own children,

schools were soon created to assist them; in time, many of the educa-

tional duties of parents were assumed by schoole. Yet, surprisingly ,

little effort has been made by historians to study the _changing attitudes

about when children should enter school and why. There are several

possible explanations for this neglect. Very little information is_

available on the care and behavior of very young children in the past.

In addition, some historians have simply assumed that there have been

no major changes in the age of school entry. 3 Finally, most historians

who have studied 'childhood in America have been more concerned with

the experience of older children that: younger ones. As a result,

though we have had several useN1 articles the 'relationship of

family, school, and work for adolescents almost notMng has been

`done on the transition from family to school by young children.
4

In our study of Massachusetts education'we discovred that

ti

"enlightened" educational thought has not consistently endor ed early

schooling, despite periodic, enthusiasm for infant schools, kiri ergar-
..

tens, and Head Start. In the period from 1830 to 1880, progre ,eive

educational spokesman and medical authorities counselled against the

school education of children, from the ages of two to fohr or even five,

and they waged a slow but successful bat le with parents to Keep children

of that age at home.
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The story of this campaign has relevance for two related areas

. ._---

.
. . .

of sociological theory: the normativ6 contrast between the modern

family and-school settings;:ilyzed by Robert Dreeben, and the

broader theory of institutionaftlifferentiation, based upon Talcott

Parson's structural functionalism and expibred historically by Neil

Smelser and others. 5 According to Dreeben, schools encourage

independence and self-reliance, in contrast (prototypically, at least)

with the supportiveness and cooperation of family members. Schools

accord merit on the basis of achievement, while parents have a funda-

mental commitment to their children apart from their accomplish T

ments. Schools are committed' to to r in ciples of irnPersonality and

impartiality, in tension with the intimate relationships and favored
'-

status of family members. Although often breached,, this commit-

ment leads to such procedures as age categorization as well aa stand-

ardized and anonymous testing. Finally, the size and staff specializa-
... . .4;

tion of schools foster secondary rather than primary relationships,

that is, relationships both transient and based exclusively on a stated .

purpose. 6 These norms--labelled independence, achievement, univer-

salism and specificity bylbreebenwere not articulated in the-nine-
.

teenth century in this form, but the concept of different, indeed ..

antagonistic, values in families and schools has its historical roots

in the period we analyze here, 183.0 to 1880.

The Massachusetts Teacher proclaimed in J857, that "adults

are treated by society in an entirely different way" than childien In

the family. "The child stands between the two extremes and a transi-

tion from one to the other, sudden or gradual, methodical or planless,

23'
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make a vast difference in the formation of the child's character s,

. The important duty to act as a medium falls upon the school in

general,, and upon the Primary school in particular." The Dedham

school committee divided up the responsibilities between parents and

teachers simply in 1856: "Each has r.tt heart the interests of the same

object, but in departments usually 'quite different from each other. The

one feeds and clothes; the other educates." How far Dedham had Come

from Puritan days! By 1874 a group of influential-urb-aiieducators in a

Statement-Orthe Theory of Education stated that the Anierican school

must "draw the child out of the influence of family-nurture earlier than

is common in other countries.," Because of the need for self-restraint

I- in a democracy, schools should "lay more stress upon discipline and

to make far more prominent the moral phase of education. "

During this period we witnes,s, for the first time, a realization

by educators that the school setting was fundamentally different from

the family setting. One of the causes for this realization was the fact

that during the same decades schools .were indeed becoming more

clearly differentiated from families, as siblings became separated

and age cohorts regimentedby grading, anonymity increased with

size, curriculum became standardized, and textbooks uniform. This

brings us to the general theory of institutional differentiation. State-

ments by educators and attendance patterns. by young children allow us

to view the historical actors shaping and reacting to the emerging

boundaries of family am school experience in the nineteenth century.

'The age at which a child should make the important transition from

family to school became more problematic as the institutions became ,"
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more differentiated. The resolution of this problem occasioned an

important change in the attitude of educators on the age at which

children should enter school. Whereas it was quite normal for very

yaung children to be educated in the dame schools, infant schools, or

common schools,of the early nineteenth century, by the .mid-nineteenth

century there was considerable hostility to the sending of three*or four

year olds to any school. Furthermore, while in the 1-te eighteenth and

early- ninet( nth centuries it was expected that children should learn to

read at an early age, by the mid-nineteenth century educators argued

.that.children should not participate in such intellectual'activities too

early. .This chapter documents and attempts to explai these shifts.

1. Children, 'Parents, and the Schools in Colonial Massachusetts

Education was one of the cornerstones of Puritan society.

Since the Puritans assumed that education was vital for the religious

development, of their children, it was important that adequate educational

opportunities be made available for all the children in the New World.

The primary locus of education for the Puritans was the family, but

the state was willing to intervene when and if the family failed to

educate its children. 8 Massachusetts' early leader/3 assumed that

parents would instruct their children not only in reading and writing,

but also in religion. They expected parents to catechize their children

at home as a normal part of their initial religious training. In the eyes

of the Puritans, the ability for each individual to read and understand

the Bible was a- essential prerequisite for their personal salvation.
. .

2 3 9
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The Puritans' earliest educational efforts were directed at

--Ilaryaid-4asId the town grammar schools, which prepared children for

-' the university. A few towns such as Salem did maintain petty or dame

schoolz to teach children reading and, writing, but.most towns simply

'assumed that the parents rather than the school would instruct their

children in the rudiments of literacy. By the mid- 1640's, however,

it was evident that many Massachusetts towns had failed to establish

either petty or grammar schools for their children, As a result, the

Massachusetts General Court enacted a law in 1647 that required the

-establishment of different types of schools on the basis of the number

. of households in those towns:

It is therefore ordered, that every township in
this jurisdiction, after the Lord hath increased them to
the number of fifty householders, shall then forthwith
appoint one within their town to teach all such children
as shall' resort to him to write and read, . . . and it is
further ordered, that where any town shall increase to

..the number of one hundred families or householder's, they
shall set up a grammar school, the master thereof being
able to instruct youth so far as they may be fitted for the
university..., 9'

Thus, although the Puritans placed the primary responsibility for educat-

ing children on the family, they also favored the establishment of schools

at the town level for bcith elementary and advanced learning. They saw

these schools as supplements to education within the 'family, and they

made no effort to require parents actually to send their children to
.;

school rather than train them at home.

The law of 1647 gives us a good indication of the attitude of the

Puritan leadership toward schocils, but it was never vigorously en-

forced. In a comprehensive survey of seventeenth-century education

in the Massachusetts Bay Colony,' Geraldine Murphy.found that while



all of the eight towns required to maintain gramMar schools did so, only

a third of the towns required to establish reading and writing schools

complied with the law. Colonial Massachusetts had taken a major step

toward the creation of formal schooling for its children, but there was

no uniformity.in the amount and type of education available in the vari-

ous towns. In some communities parents had no choice but to teach

their own children while in other towns they could send them to schools

to acqtire a more thorough education.10
.

-One of the major. limitations in discussing the relationships

among children, parents, and schools in colonial America is that we

have very little infOrination on the actual educational 'experiences of

the population. We do have considerable information on the educational

philosophy of the Puritan leaders and some scattered references to

children's learning, but we do not have any comprehensive surveys of

the extent and type of education children in Massachusetts received.

We shall venture some preliminary speculations, however, on th4

basis of the existing studies.".1- r :

3 T e population of colonial Massachusetts has always been

regarded-as highly literate compared to Western Europ, e at that time.

The early settlers of Massachusetts were generally better educated than

the Englishmen who remained behind. Sincp the Puritar3 stressed the

importance of reading more than some of the other colonists, 'it is also

assumed that the level of literacy in New England Was higher than that

in the other colonies. Yet there has been considerable debate among

historians recently on the actual level of literacy in colonial New
.

England.. . 1

- , , .11 "11'..! . .'/, : 1.
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'.,The most recent analysis.of literacy in colonial New England
;,

by Kenneth Lockridge uses signatures on wills as a. crude index of

literacy. His study suggests that there was a significant difference

betiveen the literacy of men -and women in colonial New England (see

Graph Number D. Whereas about sixty percent of men could sign

--their wills among the -early settlers, only abOut thirty percent of women

:." could do so, Furthermore, there was a steady increase in male and

female literacy so that by the end of the colonial period about ninety

percent of males and alniOst fifty percent of females could sign their

wills. 12.

If Lockridgeti estimates do represent the actual-levels and

trends in Jiteracy in colclial New England, they suggest that not every-

one in early Massachusetts received a rudimentary education since a

significant proportion of the population, .,especially among females, ..

could not even sign their own names. This.was particularly true of the

rural population since the literacy rate in Boston Was higher for both

males and females than in the countryside.

One should also bear in .mind that the Puritans stressed the

importance of reading rather than writing since the,primary goal of

- educating young children'was to prepare them to read the Bible. For

example, when WLtertown officials admonished parents for not educat-

ing their children, they focused only on the ability to read the English

language: ,

. ..V
. William Priest, John Fisk, and George Lawrence,

being warned to a meeting of the Selectmen at John
Iligulah's house, .they making their appearance and
being found defective, were admonished for not learn-
ing theii children to read the English tongue: were con-
vinced, did acknowledge their neglects, and dis promise
amendment. 13

rt
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Consequently, though there were large portions of the adult population'

in colonial New England who could not write, perhaps they were at least
O

able to read. Othe.s,scholars have found that'thewriting skill of a pop-
,

ulation is usually below the reading ability of that population. 14 There=

fore, it; is -likely that estimates of the' inability of New Englanders to

sign their names underestimate' heir ability" to read the Bible 'though'

the general trend '-i'reading skills probably parallels the iftcreases in
. ,

the ability to sign wills. 15. 4.?
-'

........, .

' So much for our limited knowledge of the extent of literacy
,, ..i. - ' . .

among the colonial populace. Where and when didmost children learn
.

to read and write in early Massachusetts? Unfortunately, there is even

less information available on these ,issues, than on the extent of literacy.

The general impression is that children were taught to read at home or
,

1. a private dame school, or by the local minister rather' than in a town
,

sponsored school. Most colonial towns did not maintain petty schools, -

and many of the towns -which did provide schools for rea g and Writ-
,

ing expected entering childrento have,lready aaqui ed the rudiments
.% .

of reading:, Whether most parents taught their, own children,their

ABC's, sent thernto "a` dame school, or to their local minister is not
'b

_ --- ..

clear'since colonial literary-mater'ials Mention all three 'alternatives.
. . .-

Though the Puritans expected parents to educate their own children,

it is evident that many parents did send their children_ outside the home
. , . . ,.

:

.11

for their education. Finally, the relative role of each.parent in educatiL
.

.

ing the child within the home has not been resolved. Whereas nine.;'' i''.

. . .

.. I
..

.

-. P

teenth-century Americans stressed the mother's -role in childhood
5 , .,,,... .

education, a larger part of educating-children in colonial Arrreria 7
..'."......( .>

7-
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...
-.61ffie house (usually the fathers) were expected to catechize the children-,

seems to have been:assigned to the father. .16 For examine, the masters-
.

s and servants according to a 1648 law:
. Also that all rna.sters of families do once a week

(at the least) catechize their children and servants in the
grounds and principles of religion. i If any be unable to
do so much, that then at least, they procure- such children
or'apprentices to learn some short orthodox catechisM
without book, that they may be able to answer unto the
questions that shall be:propounded to then out of such
catechisms by their parents or masters or any of the
selectmen when they shall call them to a trial of what
they have learned in this ,kind. 17\

Whether the father was also expected to teach the children the rudiments
osof reading and writing is not clear. But since males were more often

s, literate than females in colonial New England, there was little choice
. ,

in rhaniihouseholds about which parent would instructthe young child.
.

. Colonial Americans did not devote much attentiorito the age at
, ...

, . . . , .. .
which their children should learn to read and write. Apparently they

asauirie.d that children should learno read as soon as possible in ordet
i

to prepare themselves for salvation in the next world. As Cotton Mather
v.=

put it, "The Children should LEARN TO READ the Holr Scriptures;
018..,

and this, asEarly'as maybe....
. L..

. i 1

Childhood meant something very difier!mt in colonial America
4 /,than today. Colonial children were seen as innately stubborn am evil;/

they therefore needed to be strictly disciplined and controlled at a very

early age. Though sinful, children were also treated as more mature
,

and developed individuals than we see our children' today. John Demos

has aptly summarized the nature of childhood in colonial America:

Colonial society barely recognized childhood as we know
. . and under stand, it today. Consider, for example, the

matter of dress; in virtually all seventeenth - century
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portraiture, children appear in the same\ sort of clothing
that was normal for adults. In fact, this' accords nicely
with what we.knowsof other aspects of the child's life.
His work, much of his recreation, and hi closest per-
sonal contacts were encompassed within 41e-world of
adults.... In,short, from his earliest years he was,
expected to be--or to-try to be--a miniature adult.9

This does not mean that colonial Americans did not see childhood._
->?

as separa ( -1.adulthood. In fact, Puritans sawand treatecrehildren

below the age of six or seven quite difi.-rently from older children. Very

young children were not expected to be as diligent in their. studies and
.

work as older ones. Nevertheless, their conception of children below

the.age of six or seven saw them as capable of more extensive intellec-

tual development than we see young children today. As a esult, it is

not surprising to find very young children learning to read or even

write at much earlier ages than we ordinarily encounter today. Children

'often learned to read at ages three and four and some even reedited

training in Latin at ages five and six, Parents encouraged their very

young children to learn at such ages and proudly gloated over their early

'a,--omplishments. 02

It is not possible to ascertain with certainty when most young

children learned to read in colonial America. Our foray into colonial

diaries, letters, and writings. is quite limited from a statistical Pb?`

spectivG. Yet it is Ivident that very young children were encouraged

to begin reading as soon as possible. For example, John Locke's

essz y on education was widely read and quoted throughout colonial.
1 . iAmerica. 2 In t, Locke advised parents that chiktrkin should be taught

to read at an early age but that reading should not-be forced upon children.

L.; a task since it might injure their health and discourage their natural

curl- sity.
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When he can talk, ttis time he should LJg.n to
learn to read. But as to this, give me leave here to
inculcate again what is apt to be forgotten, viz., that

, . great care is to be taken that it be never made as a
business to him nor he look on it as a task.'... I have
always had a fancy that learning might be made a play

' and recreation tc childre'n, and that they might be
brought to -desire to be taught, if it were proposed to
them as a thing..of honour, credit, delight and recrea-
tion or as a reward for doing something else, and if -

they w never chid or cOrrected.forthe neglect of =,

Thus children may be cozened into a knowledge
of the letters, be taught to read withOht perceiving it
to be anything but a sport, and play themselves into .

that which others are whipped for.22

To summarize, although the relationship between family and

school was Ate flexible in colonial America, there was.a general

agreement amont, Puritans on the im :ortance of education. 'Initially

it was assumed that parents should educate their own children, but

% ': the,state was willing to intervene to force negligent parents either to

teach their children at home or send them to a local school. In addi-

tion, the Massachusetts colonists were agreed on the it .lortance of

learning to read early ,since the ability to read the Bible was an essen-

tial prerequisite for the salvation of their children and for the survival

of their "errand in the 'vilderness. " 7

II. Education in Early Nineteenth-Century Massachusetts

3

The relationships among children, pv-rents, and schools in the

early nineteenth century were the result'of their colonial heritage as

well as the new social conditions they encountered in the Comrnonwealth.

While some of their fundamental assumptions about education remained

unchanged, others were gradually and subtly altered in respon3e, to the
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changes in that society. ('-'. ,1

One of the mainstays of colonial education had been the Puritan

Church, The church in the seventeenth century insisted that all child-
i

,ren be able to read the Bible. As we have seen, although Puritan

leaders assume rd that the education of young children was to be entrust-

ed to their parents, they were willing to deve:op schools to assist

families in fulfilling their di 6. By the early nineteenth century,

the relationship between the. ..:nurch and education had changed. In the

aftermath of the Great Awakening, 'there was little unity left among

Massachusetts churches, and these divisions affected both the relative
,.,

importance of the churches within society as well as their particular

views on the nai.ureof childhood. Although Massachusetts society was

still quite religious in the early decades of the nineteenth century, there
,

was a growing secularization of many facets of that societyincluding

public education. Even the rationale for public schools now included
, .. .

more attention to the need for preserving the political and social order.

Taus, the justification for the state commitment i.o edtication in the

Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 stressed the \political rather than the

religious benefiti of an educated public. 23

Although all of the churches in Massachusetts could agree on the

value of education, they could not agree on the content o that education.

The only way that the public schools could avoid endless an bitter sec-

tarian battles was to eliminate any religious teaching within the = chools

that favored a particular group. Thus, while early public school aclv

cates acknowledged the connection between religion and moral training,

they urged teachers to avoid detailed religious instruction within the

classroom. 24
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Finally, there was a significant change in the attitude among

different church groups on the nature of young children. The early

Puritans had stressed that children were innately evil because of

Adam's transgressions in the Garden of Eden, Therefore, Puritans

. expected their young children to be rebellious and sinful from the very

beginning. The only proper response for parents was to watch their

children very closely and to discipline them at very young ages. By

. the early nineteenth century, this view of innate sin and infant damna-

tion was already under strong attack by Unitarians such as William

Ellery Channing. Increasingly children were viewed as innocent beings

that had to be protected and nurtured rather than subdued and disciplined.

Though the issue of the child's nature was not easily resolved, even

many of the mobt ardent proponents of infant damnation gradually began

to de-emphasize the innate wickedness of very young childreil. Signifi-

cantly, both the proponents and opponents of infant de.mnation increas-

ingly began to view childhood as a very distinct phase of human devel-
5.opment that required special attention and training. 2

,Another key change was the great expansion in the number of

public and private schools in the Commonwealth. The Puritans had

trice; to establish a comprehensive school system, but their efforts

were largely -successful. Yet the rapid demographic and economic

growth of Massachusetts towns in the eighteenth century facilitated the

. , ti establishment of more schools.. By the early nineteenth century,

Massachusetts had an extensive, decentralized system of public and

private district schools. Mass education in America did not result

from urban and industrial development; most children in early New
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England attended school well before the area became heavily urbanized
...

and industrialized and before the schools became systematized. None-

theless, the problems of urbanization, immigration, and industrialize.»
----,N,

tion lent further stimulus to the creation of publically funded schools,

and reinforced the central-purpose of character education. These,

processes are well illustrated by the charity and infant school move-

ments of early nineteenth-century cities. c6

With the increased availability of public and private schools,

parents tow had more options for educating their children. The

Massachusetts schoollaw of 1789 required towns of districts with at

least fifty families tc maintain a primary se ool and those with at least

two hundred families a grammar schoo1.27 Though there are no corn-

prehe'*nsive surveys of Massachusetts education at the turn of the cen-

tury, it appears that most towns did provide some public:or private,.

schooling. From our own examination of scattered schodl reports as

well ar other documents, it seems that parents increasingly relied on

schools to teach their children to read and write. Children would

typically enter school at ages three to five. Then they might enroll

in writing or grammar school, at ages six to eight, to be instructed in

Latin, Greek, or English languages. In most towns there were no rigid

rules on what ages children could or should attend school. The Massa-

chusetts state Law of 1789 did inrist, however, that children enroning

in grammar schok, should already be able to read and write. This
.

\

latter requirement posed a problem in Boston where, the town initially

financed the grammar schools, but not the primary schools. Critics

alleged in the early years of the nineteenth century that many poor
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children never received an adequate education because their parents

could not afford to send them to a private school to learn to read and

write in order to qualify for adMission to the gr'mmar schools. After

several heated political battles, the city of Boston in 1818 finally

assumed responsibility for providing primary schools for children

ages four to six. G8
m ^ -

The debate over whether the city of Boston should provide

primary schools for young children gives us some insights into the

changing relationships between parents, children, and schools in the

early nineteenth century.,. The subcommittee appointed by the Boston

School Committee to investigate this matter concluded that public

primary schools' were not necessary.

For children under the ages of seven years, it
is true, no schools are maintained: at the public expense.
But experience has proved, in past times, and it has been
demonstrated by the p-esent inquiry to the satisfaction
of the .sub-committee, that this class of children with us
is not neglected. Perhaps as large proportion of them
enjoy the advantages of instruction as would avail them-
selves of it if schools were maintained' in sufficient
number by the public treasury. The system of small
private schools for pupils of this description, supported
by the parents, operates upon them as a tax, which,
however, is not very unequal or burdensome.... The sub-
committee believe that most parents have some leisure,
and that with us few are unequal to the task of teaching the
elements' of letters. It ought never to be forgotten that
the office of instruction belongs to parents, and that to
the schoolmaster is delegated a'pordon only of the parental
character and rights. In the retirement of dcmestic life,
parent:, have opportunities to impart instruction, and to
gain an influence over their children which the public
teacher does not possess.29

Although opponents of public \primary schools in Boston argued

that parents could and should educate their own children at home, they

assumed that in fact most parents would send their children to a school.
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.COnfirmaiion of this assumption was prOvided in the subcommittees.

survey of ycuag children which suggested that most children ages foiir

to six in Boston were already attending a private school. 30. Thtis, by

the early nineteenth century most parents in Boston were sending

their children to schools to learn to read and write rather than trying

to teach them at hoine. Although the colonial notion that parents
a _ /

shoul.d teach their own children had not disappeared, very few parents

any longer fully educated th-lr o7:vn children in the rudiments of liter-
/

acy. The debate in Boston really over who should finance the

schools rather than over the ,usefulness or desirability of primary

schools for young children.,

Children of all age's were grouped together in most classrooms

in the early nineteenth century because school districts often had only

one-room schools. Iff-ry young children were learning the alphab't

while older ones Progressed through advanced readers. In larger

communities such a Boston children were roughly subdivided by age

in the 'primary ancygrammar schools. Children ageS four-to six were

supposed to enroll in primary schools while those who were seven and

above (and could read and write) were to be in the grammar schools.

We can get/an idea othe type of training provided young children in

the Boston/primary schools by the manner in which they were sub-
,

divided into fPur 'Classes. 1 --,

".: . the pupils in each of the schools shall be arranged'
i/nto/ four classes, viz.: Those who read in the Testa-
:pent shall be in the First Class; those in easy reading

"in the Second Class; those who spell in two or more
isylJables, in the Third Class; those learning their
'letters and monosyllables, in the Fourth Class; and
that the books be the same in every school, for each *-1 :

pupil hereafter entering. 31
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,; :In other words, it was now

learn their a'phabet -in the schools
.

four to six progressed through the

assumed that most children would

rather than at home. Children ages

primary classes by demonstrating

their proficiency in these skills rather than on the basis of their ages.

It was common to ha-ve students at very different ages performing at

the same level of skill in Massachusetts schools in the early nine-
,

teenth century because of the variations in the age at school entering

and the irregularity of schoorattendance.

The creation of public primary 'schools in Boston attracted a

larger proportion of school children to public rather than to PPivate

education. Whereas 61.8 percent of ..11 children in school in 1817

attended a private institution, that figure had dropped to 32.5 percent

by 1826. Nevertheless, private schools were still an important factor

in educating young children. Of the children ages four to six in school,

22.4 percent of the males and 31.4 percent of the females were in

private schools. 32

One important difference betwee, the public and private schools

for young children in.Boston was that the public schools categorically

refused to accept any children younger than four years old while th.:

private schools were willing to admit them. In 1826 about five percent

of all children under four in Boston were enrolled in private schools

(or approximately twenty percent of the three year old children ware

in a private school). 33 Since most other Massachusetts towns did not

bar children under four years old from entering their public schools,

it is likely that a sizable proportion of three year olds were enrolled

in school. Thus, the idea that children could rid should be educated
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at very young ages persisted in early nineteenth- century Massachusetts.

Otir'''scant evidence suggests, however, that increasingly the education

of ybung children in the rudiments of literacy took place in a school
.

rather than in the home.' -

Though some three year olds were being' sent to private and

public schools in the first two decades of the nineteenth century, it was

not considered a particularly commendable practice since the attendance,

rates of very young thildrenwere usually very irregular. But the idea

of trying to educate very young children received a- great boost in the

late 1820's with'the introduction and spread oe. infant schools in
34America. Infant schools had been first developed in Europe to edu-

.cate poor children, but the idea of these schools quickly attracted .

notice in the United States. The first infan,schools in Massachusetts

were opened in Boston in 1828 and were intended to educate poor

children between the ages- of eighteen months and the time they could

legally enter the Pu blic schools. Though there was some skepticism

about the value of these new institutions, -they were warmly greeted by

many parents .4d educators. As one Bostonoiewspaper responded to a

demonstration by children in a local infant school in 1829:

Infants, taken from the most unfavorable situation
in which they are ever placed, from the abodes of poverty
and vice, are_capable OfTearning at least a hundred times
as much, a hundred times as well, and of being a hundred
times as happy, by the system adopted in infant schools,
as by that which prevails in the common schools through-
out the country. The conclusion most interesting to every
friend of education is, that the infant school system can be
extended through every department of the popular education.
And that in any school district where there is interest and
liberality enough to raise Ten Dollars to procure apparatus,
a beginning can be made the present season. 35

. . . .,,o;..L
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. Today we are all familiar with the fact that programs designed

specifically to give disadvantaged children a headstart are often

adopted by middle and upper class parents for their own children if

the programs appear to be successful. Similarly, although infant

schools in Boston were originally opened to_assist disadvaritaged

children, the rest of the po-pvlation were eagqr foProvide the same

. opportunities for their own children once it was demonstrated that

these infant schools'were useful. Thus, the Ladies' Magazine in

February i829 reported that: '

The interesting subject of Infant Schools is becoming
more and more fashionable.... We have been told that
it is now in contemplation, to open a school for the
infants of others besides the poor. If such course be
not soon adopted, at the age for entering, primaTy schools
those poor children will assuredly be the richest scholars.
And why should a plan which promises so many advantages,
independent of merely relieving. the mother from her
charge, be confined to children of the indigept?36

The'amazing thing about the infant school. movement in America

is how rapidly communities adopted this new innovation. Rather thar

encountering the hostility that most innovations in education face today,

infant schools were welcomed not only in urban areas such as Boston

and Worcester, but also in rural communities such as Concord.,

.There are several possible explanations for the rapid spread of infant

schools in Massachusetts. The infant schools were strongly endorsed

by educational reformers like William Russell. As editor .flf the inilu--

entiaL Journal of American Education; he actively promoted the estab-

lishment of infant schools in Massachusetts. In addition, the movement

was endorsed in a number of popular journals such as the _Ladies'

Magazine, as well as in many local newspapers. Another reason for
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the rapid spread of infant schools is that their establishment required

very little money or expertise.' Anyone could easily ,purchase one of

the many recently published infant school manuals. and.set up their own

school with no additional training and little expenditure of capital for

equipment. In part this reflects the fact that in general private schools
.

in the early nineteenth century were easy to create. A pertion simply .

declared himself to be a teacher, acquired some 14:talents, and

established a "school" eitha'in their home or rented space in a nearby

building. Because private schools were.not regulated or licensed by the

state, it was very easy for someone to create a new school on short

notice.

The infant school movement also benefited by the gerthi-al climate

for reform in Massachusetts in the early nineteenth century.- It-Waif:4
0

period of great optimism that society could eliminate problerril such as
0

crime and poverty through reform efforts such as the temperance move-

ment and educational reform. The supporters of infant education in

Boston were also able to draw upon their experiences in theSunday

school movement to provide them wit:i the expertise necessary to create

new institution,a. Furthermore,' they were helped in all of these efforts

by the willingness of the churches to contribute support to new efforts

to aid the impoverished classes. 37

One might expect that:the existing public schoolteachers and

administrators would have been hostile to a new idea like infant educa-

tion, But few teachers had taught very long or planned to make teaching

their career. Therefore, there was relatively little entrenched opposi-

tion to the idea of infant education among teachers since most of them
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were quite new to teaching themselves.38 Furthermore, most schools

were operated very 'casually without an elaborate set of procedure's or-

bureaucracy. Only in thecity_of,Bostondo we find a centralized school

system under the control of a School Committee., It is interesting to

note that the Boston Primary School Committee did oppose the intro- .

duetion of infant education in the public schools--41ainly because the

manner in which children were being taught in the infant schools,

directly challenged the more traditional methods employed in the

Boston schools. The Boston primary schools taught young children
rsr

only reading and writing, and the Schooltommittee constantly resisted

efforts to expand this basic curriculum. FurthermOire, the Committee

was reluctant to adopt a new .program like infant education which might

increase the overall tax burden of the city by attracting more students

to the classrooms. Thus, infant schools could be' seen to clash with
_ _

the well-established .pattern,of educating young children in the Boston

primary school system.39 BA in most Massachusetts towns, the

curriculum as well as the control of schools was much more casual and

open to innovations.

Finally; one of the major reasons.forthe'quick adoption of. infant

schools in Massachusetts was that the idea of educating very itoung

children in schools had, already been accepted by many. parents. We

have seen that in the- colonial period it was-often recommended that

children be taught to read as-soon as they,-could talk and that some

-three year olds in the early nineteenth century were already attending

school even before. the infant education movement had reached America.

therefore,. parents were willing to send their children to tl. new infant
E.
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,schbols, .1.,,,hich promised to teachtheir children even more/effectively
. ,. ....

than they could be educated either in the existing schOols or in their

. own homes. . .7 .

Althougi infant education stressed the importance of educating

very young children, the manner in whiclechildran were taught was

different from traditional methods of instructing young children. The

advocates, of infant education saw this stage of childhood as beirigdis-
,

tinct from later phases of develoi5Ment. Because children were r'-`

fully developed intellectually, emotionally, or physically, it was

5,

important that they not be taught in,the same Way as older children.

The proper education of younger Children demanded that as much atten-
,

tionbe.devoted to their physic.al and moral develop.ment as to'their

intellectual growth.

The European advocates of infant schools were split on the issue

,of how much intellec tual activity young children should experience., .

Some leaders of the infant eduCation movement, such as Samuel

Wilaer spin, encouraged the schools to teach very young children how

to read. Others,' such as Robert Owen, felt that books should be

entirely excluded from the infant schools. However, even Owen was

forced to comprOmise his position on reading because of 'the pressure

from parents. ,-His son noted in 182-3 that: I

. .

It has been deemed nece3sary, in order to meet the
wishes of the parents, to commence teaching the children
the elements of reading at.a very early age, but it is
intended t'Aat this mode should ultimately be suikerseded,
at least until the age of seven or eight, by a regular
course of Natural History, Geography, Ancient and ,

Modern History, Chemistry, Astronomy, etc.; on the
principle that it is following the plan prescribed by ,

Nature to give a child such particulars as he Can easily

,
+a-

/I
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be made to understand conconitig the nature and
properties of the-different objects arou77&before

, we proceed to teach him the artificial sips which have.- been'adopted to represent these objects.40

Unfortunately, the mannerin which infant..schoOls demonstrated

their achievements to the general Public in Massachusetts over-

emphasized the children's 'intellectual achievements and'enCouraged
. . ...
parents to interpret infant schorls simply as an improved form pf

1$

schooling rather 'than as something quite a:--rt from traditional.educa-
.

. ,.
tional practices. As we shall see, the,v3w that' infant schools were

t>.

mainly an effort to teach children to read and write at very early ages

eventually contributed to their demise when it'siras no longer regarded
41as advantageous to have.very young children learn to read and write.

It is impossible to gauge very accurately,the full impact of the

infant school movement on the education of young children in Massa-
, .

.

chusetts. Much,depends on ourebtirnate-of -the extent of children
c.under four in schools in the first two decades of the' nineteenth century ..

/befare the arrOal of the infant -school movement to America. ret very
...

.little systematic informatieln-on thPPattern of school atte,adance of-very
i .,

/ . . .

young' children has been pTeserved. Our tentative conclusion is tii.a. t
/ .,

children under four were being educated in early nineteenth-bentu-y
0

. . -

.Massa'chusetts schools, but that the infant school movement signifi-

cantly increased the poptila,rity OT this \practice, not just in special
Q.

infant schools, but in most public schools as well. Our detailed

analysis of school registers for Concord and Worcester public schools

in the 1830's shows.many children ages two and'Ahree enrolled in the
42schools in these communities. Furthermore, thoug*the.infant

school movement in Massachusetts was 'in rapid decline by 1840, at
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least ten perc;nt of children under four were still enrolled in the public

schools (or approxitnately forty percent of three year olds). 43

Even more important than the possible increase in the number

of very young children attenc :ng schools, the infant school moyr tt

reinforced the growing belief in early nineteenth-century America that

early,childhood was a special stage of deYelopment that required

increased attention and care from both parents and schools. It drew

attention to the L-iportance of early child care by stressing the long-

term implications of existing childrearing practices. It encouraged

.rents and the schools to educate younger children by emphasizing

the flexibility of their future development. Yet, at the same_time, the

infant school movement somewhat inadv' rtently reinforcer the public's

belief in the possibility and desirability of teaching very young children

intellectual skills such as reciting the alphabet or even. reading. When

the reaction against early intellectual education mounted ...I the third

E.nd fourth decades of the nineteenth century, -1-1.e infant school move -

nent in Massachusetts was one of the first casualties.

Reactions Against the Enrollment of You.-ig Children in Scnool

During the colom..1 and early national periods, it was quite

normal for very young children to be taught their alphabet and the

rudiments of reading at a very early age. AlthOugh the Puritans

expected early childhood education to occur in the home, by the early

nineteenth century most young children received their education in a

public or private school. The emphasis on early education in schools

26
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received addit.onal impetus from the infant school movement/in

America Airing the 1820's and 1830's.

While few parents or educators in the colonial period questioned

the value or propriety of teaching children at very early ages, during the

first half of the nineteenth centurr opposition to such practic.Js devel-
1

oped. The sources Of this opposition were quite varied, but at least

three major considerations were involved: (1) the growing emphasis

on,childhood education at home, reinforced by increasing stress on'

mothers' role in the Ahome, (2) the stress on the need for gradual and

balanced child development, including the fear of insan'ty caused by

excessive intellectual activity at a very young age, and (3) the emerging

bureaucratic structure of public schooling.

In colonial.Ma_ iachusetts the role of parents in the education

of their children had been stressed. .But by the early nineteenth

century, most parents in fact had relegated the education of their

children to local schools. In the 1820's and 1830's, however, there

was a strong revival of the idea that young children should be ediucated
I

I

at home. 4-..1though there was still considerable disT,;reement on ,le.
\

innocence or depravity of young children at birth, almost everyone
t.,

agreed on the importance of early childhood periences. Because

of this emphasis on early childhood development, there was increasing

interest in providing the proper home environm\ent for young children.
,

\
,Accompanying the emphasis on early chill development within

the home was the increasing focus on the role of mothers in childhood
1education. The great outpouring of domestic literature in the 1820's

and 1830'r' in the United States encouraged mothers\to take a more
1



active r e in the training of their children. Childrearing manuals

provided mo ers with extensive advice on how to raise their children

in an, increasingly complex society where traditional values and prac-

tices were being eroded by rapid urbaii and industrial growth. Though

it is unlikely that the family was actually disintegrating during the 1820's

and 1830's, many of the writers of this domestic literature assumed that

only more eff. ctive childrearing efforts in the home could prevent the

further moral and spiritual deterioration of American society. 44

The ,renewed interest. in home education placed the supporters

of the infant education movement in an ambiguous and uncomfortable

position. At first, the advocates of infant education argued that their

scnools were mainly intended as a substitute family for homeless poor

children. As the number of infant schools expanded and Middle-class

parents began to send-their own children to these new institutions, the

supporter s of infant schools then stressed their similarity to the home

and how these schools complemented the efforts of the mother. Yet

the short-lived infant school movement. in Massachusetts was never

really clear about the exact relrtionship among parents, children,

and infant schools since many of their middle-class proponents also

believed in the primacy and importance of parents educating their own

children. When hostility developed against early childhood education

in the schools in the 1830's, many of these middle-class parents aban-

doned their support of infant schools in favor of more extensive educa-

tion of children within the home. 45..

Another major factor that contributed to the growing reluctance

of parents and educators to send very young children'to school was the
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'growing emphasis on the necessity for the gradual and balanced

development of children. Though the Puritans regarded young

Chi!dren 'as different from, older ones, they saw very young children

as capable of intellectual activities at a much earlier age than later

generations. By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,

educators began to stress that child development should be more

gradual and concerned with physical as well as intellectual growth.

Ore of the foremost education theorists of the early nineteenth

Century was Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi. The influence of his writings

and teachings spread rapidly throughout Europe and to the United States.46

Pestalozzi argued that a child's development must not be unnaturally

hurried by either parents or schools.

Allinstruction of man is then only the Art of helping
Nature w develop in he own way; and this Art rests
esk......-ntially on the rektion and harmony between the
impressions received by thechild and the exact de-
gree of his developed powers. It is also necessary,
in the impressions that are brought to the child by
instruction, that there should be sequence, so that
beginning and progress should keep pace,with the
beginning and progress of the powers to be developed
in the child.... 4T

Pestalozzi stressed the importance of the physical development

of children; a child's intellect should not be over-extended before his

mind and body has been fully developed physically. This viewpoint

was quickly adopted and popularized in America in the 1830's by

William Woodbridge who succeeded Russell as the editor of the

American Journal of Education. Woodbridge felt that training of

young children should begin early, but that their education should

reflect their stage of physical and intellectual development. Efforts
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to produce childprodigies would only result in the unnatural;.
asymmetrical development of the child that might produce permanent

damage.4a Thus, while parents and educators in colonial America had

praised the intellectual achievements of very young children, by 1830

many writers began to emphasize the importance of more gradual,

balanced development. As early as 1827 the American Journal of

Education was advising "misguided" parents not to teach infants their

letters, lest they suffer that "fatal languor arising from premature

application." In 1831 the American Annals of Education ran a series
.. ., . .

ontellenberg, in which it was emphasized that "physical education
. ,

occupies a most important place in the system of Hofroy,l. . . . It is

justly regarded as the base of success in other branches of education."

In 1834Dr. 1, 11. G. Smith cited other European examples to the same

effect. New England schools that drill children,of two, three, and four

years of age do that which is "diametrically: opposed to the clearest

indit:a:tionn of nature." He continued:

Do not urge on the mind for the present.
Take care of the body.... Adopt the plan
of the Infant Asylum of Geneva and some
others in Europe. which aim chiefly at the -
physical health and enjoym-nt of the pupils,
and give them only as muci, intellectual
occupation as their feeble minds P. AI irnmaire
bodies can endure. 49

A related factor that contributed to the disillusionment with

early childhood education kr.s the growing beliefi.hat premature

int^llectual development might cause insanity. Any educational

efforts that over-stimulated young minds beyond their physical

capabilities were considered dangerous. Thi., concept was most

clearly and forcefully stated by a physician, Ainariah Brigharri", n
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1832 in his popular book, Remarks on the Influence of 'Mental.

. Excitement Upon Health:. .*:

Many physicians of great experience are 'of the
opinion, that efforts to develope the minds of young

.' children are very frequently injurious; and from
instances of disease in children which I have wit-
nessed, I am forced to believe that the danger is
indeed great, and that very often in attempting to

:.call forth and cultivate the intellectual faculties of
children before they are six or seven years of age,
serious and lasting injury has been done both to the
body and the mind....

I beseech parents, therefore, to wit! se before
they attempt to make prodigies_of their own children.
Though they may not destroy them by the measures
they adopt to effect this purpose, yet they will surely
enfeeble their bodies,' and greatly dispose them to ner-
vous affections. Early mental excitement will serve
only to bring forth beautiful, but premature floWers,
which are destined soon to wither. away, without produc-

; . . ing fruit:50'

Brigham's book had a large irripact on attitudes toward early

'childhood education in America. It was review4 very favorably in

popular journals such as the American Annals of Education, the

Christian Examiner and General Reviewer, and the Ladies' Magazine.

Many shared Brigham's fears. An article reprinted from the London

Christian Observor labelled intellectual precocity "a disease, " which

could lead to "future imbecility or premature old age." SainUel

Woodward, warning of the dangers of confining children under the age

of eight in school for more than one hour a tin-11, argued that

"intensity" might lead to precocity, which was a "morbid condition"

of the brain that might lead to "epilepsy', insanity or imbecility. "51

Despite the protests of the supporters of infant schools that their

institutions did not really over-emphasize the intellectual develop-

ment of the young child, there was increased public suspicion and
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hostility toward the infant schools. Many of the middle-class reformers

who had financed the infant schools now withdrew their support. As a

result, infant schools in Massachusetts found it more and more difficult

to survive financially. 52

The hostility toward early education also became increasingly

evident in-the domestic literature of the l'830ls and 1840's. Previous

advocate s of early childhood education such as Lydia Sigourney now

reversed themselves: "I once admired precosity, and viewed it as the

breath of Deity, quickening to ripe and rare excellence. But I have since

learned to fear it. "53 Similarly;-F3man Humphrey in his popular advice

book in 1840 Obserired that: O

it is obvious how difficult a task it must be, to
persuade parents to let their sprightly little darling
alone, till the rain and the sunshine have opened the
bud and prepared the way for mental culture. Had
some older, friend said to us, some four and twenty
years ago, when we were arranging our lettered
blocks, and showing Our Reuben or Simeon, that
h-a-t spells hat, "you are quite too early for the '
advantage and safety of your child, you had better
leave the little fellow to his cob-houses and his
antics till nature has had time to do her part, " I
dare say we should have gone_on, without giving
much heed to the advice,...But common idea,
that if y'u can teach an infant to read with consider-
able ease... in its third or fourth year, it is... so
much clear gain, is extremely fallacious. 54

Humphrey formalized this new concept of early childhood by positing

three stages prior to adulthood: infancy (from birth to age four or

five), childhood (to age ten or eleven), and youth (to age seventeen,

eighteen or nineteen). During infancy, he argued, intellectual train»

ing ;a unsafe; infants should play while parents guard against "hurtful

extraneous influences, "55' r , I
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Ed-uators increasingly began to warn parents of the harmful

physical as well as mental e:fects ofsending their children to school

too early. The local school committee in Werhouth protested against

early school attendance in 1840:

Children under four years of age,, should not be
sent to school;... If children under four years of age,
are sent to school in order to give temporary relief to
parents, it should be remembered that no teacher, male
or female, is authorized by the 'statute book' to convert
his appropriate vocation into that of a nurse. But if such
children (sixty-six of whom have been in our schools the
last' year) are required to attend school that their minds
May be tasked with the discipline of study, it should be
understood that this is generally injurious to the child's
mental and physical frame. 56

Similarly, the local school committee in Sandisfield that same

year objected _to the praaice of sending children to school when they

are only two or three years old:

, . Parents, oftentimes, send their children to school
before it can be of any essential benefit to them. In such
cases, an injury is inflicted upon both the child and the
school. The child is injured bybeing confined for several
hours, upon the hard benches and the impure air of the
house, --and the school is injured, by having a consider-
able portion of the inst-uctorls. time occupied in endeavor-
ing to teach, and especially to govern, suchchildren....
The proper order is, to begin with .the education of the
body, and then proceed to that of the mind. The practice
of sending children, two or three years old, to school, to
'get them out of the way, ' cannot be too much deprecated.
Every teacher, it should be remembered, is employed
,to.give instruction, not to act the part of a nurse.51

At first, school officials concentrated only on excluding

children under four from the public schoOls, but by the decade of

the 1850's educators did not even want four or five year olds to

attend school. Thus, Barnas Sears, Secretary of the Massachusetts

Board of Education, wrote in his annual report for 1851-52 that:
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Education in its widest sense commences as ,soon as one:-
is born. From. the time till the school-going age, which
with most children does not properly begin till after they
are six years old, the freedom and activity natural to
childhood may better be accorded to it than denied. The
physical constitution, whose vigor is so intimately con:-
nected with that of the mind, and which comes first in
the order of nature, requires a great amount of unre-
stricted exerci3e in the open air. The confinement of
the school-room not only preys upon the animal life and
spirits of the child, but interrupts that inquisitive notice
of external objects to which nature prompts it. 58

Thus, we have witnessed a major change in the first half of the

nineteenth century in the age as which educators, physicians, and

authors of child care manuals thought children should be engaged in

such intellectual activities as reading as well as the age at which they

should enter schools. The decade of the 1830's stands out as the major

turning point. While the early intellectual .education of children was

generally seen as a positive virtue in the United States before the 1830's,

most authorities regarded it as a questionable activity thereafter. Be-

cause the third major reason for the exclusion of young children from

schools - -the increasingly bureaucratic structure of schools -- became

more evident after mid-century, we postpone discussion of this factor

until after we have assessed parents' reactions to the educators' initial

shift of :opinion. ,. `-

IV. Patterns of Enrollment of Young Children, 1840-1900

By the 1830's and 1840's educators strongly urged parents nott
to allow their children to engage in strenuous intellectual activities

.
at an early age and not to send them to school until they were five or

six. But did parents actually heed the warnings of these authorities?

One of the major limitations of using historical materials such as
,..t: .

child care manuald or reports of school superintendent's is that:they

only provide information on the recommendations of these specialists,

26
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not on the actual practices of parents. Since there are no extensive

historical surveys of the manner in which parents raised their children

in nineteenth-century America, historians have not been able to deter

mine how closely parents conformed to the advice literature on child

care. 59

In the case of school attendance, however, we are foitunate to

have behavioral evidence to compare with our literary sources. We

investigated the extent of school attendance by young children in
(

Massachtisetts from 1840 to 1900 to see whether the dire warnings

against sendinc young children to school were effective. This provided

us an opportunity to see if changes in the pattern of school attendance

of young children coincided with the growing opposition among child

care specialists against the education of very young children.

In assessing the causes of school attendance by young children,

we must first decide, if possible, the extent to which decisions were
r.
made.by the children, their parents, or the schools. There is no

simple answer to this question. The preferences of children toward

school may have had some impact on their actual enrollment in those

-institutions, but their role in the decision to enter school at an early

age was probably quite minimal, Parents were probably the major

factor in deciding whether and when their youngsters should be sent'

to school. Some school systems, such as is at in Bostor, did not ,per-
. /

mit children under four or'five to enroll in ublic schools. However,

our impression, based on reading through local school reportS as well

as examining the reported number of child en under four or five in the

public schools, is that most public schools did not system -tically
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regulAte age of entry in the 1830's and 1840's, 'although they tried to

indueriCe parents informally on the age at which children shot-ad-be-sent

to school." . ts .t
The Massachusetts Board of Education required towns to submit

. annual statistics on the number of children under four year wold attend-
.tz

ing public schools;'after (1848-49 the school returns were-revised to

ascertain the number of 'children under five years old in public'

schools, reflecting the rising expected age of entry. The answers

to this question underestimate the extent of schooling for young child

because information was not obtained from the private, schools on

this matter. The returns for the public schools, however, probably

provide an accurate approximation of the state-wide trend in the school

enrollment Of very young children during these years. Using population

estimates bated on the federal arid -state censuses, we estimated.the----

percentage,-of children under four (or five)-yearsifildin public schools

froth 1840 to 1900-(see Graph 2j, ''''
Q

There is a steady decline in the percentage of children under

four years old in public -school froin-1839-40 to 1848-49, the last year

for which information on the number of children under four was ob-

tained. The'perCentage of-"Children under five in'.public school declined

from 15.6 percent in 1849-50 to .6 percent in 1888-89. Thdn there was

a gradual rise in the percentage of children under live in public school

to 3.5 percent in 1899-1900in large part due to the development of

kindergartens for young children in Massachusetts after the Civil Waic

The decline in the percentage of young children attending school

does c ide with the increasing opposition among dducators.:-1
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physicians, and authors of child care manuals to the edupation ox very

'young children. This supports the notion that parents and local' schools
UP°

did respond to the warnings against early childhood education. Yet it is

also important to observe how gradual the shift in the pattern of school

attendance was during these years. Even though Amariah Brigham and

others condemned the practice of sending young children school in

the early 1830's, almost forty percent of three year old children in

183?-40:were-stillemolled in public schools.. In other words, c.lthough

.sonn parents were influenced by the warnings against early childhood

education, most parents were very slow to remove their young children

.1 fromthe publit' schools. 62

:No systematic information is available on the percentage of

. Massachusetts towns that actually prohibited young children from

enrollin

of towns that had no children, under four in their public. -schools. This

in the public schools, bUt we can calculate the_percentage

does not imply that children under four were legally barred from enter-

ing school lin alrof those towns, but it establishes the maximum per -

centage of towns in which there was effective regulation of minimum

'entry age. Iri 1840-41, only 6.8 percent of Massachusetts towns did

not have any children under our in public school while in 1847-48 that

&figure had risen to 13.4 percent. In other words, most-Massachusetts

towns in the 1840's still allowed children under four to attend their

public schools. To see how much of the decline in the p c...6ntage of

ildren under four'in public schools might have been the result ofill
i ,-

hanges
, in the number of towns which prohibited very young children

.ffrotii attending school, we calculated the deckease in the absolute
t"

2 7 `)
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GRAPH NO. 2
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, .
number 'of Children under four in puic schools from 1840-41 to

1847-48. Approximately eighty percent of that decline occurred in

towns which still permitted children under four to be in public' schools

in 1847-48. Thus, it appears4hat until mid-Eentury most /viassachu-

setts parents decided when they should start ,endir 3 their young

children to the public schools.

Despite the co, sensus among educators ,that early childhood*

educadon was harmful, most local school committees were reluctant

to compel parents to keep their children at nne. Similarly, 'although

---Barnas Sears strongly condemned sent. children to school at an

early age, he did not try to have the state pass a law to ha;`. this

1)3practice. When localities d'ei pass rules about minimum entry age,

parents sometimes ign .them. Thy 1841 school report for Palmer,

Massachusetts, me idns that the .previous year the town meeting had

voted to exclude chi dren under four from school, yet the usual number

attended, " aid the School Committee, "coric:rming our opinion
Arp

at that time exprelgsed, that the vote was wholly inexpedient. "64 Thus,

one of the major re sons that the decline in school attendance of young

children in Massac setts was gradr.11.and lagged behind 'scientific

opinion is that Ichool officials were reluctant to force parents to,-

change their traditional childrearing:prattices by prohibiting -young

children from entering the public schotils...`.A. further reason why the

state and most towns did not enact minimum ages for school attend-

ance is that the fear of insanity dtie to early childhood .;ducation was

never stiffiefently strong to warrant more forceful action than simply
. .

warning the parents of the potential dangers. 'Even though educators,
.....
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physicians, and child care specialists agreed that early education was

harmful to the chi/d, they did not see the probleM as sufficiently

"dangeroas to require state intervention. Physicians warned parents

about the dangers of overeducating their young children, but-it was

not the major focus of their attention.65 In fact, very few cases of

insanity in ante-belluin Massachusetts were actually attributed to this

factor. 66

Furthermore, it is interesting to not that when\school officials

condemned early childhood education, they focused almost as much on

the disruption and inconvenience it caused to the teachers\ as on the

potential injury to the children. Throughout the locz,l school reports

one finds complaints about the irregular attendance of young children,

as. well as their inability to sit still for long periods of time This

brings us to w.-ie third major cause of the ultimate rise in school entry
.

age: the increasing bureaucratization of schools and their increasing

functional a.-,d structural differentiation from the family. By ,mid-

century schools in the larger towns had adopted the features of age-
,

. _
grading and standaidization that reformers deemed best suited both to

character formation and to efficient cognitive instruction, and these

practices were b'ing urged on the smaller towns. Children under e"-e

I or six, who in the past had toddled along to school with older siblings,

simply dit. "fit" this rationalized structure. The frustration of

local committees over the persistent attendance of young children is

exemplified by the Chelmsford town report of 1858:

So far as our knowledge extends, physicians and
practical educators who have expressed 'an opinion,
have uitedn condemning the prac -e of .f:Infining
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Very young children to the school-room. -

Sending children to the public schools under five
years of age is pernicious, especially in places
where schools are continued through a large portion
of the year. Besides the injury to the young child,..
a very serious evil results to the schools from
admitting-children who are sent at an age so tender.,
that no motive can exist for it on the part of the
parent, except the desire to be relieved from a
little care at home.

Complaining that one Of their district primary schools had been

"particularly annoyed by infantile pupils, " the Committee decreed

that a five-year-old entry age would be strictly enforced in that

district the following year. 67 The same year George BoUtwell, Searst

successo? as Secretary of the state Board of Education, disCussed age

of entry in his annual report, recommending age seven or eight as
. :

appropriate for children from "proper" homes and age five for those

"not bl, -sed with suitable training at home." The Stoneham school

committee complained in 1858 that parents "cast off theirfchildren" by-

sendii-ig them to school-before the age .of five. Similarly, the Spring-

field School Committee reported that forty children under five had

been admitted 'despite a rule-to the contrary... Claiming that parents

merely wanted the schools to take care of their. children,, the Com-

mittee urged that the town raised thelimit to age six or seven. Such

local rules became more.c,,mmon in:the 1870's, In Salem, the mini-
.

mum age of entry was five, and in 1873 Marblehead increase.d its

minimum age of ent.1,y.from five:.to six, arule approvingly cited_in)

the state Board of 'Education report for that;y,ear. 68

Very young children were inconvenient and unmanageable 4n

the eyes of public school o:ficials,devoted to age grading, efficiency,

and the inculcation of habits of silence, industry, and deference.
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The goals reinforced earlier theories about the appropriate role of

mothers in early domestic education and the dangers to health and sanity

from early school training. By 1880 tItese factors had led most towns

- toproveut by regulation the attendance of young children -.t.school.
. .

The persistent tension between the custodial concerns of parents and

the bureaucratic concerns of the schools; howeirer, is apparent in a

diccussion about the appropriate length of the' school day in the Lynn
= - .

school report of 1880. The report quotes Dr. D.' F. Lincoln, twho had

argued In the previous year's state eduCation report that two Or three

hours of school each day should be the maximum for children under. _ ..... ., , 7-

seven years old:

The arrangement by which these young people are
kept in school the same number of hours as those
of seventeen, is absurd from (very point of view

*except one. That one is, hoWever, the one taken
by a majority of parents, who consider that they
payto have their children taken out of. their way
for a given number of hours, and are annoyed by
their presence at home. b9

The Lynn school officials would have liked to send their primary

.

school children home after part of the &f, but they agreed with Dr.

Lincoln that "it would not suit the purpose of parents who wish to

have their children cared for through the greater portion of the day. H69

The differentiation of the family and the school had not solved

the problem of divergent aims of the schools'governo-s and the

schools' clients. After a 50 -year campaign b, educators against

early entrance, many parents acquiesced only relu FL.aitly. They

, were interested, presumably, in their young children's intellectual

,education but also, apparently, in getting them out of the home,

Z....4 17
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which for many weighed more heavily than educators' arguments about

the dire effects of early sChooling and th't mother's crucial role iri.early

childhood education. When persuasion did not work, educational offi-

cials turned to regulation. While they moved toward compulsory

attendance for children of the appropriate agez, they also imple-

menter! compulsory nonattendance for those deemed unsl Nble.

We have concentrateci.above on the state-wide trends in the

percentage of children t: der four or five years of age in public schools

in Massachusetts from 1840 to 1900. Now we sicali consider whether.
0

there were significant variations in the patterns .of early, schoolenroll.-

ment among the towns at ,a given time. 'of .1840, 1860, ,and 1875 we

coli.puted the percentage of young children attending public schools for

each town. We subdivided the towne into six groups according to their

population--isive-iii-those years and averaged for each of those subdivi-

sions the rates of school attendance.of young children in those towns

(see G1 No. 3). Thus, in 1840 the mean of the pe ,ntage,of

children under four in public schools in towns with populations under

1250 inhabitants was 17.2 percent while that of towns with 1250 to

2500 persons was 15.0 percent.70 *,

Generally, the smaller communities ir. all three years had a

higher per cell:age of young children in public schools. Children under.'

four or five years of age who were living in towns with less than 1250

bitants were more likely to go t6 public school in 1840, 1860, and

1875 than their counterparts in the larger communities.- Furthermore,

if we compare the rate's of public school attendance 9f child: en under

five years old in 1860 and 1875, there was a significant'decrease-in
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each of the subdivisions. Thus, though there are systematic variations

among t/ ise groups of towns in the pattern of early school attendance,

they all contributed to the general decline in the percentage of children

under four or five in Massachusetts public schools from 1840 to 1875.

To investigate the determinants of the School errollment of

young children in more detail, we ran L _,res'sions for 1840,

1860, and 1875 using th.: percentage of children under four (1840) or

under five (1860 and 1875)-in a town as our dependent variable, with

six independent variables. Although we tried a number of different

independent variables in our preliminary analyses, our final roster

was selected because of its conceptual usefulness as well as the avail-S

ability of comparable data for_each-of-the-threeyeari:Two measures

of urban development were usedthe total population of each town and

the number' of acres of farmland per capita. The total population of an

area was used as an index of the scale effects of population size within

a local governmental unit while the number of acres of farmland is a

rough approximation of density.71 As measures of the economic

development of these communities., we included indices of the propor-

tion ofthe population engaged in commerce or frianidacturing as well

as the taxable resources in each town. 72 Finally; we used the pauper

expenses per capita in each town as a possible measure of the extent

to which different communities were burdened. (and hence concerned)

with providing public resources for the poor. We wanted to test whether

communities which had a high burden of poverty would be More likely

to encourage young children to enroll in public schools as a means of

reducing pove-ty in the future (for a list of the variables used in each



GRAPH NO. 3
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0( these analyses, see Appendix A, Tables V1-3, V17, and VI-11',
: ,

The means of the percentage of young children enrolled in public
. . . -

schoe,ls in these ;owns in 1840, 1860, and 1875 were 14.'66 percent, 8.90

percent, and 3.74 percent respectively (nee Appendix'ppendiX A, 'Table numbers
. .

VI-4, 6, and 11 for the means and standard deviations for the' vari-
: a

ables used in the regression runs.); 'The variations in the 'percentage

of young children attending public schools among the towns were the

greatest in 1840 and 1875-and-the-lirCa1lest in 1860.

At the level of simple correlations, there was no strong

relationship between the percentage of children under four in public

school and any of the independent variables in 1840. In 1860 and 1875,
:

there were stronger relationships between the percentage of children

under five in public school andthe soCiO.-economic characteristicsoof

those towns (see Appendix A, Table numbers VI-5,9 , and 13 for

the correlation matrices for each of the regression runs): The strong-

est simple correlation in 1860 and 1875 was with the number of acres

L. farmland per capita (.519 in 1860 and .474 in 1875).

The results of our regression runs for 1840, 1860, and 1875

suggest that the six independent variables were much more successful

in accounting fOr the differerices in school attendance in 1860 and 1875

than in 1840 (the adjusted Ra for 1040 was .690 while those for 1860

.rid 1875 were .278 and .358). For 1360 and 1875, our data.perinitted

an expansion of the number and type of independent variables used in

our analysis in order to see whether the addition of other faciais,
. . s

would alter the results for those years. When we added the percentage

of the population foreign-born and an index of religious pa--r- iga. tion to
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the roster of independent variables in 1860, there was only a slight

increase in- the adjUsted 1k2 and no significant changes in the direction

or strength of the beta weights. similarly, when we added the percent-

age of population foreign-born, the percentage of children ages 10-14

working, and the percentage of manufacturing workers who were

female to our independent variablesin-18-75--theziiii only a slight

increase in the adjusted R2 and no significant changes in the direction

or strength of the beta weights.

When we examine the direction and the strength of the beta

weights for 1840, 1860, and 1875, we find a complex situation, without

any single, simple pattern emerging (see Appendix A, Table numbers

10,and 14 for the regression coefficients and beta weights for

those y.3a. rs). Generally, thetotal population of the community was a

weak.presEctor of the public school attendance of young children and it

was negative in 1840 and 1875, but positive in 1860. The number of

acres of farmland per capita was positively related to the likelihood

. of children enrolling in public schools in 1840, 1860, and 1875, but

only in 1860 was ita very strong predictor. Our index of the commer-

cial development of the community was always negatively related to

public school attendance of young children and it was particularly

strong in 1840 and 1875. The index of rnanriacturing was negatively

related to public school enrollmer4 of young childi en in 1840 and 1875,

but positively related in 1860. Only in 1875 wag the index of manufac-

turing a strong predictor. Our 'measure of tayable wealth was positively
"-

related to pUblic school attendance of young children in 1840 and 1860,

but negatively related in 1875. The per capita valuation of the towns
t
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t.. ,.was not a strong predictor of school attendance in any of these years.

Finally, the per capita expenditures on paupers was positively related
,

to school attendance in..1.8_40 and 1875, but negativel; related in 1860.

Only in 1840 was_the-extent-ofekfferiditur es paupers an important

predictor of the school attendance of young children..

The results of our regression analysis of the determinants of

public school attendance of young children among Massachusetts towns

in 1840, 1860, and 1875 suggest considerable complexity. Generally,

young children were more likely, to attend public schools in rural;

agricultural communities than in the larger, denser towns. This may

reflect the fact that school committees and teachers in urban areas

were more likely to e7,:ert-pressure on parents to keep their young

children at home. Perhaps both parents and school officials in the larger

towns were more apt to be aware of and respond to the recommendations

of educators, physicians) and authJrs of child care manuals agaitst,

early childhood education than their rural counterparts. Or, it may

simply indicate that it was easier at; "nore reasonable to send young

childre,_ the relatively inforn.
.

:olni country schools. .

Similarly, it appears that young children Were less fikely to
.,

attend public schools in communities which were more commercialized

and industrialized., This might be surprising if one suspected that

early schooling would have been encouraged in communities ;vilere
.1

there were more opportunities for mothers to work outside the home.'' . ,

However, since Very few married women in nineteenth-century Massa-

chusetts were gainfully employed oaside the home, this factor appar-

ently was not very important. Again,- the situation of-the.U:nit.ad
-
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.'t States may be very different from that of Europe, where one of the

. ' explicit functions of infant_s_chools-was-to provide a place for young

children while the mothers were working.74
'

/ . t.... ;
.

One might speculate that communities which had a larger tax.t,

base would be more apt to provide facilities for young children since

the relative financial burden of providing additional teachers and class -

rooms would. be less in those towns. The results indicate no substantial

relationship between the taxable wealth of a community and the likelihood

of young children to be enrolled in the public schools. Thus, it appears.

that the arguments Igainst early childhood education were sufficiently
.

. persuasive to most local school committees that they were not tempted
:.

to offer additional or even special facilities for young children even if

they had .the financial resources-to do so.

Finally, many of the arguments in favor of infant°schools in the

United States as well as in Europe had been based , the asrurnption
o

, that the, early education of children would minimize or even prevent

pauperism and Crime in the future. Therefore, we included the per

capita expendituz's on paupers as one i3f the independent variables in

order to see if parents and school -officials were more likely to encouz-

age the enrollment c.,£ young children in public schools in those cort.-

mupities which were heavily burdened with expenses for caring for the

poor. The results suggest that this may have been the case in 1840
,

when there is a strong, positiverelationship between school attend-
-.

ancr of young children and per capita Paupet expenses, but not in

1860 z.nd 1875 when that relationship becomes very weak. Whateer

social control motives may have earlier operated in the infant school
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movement--getting moral training to the young children of poor or

otherwise untrusted parents--seem to have been negated by the reac-

tion against early' schooling and the .bureaucratic deveLpment Of

schools, both of which were more extensive in industrial and com-

mercial cities. Both theories of childhood and the structure of

schools made four-year-olds poor candidates for character training
I .

in the schools, f Mid-nineteenth-centuty Massachusetts.

The regression analyses of the pul?lic school attendan'ce Of

young children in Massachusetts Owns in 1840, 1860, and 1875 pro-

vide an insight into the type of community which encouraged or at

least permitted young children to enroll in school. But they do not

tell us anything about ihich families Within thoie communities tvere

sending peir young chile ren to -school. In the next chapter We analyze
. ,

the ,determinants of schooliattendance of child cn-agee,z7 o/to nineteen

in eight Essex County towns in 1860 and 1880, using manuscript census

data-at-the household level. 1

it: . : 1 A

We iscoyeed that the strongest predictors of school entty were
~

tr, . -
.
the age of the child and the community in,whiCh he or ihe luyed. other-2.

J .: /
f . factors such as the-ethnicity of the child, se' of the, child, the literacy_

.s: , .... ..
Of the parent, or the economic' situation of th'e family were not very

i
strong predictors of the school attendanCe of young children. Thus,.

-. ..s, ; .

the school attendance of yoxing.chiidren in 1860 or 1880 was not,ex

plained very much by differences in the characteristics of their
.

families: There were significant decreases in the school attendance

of young children between 1860 and 1880 for almo"St every subgroup

of the population. This suggests that the decline in school' attendance
-
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of young children in those MassaChusetts towns was in large part due to
161,P

rgeneral changes in the so.ciety as a whole rather than fac ors which

affected only certain portions of that poPulation.

The KinCiergarten Movement in Massachusetts
'b

5

Despite the adverse publicity given to the ethication a young

children in the nineteenth century, kindergartens were established \for

children ages three to six in several Massachusetts communities after

the Civil War. , Though it is not our intention'to analyze the development,,
n j

of kindergartens in Massachusetts in this essay, we will briefly consider
I

w. hy these' institutions, which catered to;very young children, began to
1

, ,... ,

flourish in thejateeilineteenth century in spite of educators' long-..
standing hostility toward early schooling.

The originator' of the idea of kindergartenS was Friedrich
i k
1

Ergebel,i a German haJ spent several year's Vith Johann
1

=,

Pestalozzi at his school in Yveroon, Switzerland in the early nineteenth
. .

century., Froebel tried to create a system of education for very your,
5

children emphasized the gradual development of the child, the

linportantce of female teachers, and the,use of games and gifts rather

than letters and books. Froebel's effort'S initially Were unsuccessful

at horne.wIlen the Prussian government suddenly banned.all kinder

gartens i 1851. Though Froebel died less than a year:after this

disheartening setback, his ideas and techniques were quickly die-
l- ,..

seminated throughout Western Europe and America in his writings as ,
. .40,

s; well as bly individuals who, 11..i.d Worked with.him.75
. ,

t.
.1
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.Though several German-speaking kindergarten's were established

in Ainerica oefore the Civil War, they didnot have much impact On the

=developrn?.nt of American education. 76 It was not uhtil -Elizabeth Pea-

body, the sister-in-law of Horace Mann, started the 2.1rst English-

speaking kindergarten in Boston in 1860 that theae schools began to
e

attract wide notice from American ,dducatoks.' In large part through
:

her tireless ei fforits to spread the idea-of these new institutions, the
---1.,:- '

kindergartedmov(ement graduali; gained momenttun; in the late nine=
_

teenth century in lArnerica. 77 =

Elizabeth Puabody,haci been acquainted with infant schools in.

Massachusetts during the e1820's and 1830'x. and had taught in Bronson

Alcott's famous TempleSchool in Boston. Yet when she advocate

the establishment of kindergartens some forty gears later, she reL'

jJcted the older infant schools as being too narrowly focused (Al

discipline and rote memorization. Furthermore, she felt that

_Antyllectual activities, such as treading, Should not be thrust'uport.

.children at antseirly'age

This, art /of reading) shou- ld_he taught,simultaneously
with writing, or, more-properly printing; and - 'could cer-
tainly advise that it dot come till children are hard upon
seven years old...78

SIP

Elizabeth Peabody and most other advocates of kindergartens-

,wanted young children ages three to six to be educated in a social

\---:. -setting; with other childrenfpnder the sups vision of a trained kin'ler-
,

S ' 1

. ..

garten teacher. But they also strenuously protested against any
) . . -,,

efforts to teach these young children how to read in the kindergartAns.
-. -\--,--:-.

_
.. : , 1 sr'

/,_,:Thus,. though kindergartens were a new ainovatign in education in tale
.. -

. -. 4 ..
. . . t

nineteenth-centuAv _America, they -did 'not clash with the *ell-
-if

, -

C"'



established notion that excessive intellectual activity by very young

'. children was undesirdble. Furthermore,, the stress in kindergartens

. on games and physical activities minimized the earlier complaints

from educators and parents that young children in school were being

forced to sit quietly at their desks for long periods of time. The rela-

tively
,:

slow rate of growth of kindergartens in late nineteenth-century

Massachusetts was due more to their high cost rather than to the fear

that sending young children to these kindergartens might be harmful

for.thern. Despite the movement's early effort to res_pond to the

unique needs of the three-to-six ear-old child, educators soon

. accommodated kindergartens to t e age grading, efficiency principle,

and they became a year-long introduction to public schooling for five-
.

year -old s. 79

VI. Conclusion

In this essay we have argued that there was a change in the way

families and society dealt with children between the ages of three and

six in the past: In the colonial period, though young children were

seen and treated differently than older children, it was assumed

that children were capable of intellectual activities such as reading

at very early ages. Furthermore, although children were encouraged

to attend schOols, most of them were educated in the rudiments of

reading at home by their parents.
. .By the early nineteenth century, educators and parents still

assumed that children should be taught their alphabet and reading at a
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very early age., However, there was A. shift in the relative role of

'parents and schools in the training of the young. Increasingly private

and public schools in Massachusetts replaced the family as the 'agency

which taught young children how to read and write. The idea of send-

ing children to school at very early ages was reinforced by the infarit
0

educatio i movement in the late 1820's and early 1830's which encour-

aged parents to send two and three year olds to these new institutions.
... . ,

Furthermore, the early nineteenth century witnessed the growing belief

in America that the experiences during early childhood were very

important in the ultimate development of the adult.

By the third decade of the nineteenth century, alarge portion

of children under four years old were enrolled in school. Yet there

was a reaction against sending such young children to 'school. The

sources of this hostility to early schooling were based an at least

three major considerations: the growing emphasis on childrearing at

home; the stress on the need for gradual and balanced child develop-
,

ment, plus the fear of insanity caused by excessive intellectual acti-

vity at a very young age; and the bureauCratic development of age -

graded and standardized schools.

There was a consensus among educators; physicians, and child
. ..

care specialists by the middle of the nineteenth century that young

children should not be enrolled in school or taught to read at an early

age. Yet parents were v)y slow in responding to these warnings by

withdrawing their young children from the schools. This was due, it
. :

seems, to parents' persistent desire to share custodial as well as
i ,i..,.

intellectual responsibilities' with the school, and to the iiiitiat,..... .
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:

reluctance of school officials to enforce minimum ages for entering
O

. .

public tclkools. in most localities it was not seen as an i..;sue that

required outright governmental regulation until after 1850.

By the late nineteenth century, some major changes had

occurred in educators' attitudes and in the educational patterns of

young children. Although both the Puritans and their late nineteenth-

Century counterparts emphasized the importance of the fathily in the

early 'education of the child, their definitions of the nature of that child

as well as of a proper education had shifted considerably during those

two hundred years. Whereas the child was regardedar; innately evil

and sinful by Puritans, most late nineteenth-century Americans saw

children as innocent beings that needed parental protection and gentle

guidance. In colonial Massachusetts children had been encouraged to

learn to read as soon as possible, while in the late nineteenth century

most educators and parents.dfscouraged reading, before the age of

seven.

The waning of the harsh Calvinist view of infants, along with

the dissemination of Lockean and Pestalozzian notions of the unique

emotional, physical and intellectual needs of pliant but frail y.oung

chi1dien, fostered the delineation of a distinCtive stage of childhood--
.

the pre-schooler. In the period 1830 to 1880 the boundary between

family and school became more sharply demarcated; schools became

more age-graded, standardized, and regimented, while the early
. .

childhood yeari became more protected, both through the postponement

of intellectual training 'and the later 'entry into school. . This new rela-,
tionship between schoOl and family was initiated by school spokesmen
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..)and child-rearing theorists; parents, it seems, adjusted to it only

gradually and reluctantly. When theory once again promoted early

institutional learning, as in the Head Start programs or middle-class

nursery schools of the twentieth century, there were always willing

clients. Nonetheless, for friost children, the abrupt transition at age

five from a protective, personal family to' an age-graded. task--

oriented school persists as one of the first major life course events.

0'

i
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Education and Instruction for the Year 1831 and Part of 1830 1 (March,
1831), 89; Dr. J. ,V. C. Smith, "The Irfantile Frame, " American
Annals of Education and Instruction for the Year 1334 4 (February,
1834), 75.

50Amariah Brigham, Remarks on the Influence of Mental
4

Cultivation and Mental Excitement Upon Health, 2nd edition (Boston,
1833), pp. 15, 55.

51 " Mentalm"ental Precocity," extracts from the London Christian
ObF,ervor, in American Annals of Education and Instruction for the
Year 1833 3 (June, 1833), 269; Dr. Samuel B. ,Woodward to Horace
Mann, December 7, 1840, in Massachusetts Board of Education,
Fourth Annual Report (Boston, 1840), Appendix.

May and Vibovskis, "A Ray of Millenial Light."
53 Lydia Sigourney, Letters to Mothers (Hartford, 1838), p. 147.

54Heman Humphrey, Domestic Education (Amherst, 1840),
pp. 11-12. For a very useful chapter on the reactions against arly
education in the domestic literature, see Kuhn, Moth.er's Role n
Childhood Education, pp. 98-119.

55Humphrey, Domestic Education, pp. .71-73.
.56Massachusetts Board of Education, Annual Report for 1839-

40, p. 370.
- 57Ibid., p, 322.

58Massachusetts Board of Education., Annuall-
pp..36-37.

59For a useful discussion of the problem of studying child-
rearing practices from only literary data, see Mechling, "Advice to
Historians."
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60In 1839 Horace Mann, the Secretary to the Board of
Educations Summarized -the situation as: "In answer to another
question, not. here quoted',. relative to the ages within which children

attend our public schools; I have learnt, that exclusive regulations,
founded on age, exist in but very few towns-s-probably in no more
than fifteen. or twenty, --intthe State. And although the great major-
ity of the, children in the schools are between the ages of four and six-
teen, yet in almost all the towns, they are allowed to attend both
earlier and later, and they are found fron3, three/and sometimes
from. two year of age up to twentyProne, very If equentiy, and some-
timestimes to twenty four or twenty-iive.." Massachusetts Board of
Education, Ann al Report for 1838=39, i. 38.- . -...

-
, 61 UnfOrtunately, there is ' ,

ono way of knwing how many., children
under four were enrolled in the private schools. However, Since the
percentage, of children attending. private schools throughout this period
was not very large; it is lik.elSr hthat the additional number of children.,
under four iri,the private schools was not ,very large. .

k
62Parents had also'been very slow to remove their:children

from the. infant schools even'after.the adireese publicity about those
schools begait to make their appearance in Bdston. May and VinOVskit,

, .

"A Ray cif Millenial Light."'
,

,.

It is interesting to note that throughout these years, the
, ,

secretaries to the Missadhusetts Board of EdtidatiotOkere*noein
fa.vor of early schooling; however; none of 'them thought that the
.problern was sufficiently important to make 'an all-Out campaign
against early education. I. .

63

64Palmer, Massachusetts, School Committee, ArnivalReport
;(1841). -

65For two excellent surveys of le attitudes' of hospital''
superintendents and physicians on the causes of insanity in nineteenth-
century America, see Norman Dain, Concepts of Insanity In the United
States, 1789-1865 (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1964); Gerard N.
Grob, Mental Institutionen America: Social Policy to 1875 (New
York, 1973). One of therriajor problems inediscussing the importance
of variouslactorain_causing insanity is that most of these superin-
tendents and physicians tended to mention a wide variety of ,

without specifying their r41ative importance4 Hence, thedanger is
that one can find evidence to supporraany different interpretaiions
-of the relative importance of factors such as excessive education in
causing insanity.- Some physicians, such as Amariah T3righam,
clearly stressed the importance of early education as a. predisposing
factor, and others certainly mentioned early education as one of
many factorsi But our overall impression is that early education
was not one of the key factors for most physicians and superihtident%
during this period. ,
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66
. The relationship between_early education and insanity was a

. complicated one. Many of the physicians and superintendents who
discussed tlig.t relationship saw it as.a predisposing factor rather than

. an immediate, cause of insanity. Yet it is int:.resting to note that of the
6427 pa,tients admitted at the Worcester State Hospital from 1833 to
1860, only 29 cases were listed as due to excessive intt,llectual activity..
These figures are some prelizninary results of a large-scale study of
patient records at four insane asyluins in ante-bellum America by
Barbara Roderikrantz and Maris vinc:vskis. .-

67Massachusetts Board of Education. Annual Report for 1057-58
(Boston, 1858), pp. 93-94.

6.8MassachnSetts Board of Education, Twenty-second Annual
Report,(Boston, 1859), pp. 57-8; abstract of Stoneham'annuaf report

_in ibid., p. 116; Springfield School Committee, Annual Report (1861);
Salem School Comthittee, Annual Report (1880); Massachusetts Board
of Education, Thirty-seventh Annual Raport-(Boston, 1874), pp. 66=67:,

60Lynn School Committee, 'Annual Report (1880).
_70There is nothing in those annual aggregate state figures

(see Chapter 3) to indicate that any of our tl :ee sample years was
. atypical.

71 For a discucsion- of the problems of measuring urbanization
in the past, see Chapter '4 above. In 1860 we,could have used an esti-
mate:of the total nun-Lber of acres in each town rather than the number
of. acres of farmland since the latter is a reflection of-agricultural
-development as well as density. However, we preferred to use the
latter since it was more comparable to our measures in 1840 and

----1875. Since the two measures in 1860 are highly correlated (.82),
phe use of one or the other does not introduce significant differences
in our regression analyses.

72Our indices of commercial.and industrial development are
not strictly comparable in all three time periods., In 1846 we cal-
culated the percentage of the employed population that was engaged
in either _commerce or manufacturing based on occupational data,'
gathered at the household 'level. Fdr'1860 we estimated the number
of merchants or persons in manufacturing per males ages fifteen
and up. The number-of merchants in these towns was printed in
the summary of the federal census of MassPchusetts in 1860. Since
information on the number of people . gaged in manufacturing was
not readily' available in the prifited sources, it was necessary for As
to go to the. manuscript federal census of manufacl.uring for.1860
which is located in the Massachusetts Archive of the State House'in
Boston. These schedule's provided the nurnber of male's and females
employed ininanufacturing esterrithrrients producing,gOods valued at
$500 or more. In 1875 we were again -able to compute the percentage
ofJhe employed population engaged in either c9mmerce or manufactur-
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73For a discussion on the participation of women in the labor

foice in ninet-Centh-e:entury Massachusetts, see Karen Oppenheim
Mason, Maris A. V-inovskis, and Tamara K.' Hareven, "The Gainful
Employinen1 of/Women and the Life Course in Essex County, Massa-
chusetts, '1880, " paper presented for the MSSB Conference on the
Family Life Course in Historical Perspective at Williamstown,
Massachusetts, July 1975.

°
. 74May and Vinovskis, "A.Ray of Millenial Light."

75On the European background of Kindergartens, see LIaltnt
and Hindshaw, Jttfant` Schools, pp. 92-125; Ilse Forest, Presc'
Education: A historical and Critical Stuff (New York, 19?.7):

760n early kindergartens in America, see 'Ruth M. Baylor;
Elizabeth Palmer Peabody: Kindergarten Pioneer (Philadelphia,
1965): pp. 23 -40.

"On the role of Elizabeth Peabody, see Baylor, Elizabeth
Palmer Peabody; Mary J. Garland, "Elizabeth P. Peabody, 1801-94,
in Pioneers-of the Kindergarten in America (New York, 1924), pp.
19-25; Lucy Wheelock, "Miss Peabody as I Knew Her,"
pp. 26-38.

?Elizabeth.Elizabeth P. Peabody, Guide to the Kimieegarten and
Intermediate Class (New York, 1877), p.

79For a detailed discussion of kindergartens in MassachUsetts,,.

see Marvin Lazerson, Origins of the Urban School: Public Education
in Massachusetts, 1'870-1915 (Cambridge; Massachusetts; 197-)t
pp. 36-73. However,- one should be'awareqhat Ir. pattern of growth
of kindergartens in Massachusetts may not he typical. For example,
the kindergarten movement in Michigan was,',quite different han that
ig Massadhusetts. Robert Tank, "A CorriPaiative Sttidy of Educa-
tional Reform During the Progressive Era: The Establishment arid
Growth of Kindergartens in the Public Schools of Massachusetts and
Michigan, 1888-1915," unpublished seminar paper, University of
Michigan, ,April 197( We ar,e indebted to Robert Tank for sharing
with us his materials on the kindergarten movement in Massachusetts.
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CHAPTER VII

FROM FIRESIDE TO FACTORY: SCHOOL ENTRY

AND SCHOOL LEAVING IN NINF,TEENTH-

CENTURY MASSACHUSETTS

I. Introduction

Childbearing aud childrearing are central features of a family's

career. Indeed, sociologists often define family stages in terms of.
childrearing because children impose many resronsibilities upon par -

ents. Infants require constant supervision and all children require

of parents both time and financial resources. The commitment of child-

.

renling is not only economic, but involves a loss of freedom for thy-

parents (or at least, the mother) and an affective commitment to the

Child. The family's childrearing experience is substantially altered

by external institutions, most notably in modern societies by the schopl

and the workplace, which provide custody, training, and the po'soitility

of income. The child's experience can in turn be affected by life

course decisions by members of the family, for example; a mother's

going (or returning) to work.
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As children get older, they provide the potential for additional

family income, perform notremunerated tasLs within the family, and in-

sure the future possibility of caring for their parents in old age.

Seen in econmic terms, then, the balance between burden and benefit

shifts toward the plus side as children. grew up even though most children

never become a net lifetime benefit to their rernts. Childrearing is

not a static chase of a family's career, but a continuing process moving

toward the independence of the children, a process which may vary widely

depending upon the historical reriod, the type of community, the ethnic

and economic characteristics of the family, and the composition of the

family and household.

The family life course concept may thus enter the study of child-

rearing in two ways: dhildrcaring may be seen as a stage or as a portion

of a continuum in a family's history. Family life course is not one-

dimensional- stages may-be defined demographically, economically, and in

other ways. For example, parents who begin childrearing when they are

older may be able to provide ehildren with more education than parents

who are at art early stage in tneir economic career. In other words, using

a one-dimensional family cycle concept is not as helpful as studying the

different dimensions of a family's life course experience.

The research reported below was designed to investigate certain,

aspects of childhood in eight Essex County towns in 1860 and 1880, keeping

in rind these life course concepts. Although the study is not longitu-

dinal. the large sample sizes and the possibility of comparing two

different periods should give us some insights into varieties of family

experience in late nineteenth- century assachusetts.

re
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The most systematic data concerning the activities of individual

children in this leriod, available in the manuscrirt schedules of the

federal ensuses after 1850, are whether the child attended school

during the previous year ,(not how long or that type of school), whether

the child-was employed and if so, at what occupation. Our study will

analyze the children's differing options in varied communities and fam-

Mei by using school attendance as the de;endent variable though ''e shall
1

discuss Children's employment as an imp!:-tant alternative -o school.

The denendent,variable in this study is the dichotomous census item,
o

whether the subject attended ary school in the previOussyear. For-our

younger sample, children ages 4-8, we are attempting to analyze in greater

detail than in the previous chapter the initial entry into school, the
1

crucial transition in the life course of virtually all children when the

family begins to shar custody and .ft-dihingiwith a formal-Institution.-

For our samples of .youths ages:13.19 we are studying the age structure of .

school leavini, and ho' it is influenced by family baeLground and family

experience. It is possible, of course,'that some children left and re-
,

entered school more than once in their youth, but in a large sample lite

ours, the census information on nonattenders should reflect the character-

istics of those uto have left school-permanently. As for the truthful-

ness of the responses, there would seem to have been- little pressure for

false claims of school attendance in our samplc of 4:-8 and 13-19 year-

olds. The only children covered by attendance legislation (see below) in

these -..ge-groups were 'the 13 yearolds, and the enforcement Of this law

was very imperfect. Secondly, even if some parents claimed school atten-

dance for nonattenders, theconverse,seems unlikely. Because our data

3 0 4
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reveals substantial nuMbers of parents reporting nonattendance, which

we have no reason to disbelieve, our multivariate analysis should reveal

the relationships 'hetween the independent variables and either school

entry or school leaving.

Our study uses a form of multivariate analysis 'called multiple

classification analysis. Despite recent studies of nineteenth century

'school attendance which rely on descriptive statistics as oprosed to more

manipulative multi,,ariate analysis, two factors compel us to-push beyond

mere description and cross-tabulation of school attendance at a single

urban site. First, if we seeE to discover the relative statistical asso-
O

ciation of.possible causal factors upon school attendance, multivariate

analysis is required. Second,,if we wish to study the influence not Qnly °

of the child's characteristics and those of his family, but also the tyre

_of_ community. in which the child lives, a multi-communitY sample is

2

essential.

The research we report in this chapter.meets these two requirements.

It is a study of five rural and three urban towns in Essex County, Massa-

chusetts in 1860 and 1830 using multiple classification anaiYais to in-

vestigate the determinants of school attendance. In addition to the-v

important and difficult question of the relative impact of cultural and

economic variables, we are particularly interested in the relationship of

family experience to schooling. In order to get at the influence of

family structure' nd family life course on our subjects' education, we

have included more variables regarding the family tEan previous studies.

Our Overall sample consists of all individuals in five rural Essex

.,County tauns (Boxfotd, flamilton, Lynnfield, Topsfield, andslienhkim) and

O
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a sample of individuals from three cities in that county (Lawrence, Lynn,

and Salem) from the manuscript federal censuses of 1860 and 1880. In

order to make our urban sample roughly Comparable in absolute number of
0.7

individUals, for 18C0 we selected individuals in every sixth urban house-
.

3

hold and for 1880 in every tenth. From these large samples--over 14,000

persons for each of our years -we created for our study of children and

youth a compressed file of all individuals ages 0-19. For each of theSe

individuals in our compressed file detailed information was added concerning

the subject's siblings, parents, and household. Before discussing our

results, however, we must, first turn to a description of soma aspects of

childhood in-Essex County in 1860 and 1880.

II. Schooling and Child Labor in Essex County, 1860.1880

A. -Nassichusetts Laws Affecting Education and Child Labor

refore we can matte judgmenea about Children's decisions, we must
4

ascertain to What extent they were voluntary and to what extent tegulated.

Parental coercion is not amenable to direct study, so it shall remain a

root question in this study. The formal requirements and actual imple-

mentation of state regulation, however, are necessary background in

studying schooling and child labor...,

The legislative hirtrry of child labor and compulsory school atten-

dance laws in Massachuietts is complicated we shall summarize those

statutes that affected our two sample years, 1860 and 1880. As of 1860,

.

no ,child under ten. years of age was to be employed more 'that ten ho.:1/40 a:
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day (1842), children under fifteen years old working in manufacturing

establishments were to have attcneed school for three months during the

preceding year and obtained a certificate proving this (1836;1338); and

school committees were instructed to enforce the law (1842). Tons were

permitted to make further provisions to enforce the laws (1850) truants

could be incarcerated (1850); and all- childrsn, whether employed or not,

were to attend school for twelve weeks each year, unless they already

knew the rudiments, were physically or mentally defective, or impov-
4

erished (1852) , Evidence abounds to show that these lays were neither
5

widely nor strictly enforced.

Luring the late 1860's and the 1870's there was a flurry of legis-

lation on these subjects, spurred in part by the s-ndies of the rcewly

created Bureau of the Statistics of Labe :. is of 1880, then, the towns

of Essex County were charged with implementing the following reguletions:

ho child under ten was to be enployed in a manufacturing, mechanical, -er

mercantile establishment (1876), children thus employed between the ages

of ten and fourteen must _have attended school for twenty weeks 1.).' the

preceding. year (18;6) and were not to work more ththi'60 houre per week

(1867): a Deputy Constable of the Cormorweaith was assigned to enforce

child lator laws (1867) ; and towns were requirld to provide truant of-

ficers (1873) - all children age eight to fourteen, with the same excep-

tions as iii 1860, very to attend school for twenty weeks ayear (1874) ;

no child under fourteen was to be employed during public school session

if unable to read and write (3878); and employers were required to keep

proof of their employees! birth, and school attendance on file for truant
6

officers' inspection (1878).
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That these laws were still controversial is suggested by the con,

stant seesaw revision of age limits and length of schooling requirements.-,

Despite constantly stiffening provisions for reports by truant officers

arid school committees, and despite requirements that employers prove both

.age and school attendance for employees under fourteen, the.taus were still

very imperfectly enforced. In the'late 1860's and early 1870's the Bureau

of Statistics of Labor collected and published voluminous evidence of

abuse. Children under ten worked in factories, children age ten_tofifteen
7.

had not been to school. for years, and factory officials falsified rxmords.

'Lespite widespread complaints of noncompliancevitk child labor-and

school attendance laws, it would rot be accurate to assume that there'

were 6 differences in enforcement beWgen 1860 'and 1880. Iu rural'towvs

the laws were cited by school Officials to reinforce their traditional

pleas to pardnts_, and sometimes they used the statutes as a stickto',.
8

persuade uncooperative parents. In the large towns, including LiWrence,

Lynn, and galem,,truant officers-caul :-harass and cajole, and sohetimes

actually compel, truants to go back to school., The LaWrein-te--sChool sUper- ,

intendent-boasted-that their truant, officer had nearly eliminated truancy, -1

aLd a report.of the Bureau of the Statistics of Labor claimed in 1882,

that Lawrence's working class was better educated than other factory.towns.

,

9

and that the factory laws regarding children Were generally in force.'

begnwhile, Lynn's school superintendent complained in 1880 thaetrtruancy

seemed ''to be a growing and, at present, an irrepressible ObVi-

ously, enforcement of child labor and truancy laws varied from town to

town. It is important to note that no-school laws affected -children

under eight or those Dover, fourteen years old--the_two majdr-gtoups-of _
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children in our analysis.

B. The Employment of Children

Swimming, berry picking, and loitering around the wharves presented

alluring alternatives to multiplination tables and hard benches. But our

statistics do not catch the occasional truants, any more than the truant

officer did. The bulk of our analysis deals with whether children-attended,

school at any time In-the previous twelve months, and_child labor was -the

most common cause of sustained nonattendance among teenagers (especially

males). Fmployment opportunities differed substantially between urban and

rural towns. I4ost labor for children in the rural towns was agricultural,

which meant that it was more seasonal than urban work and, to the extent

that Children were working on their parents' farms, the work was often

nouremunerative. Gf course, work contributed directly to the family

income, just as factory wages did for urban children's families. The

difference is that the manuscript census repOrts probably ignored much, .

nonremunerated labor, so family fare work is not amenabi*to study from

our sources:-
_ _

Urban youth employment, which in good times was year-round, was not

only recorded in the census somewhat more accurately, but was also more

in conflict with school attendance. Thus, while older oys'in rural areas

commonly attended winter school, perhaps for the lack of anything better

to do, urban employers complained of the disruption of having to replace

children who had to k time off to complete their reqaisite schooling.

This problem generated-som new forms of schooling, such as half-time
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and -evening schools for factory youths, whichhowever educationally

meagerwere more compatible with full- time work,

Aggregate census data provide a profile of youth employment in the

eight towns. The 1880 federal census gives separate figures for employees

ages ten to fifteen but included those over fifteen with all adults.

Fore interesting for our purposes are the aggregate employment figures for

1885 ounce the largest concentration of youth worker's were over fifteen.

WIe number of children ages ten through thirteen repotted as working is

very small, due either to the fact that young children were not commonly

employed by this date, or more likely, to underreporting. The nuaer of

youths age fourteen through.nineteen employed in each town's principal

occupations are presented in- the appendix (sec table No. VII -1

These tables illustrate the wider Variety of employment opportunities

for children in the large towns;--which, combined with the nonseasonal.

nature of urban work, helps account for the lover rate of total school

enrollment among urban youths. In the rural towns very few youths were

employed in .any remunerative labor except farm work for fioyc and house-

work for girls. In the urban towns girls worked not only in houstWork

and as servants, but also as boohkeepers and clerks, and as operatives

in the mills. For example, women were more than half the work force in

Lawrence's cotton mills; and 27 percent of tbewomen-operativeswere
. .

between the ages of fourteen and nineteen. Boys of this age also made

up a substa.tiai-portion of the labor force, in manufat

C. The Structu e of School: Systems in Urban and Rural Towns
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Although the availability of youth employment in cities(probably

inhibited school attendance, the availability of'ae more developed and

differentiated urban school systems should have enhanced it. Larger.

population centers had since colonial times been Able to sustain schools
b

above the primary level, and in_the nineteenth century the levels of

schooling in urban systems,becape further differentiated. By 1880 our

three Essex County urban tovms had not only the standard three- tiered

system of primary, grammar, and high schools, but also various bureau-

cratic-innovations such as iptermediate, addle, mix* evening, or un-

grade.: schoolsdesigned largely to deal with the educational prkema-

created by working and/or fofeign childreni Rural systems, in contrast,

Pw(re much simpler. Each district had its multi graded district r-Alool,

and sometimes there x-ms.a grammar department in 'the canter' district.

Rural children who wished to attend high school pad to board in one of

the larger towns-or- commute a long distance.

0
Private and parochial scisioling was, also more availane in urban

areas, although data on private. schooling is much less reliable Plan on

public schools. For exami?le, Soxford hail an academy throughout this pe-

riod but reported none for 1860. Laurence school officials reported 1200

privite students in 1880. These children were all in St. Mary's parochial

schools, of which the public school officials approved. The figure does

not include children

school board did not

nonparochial private

in FrenCh Canadian parochial SehoolS, zf:(2tich the

approve, nor; did the board collect_any figures on

schooling. Salem's figures for 1880, on the other

hand,"seemed to be more thorough. In their returns to the state for

1879-80, they reported thirteen privateAchools and academies, enrolling
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. 950 students during the year. Irt thiii-own local school report for the

folloving year, the figure is higher but not drastically so, and they

enumerate the categories of students: of 1210 children of all ages

then in private institutions, 67 were in college, 884 in.Catholic schools,
11

183 under private tuition, 45 in asylums, and 31 in reformatories..
. -

Leaving aside for the moment the problem of private school esti-

,

mates, table nuMber one presents some basic dall on the public systems

_ .

in our communities for 18601 and 1880. '.With some anomalies (notably,

---__the -marked decline in attendance in Hamilton and Foxford), .the follow -'

ing generVizatiOns may be made.: rdiai attendance levels; beth'iVerage

and rota].,,,, are higher ehan. in urban toVhs, and the difference "fetaists

, .

in 1880, even thou.& for the state as a whole .there is' a "tendency-fot
. .

.

catch
- .- .

urban rates, to c up vlth rural rates during this Teriod. Second,

I.

the length of the sehiol year was mddh higher in the -'cities, so those", --

children who did attend regularly were receiving -mote education. . EY
, . .

1880. the rural. towns had increased their. pubic SChtlF length stpstan-4

tially, 'but had not taught up with the isrpe tawnd. Thia".pheflomeron

, makes -sense in view' of the seasonal natuie, of family woik it' apt1eu1=-
7 ,

tural towns; schools were' kept 'longer iii the urban communities ,because
,

reformeis selool officials desired. longer -sthool sessions for a

i

variety of reasons , and -famfTies .wanted schools,- at ileatit to

. "

share the, custodial fpnctiors, of ehildtearing since.kore adult york
12

b was out of the hoile i the cities.: i , . :

Trends, however, cannot be 'ieliaky. discerned fr;rn only two .points

in time: furthermore, the data in table: nuriba: one are for public school,

only. Using .a. complex set of estimates and assumptions, we have .
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generated information on the length of the public school yOar (see

-graWi'mM4er one) and rates of total attendance for public and _private

scnooling combined (see graph number, two).--Graph number one confirms

the impression that had been gained from our data on individual towns

in 1860 and 1880--urban schools are kept open longer than rural ones

and the gap between them narrows over time. Graph number two illustrates

.that despite the systemization of schooling and the increasing societal

pressures to attend school, the rate of total attendance for all.r.irsons

,ages 0-19 was actually declining in Massachusetts front 181+0 to 1880.:

Our urban and rural communities in-Essex County follow'thi general .

trend throughout this period.- One of the major reasons for this decline

in school attendance of children under twenty is that there was'a con-

eerted and successful effort to decrease the number of very youhg

Children in schools- a subject which we discussed in:detailin4le

previous chapte'r.

The result of the changes in the pattern of school attendance and

the.length of the school year is summarized iv our estimate of the num-

ber of days in school per person under twenty between 1840 and MO

(see table No. VII-5 in the appendix)., There was a substantial rise

in the number of days in school per,petsonages 0-19 in- Massachusetts

from 60.6 days in 1840 to 72.2 days in 1879--lafgely because of the

increasing length of public schools in the smaller towns. The trend

in 'Essex County was very similar--the average number of days, in school

in 1840 was 63.7 days and 75.1 days in 1880. Our particular sample

of towns in Essex*County did,not tallow the pattern of either the

state or Essex County. Instead, the number of school days .pererson
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Table No. 1

Public School Attendance in Eight Essex County Towns, 1860 and 1880

Town

4

Population

1860 1880

Number of Children

1860 1880

Lawrence 16,114 39,178 7420 15,638

Lynn 15,713 38,284 b.,.24 13,605

.slem .% 20,934 27,598 9107 10,266

Topsfleld 1250 1165 521 371

Hamilcon 896 935 282 305

Wenham 1073 889 .46f" 299

Boxford 1, 1034 824 .437 289

Lynnfield 883 686 335 218

rj

Length of School Year (Days)

1860 1880 a

228 220

232 ,
224

C.

253 224

133 184

113' 183

165 184

143 201

183 185

Average Daily Attendance-. . .
Total Attendande (Enronment)

1860 1880 1860 1880

NumbeJ rof 0-19 Number % of 0-19 Number2 % of,0-19 Number Z of 0-19

Lawrence 1662 22.4 4232 27.1 2873 38.7 5866 37.5

.Lynn 2971 36.6 4667 ,34.4 4045 49.8 6183 45.4

Salem ', :2575 28.3 2807 27.3 - 4031
.

44.3 r 3858 37.6

Topefield 141 27.1 116 31.3 231 44.3 202 66.2

Hamilton 107 37.9 . 80 26.2 182 64.5 134 43.9

Ihmlam 168 36.4 138 46.2 275 59.5'
, 1.E.; 61.2

Boxford 181 41.4 89 30.8 294 67.2 135 . 46.7

.

Lyunfield. 127 17.9' 81 37.2 188 56.1 124 56.9

0

.315



Table No. 1

1

Page 2

AYerage summer attendance plus average winter attylanuce divided by 2

2 Estimated: Winter attendance plus .25 times the summer attendance

Source: Calculated fromMassachusetts Board of Education, Annual Reports,

1859 -60. and 1879 -80.
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under twenty declined from 92.8 days in 1840 to 74.8 days in1880 in

our three urban communities and declined from 61.7 days in 1840 to

60.1 days in the five. rural towns:

D. Conclusion

The foregoing descriptive introduction has emphasized rural-urban

differences in schooling and youth cmployment,,in order to provide an

ecological context for studying the individual choices made by .(or for)

children in- these varied communities. In urban,towns the school System

was more bureaucratically differentiated;high schools and special schools

were available. Truant officers attempted to insure school attendance,

w and schoals provided supervision of young children whose parents worked.

4
On the other -hand-,--rxe cities offered more diversions and more alter- --

natives to youth; also, to the extent that the urbp wpulation was

more heterogeneous, there-was more alienation and less consensus on

the values promotes in schools. Most important, youth made up a sub-
,

stantial portion of the labor:force. In the country towns schooling

was more compatible with family and Work and also probably had enter-

tainment value for children of all ages sincethey had fewer. places_

I
and occasions to congregate with their peers than their urban'eounter-

.

parts.

These generalizations speak to the community environment as

-whole, however;'uot to individual and group differences within eight,

communities. To examine the effect of ethnicity,' occupation, and family

charaCteristics on the activities of youth, we par turn to our
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of the manuscript census returns for 18C0-and-1880.

: .
e:

III. Multiple Classification Analysis of School
Attendance in 1860 and 1880

. .

A. Introduction

School attendance in our eight Essex County towns is determined

to a large degree by the age of the child (see graphs number 3 and 0,

Children age's 0-3 rarely attended school while almost all of the ehild-
. . .

en ages '9-12 were in school at-least part of the year. 'There was very

little difference in the school attendance pattern of girls and boys c

N.

in 1800 and 1880. Though the overall patternof school attendance did

not vary much by age and sex between 1860 and 1680, thrrewas a ten-
/

dency for children to attend school in smaller percentages in 1880 than

in '1800particularly at the younger ages.

Cenerally children in rural areas attended school in slightly

higher percentages than their urban connterparts (see table No. 1111-6

and VU-7 in Appendix A); However, the age and sex pattern of

school attendance in Moth rural and urban areas are very similar.

Since we are interested in analyzing the determinants of school

entry and school leaving, our study will focus on children ages 4-Sand

13-16. Ue have Separated these two processes in our analysis because

we shall argue that they involve very different considerations. Many

scholars have viewed school entry and school leaving as identical

issues even though nineteenth-century educators and parents say them

as distinctly separate processes. For example, whereas most educators'
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stressed the importance of'remaining in school as long as possible,

they did not argue that children should enter schookas early as'):",

possible.

Our study seeks to explaill the.pattern of school Attendance-of

children on the basis of their-personal characteristics, their faitily

background, and the community in-which 'they, lived. It is essential to

obtain sufficient information on each of these factors in order to

dO our analysis. The manuscript census does provide adequate infor...

ration on thr, personal characteristics,of the children as well as on

their community. Unfortunately, family information is not available

for all. of the children in our sample. 'For example,, we do ,not have

family background information on children who migrated without their

-parents to' these towns in order to seek et ploymert or on children whoie

parents have died or have abandoned them. Therefore, we decided'-to,

restrict our multiple classification anaylsis of- school att.endance to _

those children who were living with at least one parent. .In thisviy

we could study the relationship between the characteristics of the

.

children's families and the likelihood- of their attending school..

Naturally the-Omission of Childreh who were not living with their

'parents introduced. some biases in our study. Therefore, we compared

school attendance pattern of children in our MCA analysis with those who

were omitted (see table No. VII -8 and VII -9 in ApPeridLic A). ,,For :.

.

-

Children ages 4.8, our UCA sample included approximately ninety percent

of the total cumber of Children of-those ages of our overall samPleit.

However, for children ages 13-19, our MCA sample included only72%7

percent of the overall sample in 18tu and '82.2. percent in 1880. The

327
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-large difference between our overall sample and our IICA-sample for

children ages i3-19 is due to tLe large immigration of young people

seeking werL. in Lawrence, Lynn, and Salem. As a result, it is not

!urprising that a considerably smaller percentage of-the oldertildren

.not in our }CA sample attended school than those whowere living vith

heir pareLts.

',..,Our'study:analyzes whether children were attending school during

4 the past year In 18C0 and 1880. But what about those Children who:did

not attend schOole Can we simply assume that they hod ldft the class

.

room in order to begin thar. careers?. The data presented in charts

number 1 and 2 suggest that there were many older children in our MCA

sample who neither attended school nor were gainfully employed. ,

In 1860, 17.2 Fercent of the males and 28:6 percent of the females

were recorded in the census as being neither it, school nor at work The

comrarable figures for 1830 are 7.7 i.ercent fer,yales and 21.9 percent

for females- Furthermore, if we examine the data in more derail by age

and sex, we' discover that the'proFortion of children neither at school

nor at wort, varies inversely by age for females wIdle the patter_ for

males by age is more erratic (see table No. 1111-1G and VII -11 in Appen-,

-14
di 40, Though roost of our,analysis will be devoted to explairIng

whether children attended school, we have run additional MA's using

work as the dichotomous,. dependent variable in order to see how the

pattern of school leavingiinteracts with that, of entering the labor

force.

B. The Use of hultiple Classification Analysis
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Because readers of this Chapter may not be familiar with

multiple classification analysis,, we shall repeat here a brief introduc-
-

tion to this technique, as in Chapter V, for those who are reading the

report selectively. Multiple classification analysis tMCA) is a form of

multiple regression analysis with dummy variablt..s which expresses

results in terms of adjusted deviations from the grand mean of the depen-

dent variable associated with the various classes of the predictor

variables. 15 For example, MCA answers the question: how much de-

crease in average school attendance is associated with being the child of

an unskilled laborer, while controlling for such other variables as age

of parents, ethnicity, and community? Similarly, it provides an approx-

imate answer to the question: .ceteris paribugi what is the effect on

youths' school attendance of the family's lifecour se stage as measured

by the age of the parents? MCA "controls" for other variables by

assuming while it looks at one class of a predictor variable that the

distribution of all other predictor variables will be the same in that

class as in the total population, thus "holding constant" their effects.

Although traditional multiple regression program.s also do this, MCA
\ -

has threz advantages: it does not require variables to be interval vari-

ables, it does not require or assume linearity and thus can capture die-
.,

coLitinuiti ) s in the direction of association and, finally., it is useful

descrip ively because it presents the reader with the gross effects of

a predictor class, that is, the actual mean of each class, as well as

the mean after adjusting for the influence of other variableit.

Although MCA, does not assume linearity, it does; like other forms

of regression analysis, assume that the effects of the various predictorsi

333



are additive, that is, independent of one another. In, fact, of course,

'''for.most variables this is not true. In our sample,for example,

children's-sex is not correlated with father's occupational status,.

but ethnicity and occupational' status are correlated substantially.

towever, the problem of the interaction effects of variables can be

ascertained both conceptually and empirically and then corrected, if
16

necessary, by cleating a new variable that combines those two variables.

The statistics generated by liCA analysis provide information to

'Answer a variety of different, but related issues. If one asks hoer

'important'. an independent variable (X) is in determining the variation

%.1 'in a dependent variable (Y).,.the question can mean several things.

.

Lost studies that have used MA have dealt primarily or exclusively on

the magnitude and direction of the adjusted means within the classes

i of a'given predictor variable X. that is, they have emphasized the

-; question- how much of the difference in Y is attributable to member-

ship in a particular class of X?. Thp statistics that are the most

<Nr

;useful in analyzing this issue are the class mean, the adjusted mean,

and ,the net deviation of the inderendent variables,. The class mean

(often called the gross mean) is simply the:yalue of the dependent

variable for that class or category of that independent variable. The°

adjusted neat'. indicates what the mean could have been for that class

or category if that group had been exactly. like the total .population.

with, respect to its distribution ovcr all the other predictor classi-

fications. And the net deviation of a class or categoryoof a predictor .

: variable is simply the adjusted mean minus the grand mean oft fte de-

pendent variable. ,;
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Another question, however, is: how timportare is the

predictor variable X1 compared to predictor variable X2.or in ex
A 4'

PlainagyariationialdePdeldavariablerIllereweask-not how much

hipher is the attendance ra e for professionals children as opposed

to unskilled workers' child wlea controlling for other variables,

but rather, how much of the variation in attendance rates is explained

by/father's occupational status, ir comparison with the amount of

variatLon explained by a chilemethnicity. To attempt to answer this

auestion we must turn to the predictor summary statistics which provide

expressions of each predictor's unadjusted and adjusted contribution to

explaiainp the variance in the dependent variable. A. word of caution.

is lit order, hovever, These statistics are heavily dependent upon the

p.lrticular distribution of the sample and are not simply comparable

across samples. t'e present them as indicators of the relative importance

of our variables in explaininr school attendance in each year. The

eta2 statistics are an unadjusted measure of variance explained, that

is, they express the zeroorder relationship between.the predictor ver-

iable and the -dependent variaLle. They are thus analogous to the sauare

of Pearson correlation coefficients or interval variables. Our adjusted

measure is.p, the partial beta eoeffi ent. The. rank order of these

betas indicates.. the relative importance of each variable in expl fining

variance 1n the dependent variable while controlling for all other in-

. eluded variables. However, beta-squared does not express percent of
2

variance explained.-:

Finally, we may want to 1-.now how much of the total variance of the

dependent variable can Le accounted. for by our series of predietor.

,
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variables. To measure this we use R2'aa3usted'whiCh indicates the

-proportion of the variance of the aependent variable explained by all

the predictok variablet togetlier'after adjusting for the thither of

cases, categories, and predictors (i.e. adjusting for thp degrees of

freedom) that have been used in the analysis.

In order to present,the reader with adequate statistical information

on our ma analyses, we will present tvo tables fat each of our major

runs: The first table will contain the eta2s and beta coefficients for

each of the predictor variables as well as the Overall Adjusted R2. The

second table will present the class means, the adjusted means, the net

deviations, and the number of cases for each class or category of each
- .

of the predictor variables as well as the grand mean and the total

number of cases for that particular MCA.

C. School.At tendanct of Young Children 0, 1

a

The continual emphasis that nineteenth-century educators placed on

increasing school enrollments has. led many to assume that there was a

steady rise in the percentage of children attending schools. As we

tame pointed out in the precediug chapter, however, this is an erro-

neous irpression with regard to the school attendance patternof young

children. Reacting to the warnit.gs of psychiatrists and educators,that`

the premature education of young children might cause them irreparable

harm, school officials discouraged parents from sending their very

young children to school and often tried to raise the school entrance

17
age..
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The. school attendance of children ages 4-8 in our sample towns

declined sharply from 69.3 percent in 1860 to 54.6 percent in 1880 (See

table number 3). Whereas most five year-olds in 1860 attended school,

ty 1880 only 38.3 percent nf them were enrolled. Though there was a

significant decline in the enrollment rates in all of these communities,

the greatest decline occurred in Lawrence, Lynn, Salemperhaps reflect-

ing the fact that educators in the urban communities of rassachusetts

were often the most concerned about the presence of very young children

= in their classrooms.

The ape of the child was a very important aeterminant of whether

he or she attended school. Even though there vas a decline in the per-

centage of children at each _of the ages attending school during this

period, age was the single best predictor-of school enrollmerit in-our

multiple claisification analysesfor 1860.and 1880 (see table number 2).

Thus, though the societal definition of when a child should enter school

shifted between 1860-and-1880, school attendance of yOung children was

still basically an age-specific phenomenon.
.. --

Though age is the best predictor of the school attendance of young

children, it is not the most interesting variable. Instead, educational

historians ha tried to study the influence of socio-economic factors

on school atte dance at both the community and-household levels. At

the houdehold level, these studies seek to determine the relationship

between school going attd the Personal characteristics of the child,and

his or her family after controlling for the effects of the age of the

child. .Why is it teat some five year-olds attend school while others

Oti no t t Vow much of the 'variation in school attendance can -be.explained
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by the. characteristics of the family rather than the community setting

--iulYiadr-tbat family lives?

The relationship between.cOmmunity and attendance of small children-

was not dramatic.. in the 1860 data it is almost nonexistent once we

__control for the, effects of the other variables while in 1880 there was

higher school attendance of young children in the rural areas (net

deviations 1.6.5 iercont).

Uaving an illiterate parent nay have imposed a double burden on

children: not only ciould they be lesS litely to learn to read at home,

lut
\

they would also be.less lite:1y to attend school as young children.

\
,

The\Taegative relationship'betueen an illiterate parent and school atten-

- ' \
. .

dance' wore pronounced in 1830 (net deviation= -9.5 percene) thin in

1860 (ne

%
\
deviation= -4.6 percent). Eowever, it is important to bear

in mind tha the literacy of the parent is not. a major factor in the
,

.

school attendance of young Chilften in this sample partly because there
, \

are so few illiterate-parents in the samples.

The sex of the sOject has surprisingly little impact on schen1 ...

attendance in this age range. One might have predicted higher rates of

school attendance for male children., given the discriminatory attitudes

about the appropriateness of education for girls, but in fact the reverse

is true in our samples. In both 1860 and 1880, girls attended school

in slightly larger parcentages than did boys. IR) compelling explanation i

emerges from the literary evidence, except the negative finding, that

comports with our statistical resultsschool people rarely distinguished

between girls and boys in talking about early education needs and

abilities. Age, in any case, is a much'pere important predictorof

333
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Table NO:O.

SChool Attendance in Esstx County Towns of Childrtn Ages 4-8

in 1860 and 1880: Eta2s, Betas, and.R28

Eta2 Beta

1860 1880 1860 1880

Age of Child .4644 .3494 .6588 .5966-

S

Community .0031 .0136 .0290 .0984

Literacy of PArent .0024 .0046 .0230 .0448

Sex of Child .0045 . .0036 .0231 ).07531 :

. Work/Consumption Index .0188 0 .0619 .0583

Ethnicity of Child .0106 .0070 .0452 4664

Occupation of Parent_ 0 .0027 .0431 .0439

Age of Parent .0348 .0172 .0930 .0460

R2

1860

1880 .3757
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'Table No.3,

-.
School Attendance inEsqexCduzity Towns of Children. Ages A-8 in 1860 and 1880:

Clasq Means, Aajuited. Means, and Net Deviations

,*. Class Mean Adjusted Mean Net Deviation Number of Cases.

T
1860

1,-t*.se of Child:

13.8

- 5 .. 66.3
<:- 6 87.6

7 93.9
8 95.4

1880 1860

5.8 .15

38.3 P.1
69.1 87.0
78.9' 93.0
83.4 94.0

Community:
Salem ;

--t
66.8 51.0 68.1

Lawrer.ce
Lynn

64.7 53.5 6741
71.3 484 71.1

14Ural 72.9 ,64.5 : :704..

Literacy of Parent:

Illiterate 58.1 39.1 64.7
Literate 69.9 55.4 69.6

,
Sex of Child:

,

Male :66.1 51.2 68.3

Female. 1 72.? 57.9 70.4

1880 1860 1880 1860

5.7 , -53.9 =48.9. 327

37.7 - 2.2 -16.9 312

69.9 +17.7 +15.3 290
t,

78.9 +23.7 +24.3 . 262

83.5 +24.7 +28.9 282

52.3
56.1
48.0

,

- 1.6
-+ 11.82

- 2.3

- -6.6

352
312 '

355

61.1. + .7 + 6.5 454

45.1 - 4.6 - 9.5 74

55.2 +'. .3 + .6 1399
I

1--/
50.8 - 1.0 ... 3.8 755-

58.3 + 1.1 9,. .3.7 . 718

1880

257
235

't-6.

266
218

255
333...
307
327

1341
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0-19

ork/Consumption

20-24

A

.30,34

35-3§

-40-49

50 & Above

able. No. 3

Index:

Class Mean

1860 1880

74.4 56.3

73.5 . 56.9

62.0. 52.4,

58.1 53.1'

79 ,',..- 55.6

71.;, 47.7

72.4 56.6

Ethnicity of Child:

lst Generation 73.2 36.5

a.nd Generation Irish 62.1 51.9

2nd GentrAtion Other 61.5 58.6

.3rd Generation & Above 73.0 56.4

`Occupatiofi of Parent:

Prof. & Semipro f. 73.2 51.5

Farmer 70.3. 66.7

White Collar & Skilled 69.0 54.6

i.skiliAd & Unskilled 68.3 54.0

Father Absent,
. Mother Working 63.7 43.3

lather Absent,
.Mother Not Working 69.6 52.0
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a

Adjusted, Mean Net Deviatilank: ,Number of q4ses

186 1880

72.6 4.2

71.8 5\6.2

67.2 54.9

64.2 . 56.6

1860, 1880 . -1860 '1880

+ 3.3, - .4 238 ' 144

+ 2.5 .1- 1.6 272 202

- -2,1 + .3 303 212

- 5.1 + 2.0 217 194

+ 2.3 - 3.3 129 133

+ .6
. _

- 8.9 64 86

- .2 + 1.9 250 251

.--.

- -3.9 -17.2 "41 63

- 2.9. + .6 385 320

- 3.0 + 4.1
.-1+

. 222

+ 1.6 - .1 A3 .617

L .

- .4 - 4.3 190 1 `56

- 3.. + 3.4 118 102

- .4 - 1.2 672 317

+ 3.0 + 1.3 375 587

- 40 - 1.3 49 30

- 2.4 - .1 .69 r,

/1:6--,-5S3 .....

69.9 .45.7

69.1 5...5

65.4 37.4

66.7-55.2
.66.3 58.7

70.9 -54.5

68.9 50.3

66.1 58.0

68.9 53.4

72.3 55.9

65.3 53.3

,66.9 51.3

-

'I
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Page 3

Class Mean Adjusted Mean Net Deviation
Number of Cases

1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 1880

._.-- ----
,.,,,...

Age of Parent:

0-29

30.3k

35-39

40-44

45-49

50 & Above
,

Tot a.1.

1 43.0

67.8

73.8_

73.2

75.4

72.6

69.3 ,

34.7

51.2

59.2

55.8

69.5-

59.2

54.6

57.5

69.9

73.6

68.6

/C*3-

68.6

49,5

54.4

57.4

54.4

51.8

---11.8

+ .6

+ 4.3

.7

+ 1.0

. .7

- 5.1

- 2
+ 2.8

+ .7

- .2
-2.8

142

363

378

291-

175

124

-
.. .

.1473

344

118

258

294

265

167

120

1222

345
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school attendance than sex.

So far we have focused on the community variable and the personal

characteristics of the child such as its sex and age. Poo' we shall try

. to analyze the effect of the economic circumstances on toe family on

the attendance pattern of its Children.

The most commonly used index of a family's economic situation has

been the occupation of the head of the household. bye subdivided the

occupations_of_the_fathers_ into _four major _categories,: (1) professionals

and semiprofessionals, (2) farm owners and farm proprietors, (3)' white
18

collar and skilled workers, and (4) semiskilled and unshilledWOrkers.

In addition, 'since our sample included families with no father present,

we subdivided those cases by whetherti mother was working-.

- The relationship of school attendance 'co the occupation of the

parent was not very strong compared to the other variables. The children-

of semiskilled and unskilled parents were more. lihely to attend school

in both 1860 and 1880? the children of farmers attended school in iC

higher proportion than the overall average only in 1880. These results

suggest that children of parents in the higher status and better paid

occupations were being kept out of school longer--perhaps reflecting the

growing concern among that segment of society about the adverse effects

of sending very young children to school. But since there was hOt a

strong relationship between the occupation of the parent and the school

attendance of the child, it would seem that tt.e age at school entry had

not become a major issue among L"e various occupational subgroups of the

population.

Though the occupation of the parent is a very useful and important

320
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indicator of the economic situation of the family, it is not the only

economic data ve uouid like to have. Ideally, ye mould measure the

actual income and consumption needs of the family, as several contem-

porary studies have done. Unfortunately, such data are unavailable to

us historically. (le can co beyond just the occupation of the head of

household, huwever, by taking into consideration the number of individuals

in the family who are employed as well as the number of consumers within

that family.

Since the earning and consuminc ability of individuals vu ies by

age and sex, we adjusted our data by a set of weights to take these

factors into consideration. (ur uork/consumption index is therefore a

crude measure of the numbe: of working units in each family'(excluding

the suldPet) divIded by the number of consuming units (including the

suk, -,t). Though this index does not fully capture the individual

family variations in income and consumption n-eds, it does provide at

least a bet,inning toward measuring a family's economic situation rather
19

than just relying on information on the head of the household.

Inc work/consumition ratio is a measure of family meml)eis worLing

over consmer units within that family. It is an attempt to define the

income strategy of a family unit, without reference to the occupational

grout., which is accounted for elsewhere in the multiple classification

analysis. The variable was designed Tdth the older 'subjects in nind

that is, we wanted to measure whether a low (disadvantageous) wort:/

consumption ratio was associated with a higher 2robability,of teenagers

woring in our older sample. We did not expect any strong or consistent

relationship between the school attendance of young children and the
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work /consumption index since as unlikely that any of the children

ages 4.8 could Le gainfully employed in Essex County at this time in

order to supplement the family income.

The results of our bLA runs suggest that there was no consistent

relationship between the school attendance of young' children and the

work/consumption index in 1860 and 1380. There was a slight tendency

for the school attendande of children in families with low work/con-

sumption indices to attend school in higher proportions, but that relation-

ship is not consistent in both periods si' in 1880 young children in

families whose dependency ratio was 019 actually were less likely to

be in school.^'

Since a large share of the families with the lowest work/consump-.

tion ratios are those with fathers missing, one might speculate that

in these families the mother is more likely to work and thus more apt

to use school as a custodial institution for her young children. The

atterdance rates, however, in table nukber 3 for the variable, the

occupation of the parent, do not support this interpretation;'" the

attendance rates of young children in our sample are slightly depressed,

not inflated, for families in which the father is ab3ent:, and, more

important, it makes almost no difference whether the mother is working

20

or not.

Another very interesting predictor variaLle in our analysis is the

ethnicity of the child. Nineteenthcentury educators ere very con-

cerned about the school attendance of the foreign-born population

because they were anxious to assimilate the children of immigrants into

1merican society. The common lament among these educators was that the

34
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immigrants didnot realize the importance of educ-.ion for their

children since they were unwillinp o make the necessary sacrifices
4

to keep them in school. Thus, ethnicity was ope of the majordeter-

minants of school attendance, according to ducational reformers.

' Some recent worls on the history of edu tion do not accept the

notion that ethnicity was a major determinant of school attendance.

rather, these studies point to the importance of class'rather than

ethnicity in'deteimining whether a chilhould attend school. They

argue that the low school attendance rates of .children of f5reign-born
A

parents really reflects the fact that most of these parents wereson-

centrated_i the lywpaying occupations so t it vas necessary to
4

'send their childr n to work in order to genera a sufficient income for
21

the family's survival.

The ethnicity of the child i_ s et a very' important predictor'of

school attendance of young children compared to the age of that child.

Though the Leta coefficient of the ethnicity of the child variable is

higher than that of the occupation of the parent in both 1860 and 1880;
22

neither of these variables are very strong. In 1869 there Is a trend

tward slightly higher attendance by young children as we move fron_ first to

third generation children, but the striking rate is that for the

first generation children iu 1880 who were very low in their school

attendance (net deviation= -17,2-percent). Since first generation

children 'ere born abroad and are only 4-8 year-olds these 63 subjects

were indeed very new to America. The disruptions recent immi-

gration may account in part for their depressed attendance rate. The

difference between second generation immigrant children and the
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third-ór-'mote. generation Americans (children of native parents).is

neither striking nor consistent from 1860 to 1880..,:

We included the, age of the parent as q general,index of family life

course. Our hypothesis was that parents further along in their careers,

up to a certain point, would have more resources (though we expected ,

that this might vary according to the occupation of the parent). Thus,

while$pontrolling for the occupation if the head and the worticonsump-
,

tion index for that family, the age of the parent might give us addi-

tional information about the economic vellbeing of the family. The age

of the-parent may also reflect attitudinal variation since younger par-

er_ts may be the most likely to have adopted the increasing popular idea

that very young children should Apt be in the schools. The effect of

parent 's age on the attendance_oLyoung-children-is not -1" near. .There

is a substantial negative association between attendance and parent under

30 (net deviation -11.8 percent in 1860 and 5.1 percent in 1880). .For

parents ages 30 and above, their young children's attendance increasee,

'controlling for the other variables, to the age category 35.39 and then

generally declines. This cur-41iaear relationship is roughly the sate.

for 1860 and 1880.

Summariting our findings, we would agree with the reader who may

think that the results are in several cases unpatterned or involve

relatively small differences in attendance patterns among the different

subgroups in our towns. The main conclusion, then, is that age is by

far the strongest predictor of school attendance among young Children

becaurz most children attended school eventually and the age at which

they started was somewhat but not drastically affected by family,
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characteristics. At a given age, however, the likelihood of a child's

att6ndancewas associated with other predictor variables in the following
.

manner. Rural attendance rates were consistently the highest: but

there was considerable variation in the cities, variation which was not

consistent over time (mot notably the strong drop in Lynn among children

ages 4-8 in school between 1860 amd 1880). _Illireracy of the parent

had the expected netativeeffcct. Girls attended school earlier and in

treater numbers than boys, but the difference was not eery great. The

family's work/consumption ratio list'_ 16 strong, consistent relationship

to school attendance. The occupation of the parent was rot a strong

predictor of school attendance though children of semiskilled and pr

skilled parents -were` enrolled in school in higher proportions than the

general population. Contrary to the argument that working mothers used

schools for the custody of young children, employed mothers in house-

holds without fathers were less lihely to send their children to school

than the mothers rho remained at home in 18(0. ,Lthnicity had an effect

only at the extreme of the newly arrived foreign-born children in 1880,

who were less likely to attend school, there was no consistent difference

in the school attendance by young children of foreignborn parents.

The effect of the age of the parent vas not dramatic in mapitude and

was curvilinearly related to school attendance_with the peak occurrit.g

'or pdrents ages 3539 in ,both 1860 and 1880.

Despite the variations associated with community and family vari-

ables, sma" children in our Essex County towns seem to have had a

simila- Lather than a highly differentiated school enrollment pattern

as young children. We now turn to the experience of their teenage
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D. School Attendance of Older Children .

Youths in late nineteenth-century Essex County had to meth several

factors in trying to decide whether they would remain in school. They

could ..Lay in school in the hope of improving their job opportunities

in th.: futurebut there was no consensus in that society that continued

education was essential for economic success in later life. Their entry

into the labors force was not only affected by the number and type of

job openings in their community, but also by the economic needs of their

families. These-youths were beginning to face a world of economic

exigencies with their career opportunities often constrained by their

membership in a particular subgroup of the population. At the same 0

time, these teenagers were entering a phase of their lives of greater

personal freedom and choice;--growing independent from their parents as

well as independence from the state regulation of their schooling and

woe:. Our data captures only a small part of this interplay between

choice and constraint, but it suggests patterns of influence which may
1

have pervaded this crucial transitional period in their life-course.

To investigste'fhe determinants of school attendance of older

children, we ran multiple classification analyses in 1860 and 1880 for

children ages 1319 with at least one parent present in the household.

As our predictor. variables we used tLe same set of factors employed in

our analysis of school attendance of young children in the previous

section. results of these I. runs are displayed in tables =Inter
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f. 4 and 5.

Pespite the. efforts of professional educators to entourage children'

to remain in school. longer, there was a decline ,in the percentage of

apes 13 19 attending school from 45.6 percent in 1810 to 40.3

percent in 1880. The overall decline in school attendance was due

part to the drop in the percentage of older children enrolled in both

Lawrente and the rural towns and in part to the detline in the per-

,centage of children in our sample from rural communities (which has the.

- highest rate of school attendance) from 35.7 percent of the total sample

in 1860 to only 25.7 percent in 1880,

fir in our study of younger children, age is the single best pre-

dictor of the school attendance of older children (see the beta coef-

ficients in table number 4). Vhereas most thirteen year-old children

are still in school, by the ve.of nineteen the overwhelming majority

of children have left the classroom. The decline.in school attendance

by age is very similar in bot1,y1860 and 1880 and only slightly affected

by adjusting the'results for the effects of the other predictorvariables.

The finding that school-leaving is largely a function of-age is hardly

surprising and has surely been true of all societies -with voluntary

educational systems. Uithin this context, though, how do other factors

influence whether a youth of a given age will-have attended.-school during

the past year?

The effect of community on teenage

-rural bias toward school-going. Both young

school at greater rates in the countryside

strating perhaps, tke greater communal role

353-
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Table No. J

1.

School Attendance in Essex County Towns of Children Ages 13-19

in 1.860 and 1880: Eta2s, Betas, and R2s

Age of Child

Community

Literacy of Parent

Sex of Child

WOrk/Consumption Index

Ethnicity of,Child

-Occupation_ of Parent

Age of Parent

`R2

1860 .4329

1880 .3802

354

Eta2

1860 : 1880

Beta

1860

.3479 .28131 .5786

.0627 .0338 .1982

.0087 .0187 .0233

.0500 0 .0226

.0089 .0136 .0507

.0393 .0606 :11989

.0450 .0466 .1011

.0227 .0037 .0812

1880

.5502

.10i0

..0194,

.020

.0960

.1860

.1181.

.0540



Table No.5

School Attendance in Essex County Towns of Children Ages 13-19 in 1860 and 1880:

Class Means, Adjusted Means, and Net Deviations

Age of Child:

13

14

15

16

17

i8

19

Community:

Lawrence

Salem

Lynn

Rural

Literacy of Parent::

Illiterate

Litei-ate

Sex of Child :'

Male

Female

355

Class Mean .tdjusteci Mean Net Dev'Ition Number of Cases

1880

'''

s.

1860

87.0

75.8

60.8

36.7

2009

11.4

7.0

35.3

39.6

:4.1

2.4

a3.4

46.6

48.044::1

188u

87.4

6507

50.0

31.8

23.4

13.8

9.1

40.3

30.0

37.5

54.6

19.0

4 2.5

341.1

1860

84.7

75.8

60.8

38.0

21,0

13.4

6.0

36.3

46.2

34.8

57.7

40.2

45.8

44.4

46.7

1880

86.5

68.4

49.6

32.2

23.8

12.5

7.9

42.7

36.9

35.2

47.5

37.4

40.6

39.3

41.;3

1860

+39.1

+3002

+15.2

- 7.6

-24.5

-32.2

-39.6

+ 9.36

-10.8

..12.1

- 5.4

+ .2'

- 1.2

+ 1.1

<80

+46.2

t28.1

+9.3
- 8.1

-160
-27.8

-32.4

+

23..44

- 5.1

+ 702

- 2.9

+ .3

- 1.0

+ 1C

1860

208

244

217

196

201

176

. 171

317

280

311

505

64

1349

699

714

198

235

212

223

184.

218

209

434

292

373

381

137

1343

750

730

356



Table No.

Work/Consuiption Index:

Class Mean

. -,i1860 1880

Adjusted Mean

1860 1880

Net Deviation

1860 1880

-

Page 2

Number of Cases

1860 1880

0-19 47.2 41.5 47.4 42.5 + 1i8- + 2.-2 271- 234-

20-24 51.2 43.4 47.0 42.0 + 1.4 + 1.7 217 205

25-29 48.2 51.1 47.3 48.2 + 1.7 + 7.9 226 237

30-34 36.2 31.0 46.0 34.5 + .4 - 5.8 174 203

35-39
56.1 45.0 48.5 3240 + 2.9 - 8.3 114 131

40-49 43.3 40.0 41.8 39.2 - 3.8 - 1.1 120 120

50 & 'Above 40.2 34.3 '41.7 39.6 -, 3.9 -. .7 291 350

Ethnicity of Child:

. lst Generation 22.0 17,8 31.8 24.5 -13.8 -15.8 218 258

2nd Generation Irish 45.3 35.7 45.9 36.3 + .3 - 4.0 86 339

2nd Generation Other 50.0 38.-2 44:4 36.9 - 1.2 - 3.4 48 170

3rd Generation & Above 50.2 51.2 48.4 48.8 + 2.8 + 8.5 1061 713

Occupation of Parent:

Prof. & Semiprof. 56.8 56.4 55.3 51.8 + 9.7 +11.5 213 156

Farmer 63.7 56.0 49.7 41.0 + 4.1 + .7 179 150

White Collar & Skilled 46.2 48.9 44.1 46.1 1.5 + 5.8 541 325

Semiskilled & Unskilled 30.0 32.9 39.3 36.8 - '6.3 - 3.5 273 607

.Father Absent,
Mother Working 33.0 32.2 43.1 35.7 - 2.5 - 4.6 97 *59

Father Absent,
Mother Not Working 40.9 25.7 45*2 33.0 - .4 - 7.3 110 183

Jc
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Table No. 5

Age of Parent:

Class Mean,

1860 1880 1860

Mean

1880

Net Deviation

. 1860 1880

-Page 3

Number of, Cases

1860 1880

0-34 75.0 43.8 58.7 35.8 +13.1 - 4.5 32 32

35-39 60.0 47.0 46.3 35.6' .7 - 4.7 150 164

40-44 48.1 42.0 44.0 38.4 - 1.6 -- 1.9 339 334

45-49 45,6 42.4 48.6 43.0 + 3.0 + .7 349 340

50-54
.

39.4 39.7 44.6 42.2 - 1') + 1.9 310 310

5-59 40.1 35.0 36.7 42.7 - 8.9 + 2.4 137 160

60 & Above 32.3 30.7 50.5 38.4 + 4.9 - 1.9 96 140

Total 45.6 40.3
1413 1480

353
360
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children's lives, as well as the compatibility of schooling and agricul-

tural labor. The greater school attendance in rural areas et the

bottom and top of the school- age range accounts in large measure for the

higher rural attendance rates in eh: percentage of persons under twenty

attending school.

Comparing 1860 and 1880 figures we note a rough and imperfect con-

vergence of rural and urban school experiences. UM- the rural towns

in EasEachusetts approached the urban towns in the length of the school

year, thn gap between the rates of school attendance began to narrow

between miral and urban communities. The picture is more complex when

f,e look at particular towrs. For example, .teenage school attendance

....lined in Lawrence while it in -eased in Lynn and Salem. In addition,

attendance rates in a particular community declined from 1860 to 1880,

tha schcol enrollment of teenagers iikreased during that same period.

We anticipated that illiterate parents would be less lthely to keep

their teenage children in schbols-either because they valued education

less or because they were more likely to be financially disadvantaged

compared to literate parents and therefore more dependent upon tine sup-

plementary income their children could provide. Although it is true

that ehildren of illiterate perents were less apt to continue their

education in both 1860 and 1880, we note again that this variable is not

very important compared to the other predictor variables in those years- -

in part due to the small number of illiterate parents in our samples.

limy of our hypotheses are concerned with the effects of tine eco-

nomic circumstaness of the family on the school attendance of its

children. We will first focus on the occupation of the parent. The
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classes under this predictor variable do not form one simple hierarchy.

'Farming was so common to the small towns and so unusual in the cir.es

that this designation relates to community as well as to status and will

be discussed separately. The father-asent categories are not an oc-

cupational status but rather summarize the experience of subjects without

a father to bring home any income. Our three hierarchically-ranked

occupational categories, then, area professional and semiprofessional.

white collar and semiskilled and unskilled.

The three ranked categories of father's occupation display a con-

sistent relationship to school attendance. Youths age 13-19 whose fathers

were professionals or semiprofessionals attended school at the highest

rates while those whose fathers were in the semiskilled or unskilled

occupations were least likely to enroll. The causes of these levels of

school attendance by occupational status are multiple, plausible, and

smewhat obvious. Ligher status families enjoyed more income on the

average and could therefore afford the luxury of extended education for

their children. Related to this, it may be that families in higher

status occupations placed a greater value on extended education. This

attitudinal factor may be associated with occupational groups but may

operate ..adependently from income per se. Thus one might speculate, for

example, that an ill-paid struggling doctor might press harder for ex-

tended education for his children than a relatively affluent factory

foreman, simply because extended educatio- played a lager role in the

expected career pattern of the former's children than the latter's.

Different constructions may be put upon this attitudinal influence.

Vichael Katz, for.. example, argues that middie and upper status parents

3 6
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were increasingly loo!:ing to secondary education in the nineteenth

century as a means of transferring their status to their children in a

world where such status was increasingly difficult to transfer merely by
23

ascription. It may have been, however, more than just an arbitrary

Cdentialling process. Seconeary education may have actually transmitted

skills that were more useful for children who aspired to middle and

upper status jobs. The clearest example of this is , :aching as a career

goal for girls, as Katz points out. For boys, advanced writing and

reading shills might have been prerequisites to professional and white

collar occupations. For any and probably all of these reasons, children
24

of upper status fathers stayed in school lonEar as eeaagers.

The school attendance of farm children is not nily influenced by

their father's occupation, but also by the fact that they lived in rural

communities where children remained longer in school than their urban

counterparts, The overall rate of school enrollment of farm children is

sUh'Stantially higher than that of any other occupational group in 1860

and is only slightly lower than that of children of professionals and

semiprofessionals in 1880. When tie control for the effects of the other

variables, the school attendance of farm children is still very high but

is significantly less than that of children of professionals and semi-

professionals in 1860 and 1880 and also lower than that of children of

white collar and skilled workers in 1880.

In fatherless families the mother's work status (which had little

impact on young children's school attendance) had a strong negative

association with teenage school attendance in 1880. The net deviation

for fatherless families with the mother working was a--4.6 percent in

36')
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that year whereas the net deviatiou for fatherless families with the

mother not working was -7.3 percent. The tffect was less pronounced in

1860 but went in the same direction. We may infer from these findings

that families without fathers were more likely to send their children

to work and that if the mother in those families was not working the

teenage children would be even more lihely to have left school for worl-.

Y..
In addition to the accupatione4f the parent, ue again used the fam-

ily's work/consumption ratio as another measure of economic well-being

(see '-he extended discussion of the wort/consumption ratio in the pre-

ceding section). The worh/consumption index is an effort to measure

crudely the relationship between the family's available income and their

consumption needs after controlling for the effects of the occupation

of the parent in our multiple classification analysis.

Ve hypothesized that the higher (i.e. more ,advantageous) the wort/

consumption ratio of the family, the more likely the child would remain

in school rather than enter the labor force to supplement thelamily's

income. The results of our analysis indicate just the opposite-the

higher the work/consumption ratio, the less likely a child is to attend

schoolthough the overall importancc,of the work/consumption variable

in our UCA runs is not very strong. This is a surprising result since

it implies that those families which most needed income from their teen-

age children allowed them to 'remain in school.

Because our attempt to construct a crude family work/consumption

ratio is an innovation and because that ratio did not predict school

attendance as we had anticipated, we devoted considerable effort to
_

further cheek our results. Ve reran the NCA's without the, children whoss
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fathers were absent in order to eliminate the possibility that our

-results had been distorted by the presence of fatherless families

which were concentrated in the lowest categories of the work/con-

sumtion ratio. In addition, we reran our liCA's by occupational groups

such as the white collar and skilled workers, and semiskilled and

unsLilled wort ers to see if the pattern of the work/consumption ratio

varied by these occupational groupings. hone of these tests explained .

satisfactorily the inverse relationship between the worliconsutption

ratio and teenage school attendance in our basic NLA runs for 18CG and

1880.

There are several rossible explanations for our results using the

work/consumption ratio. Since the same wort. /consumption ratio does\--c

operate in the anticipated direction in predicting the probability of

women uorkinc, it may suggest that families did not expect their teenage

children to leave school yrenaturely sir:ply because the family vas

encountering economic difficulties. Cr, more likely, since not all

children who left school went directly into the labor force, our

measure of school-leaving is not as dependent on economic considerations

ththin the family as predicting children's entry into the labor force.

Another plausible explanation is that father's occupational status does

not control aderuately for the actual economic situation of the

family. Therefore, if any of the other members of the-family had to

work besides the father, it Eight Le an indication of the extent of

the economic distress within that family even though the family's wort/

consumption ratio wr,uld seem favorable. A fourth possibility is that

families which sent other members besides the father into the labor
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force (and thereby improved their worliconsumption ratio) may 'not

have valued education very highly and- therefore were willing to have

their other children also drop out of school and work. Obviously, we

cannot solve this problem at this time. Ile hope that other students

of family behavior in' the past will continue to develop indices, such

as ou work /consumption: ratio, which try to measure the economic

situat on of the entire family rather than relying only on the ccuratim

of the\head of household or the size of the family. 'In the meantime,,

our resdAts do not support the notion that older siblings worked in

order that younger siblings could remain in school longer; rather- they

suggest that schoolgoing was less likely when more menkers of the

family were wortir.g.

In addition to the influence of the -conomic circumstances of the

family on the school attendance of their older children, we antic-

ipated that the children of foreign-born parents would be less'likely

to attend school than those of native parents--either because foreign -

\

born parents vlued education less or because they needed the economic

resources of their children's labor More. Our MA runs indicate that-

ethnic status had a clear linear relationship to school attendance,

the longer a- chid and his parents had been in America, the more

likely thechild would attend school as a teenager, even when con

trolling fcr occuttioual status and other economic variabled. The

res is for l8O and 1810 are consistent and the net deviations strongly

dim erentiace the sUbprours-on attendance. In both 18u0 and 188G the

et icity of the child wap a stronger predictor of 'his or her school

av,Fendance than the oc_upation of the parent.',
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A

;

We included the ape of the,parbut in-our MCA runs in an attempt,

to aDproximate the life course situation of the famit . We anticipated

a curvilinear relationship betv.een the age of the parent and the school

enrollment of their teenage children with low attendance rates in the

early and late stages of the family when the/income Of,most families

might have been the most strained. Unfortunately, the results of our

analysis for 1860 and ino did not reveal any consistent pattern.

We then speculated that the lack of any consistent pattern in.the

ace of the parent may have been due to the fact that the incomeprofiles

of wage-earners differs by occupation. Therefore we ranseparate

MCAtsfor white collar and skilled woriters, and for semiskilled workers.

The rosults partly confirmed our hypothesis. The adjusted school

attendance in 188() of 13-11 year olds whose fathers were white collar

or skilled workers was directly related.to the age of the paient-: a

relationship that probably paralleled the earning profile of those

families. Loweiier. there was no single consist,_Int age pattern for

the white collar and skilled worLers in 1860. Similarly, the adjusted '-

school attendance of children ages 13-19 in 1860 whose fathers were

stmis1.311ed-or unskilled worhers varied inversely with, the age of the

parent. In 1880 the pattern of school attendance of older children
,

A

whose uarents were-eemishilledOr unskilled workers was not consistent.

Asa result, we cannot conclude that our crude measure of the life

course of these families vas a good predictor of the school attendance

of their older children. hopefully future studies will be able to

improve our estimate of the life-course situation of the family by

obtaining more detailed information on the actual conditions and past
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experiences of those families than can be approximated by the are of

the-parentz.,,

E. Interaction; Ethnicity and Occupation

/

Nultiple classification analysis, ,like other forms-of-multiple

regression, does not analyze well the impaat uron a dependent variable

of two or more variables which are highly correlated. The most serious
6./

interaction problem involved in the present study is the overlap,be-,

tweeze ethnicity' the child and the occupation of the parent, both

because.of.the,d gree of ovIerlap and he importance of the question.

The problem is not only statistical but conceptual and historical as

well. The issue' is prof-und, and we can on v.briefly state here this

peitlpective, from which we interpret our mat rfal on education.
,.

T..

The conceptual problem is. to define the eletionships between

,

the ideas of culture and tlass. It will rot 'do to'-think-of culture-

including religion and ethnicity- ,as an isolated sphere in one's iden-

.tity and motivation, indepecdent of the social structure and th.e.dis-

tributiou of goods. Obviousl:', culture is related to _and interacts

with socip:l structure; p.7::tly arisinp, from it, partly acting upon and

shaping it. Dut.culture is twiner the same as social structure nor

a mere eptAenomenon dete , nod by it, because there can be (and con-

startly are) lags, discontlauities and diversity in'the interaction of

-culture and social structure; Lor is tulture associated only with

dhriicity and religion, or onoscd to. the construct .cless." rowel:mt.,

we can and should distinguish between 'vulture and the social structure.
. .
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The,langlage,Jhe imagery, the prejudices, the aspirations, and the

daily customs which fall under the rubric of culture- whatever-their.

relationship to the social structure in which they arose - may stubbornly

persist when transported to a new social structure, or as technology,

politics or other developments transform social structure. 'One of

thr failings of functionalist, equilibrium approaches to history is

that they underestimate the 2onflic.cual, "dysfunctional' relationship

of culture and the social system.

In what sense, then, is economic motivation more f- damental'than

cultural ')aggage In the actions of ordinary people, Ira0 are the stuff

of the 'new' social history? Because life requires sustenance, the

closer aa actor gets to rudimentary subsistence - -a threshold toward

which vast numbers of people in human history he-,e-beea pressed -- -the

mere salient will become straightforward economIc strategies; and the

more potently-will these overrule cotpetiug Inclinations like an

abstract value on education or Aanctiors against women's work. Ob-

viously, the formula is riot predictive. Civen the range of human

diversity and the complexity of motivation, some indie-iduals will ap-

proximate the calculative economic Man while others in the same position

will doggedly pursue a course opposed to th.eir economic self-interest

because they are imbued with a'&11turarcommitment. Choices are con-
y

strained, of course. Many plain folk of tne past did not have the

latttude to pursue either their economic wellbeing or cultural pref-

erences-.-- The constraints imposed by others; once again,
to
are themselves

both ,economic and cultural.

In addition to this conceptual problem, ethnicity ax .a. class
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tiklated to the winds of the historical actors,,and they are often

mutually reinforcing. If ue could go back in a time machine to inter -

\

view an Irish laborer in Lawrence in 1860, Inquiring;` why his 13 year-

old son had not attended school durin:, the previous Year, he 'debt tell

us that the public schools are insulting, that.they turn kids way fro..,

the church, that parochial schools cost too much, that the family needs

his son's mill wages, that his sc. doesn't/need extended\education, and

that Anyway the boy 'refers the factory to the school. Th,' father

might-be baffled as to which reason is the most salient, or whether he

and his son are more motivated by 'class" or -ethnicity,' since all the

'factors reinforce the same behawior. This is analogous on the indi-

vidual level to the statisticians' advice for the aggregate level; 'If

two-correlated predictors each explain a portion of the variance in a

dependent variable ... either predictor can do equally well for this
24a

part of the variance.'

This returns us to the statistical rroblem. One approach to

1 assessing the independ-mt impact of ethnicity (defined here by country

of birth) and class (defined here by occupational group) is to explore

the cases or groups where the two factors do not combine in the same

way. An analysis of the distribution of occupations among ethnic cate-

gories for our samples shows that there is substantial but not complete

overlap. Farmers and rruressionals are overwhelmingly native, and
N"

immigrants are disrroportionately laboring class. Is our ethnicity

variable, then, simply reflecting an economic phenomenon? Cne technique

for sorting out the interaction in MCA analysis is to combine the related

variables, as we have done in the MCA analyses presente A tablLs
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number C and 7.

Except for the combined ethnicityoccupation variable, the analysis

is the same as that presented earlier in tables number 4 and 5. By

diviaing our middle and lower occupational groups into native and

foreign born fathers, we can demonstrate the independent effect of

ethnicity. For example, the net deviations on teenage school ai:'...mdance

in 1880, in rank order, are as follows. native white collar and skilled,

+20.5 percent: native semiskilled and unskilled, +3.5 percent: foreign

white collar and skilled, -6.7 percent, foreign semiskilled and un-

skilled, -11.2 percent. It may i.se that within. each broad category

foreignborn children's fathers are concentrated nearer the bottom!

nevertheless, foreign-born children of white collar and skilled workers

attended school at substantially lower rates than native children of

semiskilled and unskilled workers. The same patterr prevailed in 1860.

Clearly, something is operating here besides occupational status.

Several factors may explain the association of immigrant status with

lower attendance. For example, the level and role of schooling in some

of the societies from which the immigrants came probably made them less

oriented toward extended formal education than,the Ameritan-born pop-
,

ulation. In addition, the public schools were biased against foreigners

and Catholic... To the extent that there was alienation from schooling

among the Vorling class Americans in the nineteenth century it vas

probably greater among the foreign born rather than the native population.

Vhatever the reasons, some aspects of ethnic status operated_inda-

pendently of occupational status in schooling decisions.
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IV. Conclusion

Our.data yields information about participation rates at different

ages and thus about the tIansitional proceSses of entering and leaVin6

school Although family and economic variales somewhat influenced the

timing of those transitions, Loth decisions, and particularly school

entry, wer,.: gmered very strongly by the subject's age. The aggregate

transit_Jn from 20 percent attending to 80 percent attending was acomn-

unshed in three years. School leaving was somewhat more spread out

along the teenage portion of the life course and as thus more associated

with other aracteristles could measure. Lonetheless, the tran-

sition from 80 percent attending to 20 percent attending was made in

25
four years.

This generalization should not be pllowed to obscure differential

school experiences by different groups. There were surely substantial

differences in the quality and the quantity of education consumed by

different groups in nineteenth century Essex County, e_fferences that

are rot related in our crude data on school entry and school leaving.

Lor do we wish to minimize the differences that do appear_ in our data,

partionlarly the group differences in the age of school leaving.

Our conclusion, rather, is that not only. vas entry age virtually

uniform, but that participation in the ages 9-12 was virtua.ly

versal. Rudimentary schooling vas an established, uniform feature of

American childhood by 1860 and probably long before. obert Rantoul,

urgins state intervent.:.on'in common schooling In the:late 1830.!s, aryed

that 'ye have a right...to be trought equally and together up to the
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Table No. 6

School Attendance in Essex County Towns of Children Ages 13-19

in 1860 and 1880: Eta2s, Betas, and R2a

Eta2

1860 1880

Beta

1860 1880

Age of Child .3479 .2881 .5817 '41

CommUnity .0627 .0338 .2016 .1077

Literacy of Parent .u087 .0187 .0303 .0459

Sex of Child .0018 1 O. .0237 .0185.

Work/Consumption Index .0089 :0136 :0514 .0920

Ethnicity & Occupation Combined .0529 :0739 .1607 .2259

Age of parent '4227 :0037 .0816 .0543

1860 .4303

R2

1880 .3806

,4

f
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Table No. 7

'Scbcol Attendance in Essex County Towns of Children Ages 13-19 in .860 and 1880:

Class Means, Adjusted Means, and Net Deviations

Age of Child:

Class Mean

1860 1880

Adjusted Mean

1860 1880

Net Deviation

1860 1880

Number of Cases'

1860 1880

13 87.0 87.4 75.1 8..1 +39.5 +46.8 208 198

14 75.8 65.7 76.0 .68.6 +30.4, +28.3 244 236

15 60.8 50.0 60.6 49.2 +15.0 + 8.9 21" 212

16 36.7 , 31.8 37.9 31.8 7.7 . 8.5 196 223

17 20.9 23,4 ,
21.1 23.3 -24.5 -17.0 201_ 184

18 11..4 13.8 13.0 12.5 -32.6 -27.8 176 . 218

19 7.0 9.1 6.0 8.2 .39.6 -32.1 171 209

Community: , 4

Salem 35.3 40.8 37. 42.4 . 8.5 + 2.1 317 292

Lawrence 39.6 30.0 44.2 35.3 - 1.4 - 5.0 280 434

Lynn 34.1 37.5 34.7 36.6 -10.9 - 3.7 311 373

Rural 62.4 54.6 58.3 48.2 +12.7 + 7.9 505 381

,-, Literacy of Par6-t:

23.4. 19.0 38.6 33.3 - 7.0 - 7.0 64 137

Literate 46.6 42.5 45.9 41.1 + + .8 1349 1343

Sax qf Child:

Male 430 39.6 44,4 39,4 .1.2 - .9 699 750

Femitle ^48.0 41.1 ,46.7 , 41.3 + 1.1 1.0 714. 730'
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Table No.. 7

Work/Consumption Index:

0-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-49

50 & Above

Ethnicity & Occupation
Combined:

Prof. & Semiprof.

Farmers

White Collar & Skilled
(Foreign-Born)

White Collar & Skilled
(Native-Born)

Semiskilled & Unskilled
(Foreign-Born) s

Semiskilled & Unskilled
(Native-Born)

Father Absent,
Mother Working

Father Absent,
Mothe Not Working

37J

Cla.Js Mean Adjusted Mean

Page 2 .

Net Deviation Amber of Cases

1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 160

0

47.2 41.5 47.0 42.8 + 1.4 + 2.5 271 234

51.2 43.4 47.5 42.5 + 1.9 . + 2.2 217 205

48.2 51.1 46.8 47.6 + 1.2 + 7.3 226 237

36.2 31.0 45.9 34.9 + .3 - 5.4 174 203

56.1 45.0 49.2 32.4 + 3.6 - 7.9, 114 131

43.3 40.0 42.2 38.4 ..- 3.4 - 1.9 120 120

40.2 34.3 41.6 39.3 - 4.0 - 1.0 291 350

56.8 56.4 57.0 56.1 +11.4 +15.8 213 156

63.7 56.0 51.6 46.5 + 6.0 + 6.2 179 150

32.7 35.5 36.3 33.6 - 9.3 - 6.7 98 169

49.2 63.5 46.9 60.8 + 1.3
. +20.5 443 156

25.0 27.0 29.2 29.1 -16.4 -11.2 164 407

37.6 45.0 44.8 4308 - .8 + 3.5 109

33.0 52,2 39.8 37.0 97 59

40.9 25.7 4607 32.9 + 1.1 7.4 110 183
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Table No; 7
Class Mean Adjusted Mean Net Deviation

Page 3

Number of Cases

1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 1880 1860 1830

Age of Parent:
- 32

0-34 75.0 43.8 58.8 35.2 . +13.2 5.1 32

164
35-39 60.0 4700 46.3 35.8 + .7 - 4.5 150

334
40-44 48.1 41.9. 43.8 38.6 .. 1.8 - 1.7 339

340
45-49 45.6 42.4 48.9- 43.3 + 3.3, + 3.0 _ 349

P7#310 ', 310
50-54 39.4 39.7 44.4 41.7 - 1:2 4.1.4

160
55-59 40.1 35.0 3700 42.8 - 8.6 + 2.5 137

.140
60 & Above 32.3 30.7 50.4 38.1 ,- +408 - 2.2 96

Total 45.6 40.3 1413 1480

373.
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starting point at the public expense, after that we must shift for

ourselves.' By mid-century school systems had been estab'Ished in

the I:orth and West that implemented this faith. Beyond Rantoul!.

;starting point, however, from the age of 13 and beyond, youth egan

experiencing choices, sometimes forced Choices, betreen work and school.

ven teenagers from native and middling ranks, though they had highe,

attendance rates than their immigrant and worl-ing, class contemporaries,
o

were 'not attending school nearly as long as they did forty years later,

when the high school had become a mass institution.- Despite the lack /

of compulsory legislation, length of schooling was.not as widely varied

in late nineteenthcentury Massachusetts as one might have predicted.

But a small difference can mean a lot, not because education is so

precious, tut because the marginal choices Were shared by cultural

differences and economic exigencies. Vhatevel: was learned in school.,

school-leaving taught Essex County youth something about hew their

world was ordered.

\
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Footnotes

I
The census schedules for 1860 and 1880 did not ask identical

questions ou the occupation of irdividuals. In 1860, the census.

asked: 'Profession, occupation, or- trade of each person, wale or .

female, over 15 years of age.' In 1880, the census asked of'each

person /0, years of ape, and up. 'Profession, occupation, or trade of

each persbn, male or female! in addition the number of monhs this

person has been unemployed during the census year."

Some of the census enumerators in 1860 did record the apes, of

working children between tie ages of 10-15 while other enumerators

did not record_ that information.
Therefore, one should be very

cautious about trying to compare the rates of labor force partiCipation

for children ages 1015 between 1360 and 1880.

Instructions for these censuses can be found in C.. P. Wright
e

and U. C. Bunt, Iistorl and'Crowth of the United States Census

Washington D.C., id00). For useful discussions about du- meaning of

questions relating to labor,fokcei.articipation in this period,, see

SolorOn Faricant,.'The_Changirig Industrial Distribution of Gainful

Workers 'Comments on the Decennial Statistics, 1820:14540,' in

Studies in Income and Wealth (Vol. XI, I:ex? York, 1949), 'pp. 35:,

P.- V. Uhelpton, 'Occupational Groups in the United States, 1820-

1S20,' journal of American Statistical Association, XXI., No. 155

(1920,1335 343.
2 I

Studies of nineteenth-Century school attendance at the,in-

diyidual.level include Selwyn E. Troen, .Popular Fducation in Moe-

teenth-Icentury St. -Louis,' Uistory of Education Quarterly, XIII - .1

(Spring 1S73), 23-40. Fichael ,

-Who Went to SC'hool?' Astor/ of Fducation_Quarterlyj. XII.(Fall

'
15,72);.'432-454,-Franh Denton and Peter Georges 'Socio-rconomiC In-

. fluenceson School Attendance: A Study of,a Canadian County in 1871,''

Dist511 of EdUcatiou Quarterly, XIV (Sunnier 1974), 223-232. The

latter prompted a,debate found in ? ;ichael B. Katz, 'Reply,' ibid.,

233;230: Frank Denton and Ieter George, :locio-Dtonomic Influences on.

Schoolttttendance. A Response to Professor Vatz,'"ibitt., YIV (fall

1974) ,' 367- 369. Daniel h. Calhoun, 'Letter to ,the Fditor,

XIV-(Pinter 1974), 545-546:
0 /

0'. _Ti
w The,

of nirieteenth-century efhool a ttendant& at the aggregate

level .nc1Ude Albert Fishlo, 'e, iMerican Common School revival;

Fact oi.Fancy?- In 1,.'FosoVs14, ed., Industrialization in Mo:Systems:

Fssaysi in Lonor of Alexandet Cerschenkron atti For
4.. 4... .

commeqs on the.: ,Fishlow study and an apalysis of MaSsachusetts sta-.

tistics which controls for age, see Maris ?" Vinovskis, 'Trends in

MassachusettsIducation, 1826-18CG,' j4.story. of Iducatiou Quarterly,.

XII (I4 rater 19,72) , 501.529. For an analysers of the determinants' of

schObl attendance, see Carl F. Kaestle and,Inaris4.. VinovskiC..,4Quan-.

tificaElon, Urbanization, and the Vistory of Mucatien: An Analysis

of the Peterminants of School Attendance,in 'dew Yotl. State.in.1845,''

Nistorical Hethods I.:ewsletter; VIII (Peter...Vet 1974), 1-9. See also,

ilexariiierJ.FIeidY'fdUCiElonal Reform and Ifanufacturing Deftelortient

, -
-

0
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in Ilid*--Dineteenth Century Passechusetts, (unpublished Ph.D.disser-
tation, Bereley, 1974).

3
aince the various studies to be made of this population all

deal with 'family history; ye omitted individuals in institutions and
in boarding hoitses (defined as households with 13 or more unrelated
met:kers).

4
Ilassathusetts Laws, 1836, chapter 245, 1838, chapter 1b7.

1842, chapter 60, 1850, chapter 294, 1852; chapter 240..
5

Forest C. TA'S igr., Compulsory 'School Attendance and Child Labor_
(Iowa City 1931). Johr. U. Perrin, The iastory of Comp_ulsc..y Iducatitin
it sew England (l'eadville,i'Pennsylvania, 1876). .For contemrorary,
documents on this issue, see especially henry K. Oliver, report of
Peary_ Y. bliver, Deputy_ St A te-Const-abl-c-;-Esve-cizrly t-wointed to ,__._ .._ .:

the
. .

'Frtforce the Laws RegulatiriFIthe Fmi.loymentof Children... (PostOn,
18G9).

6 i

liass' chusetts Laws , 18G7, chapter 285; 1873, chapter 262'; 1873,
. . ,

chap er 279\ 1874, chapter 233! 1876,'-chapter 52,: 1876, chapter 257.
1

. .. . ,
F. Eurlau of Statistics of Labor, Annual Report, 1870 (Senate ------:-----

Dociitent #12 , pp.. 135-140. See also George E. Velleill, Factor 7,.--,
ChilIren. to ort or. the Schoolini::-and Yours of Labor of Childx'en
Finplged in t ne lianufacluring and Mechanized Estibliiiimen1S of_. liassa-
chusctts (Boston,. 1615) , r. 4. This report is Senate' Documen-t-T50-
10-r 1875.

8

Wenham School Committee; Annual Reporta 18COA
9 ,... 4 .

Lawrence Si-hodl Committee, AnnualReport-1880, p. 39' assa-
chusetts Bureau of the Statistics of Labor, Annual Leport, 1883.

10
Lynn `School Committee, Annual P.eport, p. 29.

11
llassathusetts hoard of Education:, Annual F.epori 1879-80?.,

Salem School 'Con;mittee, Annual Report; ---1-8135 (Salem, 1881)* , p. 95.
12

_

These trends are discussed at_ length eaker _above.
13 -

In . '3itIon to eliminating all.children. without atleast rine
parent ,present; we also did not une the few ;:hildren whose 'fatherVs
occupation was not t-Lven. The inclusion 'of these children in our
analysis would-hrve- created statistical problems in coustructir-,
another occupational category based on so few cases.

14/
It is important to remember that the cent's schedules in1860

and 1880 did not ask the same questions about occupation- it is
almost certain that the percentages of children al-,es 11 19 1-ho are
working was-more UnderestivCated in 1860 titan in 1880 because the
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differences in the census nuestiors. (See footno':e number 1).
15

For an excellent,_wellwritten introduction to multiple
classification analysis, see Fran!. 1. Andrews, J. L. horgan, John A.
Sonquist, and Laura Llem, Uultiple Classification Analysts 2nd
'edition (Ann Arbor, 1973). Demograrhers and sociologists have long
used MCA. For example, see Otis Dudley Duncan, 'Residential Areas
and Differential Fertility, Pugenicd Quarterly, yl (1964.65), 82 89,,
and more recently, James A. Sweet, Women in the Labor Force (Feu
York, 1973). Step- wise MCA may he used Then a group of predictors is
logically prior to others; cf: Allan Schnaiberg, 'The Modernizing
Impact of Urbanization; A Causal Analysis,' Fconomic Development and
Cultural XY (Cctoher 1971) , 80-104.

For a detailed discussion of the interaction Problem, see
John A. Sonquist, Multivariate 7:odelEuilding; _Theyalidation'Of a
Search Strategy (Ann ArbOr,:1970).

For a distussion of the reactions of educators to young children
in school in the early nineteenth century, sce Dean May and Maris A.
Vinovskisj'A Ray of Eillenial Light': Farly ?'duration and Social
Reform in the Infant School Movement in Uassachusetts, 1826-184(4'
in Family anc1 Yin in American Urban Communities 1850 1940, ed. Tamara
K. FareVen (Cew York, 1970; and Chapter

18
Thr' categories employed for each eccupation are based on

Stuart lumin's classification. Ife are indebted to Professor Blumin
fcr making his classification available to us.;.Sce Stuart M. Dlumin,
'Pip Van Winkle's Grandchildren: Eerily and Fousehold in the Ui:dson
Valley, 1800-1860,': Journal of Urban FiStOry,_I (ray 1975), 293-315.
We have aggregated tbeProfessior:if and semiprofessionals because the
latter category was too small. Similarly, we have coMbined skilled
woriers, a small categOry, with the lover level white-collar workers.

The entire issue of categorizing, occupations in the nineteenth
century using census data is very complex. For a good introduction

to these issues, see Michael D. Katz The reople of Familton, West:
Family and Class in a Dineteerth Century City (Cambridge, 1976), Chap-
ters 3 and 4. See also,Stuari fIUmin, The historical Study, of ver-.
tical robility,' historical Methods ?.ewsletter2 I teptember 1968), °

1.13; Clyde Griffen, "OccupationalLbLifity in rineteeath-Century
America Problems and Possibilities,' Journal of Social Eistorya. V

(Spring .1972), 31G- 330, Michael B. Katz, 'Occupational Classification
in ristory, Journal of Interdisciplinary Tistoryi III (Summer 1972),
63 88. Theodore herShberg, et. al., Occupation and Ethnicity. in Five

Yineteenth-Century Cities: A Collaborative Inquiry, Fistorical_
Methods i!eusletter, VII (June 1974), 174-216.

_

19
Our effort to develop a work/consumption ratio-for the family
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was Greatly influenced by the use of such variables in contemporary

sociological studies., For example, see Sweet, Woinanin .the Labor

Force James U. !'organ, Five Thousand Americanjamilies:__Patterns_
of Economic rrogress (Ann Arbor, 1974), Vols. I & II.

For the numerator of the family worleiconsumption ratio we cal-

culaf:ed the number of equivalent male adult workers in the family.

Relying on very crude stimates based on various studies of wage-
'earners for the late nineteenth century, we used the following

weights!

10

11

12

:

Vale

.1

.2

.3

13 :4'

14 .5

15 .6

16 .7

<, 17 .8

18- .9

19 1.0

Female

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

1.0 .6

The weights used in the denominator of our vorkiconsUmption
index were derived after examining the consumption figures presented

by Peter lindert in his Scarcity and Fertility in America...(forthcoming).

Lindert assembled information on consumption patterns from a variety

of late-nineteenth and early twentieth century surveys of family

expenditures. The weights used *.:ire .55'for children ages 04, .65

for children aces 5-9, .75 for children ages 10-14, and 1.0 for

everyone 15 and above.
Admittedly, our weights fobothers and consumers are very

crude. Though some of these weights nay be- improved when more de-
tailed studies of nineteenth-century family budgets become available
to us, any weighting scheme which provides a set of weights distin-

guished only by sex and age for occupations-and consumption patterns

must of necessity be very crude. Uowever, we do feel that these
weights are reasonable and useful approximations that do `provide ad-

ditional data on a family's economic situation beyond I-nowing the
'occupation of the head and/or the total number of memters in that

family.
The definition of our work/consumption index is identical to that

used in Karen Itason, Paris.A. Vinovskis,-and-Tamara-Ei Pareven, "The -Parti,-

eijoiafiiiniArWornen in the Labor Force and the Life Conreo" (forthcoming

in the Journal oi.Family Pistory) . rowever, since the particular

computer program that we were using (OSIRIS) truncated the results of
computer ratios to integers, it was necessary to multiply our work/
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consumption index by 100 in order to have our'results accurate to
at least two decinaljlaces. Furthermore, since the OSIRIS tCA pro-..
gram does not allow interval independent variables, it was necessary
for us to catOorize our wort- / consumption index. As a'result,
though the work/consumption index in this paper is identical to the
one. utilized in the rason, Vinovskis,, and Haremen paper, it appears
to be slightly different since tLe programming for the wonen's work
paper did not use the OSIRIS package' and therefore did 'not have to
multiply the index by 100 or to subdiyide it into categories.

20

Our results are somewhat analogous to Pichael Katz's for
Hamilton, Ontario, in 1851 and 1861. }e discovered a discontinuity
in the negative association between school attendance and economic

status:, itwas_reversed_foryoungest-children.--Laborers,-and-
families without servants, sent the fewest youngest children to
school except in the youngest age categorieth. Schools, concluded

Katz, 'provided the mother with someplace to send young children when
she went to work." Katz, 'Uho Uent to School?' History_ of P.ducation.

Quarterly, 441-444. Katz did nct consider the possibility that there
was a shift in attitudes toward young children being educated in
Canada that might have encouraged parents in the higher status oceu-.
pations to be the first to delay sending their very young children
into 'the classroom.

lu our study, very few mothers worked and therefore, the custodial
advantages of early childhood education were not as important to

t-of-our-ropu3 ation7,--The-constraints-upon present-day-women
working if they have children are outlined in Sheet; Women in the Labor
Force, p.'113. These constraints area the psychologicalendCIaural
compulsion to care for one's own children, the lower rate of return
on work if ore must pay for child care, and th sheer inability of
some mothers to arrange child care. These factors probably operated
to some degree in the nineteenth century as Wall, but there was a
much stronger feeling that married women should not work than there
is today (resort,. Vinovskis, and Eareven, Tomen's Work')

21

rat , 'Pho Uent to School' states 'It was the poverty that
accompanied laboring status and not Catholicism or Irish birth that
did most to keep children out of school.' Troen, 'Popular Pducation
in St. Louis,' concludes that class became the most important pare-

deter.' See also. Samuel Bowles and Leitert Gintis, Schooling_

Capitalist America; Educationalj,eform and theContradietions of

Economic Life _(New York, 105).
22

Second and third generation status was determined by the sub,

ject's father if present, mother if not.
23

Eichael B. Katz, at the Michigan Conference on radical school
reform, Ann Arbor, Hichigiat, Parch 1974. For Katz's view of the other
functions of secondary education fot the middle class in mid. nine-
teenth,century Eassachusettssee hiO_The Irony of Early School Reform
(Cambridge, VasSachusetts, 1968) , pp. -9143.
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24
Ibid. Nonetheless,_ it should be emphasized that even in the

middle and upper groups the attendance rates for teenagers were not
nearly as high as modern rates for tle same groups.

24a
Andrews, Multiple Claatification Analysis. p. 48.

25 4;

For changes in the length of these transitions -from;1880 to
1970, see John Mbdell, Frank Furstenberg, and Theodore Hershberg,
!!Social.Change and-Life-Course Development in Historical Perspective;"
Journal of Family History (forthcoming).
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CHAPTER "III .

EDUCATION IN A NINETEENTH-CENTURY RURAL COMMUNITY:

THE CASE OF BOXFORD, MASSACHUSETTS

0-

>4,

-By Martha Coons_

"In speaking of Boxford, it is more natural to tell first of its

woods, ponds, and brook:., because there are so many more of them. "

So wrote George Herbert Palmer of thetiny, quiet farming community

in central Essex County in which he grew.tp. Nineteenth-century

Boxforelikwith its thick, white pine forests interspersed with ponds

and marshes, and its sandy, stony open fields, could have been the

home of the archtypical sturdy New England yeoman. Touched only

lightly by the industrial revolution,, gradually declining in size a:hd

prosperity as the glitter and promise of factories and western lands

lured its young people away, this rural town--like its educational

institutions--was how to innovate, quick to defend its peaceful, iso-

lated way of life.

-290-
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Throughbut the nineteenth century, Boxford's people remaned
-both ethnically homogeneous and widely scattered geographically.

Almost all were either native Americans or immigrants from north-

ern and western Europe. The 4.5 per cent of Boxford's population

that was foreign born in 1855 grew to 6.2 per cent by 1875 and 11.0

per cent by 1895; of these, between 86 and 96 per cent were either

British Americans or natirs bf the northern and western European

nal-Ions (see Table 1). Unlike many Massachusetts towns, Boxford

never developed enough industry to attract many members of other

immigrant groups. The great majority of her citizens were farmers.

Even when Boxford reached its peak of manufacturing development, in

1875, 48 per cent of its men were listed in the census as farmers; of

the 40 per cent listed as employees of manufacturing and mechanical

industries, most were, in fact, probably farmers who worked part-

time in shoemaking or other enterprisei, often in'their own homes.

Doctors, lawyers and ministers, too, were pant -time farmers.

Somewhat over a hundred in number, Boxford's farms were spread

over 13,500 acres, divided into a west and an east parish served by

two small town centers located aboit five miles apart (see Maps 1

and 2).2 t
Boxford's deirelopmeht over the century followed a pattern of

growth and improvement tlifOugh the 1850's, when population decline,

commercial stagnation and 'agricultural retrenchment, if not actual

depression, slowly set in. The contours of Boxford's population change

appear in Table 2. The total of 852 inhabitants in 1800 grew to 1034

. in 1855, then fell to ,86g by 1865 and 704 by 1900. One cause of this
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TABLE 1

, .
. .

.

.

...
.

.

Foreign Born Population of Boxford, 185O-1905.

,

.

,

.

1

.

,

Percent of-Foreign-Born Population- --Percent of.Total-Population-

.

British America

,
,

Northern and Western Europe All Other

I-

All Foreign Born

1855 6.52
. 84.78

-: 83.87 .

8.69

,3.22

4.45 .

43.571865. 12.90 I

1875 42.31

.

57.69 0 6.24

1885 44.05 52.38 3.57 10.00

1895 42,56--7
,

'43.75 13.75 ,

"--z---

. 11.00
.

1905 52.31

.

43.08 4.61
,

9.77

Source:
.

Foley, "A Study of the. Economic His.t#
of Three Marginal Farm Towns in Massa...

chusetts."
Massachusetts State Census 4

4

44
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TABLE 2
ea

r_2pulatIon -of Boxford 1,765-1905.

Number of People Chane Between Census Periods % Chan:e .1765 = 100

t,-,

-_ 1.765,. : 851

.

.

.. .
100.00

1790 - 1 925 +6.92 5 108.69

71800 852 -8.57 100:11

1.810 880 +3.18' ry 103.41.

1820* , 9C6 +2.87 106.46

-1830 935 +2.25 109.87

1840, .942 + .74
. _

'110.69

1.850 :'/ 982. +4,07 115.39

=__1855 1,034 , 5702- 121.50 ,

-_1860 .- 1,0201 -1.37 119.86

1865 868 -17.51.. 101.99

0 847 -2.4& 99.53

18 "f 834 =I:59-- - 98.00

"18:g 824 -1.21 96.83

1885 . 840 +1.90 98.70
._..

1.890 864
,

+2.54
_ 101.53

1895 - 727 -1.55 85,43 .

1900- ' 704 -3.27- 82.73

.1905- . '665 . -5.86 78.14,

. Source:

s' .

.

. .

3 al . -
-

, '
+et .

.

.

.
,

Foley,- "A Study of the Economic History
Marginal Farm. owds in Massachusetts."

. Massachusetts State Census

., .

. .

.
. ,

\
,
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decline was a drop in family size from an average of 4.85 persons

in 1855 to 3.91 persons in 1895- Another was outmigration, toward

the industrial centers on one hand and the wilds of Wisconsin and

Oregon on the other. 3 The years of Boxfordls.population -grcMth

coincided With the 'development of small - scale manufacturing, ori-

ginally domestic crafts, later the factory system. " the

& 1830's, Boxford had a thriving shoe industry carried on by farther-

artisans in backyard shoe shops, where they used hand tools to do
, \cutting, pegging and stitching for Haverhill and Lynnmanufacturers

_
who provided raw Materials and wages. Such rainy-da,-and whiter'

time labor produced $4,2,975 worth of shoes in Boxford in 1837, for

instance. 4 About six small. shoe factories had been erected by 1850.

However, one after another of these failed during the Civil War and

its aftermath; Boxford was not destined to become another Lynn. The

small town's only textile mill employed about fifteen -nen and women

for-the production of cotton yarn, wicking and batting for a time in the

1830's. Other manf4nturing Made use of boxford's abundant timber;

the, cotton mill had been a factory for wood bowls and trays before 1830,

.and in 1867 it was converted into a sawmill and factory for the minu
`4 io

facture of sticks for the Diamond Match Company. This plant- too,

had closed down by 1885, thokh the say/Mill survived to meet local

needs. Lumbering itself boomed between 1855 and 1875, providing

in 1865, C:25,000 board feet of white pine and oak for Essex ,shipbuild-

ers, s, the match kctory and local carpenters and wagonmakers. 5 Box-

ford wood also made fine fuel until coal furnaces became common;

according to one Boxfordian'in 1896, "coal killed this place, " aided
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by the gradual depletion of the oak stands. The development and .

decline of these industriesarl:.reflected in the tax =,altu.tion of the

townwhich-grew-from-$387,3-04 in 1845 to $631, 940 in 1865, then

fell to $569, 722 in 1880.6

Population growth and decline were closely tied not only to

manufa.:4airing but to agriculture, which also experienced a minor

boom in mid-century, levelling off after the Civil War. With the

introduction of clover, crop rotation and manuring before 1830,

productivity increased; the war brought a sudden demand for wool.

When the war ended, the wool market collapsethjust at a time when

competition from western farms was putting additional strains on

lands already experiencing sail depletion. Nevertheless, not until

the, last five years of the century dia Boxford's total acreage of cul-

tivated land drop, and, new markets opened with the coming in 1852

of the Newburyport-Danvers railroad, joined to the Boston and Maine

line seven years later. Between 1865 and 1835, milk production in

gallons rose from 40,689 to 153,517 and the value of eggs sold tripled,

partially compensating for declines in other commodities, especially

livestock. Because Boxford's farms were diversified and self-:

sufficient, they remained economically stable rather than declining

sharply before the twentieth century. They could provide an ade-

quate living for those content with moderate prosperity, but they

provided little of the opportunity for financial advancement that
.1

would attract immigratits.7

Boxford's agricultural economy and its isolated geographical

situation contributed to its citizens' localistic, even parochial
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'outlook, an outlook which shaped the development Of schooling. Within

the towns-8 boundaries, self-sufficiency and the 'difficulty of travel be-

tween distant farms presented obstacles to social intercourse. Ixcept

for church, farm families came to the town centers onlfor the rela-

tively infrequent purposes of town meetings, paying taxes, and laying

in supplies, and Boxford's two-parish layout further splintered the

scattered population. Boxford's isolation from other towns was as

great as its lack of internal cohesion, as testified 'an 1846 geography

text attributing Boxford's small size to her "retiring situation" and

inaccessibility.8 To some extent, the completion of the railroad

closed the gap betw4en the town and the outside world, as it pumped

new blood into the economy and made more frequent travel to cos-

mopolitan centers possible. Missing both town centers by over a

mile, however, the railroad ensured that Boxford would never take

a place among the state's thriving commercial or industrial towns.

Indeed, the railroad made travel away from Boxford easier while it

smothered the economic development which could have attracted

travellers toward it. Furthermore, by favoring neither town center,

. the railroad encouraged Boxfordians to continue to define themselves

as east- or west-siders, thereby contributing to their insulation. 9

Thug by the laSt quarter of the century, the central facts of

life in Boxford had become economic stagnation and cultural isola-

tion. Whether the: were advantages or disadvantages was a matter

of debate 'among Boxforiians. Some defended_their town as the best

. possible place to produce "corn, apples and domesfic,,yytues." 01

A visiting minister praised the town which "by its seclusion from

39 t
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mc.ny temptations ,its-ruralyscenery-and-its-lhdirstFlous habits, is

'peculiarly fitted for the formation of useful character."" Others-,

litte the town clerk in 1893, bemoaned Boxford's lack of progress.

"We are constantb reminded (of decline) by the deserted farms and

gaping cellars that greet our eyes as we traverse the paths", lanes

and bywayr of our town, ...What can be done to dispel from the minds

of the rising generation the thought that nothing can be accomplished

in Boxford. What can be done to stop the flight of our young people

who at the age of'21 year d or even before seize the valise and flee

to some distant city or town to seek a fortune?"12 Whether boon or

evil, Boxford's isolE tion from the social changes taking place in.

Massachusetts' industrial centers shaped the growth of her educa-

tional institutions.

In the eighteenth century, despite Massachusetts' early laws

mandating primary schools in every town, BoXford's publiC school.,

system had been slow to develop. The General Court issued a warn-

ing to the recalcitrant village in 1701, since it had yet to hire any

schoolma.ster, at that time, sixteen years after incorporation. For

many years Boxford had a moving school--one which met for only a

few weeks at a time in one neighborhOod before shifting to another- -

and in 1738, the first school was erected. Since a 1789 Massachusettz:

statute required towns to establish districts and build schoolhouses,

Boxford appropriated money to each of six districts, yet even this

edict haclhmited effect. Either the districts procrastinated in build-

ing their schoolhouses, or they neglected the task altogether. By

1799 five of the districts had erected houses, but District 3 found it

393



necessary as late as 1831 to obtain a legal opinion as to whether they

could at least take advantage of the town's appropriation of 30 pounds

for each diStrict's construction project. Meanwhile, a school'com-

mittee of between three and five men was appointed beginning in 1795.

The committee's tasks were to hire teachers, divide the money for

summer and winters, or "woman's and man's" schools, ''to obtain fuel,

to inspect classes each term, and to report to the annual town-meeting.

Operating on a budget of $400 to $500 approved routinely along With -

highway repair funding and a rule requiring the restraint of hogs, the-

school committee supervlsed the schooli until 1827,' when the di-strict

system first made inroads into the committee's central authority. That
G 0

year the town took advantage of a new Massachusetts law to vote the

appointment of a "prudential committee" of one in each district to hire

the teachers._ Gradually over the next_decade thedistriets increased

their power. By 1839 they were choosing their own prudential com-

mittees, dividing their appropriation for a woman's and 'a man's

school, and considering in annual district meetings the problems of

schoolhouse maintenance. Thus_as__Boxford _grew and ,prospered, tier

common school system evolved, increasingly deperident on very kcal'

support end interes 13 C.

At the same time that public common schooling was expanding

in Boxford, a variety of other institutions offered children educational
0

Opportunities. Next to the family, the church probably influenced the

socialization of Box:ord's youth most. There were two

tional parishes- in the town, one in the-east and one in the west; both

churches had well-established Sabbath school programs: A parish

-393
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of liberal dissenters which grew. out of a split in the first church,

partly over doctrine and partly over personal quarrels, may also have

had classes in the 1820's. Another popular source of learning in Box-

ford were the long-running singing schools, which aroused as much

excitement for their social as for their educational functions. 14,

Private schools offered more dire& competition for the public

schools. At least three were conducted during the 1830's, one a

primary class held by an unmarried wom;,n in her brother's home,'

another taught briefly by one Eveline Reynolds for about 25 young

women "to fit them for teaching." , -From about65 to 1881,
N).

.-Reverend Calvin E. Park of West Boxford held-a private school

for young men, apparently hoping to prepare them for entrance into

Andover's Philips Academy. Boxford itself had two fairly long-lived

academies. Established about 1818 and incorporated in 1828 limier

the direction of Major Jacob Peabody, a Boston merchant and Box-

ford native, the first academy had about 50 pupils and survived until

at least 1329. Students came from Boxford, Boston, Salem and other

Mssachusetts towns, as well as from New Hampshire and even Argen-

tina, to study under liberal clergymen who also _preached to the

senting parish in the academy building on Sundays. Another academy,

the J. Tyler Barker Free School, operated between 1883 and 1919 on

a private endowmel. and under the auspices of the Episcopal church.

While the Barker school, like all the other nonpublic educational

institutions, caused chagriti.among the school committees, who

' feared that it "created distinctions," catered to the rich, and

siphoned off support for the common schools, it thrived because it

ti-
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served a purpose in the community. Boxford still had no high. school

by the century's end; ambitious students were expected to use the

Barkerschool. Together with the common schools, the Barker school,

the private institutions and the Sabbath and singing schools provided

Boxford farmers and craftsmen an assortment of often ephemeral

means for instructing their children in the rudiments and inculcating

moral values. 15

By the 1830's, in any.case, the importance of common school-

ing, provided for every child at public expedse and under.lobal control,

was widely accepted in Boxford. The "little red schoolhouse" was.now

firmly established as a necessary part of .community life. What\then

was it like to go to one of Bo)..ford's district schools? examination

of the experience o: a typical young Bo)dordian, whom we shall call
-

Jane, five years old in 1860 but not dissimilar to school children

throughout the century, will help illuminate the reality of educatiotrin

nineteenth century rural Massachusetts. -

""i"
Between 1860 and 1869, Jane walked about two miles each day

to her District 5 school, which -was not little and red, but little and a

grayish, peeling white. Jane sat oil a hard bench with a straight back

well carved with.childish obscenities. In winter; she sweltered near

the wood stove or Shivered- in the drafty corners, while summer

found her eager to escape into the fresh air and sunshine from the

dark, airless schoolroom. Noon hours and recess-periods gave her

a chance to run about the. road and in a nearby marshy area. with

classmates,; and to use the.rhalodorous

Jane, had about,thirty mils in her classroom; usually three

A
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to six of the cl.:.ss were absent. These students ranged in age.from

four to sixteen and so included a few just beginning to learn the alpha-

Let and others ready-for advanced high school level work. Jane's daily

routine included oral drill in spelling and reading, lengthy arithmetic,

problems and multiplication tables repeated aloud, arithmetic, pen-

manship and grammar exercises written on.her slate,. and work in

texts in geography, history and reading. Since her teacher was

occupied much of the time drilliag pupils of other ages, Jane often

found' herself a class of one, 'responsible for her own progress.: In

"some cases this was necessary anyway because her textbook was the

. only one of that edition in the classroom, while in other cases the

scarcity and diversity of texts among the students compelled her to

share her copy with "classes!! of two or three classmates. Jane found
4

the memorization of long, unfamiliar spelling words and of seemingly

obscure facts about faraway places dry enough that she cared little

whether she had the right textbook or not. The whispered,_ giggly

messages from seatmates seemed more' inspirational. For part of

each day, however, Jane escaped into the cubicle in the back of the

schoolhouse; theoretically a supply closet but, in fact, used by older,

advanced students for_ individual aid to the younger pupils. Two or

'three of these students were themselves engaged in studying algebra,

philosi.-phy, and botany, hoping to pass the entrance examination to the

high school in Danvers or North Andover. 16

For the first four years of her schooling, Jane had a female

teacher in the .summer and a male teacher' in the winter. Not until

1864 did a woman teach her school for a full year,: and then the
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procession'of single term teachers resumed. For the first few weeks

of each term, Jane always repeated aclarge portion of what she had.

completed the previous term; partly because she had forgotten much'

of it over`the long vacation, and partly because her teacher had not yet

determined just where Jane stood in each of her Subjests.: Some terms,

Jane never did get to know the teacher well, for he or she was skilled,

at dealings only with either the most advanced or the younger pupils,

neglecting the .other group. Teachers varied in other ways, too; some

were flippant, others dour, and some were much-stricter disciplinar
.

ians,thIn others. Jane always *heard from her teachers how important

it was that she sit quietly and study, never squirming, whispering or

leaving her seat unnecessarily. Some, however, enforced those edicts
.

.

with free use of the rod on unruly'children,.while others-maintained
. .

order simply by firm words and .serene smiles, and with still others .3---i
. -.

.
---.1

in charge, no amount of punishment could .keaP the classrobm from the

brink-of chaos.
: . . -

Past this succession ,of teachers.and textbooks, surrimereand
-

winters-iheDistrict 5 school, Janel)rdgressed until she reached

age fifteen. Th a t year she and-her parents dzcided she should stay

n join, some younger brothers of her friends who
..

at home rather th

were going on to hi h school, since, several needed care and their
:

expenses were putting a strain on the budget. Marriage to a young

neighbor followed, and soon her own children went on to attend
. ,-

District 5 sch ols and to go through an expezience very similar to

that of their mothe
Nf',

What did i3oxfor, , arents, school commits and teachers
':

y
402
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hope to adcorripli-sh-bysending- their- children thr ough this daily_

regimen ? What philosophy underlay Janes experience? Parent
.

and teacher ideas are difficult to determine, but the school corn-

mittees had the opportunity each year to set out in writing what they

believed 'common schooling should do for a child. They described two
o

major purposes. First, schools should teach children basic skills

'Which would make them useful citizens in adulthood.

We believe that the terms of schooling now enjoyed in
each district are of sufficient length to enable scholars
to obtain their knowledge of those branches that will be
of most practical use to them inafter life. Is it, for
example, too much to expect with our present advantages
of education, that the scholars in town generally should
become goc.1 readers and spellers, that they attain to a
thorough knowledge of mental and written arithmetic,
that they be able to speak and write the English language
correctly, that they possess themselves with a good
general knowledge of geography and history, and that
their handwriting be easy, plain and dist.inct?17

It is very imports.nt that all should be able to read
understandingly, ,and spell correctly, after leaving
school the young must depend mainly upon their own
yeading, for general information of what is going on
araind them, and unless they become tolerable read-
ers akt,..school, they rarely if ever acquire a love of
reading afterward. 18 -

J

Second, they should discinline chilcireninculcating a love of order.
.

Boxford schoolmen did not Aten explicitly describe the relationship

between schoolroom order and the kind of orderly society which they

found desirable. Their own community was homogeneous enough and

sufficiently isolated from disruptions accorripa ,ing industrialization

that they did not see the schools as protection from prevailing vice

and depravity. Rather, they had a simple, straightforward concept of

school discipline necessary under the Biblical injunction to "train up



a child in the way he should gob. " The welldisciplined child would
.

become a respectable member of society. p

Order in school is of the first and of the greatest'
importance. Here are the materials, that will soon
form an active and influential part of the community.

= Just as the twig-is bent, the tree_is inclined. If the
members of the schools are well-trained in good
order, they will likely to be in after life the pro -'
moters, supporters and 'defender's of good- order. in
the community and in the country, but if pupils in-
school are nottrained to the observance of. order
there, or elsewhere, they will be- likelTto 'become
disorderly members of society, and may be foUrict
very, likely, if-they shOUld have the opportunity,
working for the-overthrow of good *order ,41.13 good"
government in the land. Train up a child in the way
he shouldgo.and he will probably purrscue that way'
through life. 19.

The schools could steer the community toward Christian perfection.

The civilization of the age is owing entirely to the
progresb of mental and moral culture arliong the people;'
and thepeople is civilized and_ enlightened.- in propor--
tion as they appreciate and improve, the advantages_
they, may possess for training both the mental and the -

moral faculties of their nature. The-former surely
should not be impoved at the expense Of the latter.'
Where the mental nature is developed te-excess and
at the sacrifice -of the moral,' we may,have an-age.of
reason; bUt not one of vision 20

Whatever differences of opinion in religious matters
may exist in the community, all will concur in this;
that children, should, be taught.morality...Moral
influence is, or should be, the principal element

-
-in

.

the government of -a. School. 21

Of course, the immediate and obvious reason-for making children

behave in-the" ae"Foom was that disOrder prevented ,stUdents,,from

studying.

Disoider in,, school tends to prevent active and *
'continued effort in study on the part of the puiiils)

, A ptipil Who is engaged in school in making a
noiSt, or iri4lisorderly conduct, is not studying.
These ants lead-others to do the same. This evil:f'?

t,-
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work goes on through the day.... it makes a vast
difference in the work of a term. This evil may
go so far as to make a school worse than useless.22

These aspirations-.;:to --,create-an_environment in vhich students
.could learn practical skills and learn to behave in a socially.

manner--were so simple that they were never seriously questioned.

They were so widely embraced that t1Teziiiiiis foir lettaining them darn-

ed unanimous endorsement among school authorities, who -seemed

unaware that Unbending rules governirig personal behavior, combined

with a curriculum of rote memorization and routine progress through

textbooks, might stifle a child's creativity while leaving him or her
0

ill - prepared for the problems of adult life. Boxford schoolmen were

not consciously forcing their children to conform to the norms 'of the

community. T4y simply never considered how institutions amain a
.

-, . , . ,.
dynamic independent of real goals, how schoolroom disdipline could

become an end in itself, a force for conservatism rather than growth.

Boxford educators-thus aspired to achieve "perfect order" in
fthe classrooms. Children should obey their teacner unhesitatingly.

See this principle illudtrated in military
and especially on board ship. So, in a Ineasure, are
children under authority; they are to be trained, dis-

. eiplined, fitted for citizenship-rand:this is best
accomplished by requiring from than willing sub-

.,. . mission to rules and to authority... We haire read of,
a" sturdy -016-British- captain who knocked a. man
overboard for disObedience and then roared .out, just

his frigate was going to pieces--"Hearken my'
o lads; while a single plank, while even "a' toothpick

from this frigate floats, 1 command and will be
obeyed." "To obey is better than sacrifice " -- better
than anything else -that can be given--and to train
children to obey is to give them an education, which
will be, of permanent advantage'to them.23

They should sit still in their seats, and, above all, they should be

quiet.
-

-
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Among the various elii-nenta_of disorder; we believe
there is none more fraught with -mischief, more
generally prevalent and more difficult to suppress
than the practice of -.vhispering. Your committee
believe that they have,never- known a school to. make
good improvement where this practice was 'allowed.
No scholar can pursue his studiv to any advantage,
with a continual buzzing in his ears... But the mere
noise of whispering, bad as it is, is far froM being
the only evil with which it is attended... Through
this practice, every-idea, impure thought originating

a single scholar, is easily propagated, till it -
become s mon throughout the sshools.24

If possible, Boxford wanted to achieve this "perfect order and

stillness":through the moral example of the teacher, rather than through

r

'corporal punishment. .
His address and 'manners should be pleasing, and such
as parents would wish to present as models to their's.
children, for so great isthe power of_imitation, and
so early does it develop itself; that the-.young will
insensibly imitate, more or less, those to whom their
instruction is committed. Above all their moral
-character should'be such that their influence shall be
always salutory.25

The-teacher 'should be a man of correct moral habits,
for if he labOis faithfully for die improvement of his
pupils... (he can) Instill:into their minds a sacred
regard for truth and uprightness; and a love for
whatever is of a virtuous and ennobling charicter.
And on the other hand, to discourage and frown upon
idleness, alsehood, and whatever of a vicious, and
debasing nature is brought to hi.i; notice:26

Teachers who relied too Much on "moral suasion, " however, were

reprimanded and encouraged to use the rod more freely. Few

schoolmen took seriously,the notion that schoolroom order -could
. .

long be maintained without the use or at least the threat of /Anus

.ment2for misdeeds . ,....
.

.

The practical necessity for corporal.punishment was only one

way in which the high aspiration which -schoolmen professed for the

ti
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district schools were subverted. "Progress" and "good order"

remained elusive, for not all ./)oxfordians' shared the school corn-

rnsitteest via/on of the, schooLas the bulwark of the. community.

Rather, the moral parents 4nd taxpayerg were often in conflict with

the'schoolmen, supporting the general notion of public education, but ,

.. . .
, .

preferring that the school take a much less pro inent place in the life
., ., , .. .

of each child and Of the' community.- .

for one thing, parents and cheren resisted the educators'
I

,

efforts to enforce universal enrollment and attendance in he town.

Throughout the century, a persistent core of school -age children

remained unenrolled. Summer enrollment in the public schoOls for

children .ages 4-16 varied between 73e6 per cent and 86.3 per cent

between 1839 and 1869; vnater enrollments were between 71.4 per cent

and 95. 9 per cent,' averaging 84.1 per cent. .Attendance ,ran up to

17.6 per cent lower than enrqllinents in winter, when families fOund

travel across snow-:covered countryside difficult, and between 14.3

per cent and 2,3.2 per cent lower in summer, when many parents

encouraged pupils to stay home '`to work on the farm, 2`7 Tha school

comMittee found this practice "pernicions". 28 It certainly made it
1 \-.

difficult for a pupiLto progress through his -lessons: .

If scholars are absent from school fox two or three .
days they lose the recitations, and too frequently,
the studies which their classes. have been over-dur-
ing that.time., This is no slight loss', ap-on'their
return they may very ikely find that some important
subject has been pass d over during their absence

... with which they are not familiar, and in consequence
are unable to proceed with their classes in what they
are xiok doing. 29

-4
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It also "caused a disturbance in class, perplexing the teacher, " and

destroying schoolromo4der.30 Moreover, irregular attendance

wasted taxpayers' money:

It appears, then, that only 89 out of 165 scholars make
the average daily attendance in all the schools. Each of
these 89 costs the town more thanj23. But we have
provision made for t'e entire number and could as well
receive daily 105 int., school. If 4/5 of the. children
came to schooland Why should they not? --the cost of
each would then be nearly 16--a liberal appropriation
for & town like our s. 31

As early as 1844, the town meeting directed the school -
committee to "inquire into and ascertain the cause of She habitual

absence of children from\..kchool \VFW are rd suitable age to attend

the same, "32 but nothing formal was done until 1864, when a Massa-

chusetts law required the election of three truant officers. In Box-
. , 1. .,

ford the school committee shared with the parents an unwillingness

to take legal action against tr4ancy. One reason for this reluctance

Was that the - juvenile delinquency problein'in the isolated, homo-

genous town was not nearly as threatening to social order as in an

industrial town like Lowell or Lawrence. Truants in the farm village
. .

selmed more like ranibunctigus innocents than budding criminals

and drunkards. Second, despite the schoplmen's desire to increase

the proportion of a\2hildls time spent inschool, they agreed with,
. .

parents the..,, the home, not the school, was still primarily respon-,
-.

sible for a child's upbringing. "God places children upon these

entrance into life, not in schools, but in families; he E...ts imposed,.

the responsibility in regard to the training they may receive, not

uporrteachers, but upon parents. "13 Thus while the law provided.
.

that truants be prolecuted and pla-ced liythe court in foster homes
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or reformatories, Boxfordts truant officers went no further than to

call on a truant's parents and extract from them a promise of more

diligence. This met became a town bylaw in 1880, and in 1888,

the school committee noted that "a town like this can hardly be

expected to employ officers to be on the road every day to see that

all the children were in school. "34 It was a parent's job to raise a

child in proper habits, calculated to guarantee his own successful

future and the peace and order`of the institutions of which he was a

part.

Besides rejecting the schoolmen's view of attendance,
. .

Boxford parents resisted conimittee attepipts to upgrade rundown

school buildings and st4ndardize textbooks. The 1843 f(chool coni:-

mittee Complained that most,districtst btildings were "dark, dirty

and inconvenient" with "peeling clat t'oard" and bad ventilation. Blarn-.
I

ing the problem of "noisy,. restless children" in part upon the hard,

highbacked benches on which they Were compelled to sit, the com-
i,"

mittee pleaded annually that the districts spend the money to repair

their buildings an&aad appropriate furnishings and' apparatus, or

better yet, build new schooltliouses. 35 Sanitary conditions were
.

equally-bad; in 1883, the committee reported that "all outbuildings

were found extremely filthy, " the source of scarletina and diptheria.

In-that year all the prides were rephired, and for the first time,

limed., For the pare ,f. taxpayers who attended district meetings,

expensive facilities simply did not command a high pri.Ority. Dis-
.

trict 7, f- or instance, spent three meetings in 1843 debating 'whether

or notb add an Outhouse, ultimately appi-oving "only such a buildi4

41. 0
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as the committee in charge7 thinks absolutely necessary."36

The schoolbooks which pupils u3ed were equally inadequate

in the eyes of the school committee. Although the committee sug-

gested in its first report to the town meeting, in 1796, that the town

buy schoolbooks for everyone, the commumty followed the traditional,

practice of letting parents provide their own schoolbooks. 37 As a

result, a multiplicity of texts and editions appeared in each school;

additionally, some pupils always lacked any text at all in some, sub-

jects. As two or three, pupils with the same primer or sharing one

speller clustered together, an informal pattern of grading grew up.

As in the case of schoolhouse conditions, the school com-

mittee's dire warnings were heeded slowly if at all. The districts

had the power to obtain uniform books if they so chose, but they passed

the responsibility on to individual parents and teachers. The school

committee did make an effort to make textbooks more uniform. In

1838, they compiled a list of approved texts, probably drawn from the

State Board of Education's recommendations, from which all texts

were to be chosen, whether bought by parents, teachers, or districts.

But in 1845 the committee had to plead with the town meeting to make

the list mandatory, so weak was the committee's ability to enforce

the recommendations, which had been largely ignored. Teachers

often had their own textbook preferences, while parents found it con-

venient and inexpensive to pass textbooks used by older cousins or

siblings down to younger children. Gradual improvement was made,

but by the century's end, the committee still worried about the var-

iety of texts used.38: J
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t-rther barrier preventing Boxford's schools from achieving

their ideals of teaching skills, discipline and morality was the short-
Tf

age of teachers who met their specifications. It was clear that the

success of a one-room iclidol depended on the teacher in charge, so

the teacher had to have certain qualities suited to accomplishing the
, ---

schools' purposes:He-.should be well-versed in the subject matter

which he was to teach, but "t9 be well acquainted with All the'branches
_

taught in our schools does not of itself make a competent teacher."
.

He must be "irreproachable in morals, of a genial disposition,_"

able to demonstrate and teach "modesty, deportment, reverence

for all that is good and pure, obedience, morality and propriety."

Most important, "the teacher is succeeding or otherwise, the school

is a good one or not, according to the discipline maintained." Unfor-

tunately, it was difficult to judge which applicants for a teaching posi-

tion were "apt as well as qualified, " and certainly few enough actually

proved blessed with all the desired qualities. 39

Boxford's school committee fretted about its teaching staff

for a number of reasons. First, they mistrusted the informal

means by which teachers were hired. Early in the century, the

town meeting had del,,-,ated \to the district prudential committees

the responsibility for examining and certifying teachers, but the

prudential committees were often ill-educated and. in the_town_
school committee's view, uninformed about the workings of schools.

The prudential committees Commonly relied on personal acquai

ance or the recommendation of respect -neigh or-b-7-siar'orrrier

teacher wou d-se. Imes recommend a roommate or a sibling.

412
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Examinations were cursory and could not, in any case, measure a

teacher's ability to govern a large class. Sometimes a teacher was

hired entirely by mail, a certificate being promised upon'the school-

master's arrival in town. 40

Thesehiring practices ensured that most teachers were young

and inexperienced. Not until 1850 did any teacher stay both summer

and winter terms. While some returned consecutive summers or

winters, 70 per cent of all teachers hired in Boxford between 1841 and

1865 stayed only one term. The average nineteenth century Boxford

female teacher taught 2.64 consecutive terms; for men,..the average

was only 1.01. The average number of nonconsecutive terms taught

was 3.31 for women, 1.33 for men. In 1859, Harriet Pearl and Marl

Adams set records by staying to teach four and five conseCutive terms

respectively. Around 1880, the first career teachers appeared, the

most durable staying as long as eight to ten years. 41 Of course,

many beginning teachers proved ,incompetent and unsuited to teach-

ing, and this led to frequent terminations, either at the option of

the prudential committee or beCause the teacher grew frustrated and

did not reapply. Others, who were better-teachers, chose t2 move on
---

to larger, better paying schools, especially as Boxford's school age

population continued to shrink at the sam _time-thatother school Sys-

tems we xparicling. Still ether teachers married or went into other

occupations.

Two practices discouraging to careerism persisted almost

to the century:s end. The first was the hiring of male college

students for the winter term; theology and law students took
. . 4 1

413
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advantage of flexible rules at Dartmouth and Harvard granting leaves
....

or even credit for a few weeks' teaching in the country. Boxford's

early schools had the benefit of such highly educated teachers as

Eugene Clark, founder of Christian Endeavor, future governor

Samuel McCall, and Margaret Fuller's fathereach'for only one

term. 42 The second was the employment of women for summer

terms only. According to the Aractrice adopted annually in all the

districts, one-third (sometimes one-half) of the school fund was

appropriated for a summer term nine to fifteen weeks, for which'

a woman was hired. The rest of the money went for the winter terms

of two to four weeks less, taught by a man. 43 t
High teacher turnover, then, was closely related to the

districts' desire to save money. No teacher could support a family

on the low salaries, at least not at a standard of living equal to that

possible with other jobs. Talented, intelligent people were unlikely

to chooee teaching over more lucrative jobs; there were

those who... engage in the important office of teacher
for no higher motive than to get their
more easily than they canty) ixianualriabor... This
heatless teacher7q-itirhli school, flushed with feel-

- congratulation, that he has succeeded
in pocketing the hireling's reward. 44

and "upstarts...who were a disgrace

F.A-/ho7 usurped the place of those who

fied for thei business. "45

to the teaciibr's profession,

were more thormghly quail-

The fact that ,omen could be hired much more cheaply than.
men, however, made the problem seem more complex, at least to

the town school committee. Could qualified women not be hired year

around, and the money saved be used for raising salaries

414
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overall? Or were female teachers just another variety of the

second-rate teacher who plagued the schools, poorly educated and

incapable of governing a boistrous class of thirty or forty?

Boxford's schoolmen were aware of feminization going on in:

other towns; and, in 1851, they kept a woman on for the winter term

for the first time. In 1857 four of the seven districts hired a woman

for the Winter, although not necessarily the same one who had taught,
the previous summer. nowever, by 1860 the 'practice had once again

fallen into disfavor. The school committee and the district meetings,

which in some cases hadaccepted a prudential comMittee's 'choice of

a female teacher only reluctantly, after having first instructed the

prudential committee to hire a man, decided that the money saved,by

hiring women was not worth the loss in classroom order. As the

school committee wrote in 1857, :.-

Our winter schools have been less prosperous, and
why? Whatever may have.been our_o-;vn opinion here-
tofore.with_regard-toth-etitility of employing. females
cri-f-eiariour winter schools, and of their ability to vie

successfully with male teachers, it, is our. strong ,

conviction that however well the plan may seem to
succeed in other towns for us, it is not practicable .

...we do not believe that a body of per sonsirtore
faithful, and More devoted-to duty lives- amongst us.
But we believe that the amount of labor, both mental
and physical, n cessarily required to teach and govern,
our winter schools, unclassed as they are; is greater
than is capable of being performed by them, except in ,.
very rare instances.41)

_ . .

Women seemed to lack the strength to handle the older boys who

were at work on the farms in summer, as well as the "understand-

ing of all the detail and minutiae of the first principles, which com-

prise nearly all that is taught in our schools. "7
. :.1. . .:,

415
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Over the, next several years, however, Boxford's school

committee and district committees became convinced of the logic

in employing women (see Table 3). Increasing numb_ers, of women,

some high school or even normal school graduates, proved willing

to teach at low salaries. The financial advantage to the districts was

clear. In 1845, I:oxford paid its female teachers, on the average,

41 per cent of the wage men received; while the town gradually

lessened this inequity, it still paid women only 86 per cent of the

male wage in 1880.48 At the same time, Boxford's female teachers

proved*themselves competent. More and more women were hired,

and in 1878, for the first time, all the schools were taught year

around by women. The 1875 School Committee pronounced that

"The experiment of substituting female teachers in the winter has

succeeded beyond our most sanguine expectations. "49 Feminization
r

pleased the school committee, with their concern for pedagogy and

progress, while seeming to provide a good supply of the kind of

teachers the tol.vnr.ipeople liked malleable to their wishes, not over-

-educated or "high=falutint," and cheap.

Thus, as Boxford's schoolmen tried to strengthen their school

system and attain deir lofty pedagogical ideals, they met with a

resistance from parents and taxpayers which perpetuated the realities

of irregular attendance, minimal physical facilities, and unprofes-

sional teachers. In part, Boxford's marginal economic situation

reinforced parental conservatism and exacerbated the school

committee's problems, especially late in the&entury. Even during

the prosperous years before the Civil War, money to buy textbooks



TABLE 3
.

Feminization of Boxford's Public School Teaching Force, 1840-1880

Total Number
of Teacheri

Percent Female
Teachers

Average Monthly
Weges-Male

Average Monthly.
Wages-Female

Percent Female Salary
is of Male

:840 12 58.3 $26.66 $11.00 \41.26

845 14 50.0 24.43 10.00 40.9

50 14 64.3 29.60 15.25 51.52

255 15 66.7 32,11 16.67 51.91

S66 14 57.1 32.87 19.16 "58.29

1865 14 71.4 38.37 20.30 52.9

.870. 13 61.5 50.20 27.00 -53.8

L875 9 77.8 52.00 35.00 67.3

L280 77.8 36.00 31.00 86.1

Source: Massachusetts State BOard of Education
Annual Reports

41
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or to'hire better' teachers waa scarce. Boxford's farmers, barely

self-sufficient; had little cash and were unwilling to ,spend, what they

had on higher schpol taXes. The lumber and 'manufacturing;businesses

whose higher-tax asse's sments enriched the town in midcentury dolled

one by one. Meanwhile, decreases in population, especially sharp

in the_childbearing age groups, Caused class sizes to drop rapidly in

the last three de.cades of the century. In 1845 the average class size

in each of the seven districts of 29.0 in summer and 32.0 in winter;

in 1870 it had dropped to 23.2 and 28.0, although_there was one leas
/

-district by then. In 1879, one school had only ten enrolled scholars. 50

The small school-age population wasted money, as costs for teachers,
a

fuel and repairs remained steady while they served fewer pupils.

blasses were so tiny as to render pedagogical planning useless;,

good- teachers, unwilling to take on such a dreary task for so little

pay, preferred job's in larger .schoold.

Economic decline, however, was not alone responsible for

Boxford's contentment with relatively casual school systein. In fact,

the town's per, pupil expenditures continued to rise from 1845Lto 1880,

even when the property valuation was falling after 187P (see T able 4).

Boxford continued to compare favorably with Essex County towns of

similar size, 'spending somewhat more than the average for these

towns even during the years of economic decline. Rather'? Boxford's

schools remained aloof from the pedagogical advances andinstitu-;

tional development which the followeis of Horace Mann advocated,

and whfch larger school systems were adopting, for ario,her -reason.....
. T'

The people of Boxford preferred a system which would closely reflect

419
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=I; their erY -scatfer ed,--foCatiied -geogra.jhfcaI -coriitritiriitir-

eiran-izatiOn: 'Clinging fo traditional. lira.y BOxfordiani resisted

zany ikiovationswhich mighttransfer-some of their control over

'their children's Scholing tO their neighhOrSOn the other side of

..7town, let alone the State Board or Education.

-For nineteenth-century Bozford, geographical isolation was

not a figment of nostalgic imagination; but a fact of life. -Rarely did a

:farmer travel to a distant town; The railroad made trade possible,

' but:1t alone-did no-not revolutionize traditional Patterns:of local corn-.

, inerce and agricultural selfsufficiency. Its out-of-the-way route

had deprived either town center of the expansion which major railroad

stOppingpoints experienced, and a Boxfordian would have little reason.

tO travel from one parish- tp the other. A woman who had grown upin

West BoxfOrd in the 1890's related in. 1975 that she had siMply.never

gone. to the east parish and thus was no authority on what had.happen-

1--;"):-ed there.-1-

The effect of this isolation on education may be typified by

the problem of schOolhouse location. Small as the school districts
.

- were in.cOm-parfson to other governmental units, whenever a new

' building was to be built, their inhabitants invariably 'spent several

meetings wrangling over what location would most cIose1yapproci-

4 Mate equidistance from each homestead. trequently, it was this

concern Wiih making the school accessible to its constituents which

.écounted for the unfortunite-Schoolhou.se settings which so dis7

"fiessid the iw-ampsi'OPrnrields and

iie `&;(511Si--O;ads-;

- -
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Pro ert Valuation and Per Pu.il .enditures -..Boxford and 'Essex County

-1845-1880

All Mass.
° Towns

387,304.00

538,288.67

A..r.riition-Per PU
All Essex County -All Maas: - -_ except

Towns toOts_pCpulition 01000-8thifOrd 8th:ford

$ 2.54 $2 14 $ 2.2

3.03 2,.84 3.53

538,288.67 . 6.42

631,942.00 7.37i.

631,942.00 11:62

019k645:00

'1880 569,722.00 13.56

12,33 , 9.94 1006'.

1.18

Source: Massachusetts State Board, of Education' Annual Reports

21 422
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This localistic outlook helped accounted for parental reluctance

to upgrade their district schools to meet the standards of the school

committees. Irregular attendance, for instance, reflected their

unwillingness fully to surrender their children to the control of

ou'e-sider They wantedthe freedom to send their children to

classes :s the spirit moved them. Accustomed to having the

children around the farm, doing chores or caring for younger

siblings when tir...essary, farm parents felt that sending the young-

sters to school, might seriously disrupt t..e routine on the farm, just

as the teachers and school committee perceived frequent absence as

disruptive of schoolroom order. Hence too the districts' reluctance

to lengthen the terms or abandon the traditional summer and Winter

term schedule, which was widely losing favor in the cities.. The

short terms which revailed before 1870 were highly compatible,

with farm routine; planting and harvesting times were vacation times,
o

freeing children to the supervision of ti-1.4.11. parents, who needed their

Furthermore, parents ward final responsibility for

,their oWn children. They firmly resisted attempts

by the school committee and the state to professionalize the teadh-
.. i

ers,for by setting uniform certification standards and making itc.Irre

difficult to hire and fire a teacher at the district's will, the sphoolrnen

were depriving parents ol their traditional primary rule in ehila rear-
,

ing. Real. dietrust of the teachers Caused parents to complain to the

school committee and even to withdraw their child from school when

they believed that a teacher had unfairly or too severely, punished him
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or her. For instance, Sarah Gould, teaching for the first time in

1852, encountered "prejudice" from parents who had her called before

the school committee. The committee gave her a second chance, but

thee class had dwindled to only a few pupils by the term's end. In. 1864,

District 2 accepted the report of its prudential committee only after

striking th last clause, in which the committee had dedcribed the

last woman hire- as a "model teacher." The parents also,passed

this resolution:

Resolved, that the expulsion of scho.1-child from
schools is unwise and unjust, wh aver they can re-
main with benefit to themselves and without injury to
others. Resolved, that we relieve the committee and
teacher have exercised undue authority in exacting
that whiclris unnecessary and uncalled for, and have
thereby shown themselves unfit for the situations they
hold.

Some parents even sued. schoolmaster Henry Lewis for punishing-a

pupil too harshly in 1.72. 52

Of course, as the school committee regul 'rly pointed out,

parents who relied on their children for infOrination regarding

incidents of discipline in the classrOom were not hearing bdth sides

of the story. Since parents rarely visited the schools, their only

impression of the teacher's abilitis derived from tales carried by

an outraged, prejudiced pupil. More over, the less support parents

gave the teacher as.he or she tried to discipline the unruly, the more

the teacher's ability to govern deteriorated. But niieteenth century

Boxi:ordians, convinced that parents knew best now to raise their

children; gave no teacher the benefit of the doubt.

111-assorted textbooks, too, resulted kagely frorn'th.)

decerxtrali4p.tion v ....eh the tokvnspeople so valued. Attempts by
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-Horace Mann a- .is successors and by the. Boxford school committee

to approve and lardii-eall-t-ext-s-failed_y_e_ar after year. Par_en

wanted immediate control over what subject matter their children -

were taught, especially since giving Jane or John an older edition

obtained from kin or neighbors was a very inexpensive solution.

Were the school committee to buy enough up-to-date textbooks for

all the pupils, a large Capital outlay would be requIred, and at the

same time a- ct "erable chunk of power would be taken away from

the parents.

Thus' becau, the one-room schoolhouse, with its irregular

attendance patterns, its poorly standardized textbooks, and its unpro-
.-

tessional teachers responsive to part.ntal whims, closely fit their life-
,

style, Boxford farm families resisted educational innovation. The

underpinning for- the one-room school was, of course, the district

system, the structure most closely adapted to a widely scattered,

locally oriented population. To 'state-level.reforrner s and the Box -

ford schoolmen who read the annual state reports, however, the

district system se'.med inefficient, pedagogically unsound and

generally antiquated. The consolidation of district schools, then,

was an issue that provoked continuing tension between progressive

sehoolnien and a satisfied populace well into the twentieth Century,

providing a focus for conflicts accompanying social change.

In .1839 the Boxford town meeting had given the districts full.

power. to choose their own prudential committee, te,hire a teachei,
.

to divide their appropriation for summer and winter twns, and to

maintain the schoolhouse. Just four.years later 43, in 1843, the town
bre
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school, committee first urged consolidation of the districts under town

auspices. The town could get more for its money, the committee

pointed out, if it hired three teachers with schools of 40 pupils rather

thari six teachers for schools of twenty. A proposition to establish a

"centre" district, to which pupils of all grades would be transported

*at public expense, was ddeated in 1845, and defeated a third time

despite a euphemistic-- rechristening of the "village" district. 53

In 1864 the school committee bemoaned the citizens'

recalcitranCe:

We believe that a defective system exerts an
injurious influence on our schools. But so
firmly are the larger part of our citizens attached
to this system, so fully are they persuaded that
centralized power is dangerous--that the town
ought not to he entrusted with the entire care of
the Schools, (although its officers preside in every
other department) that the reserved right of choos-
ing an agent to have the care of the School houses,
and to employ the Teachers of the children, is a
privilege of vital importance, not lightly to be
relinquished - that we de not with inucl: hope look
for better things. Yet this has been costly mis-
take, which has done. more to retard the progress
of an enlightened and enlarged system of irstructIon,
than any and all,other causes combined. 54

By reducing the number of schools to two or three, the committee

argued, the town could hire better teachers, ending high turnov r,

as well as more fairly distributing fluids which were now-shared

equally by large and small schools. Moreover, the schools could

be graded, and "the teacher could find more tix..te to dwell on the

different topics at each recitation." Little chastised, the towns-

people proceeded to deft .1.t proposals to abolish the districts

1866 and h.! March of 1 :69. In April of that year, however,
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threatened with loss of its $75 state fund appropriation under the new

law mandating abolition of districts, Boxford voted in town meeting

to accept its fate. Once having made the conversion, _Boxford stood

by its decision, defeating 43 to X63 an .1872 motion that the town take .

advantage'of its newly-legal option of re-establishing districts by a.

2/3 v ..e. They even approved the lengthening of the school year_to

include three terms, and the consolidation of the tiny third and fourth:

district school'8.55

Boxford accepted less gracefully more extensive plans for

consolidation.. In 1897 and 1898, Districts 1 and 2, and 5 and 6, were

consolidated and transportation provided for pupils in the districts

inconvenienced. When parents protested that their farms would. drop

in value unless a school were nearby, and that transporting children
-

so far would cause them moral and physical harm, 'schools in Dis-

tricts 5 and 1 were re-opened in 1899. A serious challenge to tra-

ditional localism arose in 1901, when Boxford agreed to join Reading,

Middleton and Topsfield in a union district under the superintendence

of Melville A. Stone of Reading. Stone was sympathetic to the prob-

lems of widely_ scattered, farmesrs; nevertheless he was certain

Boxford would accept new ways:

The old country schools of a generation ago did good
work...but -lila ny Obtaiiie-d, in that way,
a good education. and have in fair measure kept up
to the times, are very well aware that the world
moves, that progress is being made, in methods of
education as well as in other things and are ready;
to endorse the modern methods. DO

Stone opened a central grammar school in the town hall of the

east parish, arguing that as soon as possible a new building with a
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playground should be built to house a primary school as well, At the

annual union district meeting of -1903, "much dissatisfaction" arose

over Superintendent Stone's progressive ideas- Boxford and Middle-

ton, lobbying for a new superintendent, could not agree with'Reading

and Topsfield and so withdrew from the: union. Boxford closed its

grammar school immediately and begun looking for some smaller

towns who might be willing to hire a less radical superintendent. ln

1905 J. G. Morrell was appointed for the job. 57 Boxford was not rid

of the issue of consolidation. In 1906, two of the east parishes three

ungraded schools which by this time had less titan 50 pupils alto-

gether, were again joined under, one teacher for the lower and one

for the upper grades. Merrill, however, was more sympathetic

than Stone to the idea of local control:

I do not wish to complain about the present condition
of your school system. If it is satisfactory to the
committee and to the citizens and you should wish for
no change, I will do the best I can to gratify your
desire. But if you are willing to try a change for
the purpose of getting something better,- you must
not complain and criticize until the changes have
had time to work out the natural results. 58

Boxforck's locally-oriented farmers took their firmest stance

on consolidation and grading of the one-room schools but they also

resisted other innovations in the name of local control. The ques-

tion of establishing a high school was an example. B,,s- the 1880's,

it, had become evident that some pupils were now stnying in school

long enough to take up studies at a high school level and that Box-

ford's common school teachers had neither the expertise nor the

time to handle these pupils along with a roomful of smaller children.

Ambitious older pupils tried doing algebra, bookkeeping, ancient
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history and Latin on their own; and one dedicated teacher held classes-

in French'outside school hours, Other pupils entered the Barker Free.

School in West Boxford, which admitted children as young as age 12

and was under sectarian control. A third alternative was to travel

to a high school in another town. In 1884 two girlsbegan going to

the high school in Putnam, and in 1886 four more left for NeWburqport,

Georgetow and Danvers. Although an 1891 Massachusetts law required

that a town lacking a high school pay tuition' for. its young people atten

inehigh school in another town, Boxford reems not have-been doing

so 'by 1896.59.

Inevitably, a Boxfordian proposed at a town meeting in 1896 that

a high school-be erected, and geographicrl tensions were the resolu-

tio downfall. West Boxford was unwilling io.''vote support for a

scho 1 which they expected would duplicate the services of:the Barker

Free School, located in their parish. The school committee also took

this point of view, having tried for several years to convince the state=

that the existence of the Barker School shoOld exempt the town from

either maintaining a high school or paying out -of -town tuition. The

east parish, insistent that it was too far for its_children-tp-travel

across town to the Barker school, vanted'to build a high school.

Although the larger east side could vote the west down, the resolu--

tkon,failed'wheit no location could be decided upon. The only fair

setting--exactly two and one-half miles from each town center- -

was covtred,with thick pine woods. In the end,-it proved leas divi-

sive as well as,.heaper to pay tuition and even carfare into Danvers

and North Andover for. all pupils than to build one high school for the
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whole town. 60 On the high school issue, unlike consolidation, the

Boxford school committee generally agreed with the local farmers who

resisted the state mandate at least until late in the century. For while

the school committeemen were considerably influenced by the state-

level reformers, they knew that they understood local needs better
_

than any officeholder in Boston. In their owri.way, they we're almcst

i.e parochial in their outlook as the farmers who elected them. Only

when an increasing-number of young Boxford men and women began

moving to the cities to seek work did athigh school, with its curri-

culum geared to preparing students for clerical and teaching jobs,

appeal to many of the rurk.l. townspeople. When a demand did ;arise,

local prejudices and geographical conflicts spelled the downfall of

the high school 'Project.
9

At the end of the nineteenth century, then, the high school

issue represented the dilemma of education in the small, isolated

town. On one hand, Boxford'a resistance to grading and consoli

tion, longer terms and improved facilities had earned.the rural

community a bad reputation with school reformers. On the other hand,

Boxford farmers had succeeded in maintaining a system fairly respon-
_

sive to their needs. For a town little touched by social changes going

on in large industrial cities, Boxford's schools had been appropriate.

They were congruent with traditiOnally close knit kinship and neighbor-

hood ties, and they fit the patterns of agricultural life. Although it is

uncertain that Jane's graduation from District Five proved that she

had mastered the crude curriculum, she had certainly come to know

her teachers and classmates in a more personal way than was possible°



in the increasingly bureaucratic systems of the,cities. She had

received individual attention from teachers whose background closely

approximated her own. She had shared with older and younger.class-

mates the familiarity of cousins and lifelong neighbor s, benefitting

frOm their tutoring and stimulated by the work they were doing in the

same- clas sroom.
9

The one-room schools were not divorced from the larger

,,patterns of Boxford life. Summer and winter terms were SchedUled

around 'strawberry picking and sheep shearing; even the sexist prac-

tice of hiring women only for summer reflected the reality of farm

life, in which the winter months found many more burly, unmanageable

boy's attending schools for lack of agricultural chores. Short terms

and noncompulsory attenda;,ce freed students to acquire socialized

attitudes from other 'community institutions. As David Tyack has

written,

Schooling --. which 'farmers usually associatedvfith
book learning -- was only a gmall,. and to many, an
incidental part of the total education the community
provided. The child acquired his values and skills
from his family and from neighbors of all ages and-
conditions. The major vocational curriculum was
work on the firm or the craftsman's shop or the
corner store; civic and moral instruction. came
mostly in church or. home or around, the village.
where people met to gossip or talk politics. A
child growing up in such a community could see
work- family- religion - recreation - school -as an
organically related system of human relationships. 61.

Sabbath Schools, singing schools, and private academies contributed

just as did public schools.

Finally, Box/ores seemingly inefficient distriat.;con*trol

facilitated social intercourse is not top-quality pedagogy. For
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farm peopla largely isolated from major political events, district

school meetings were the arena for lively conflicts over tight neigh-.

.

borhood loyalties and parochial issues. Controversies over the loci-

tion of schoolhouses reflected the neighborhood rivalries inherent in

,wide geographical dispersion, but their resolution in district and town

meetings was useful in maintaining The integrity of the Boxford com-

munity. MoreoVer, the schoolhouse was the scene for all sorts of

social life. The teachers presented their pupils in cvening programs

of declamations, dialogues, and reading:: in unison, while the public

.. examinations at the end of each term entertained pardnts and citizens

with displays of spelling, reading and oral arithmetic. When the

schoolhouse was unoccupied. the districts lent it out for the use of

singing schools and debating societies, public lectures and religious

meetings, drawing together neighbors who had few enough occasions

for fellowship. 62

Nonetheless, as more young Boxfordians Moved out to seek

jobs in the city, and as thOse who stayed to farm were increasingly

in touch with the outside world, schools which had served nineteenth-
/

century Boxford well became anachronistic. For many students,

community integrity and socialization for a slowpaced rural life-

style began to lose their relevance. It was left for twentieth-century

Bo;cford to consider how the school system might be used to revive

in rising generations a love for the land and to impart the scientific

skills needed to make a living from it, or to prepare those who would

leave for careers in the urban environment. In 1900, Boxford had yet

to face the dilemmas which social changes occurring beyond its bor-

ders had presented in the nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER IX

SCHOOL AND SOCIETY IN A NINETEENTH-CENTURY

INDUSTRIAL CITY: A CASE STUDY OF

LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS

by John 14: Jenkins

This chapter is a brief history of the public school system of

Lynn, Massachusetts. The central problem is to determine what fac-
,

tors led to its growth and to the particular form it had taken-by the end

of thesninet.enth.century. Why did the school syf Nn develop as it did?

Why, in fact, did it develop at all? Was it imposed by an upper class

upon a reluctant, perhaps even resistant, working class? What part

did ideology play i4 shaping the system? And finally, did it achieve

the ends intended for it?

To answer these questions, the, chapter is divided into three

parts. The first describes the social, economic, and ideological

elements that, taken together, shaped the lives -nd thought of Lynn's

inhabitants in'the nineteenth century,.- Of greatest significance is the

fact that Lynn grew fronia small rural town into a Modern urban city,
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with the shoe industry serving as its economic base. This chapter

sketches the growing complexity of life and the emergence of a mod-

ern urban ideology. It appears that this ideology emerged as a gen-

eral condition of modern urban life; therefore, attributing it specifi-

cally to the capitalist economic base is not adequate. In other words,

Urban ideology in Lynn Was 'supportive of, but not derived from, the

shoe industry. It is argued further that because this ideology prom-

ised securi*.y and sta!)ility to the off, on the one hand, and

opportunity to the rest, on the other, it constituted a world view

and ground for social policy deterr,,ination accepted by all articulate

segments of the adult population - downer and worker alike. It was

in terms of this ideology that citizens of Lynn interpreted the incred-

ible growth of their city, as well as the implications that growth

seemed to carry for the continued stability of the accepted order.

And further, it was in terms of these perceptions that a consensus

among all segments of the adult population existed, about what was

to be expected froin the public schools.

The second part of this chapter describes the evolution,of the

sch,-zul oybtem from a set of relatively autonomous district schools

to a professionally administered modern corporate institution. Here

it is argued that the large and consistent increase of pbpulatio

along with an ideology thz.t placed great stress on formally schoo

citizenry, combined to make the growth of the school systerri inevit-

.able. This is not to say, however, that those in charge of the schools

knew in advance the specific form the system would finally take. On

the contrary, although the ideology remained constant, school
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cor-anittee policies constantly changed -because as the institution grew,

different problems came to light requiring different solutions.

. Finally, there is a conclusion. Its purpose. is to speculate

about the broader meaning of the history, not to summarize it. , More

about that will be said after the story has been told.

Life and Mind in Nineteenth-Century Lynn
'7'

Lynn's shoe industry provided the material means that allowed

a sleepy, harborless, subsistence farming community to be trans-

formed into a modern urban city. This transformation may be char-

acterized as a growth in diversity, complexity, and perhaps oppor-

tunity. The shoe industry determined whether or not Lynn could grow;

it did not, however, determine.what shme... that growth would take.

Thus, despite the crucial economic impact of.the shoe industry, it

was only one element among many that intruded into the.lives of

individual, Lynn residents. As the century progressed, the scale

and complexity of social life compounded; individuals increasingly

stood in more and more different and varied types of relationships,.

Thus the consciousness, p eptions, and attitudes of the popu*e

were not determined by, any single institution, despite the great

impact the ,hoe industry Lad on the city's economic development..

To understand adequately Lynn's educational history in the nineteenth

century, one must recofmize that the town grew into a modern city,

a city whose econor,,xic base happcaed to be shoe manufacturing.

Almost two hundred years, passed before Lynn finally

achieved such a well-established economic base. Settled in aaout
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1630, Lynn stagnated while neighboring'towns with commercial, .

economies, such as Salem and Boston, flourishee. Lynn did not .

have a harbor sufficient to support commerce. Before the War for

Independence, people eeked out a living primarily from subSistence

farming and ocean food gathering. True, the enterprising tried many

alternatives--milling, tanning, silk raising, printing, salt making,

even shipping--but conditions were never quite right, and all event-

ually ended in failure. War, however, brought changed conditions.

With imports cut off, a market for, shoes opened. From three master

cordwainers in 1750, about fifty were at work in 1783. The Southern

United States became a remanding market, necessitating a rapidly
.

. expanding and differentiating industry. By 1830, in the words of

historian Paul Fa ler, "the contours of the organization in the shoe

industry were well defined. '11 . ';' "

During the first third of the nineteenth century, certairpchanges

indicated that Lynn was entering the evolving network of Massachusetts

urban life. The Boston and Salem Turnpike, passing through Lynn,

opened in 1803, thus providing a relatively efficient means of trans-

portation and communication. It would serve as the main avenue of

travel to Boston until 1838, when the new Eastexn Railroad appro-

priated that function. T.' was also in. 1803 that the Lynn Hotel began

providing ac -omrrldations for the growing number of travelers. As

the years passed, m we people visited and found work iii Lynn. The

population more than doubled between 1809 and 1830 (rising from

2,837 to 6, 138). The town's first law office opened in 1808, and

the first banker went into business in 1819. Nevertheless, as the
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drawing of Market Street indicate's (see Figure 1), Lynn still was no

metropolis. Growth continued, however, with an almshouse, a second

bank, and a newspaper all opening for business before the first Lynn

piEsslcaLy saw print in 1832.2

Linn continued to grow, with the population reaching 14,252 in

1850. In that year the town received a new charter and began operating
. .

under the city form of gov, ,!nrn.ent. Besides the opening of the Eastern

Railroad, as already noted, residents built Breed's Pond in 1843, to
.

provide water for an iron wor' s. And finally, in 1849, another clear

sign that Lynn had become a part of modern urban life appearedl-the

first police court went to work. Meanwhile, the shoe industry, riding

the fluctuating course of business, continued to expand and to support

the growing complexity of life.3 .

.

During the second half of the century, Lynn took on the typical

per-

sonal

of a modern urban rommunity. Real estate and per-

sonal valuation in 1850 of just under $5 million increased dramati-
.

cally (even allowing for inflation) to almost $41 million by 1890; city

expenditures rose in the same period from an annual rite of $36, 704

to $1, 745, 229. And durjng the fifty-year period from 1850 to 1900,

the population multiplied by a factor Of over 4.8, to reach 68, 512: -"

Steadily, also, the technologies and conveniences of modern life be-

came incorporated into the very substance of the city. The first use

of illuminating gas tegan in 1853, with Lynn's gas company manu-
4 : . . ...

facturing over three million feet of the material in 1869. Electricity,
, . .. ..
. . . . . . , .

too, had an early impact,- as the telegraph put Lynn instantly in touch

with Boston and other cities in 1858. Telephones went into operation
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' 'in 1879, and the illuminating gas ind,- 1try began a permanent deCline

with the introduction of electric lights in 1882. The city's eleCtric

works started generating tie rtext year, making possible innumerable

conveniences, including an electric street railroad system after 1888.

Furthermore, protection against fire finally became practicable by the

introduction of an adequate city water system an electric fire;

-alarm network. Transportation into 'and out of, Lynn got much easier,

as the Turnpike became a public highway in 1869; three years later,

cheap commver trains began running to Boston. In 1862 the Lynn

Public Library opened, and the Lynn Hospital was incorporated in

1881. The number of churches rose from seventeen in 1850 to

forty-three in 1901. Finally, as a broader indicator of the increas-

ing diversity and complexity of life in Lynn, the 1854 Businr,ss Direc-

, tory listed 117 categoric:s, while in 1901 it boasted 717. During the

last half of the nineteenth century, there was much to do and many

things to think about in Lynn. 4

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, the shoe

industry continued to serve as the growing city's economic base. It

brought in large sums of money from shoe "sales and -1,,,rtioned them

out (part of them, anyhow) to the community through ancillary indus-

tries, taxes, and wages. Furthermore, it provided enough jobs to

attract workers from elsewhere, thus supporting a sustained growth

in population throughout the century. The value of boots and shoes

manufactured, a decent indicator of the industry's income, steadily

increased throughout the period: in 1855, boot and shoe manufac-

tuners produced over $4 million worth of goods, with the figure
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surpassing $22.5 million in 1895. It is possible to deyelop an idea of

the great economic. impact of such, production upon Lynn by comparing

it to the total value of production in the city for all industries. In 1865

the manufacture of boots and shoes equalled 83.64% of all goods pro-

duced. The 1880 figure:was almost the same at 83.07%, although it

dropped sigrlificantly to 65..90% in 1895, reflecting the diversification

of industry then under way. The percentages are almost the same,

too, when total town wages and wages for boot and shoe makers are.

compared. The shoe market determined to a great degree the amount

of money circulating in town at any given time. Clearly, boot and shoe .

manufacturing provided, Lynn its entree into the emerging industrial
.

order and provided its stores of machine-made wealth; and `clearly,

too, it provided the means whereby the internal dynamics of the city

evolved into what has been described iii preceeding paragraphs as o

modern urban life..5 0

To understand the dynamics of the public school system in

nineteenth-century Lynn, it is necessary to ask what people thought

the system could and should do, and why. To anticipate the argu-

ment to follow, the answer is that the public in general consistently
i

supported the growth of.the.system, and expected it to train up literate...,

and virtuous citizens who would be integrated, into the work and ,social

life of the city and nation. From all that could be learned,' both the

met complacent and the'most disenchanted elements of the adult.
,

population agreed as to the ends and means of the schools; we have

found no eviderke o indicate that any group, at any time during the

century, actively i sisted either the aims or the organizational..

___ 447
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arrangements of the public school system, except some Roman

Catholici,'.who objected on religious grounds. For Lynh's adult
;

d' citizens, public schooling was almost a slogan to which everyone

' 'gave their allegiance. =

Support for schools derived from a broad ideological consensus.

A modern urban ideology defined for Lynn's citizens the nature of the

relationship between the individual and his ssciety, and the means by

which that society might be preserved and extended. This ideology

functioned as a dogma, channeling potentially dangerous dissatisfac-

tion into harmless streams. Basic assumptions about property,

production, and human relations had' attained the status/of self-
-

evident truths and served as the conceptual basis for analysis of

ubiic policy and, social relations. Reform in Lynn was thus always

of the conservative, tinkering variety--the structure of property and

class relations remained unanalyzed and unchallenged. The history

of the labor movement in Lynn illustrates this point well.

The shoe industry in Lynn emerged under business dominance0

and within a- context of commercial capitalism. As is typical of this

type of situation, shoe workers labored under unsatisfactory working
v,

conditions and for inadequate wages. Because commerce and industry

were oriented toward the dual ends of profit-and power for the ,owner s,

as opposed either to the'production of technically and aesthetically

good shoes or toward organization in terms of the needs and inter-

._ ests of the workers, times of economic trouble affected the workers

directly, severely, an disproportionately., They, not the avners,"

paid the price of depressed prices and the rest. 'As might bis expected,'

44s.
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labor association and eventually union agitation began in Lynn in the

1840s and continued intermittently throughout the remainder of the

:century. The three most severe periois of industrial strain are

instructive to'consider here, because by studying howthe workers

sought to redress their grievances, we may.infer the operative

notions of property, paiker, avid justice held by what must be con-

sidered the largest, the most exploited-and, potentially, the:most'

disenchanted segment of Lynn's population.

Labor association in the 'forties resulted from a growing

estrangement betweep the owners and journeyman shoemakers.

According to Paul Faler, the t*o had previously wo-rked side by side,

'embodying at least for a time, the ideal of a full and satisfactory craft

life. The exigencies of business were not to be avoided, however, and

increasingly the owners withdrew from the productiVe process and
s

became managers. 6 MeanWhile, work life became perverted as

standards of qualitltave way to pressUreg for increased and cheaper

production. This occurred gradually, leaving the journeyman shoe-

. maker in an untenable position., The institutional base that had pro-
,

1.

videdhim "needed time for recreation and pleasure, for reading and

contemplation, -and for the free expression of his needs outside and

- apart from work, was tanishing. 7 As owners increasingly hired

. cheap unskilled laborers,

exercised over the quality

ship ,system - -also slipped

what little control the journeyman had

of workmanship--through the aptirentice-

from his hands. The joUrneyman or

artisan class of workers; then, tended to a backward-looking,

individualistic labor theory of value, and they were the hitst

4 4 J.



articulate dissatisfaction' with the. evolving iitructure.of business-
,-

" 8"dominatecl industry. This dissatisfaction, however, because it

iookebackwarci to a set of conditions irrevocably gone instead of

forward to new and appropriate productive arrangements, -could not

and did not produce fundamental criticism. Instead, in the 1840s,

the artisans forMed a journeymen's association and published, in

historian Charles Dawley's words, the "coirited artisan. newspaper, "

the Awl. It attacked "haish bosses" and "poor quality workmen.. "9'

. Neither ofthese challenged property and power interests, however,

beicause, the emphasis was to recapture the past. Business-industrial

development kept on its course.

_Working conditions worsened. By the late 1850s, the artisans

were ready to act more forcefully. They went out on strike in 18601
-

hoping to convince the owners of the error of their ways so that they

would change their management policies to bring quality workmanship

and fair wage's Lack into shoe manufacturing. Because the journeymen

believed the logic of their case would be acknowledged _s self-evidetit

if once perceived, "they expected some support from the manufac-
.

. turers in a mutual effort to raise prices and.thus wages, ", and

furthermore "felt their strike represented the best interests of the
1110entire community, mannfacturers-included. The owners were not

persuaded, however, and the strikers were forcettto capitulate

after holding out for six weeks. Undaunted, they. turned to, the

political system and elected oneof their own, Hiram N. Breed,

mayor. If jiestice could not be won one may. , it might be won in

'6, another.

45.0 .
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Technological advance, in the form of the sewing machine., and

the Civil War also helped to make the artisan's industrial position

more unteneble on the one hand and on the other to enhar. the

appeal of political solutions to the problems of inn.' -jai capital-

ism. With the rapid and widespread introduction o, .e

:shine just after the 1860 strike, it became increasingly feaSible
. ..

to employ larger proportions of unskilled laborers wh.., could produce

vastly greater quantities of boots and shoes at a much reduced cost.

This caused such an erosion of the artisans' institutional bake, and
_a

such a decline_in their relative numbers, that their ideals and inter-

ests could no longer dominate the labor movement in Lynn. And then

came the War:, Diver.ing attention from ca. ttal-labor problems to

North-South problems, a "period of silence" ensued that allowed

business to achieve almost complete consolidatioL. -1 control over the

shoe industry. "Moreoirer, " states pawley- "the War experience

helped persuade members of the newly emerging. working class that

the stat. given -',hen ,,Iontrolled by the owners, functioned in the .

interests of the 'operatives.'" '1

The 'political consensus created by the War le until near

the end of the 1860s. In 1868,411-Lc's. s a means of at..",s, ling satis-

factory wafi.e agreements, the workers founded the Knight) of St.°

Crispin and thereby "broke tic mold of the craft...conscious; skilled
1

brotherhood that is usually seen as the typical nineteenth century

trade union. "Is For two year's the Crispina were successfuln

achieving wage agreements to such an extent that most members

believed they had reached a respectable level of "equality. " Afte
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1870, however, the owners reasserted their power./ The union called

a strike in 1872, but the bosses broke it easily, returning the workers

to a worse position than they had c-cupled prior to 1870. Defeat was

so prOfOund that no union activity at all occurred in the two years

following the strike. In 1875 the Knights reconstituted themselves
r

and continued to enroll workers up through the'beginning of 1878.

Now, however,_artisan dominance had ended--"In every measurable ,
; .

'category, the Crispins contained a cross-section of the factory work

force. "13

By early 1878, the Crispins again believed they had the power

to force fair-wage agreements. Unable to negotiate an agreerp.z.iit, they

struck ear'; in the tear. The manufacturers, na longer constrained

by the nec: for skilled workers, responded by hiring ccabs to replace

the strikers, and by calling in the Police to maintain order. The strike

was soon broken, and the Knights of -S-t-.---Crispin were permanently

destroyed. Labor conditions now were worse than ever, and the

owners were in full control. 14 Undaunted, however. the workers

maintained their optimism and tuit\ed ag,in to city poluics and

elected another labor mayor. 'this \time the 7..rz.,n was George P.
;Sanderson, a 42.-year-old artisan 'an veteran of both the 1860 and

1878 strikeS, who had been noininated by very large margins in each

ward. Adding to the dramatic impact of the victory, Sanderson beat

incumbent mayor Samuel M. Bubier for \the office. Bubier, Lynn's

largest shoe manufacturer, had fired Sanderson in 1861 for Sander-

son's 'participation in the strike. The wor\kers of Lynn saw Mayor

Sanderson as "a living testament to the ope nest; of the political

system. "15
452
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In the years following Sanderson's election, the shoe workers

tained their faith in and commitment to the political system, electing,

for i stance, their men four out of nine times in the 1890s. Thus,
. ,\

throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, shoe workers in

Lynn established a tradition of local political victories. Dawley inter-__
. s

prets the impact of this tradition as follows: "Given these experiences,

workers were prepared to believe what newspapers, businessmen and, .-
min:sters told them about American politics. "16 As the Lynn Green-

::
back Glub--a worker dominated group -- argued in 1878, the recent

industrial trouble:, resulted from "evil legislation,'' which the workers
..

could remedy by "properly exercising the privilege of the franchise and

substituting honest and capable men for holding public office." Or, as

Dawley puts it, "Assertive support for the system was the first pre-

mise of working class political action. "17 The implications of this

allegiance, of course, were profound. It meant that, aside from the

very few radicals and aliens of little or no influence, the workers';
"radicalism remained within the bourgeois frame.. . . Even at the

most extreme, their leaders proposed scheraes to limit the operation
, ..t L ; . .

18of capitalism, not to replace capitalism with anything else." The

property system would not be reconstituted; it would be ameliorated.

The political system, then, functioned as a means by which working-
.

men's bitterness and tendencies to act were '!translated" into elect

ing a labor mayor and away from strictly business-industrial issues- -

"By relieving some pressure, electoral politics contained the remain-
: .

ing explosive energy of the factory wort . "19 More significantly,
. .

,

perhaps, these political successes occupied the minds of the workers
. .. .
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to such an extent, as far as can be determined frcin the publically

stated positions of their leaders, that no radical analysis of the

business-industrial order surfaced. Workers may or may not have

acquiesced in the system, but if they did not, it seems, their resist-

ance remained unarticulated, unfocussed, and ineffectual.

Not only did the most potentially radical segment of Lynn's

population acquiesce.in the industrial systein of power and property,

it appears also to have actually shared with the manufacturers and

their business associates an ideology that led to a. consensus in town

regarding the efficacy of municipal policies and institutional ends.

From the point of view of the well-off, this i:.7.eology defined an idc'i

of ,ociai order and stability by which their interests would be justified

and protected: from the point of view of the workers, it defined oppor-

tunity and success and the processes by which they could be achie-?ed.

It was the ability of this ideology to appeal in these two directions at

once that accounts for much of its widespread acceptance. In hind-
s ,
sight it is easier to see that the actual-benefie ere not equivalent:

the propertied benefited as a class, while the workers did so only

individually and relatively intermittently. At any rate, as Lynn

urbanized in the nineteenth century, certain difficulties became

apparent, and certain changes appeared necessary ii concti."--q

favorable to stability and opportunity were to be protected and

extended.

The thinking at guided responses tc. the changing conditions

was based upon the: old and fundamentally Christian notion that society

is constituted of separate and distinct individuals, each of whose moral
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value is determined by the quality of his soul. (Recall the preoccupation

of the CalviniSts with the questions of predestination and grace.) Fur-.

thermore, people believed that the quality of society--its stability, its

order, its morality, and so on--was a function of the aggregate value

of the souls, now called characterS, of these who composed it. Fin-
.

ally, sometime in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a dynamic,

environmental element was interjected into this thinking. Reflecting

cuch thinking as that found in John Locke's writings, the new inter-

pretation asserted that people are born into this world with the poten-

tial for but not the actuality of a good or a bad character. It asserted,

furthermore, that it is to the environment, not to indications of God-

giver. grace, that we must turn if we are to understand why someone

became virtuous or evil, or to control the subsequent quality of their.
0.

life. It is this analysis that directed people, increasingly after 1800,

to respond to the perceived disorderly effects of the modern urnaniza-

tion process. first by establishing benevolent and, ameliorative socie-

ties, and second by founding institutions such as prLsons, houses of

refuge, asylums, and school systems. - Reformers expecced these

institutions to take sele ted individuals in hand and r.:iform their

characterL. Developments in cor esponded closely to this

broader process that occurred throughout the western wcrld. 20

Paul Fa ler argues, convincingly that in Lynn, "there was a

general tightening cf the moral code and a growing. emphasis on
0

self-discipline, industry, obriety, self-denial and respect for

authority. There was an equally strong condemnation of idleness

,and leisure, leivd and lascivious behavior, self - indulgence
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impossible to maintain, if only because other cities with different types

of economic bases developed similar ideologies. One case is New York,
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'prolonged Celebration. "21 -This, he argues, .occurred as a direct

reeponse to the growth of capitalist-dominated manufacturing in the

city. Certainly the two were compatible, but the causal relation seems

i

for instance, which was primarily a commercial city at the time this

life. In any event, the first organized effort "to alter the manners

aspects of modern urban (as opposed to narrower manufacturing)

same ideology developed. 22 Thus it seems more accurate to refer to

this ideology and its institutional forms as characterizing certain

'and morals of the community" in Lynn consisted of the manufacturer-

'dominated Society in Lynn for the Promotion of Industry, Frugality and

Temperence, founded in 1826. Motivated by a regard for, stability, the

society members appealed to the workingman's concern for enhanced

opportunity: "Industry, frugality, and temperence," states Fa ler, "if

consciously fDllowed, would necessarily result in savings that would

bring a material reward to the practitioner of these habits. "23 But:

more important were the institutional effects of this moral campaign.

Regarding schooling, for instance, a number of essentially autonomous

district schools became organized into a school system. In the process

the scope of their control over children was greatly enlarged. The

earlier schools had had as their basic purposes the imparting of

literacy skills -tnd the teaching of good morals and manners, pri-

marily through catechetical instruction in the Bible. In the new

public school system, however, the character forming function

became more central and was one of the chief purposes of pedagogical

innovation.
456
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The commitment to schooling as an effective ,character-

forming tool and as a means to assure opportunity was shared

throughout all segments of the city's population.. To illustrate this,

it is interesting to refer to editorials appearing in the journeymen's

newspaper, the Awl, and to the annual mayoral addresses, because

here, if anywhere, labor interests would have stated the it objections

to the school system and tilt- .eology it was expected to embody,

suggesting new directions for it. This did not occur, however.

Instead, they embraced the modern urban ideology, with its promises

of stability and opportunity clearly accepted. In the Maich 8, 1845

issue of the Awl appeared an editorial advocating the establishment

of a pub], high school in Lynn. It argued the following:

There is too little attentionpaid to the subject
of EDUCATION by the people of this town. Our
schools generally are too crowded, and we fear
that there is too little care and good judgment used
in seeking instructors, who have charge of the edu-
cation of our children.

We sincerely hope that our citizens will not
be too parsirnoneous in this matter; for we believe
that there is no money so well spent as that which
provides an education for the rising generation. It
is to the mechanics of t'-is town to whom we look
for encouragement in this point; the rich and influ-
ential do not want a school of this kind, they can and
will send their children to private schools. So of
course they will oppose the measure, unless they
have got sufficient philanthropy in their souls to
sacrifice a few dollars for the amelioration of the
race.2-..

Michael Katz has argued that mid-century public high schools

were an imposition by the middle class upon the working class.25 in

Lynn, however, according to the Awl, at least, a public high school

would have been an imposition by the workers ipon the,rich. Seven
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days earlier, the Awl had carried an article describing the virtues of
--.... ..-

a propO's-ed.,cordwainerst library: "It is this that will empty our poor

houses of their inmates, and free our jails r..nd prisons of the corrupt

and vicious; for there is a close connection between ignorance and

vice. '126. The journeymen, then, conceived of good education -s

having both a powerful moral influence and a literacy imparting

function. The workers expected the public schoOl system to embody

these two ends, and thus provide the possibility for their children to

rise in the world while inculcating values that would lead to respecta-

bility and morality.
4

The tone for the mayoral discussion of the public school

system was set early and never changed in the century. In his 1859

address, Mayor Edward S. Davis nicely stated the generally-accepted

purpose of the school system. 'He argued that,

It is universally acknowledged that sound
education of the heart and mind is the only sure
basis of character, and is indespensible to useful-
ness in the w-rld. The importance, therefore, of
the public. schools, in a community like ours, where
they furnish to a large proportion of our youth the
only means of acquiring such an education, cannot
be over-estimated. What interest in any community
can compare with the moral and religious education
of the young ?27

Furthermore, Davis, like other mayors before and after him,

expressed pleasure with the work of the School Committee, which

was responsible fo- the actual development and direction of the
'school system. 28

The labor mayors accepted the traditional view. Hiram

Breed, id his 1861 address, stated, "We have long been accustomed

453
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to a high order of schools, that, like many other common blessings,

we have almost ceased to appreciate the extraordinary advantage of
,

them. We must sustain them, although much money is needed for

that purpose. It is money well spent. H29 These are hardly the

remarks of a man who believed that he and his fellow workers were

being manipulated by a cabal of self-interested elites. George P.

Sanderson, too, in his 187" and 1880 addresses, expressed general

satisfaction with tne schools and the School Cnmmittee, suggesting

only those changes that would make it easier for working class
.

Children to benefit from the system. In 1879 he stated,

The educational interests of our city stand second
to none in point of importance. Former City Councils
have made libera: appropriations in order to furnish the
best accommodations: and to-day Lynn may point with
pride to her public schools... . .

,And now we commit this department to the :very
excellent Board of School Committees, who will have
entire charge of. it for the year, with entire confidence
that whatever is for the interest of education, and
consistent with.the demands of economy, will receist
careful and candid consideration. 30 .

And in 1880, cnOting that most children of the working class must

leave the system before the high school years, he advocated "a

change in or addition to the grammar school course as will better

fit our children for the dries required of them as members of our

active business community." He would leave the particulars to the

School Committee, because "we have every reason to expect that

whatever may promise good results will meet with approval at their

hands. "31 The articulate laboring element of the community, then,

found little to criticize in the public school system and the ends it

was intendeJ to embody.
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Care is necessary here because the foregoing analysis should

not be construed to mean that conflict over schooling matters was

absent from Lynn. On the contrary, some forms of conflict were

widespread, but they did not occur at the ideological level. 'Through-

out the nineteenth century, two forms of conflict occurred. The, first

had to do with the problem of corporal punishment. It is difficult tb

find reliable information about incidents of this type, but in two cases

enough remains regarding parental responses to allow at least a tenta-

tive analysis. The first instance concerned grammar master Samuel

King, in the 1850s; the second, an unnamed teacher in 1878. In each

case, charges and counter charges were made throughout town and in

the press, and in King's case the controversy spilled over to include

charges alleging other sorts of inappropriate conduct. However, in

neither case was the School Committee, the school system, or the

modern urban ideology challenged. The controversies centered on the

person of the instructor, and satisfaction was to be achieved by replac-

ing him or her. Furthermore, parental opposition to corporal

punishment does not indicate an undercurrent of 'eppositionlo the

.school system. This could not bA the case, because it was con-

sistently the position of successive school committees that corporal

punishment, although occasionally necessary, was generally inadvis-

able on both disciplinary and educational grounds. The corporal

punishment controversies must be understood, then, as parent-teacher

conflicts, not as manifestations of resistence to the modern urban

ideology or the school system that was intended to embody it. 32
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The second form of controversy centered on the question of
/

school attendance. It found expression in the futile efforts of every / ,

single school committee to bring truants to school, and to convince

others to attend more regularly. Two general factors may account
,,, .

for these problems. The first, and by far the most damning to the

system as an educational institution was that some children either dis-

liked school si:, much or found other activities so much more attractive

that they chose to stay away. The second factor was mostly economic
_

in nature - -some children had to be sent to work to bring in needed

money. The immediate appeal of weekly wages, in the parenbst-eyeti
. ,

anyhow, outweighed more distant and vague opportuniti,s for -the child

in future years. It might be that nonattendince indicates an underly-

ing opposition among parents to the school system and its goals
. a.

although no direct evidence of parental thoughts on this matter exists.
, .

Again, however, nonattendance did nothing to articulate an alternative

or a coherent criticism of;the school system and its guiding ideology.

At, best, this form of opposition, if there was such, must be charac-

terized as passive resistence.

To summarize, an ideology supportive of established interests

in Lynn developed as the city entered into modern u-ban life. That

ideology promised security to the wealthy and powerful and oppor-

tunity to the rest, and therefore achieved althost universal accept-

ance by the adult population of the city. Because it placed the stress

on' the moral quality of each individual, benevolent societies and

institutions intended to form anchteform the characters of people

received widespread support. Among the latter was the public

school system,
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II. The Evolution of a School System

The pressures occasioned by a rapidly expanding population

must be emphasized in any explanation of the evolution of Lynn's

public school system. The sheer press of numbers meant that
1

1
facilities would almost always be inadequate. Nine school rooms in t

\ i
the 1824,-25 school year might have been, enough to se ye a relatively

....... _
small population of 5500, but in 1900, 237 rooms could not truly

, .

\ accommodate the children of 68, 513 people then living in the city.
z. .,.,

School committees throughout the century raised a continuous cry

for more and better-facilities; they never achieved all that they wanted.
I,

l''urthermore, the constraints of crowded and Worn out buildings condi-
\

tioned to a great degree, their organizational and pedagogical decisions

. regarding the best ways to educate 'large numbers of children of widn1;1

varying ages and achievement levels., School committees; that is,

never had the luxury of making purely educational decisions. To

some extent, then, it is fair to say twat Lynn's school system came'

into 13eing as a result of radical changes in demographic conditions.

The particular form that system would take, however, would be

determined by the interaction between the organizational situation

at any given time (for instance, the number and siz of alrai3able

classroloms), the ideologically and pedagosicalb conditioned plans

of school committees, and the sufficiency of resources available to

achieve such ends. Before this evolutionary process is analyzed,

however, it might be well to describe in outline form the major

organizational trends for the century as a whole.
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The evolution of Lynn's public, school' system may be traced " /

from three points of view: style of control, internal structure, awl'

' G ea le or total. size. Regarding the first, the trend was toward ever. -

more centralized control: in 1800 the town supported separate dis./ /, /trict schools under relatively aXonom,ous prudential committees; by
--------__-:

, /
1880, a superintendent of schools and one school committee deter -/

mined and implemented policies and procedures On a system-wid7

basis. Differentiation both within and among gradesor levels of

schools increased and became more sophisticated as the century

progressed. In the 1824-25 School year, for instance, each of the

town's nine schools accommodated any and all students living within

its boundaries; single pupil often constituted a class. By the late .

1890s, +owever, one English and one classicaihigh school, four

gramthar, and numerous primary. schools, all diyided internally
I

into classes, were in operation, as well as a setof evening schools,

serving various portions ofthe adult and near-adult-population.

Finally, the size of the organization grew wit': Lynn's population

growth. Total annual experiditures (excluding spending,for build-

ings
. . .

and land, which was controlled by the 'city coundl).increased

from $2,713:56 in" 1.824-25 to just over $.25 million in 499, the

largest portion throughout goig to pay teacher s'. salaries, ,Zlie.

number of classrooms in operation givel.some ide-a.- too, of the

growing scale of the enterprise. In the 1851-52 school year,' for
5

example, the breakdown of classrooms by grades ,was. as follows:
5..

twO in the high school,- siventeen in the grammars, eight in the

intermediates (later to be iiicOrporated into the grammars), am
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nineteen in the primaries. By the high schools 'supported,
.. .

,

- twenty -three classrooms, the grammars had.ninety -two, and the

pr maries had one hundred and twenty-tw Each of; these required

the services of at least one full-time teacher, usually a xroman; and

this does not include special teachers and fi;ulty for the night

schools. Clearly, by the end of the century, a large and-complex

school system existed where a handful of separate schools had

been oefore..

Before 1799, publicaily supported schooling in Lynn reflected

the town's small populaticin and rural status,'- although citizens, did
.try.octainonally to achieve more comprehensive and formal control

over the ed,r. process4. These attempts generally failed; how-

ever, because the institutional base wa' too weak tb sustain them.

,From 1696 when the town first ordered a school to be, kept, until

about 1794, public education in Lynn consisted primarily of,a moving

school, which was, in the words of Lynn historian David N. Johnson,

"kept at different times, in different parts ,of town, for the accommo-

dation of the sparsely settled and w4lely-spread populatii. i. . . . 1133

It is true that-in the decade of the. 175Qs town meetings considered
. .

establishing a permanent, centrally-located school as well as a

c.ornmittee,to regulate all public schooling arrangements, but in

case.the ,decision was in, the negative. A town meeting approved

similar proposals" in 1784: but severely depressed economic condi-

tions, following the'War for Independence rendered the measures
.

ineffective. Two years later, the town chose another commit4e to

evaluate and'poSsibly change the existing schoOl regulations. Its

. A



selection was an indication of a growing willingness among Lynn's

citizens to support public schooling more actively. Finally, in

March, 1799, the town meeting voted to choose a "superintending

committee" to consist of one citizen from each of the town's four

wards (later to be elected from the town at large), and to -llow,

further, each ward to choose_ a "district committee" of three mem-

bers each (this committee would later be known a the prudential

committee). Each Of the latter would be responsible to select, con..

tract, and sup,: the Cliitritti-s-instructor,_as well as to estab-

lish regulation 3 for the school. They. would also visit their schools

monthly, and furnish wood and repair to the schoolhouses. 'MA

Superintending Committee, cn the other hand, would have ve as its

duties,

to insfitutegeneral regulations for all the schools in,
town; to view, with the district committee and others,
t*ch school every qua-ter of a year, and to make such,
and any, observation and inquiries of the instructor and

4pupils as they shall think best. .They shall report to the
town at an annual meeting the amount of money expended
in each school, for each year. They shall have authority
to remove from office any instructor who shall want the
necessary qualification. 34

The Superintending Committee, finally, would settle disputes not

resolvable by th,_ district committees. These arrangements con-

stituted the general form which administration and supervision would

follow until 1850, when the new ,ity charter reconstituted the School

Committee.

During the two decades between 1800 and 1820, the fir st signs

appeared as to how Lynn's citizens; beginning to think in terms of a

modern urban ideology, would react to conditions occasioned by

42
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population growth. Fro-n., 1800 to 1810, the population expanded from
\

2,837 to 4, 087 people. Because school wards traditionally supported
\

only one school each, superintending committee members decided to

redistrict. Thus the April, 1812\ school report states that the Super-
- \

intending Committee had visited fi\ve of the town's six schools, and t
\found them all "in good order. "35 .\The 1816 report indicates a.

nascent concern for the stability of \social order in the republic. It
1

.

found expression in the typical form it would take for the remainder

of the century: "Your committee recOmrnend to the town to be very

liberal in their next school grant, especially as knowledge is the main-

spring of all republican government, and ignorance the greatest in

despotic states. "36 'It is true, however,, that this statement might
. )

have reflected more the committee's interest in expandini, the institu-

tion under its charge than a real concern for disorder; but it must be

admitted that to make such an appea_ assumes at the minimum. that the

committee members expected to strike a responsive and powerful

chord somewhere in the community. .

By 1820, organizational problems were becoming evident. In

its report to the town for that year, the Superintending Committee

described an untenable situation, and suggested, as its remedy the
i,establishxnent of a year-round grammar school. The report reads

in part as follows:

. . . a great deficiency in books, ink, quills and paper
is apparent, and very detrimental to The general pro-
gress of the scholars; a great proportion of the children
in some of the schools are wholly destitute of books,
and thbse which they have are so various and different
the instructor '.re u..1 ,ble to form them .nto proper
classes. . . In several of the schools the number of

k.,
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children is so groat that the instructors have only
one minute and a fraction of a minute to devote to
each scholar in half a day. To obviate this great
hindrance to improvement the committee are decid-
edly of the opinion that a perpetual grammar school
in town is necessary. This, under-proper instruction
and good regulations, would draw off a number of !

subjects from each Ward, and relieve. them from the
great burden.37

The proposal failed to receive adequate support,' but clearly pressures

associated with population growth were beginning to be felt - -4, 515

people now lived in Lynn.

It was in Vie decades between 1820 and 1850 that the relatively

decentralized structure of public schooling in Lynn took on the main

outlines that were to characterize it as a modern school system. It

is perhaps no coincidence that within orre year, 1850, the high school

opened its door sto students, the town received its city ,harter, and

the school comnsatee achieved 'a new form of organization. These

werethe same years, too, that the shoe industry becathe firmly

established, thus providing Lynn with the means of access to the

ideas and objects of modern urban life. As this occurred, the first

great tide of immigration from the hinterlands hit Lynn, raising the

population to 14,257 people by the end of the period. Recall, also,

it w...s toward the end of this time that the first stirrings of labor

unrest occurred. This was the context within which succeeding .

school committees did their work.

As can easily be imagined, these widespread and constant

social and economic changes seemed to portend, for -some, danger

to conditions supportive of stability and opportunity-. And as we have

seen in the discussion of the modern urban ideology, the icbool
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system came to be thought of as an important guardian of the received

social order. Thus throughout this period school committees variously

asserted that the schools, if allowed the means, could strengthen the

town's "civil & religious institutions, " eliminate ignorance, produce

"good will to our Republic," or, in sum, assure the "progressive

formation" of the very character of the city itself . It should

not be assumed, however, that school cornmittee_rnembers derived
--

their faith in schooling exclusively from their general ideologic7a1

perspectivespecific examples of successful schools were readily at

hand. It appears that both infant and sabbath schools operated inter-

mittently in Lynn during the late 1820s and 1830s; at least two corn-

...it-tees noted their potential importance as order-preserving institu-

tions. FurthermOre, school committees subscribed (in 1826 and

1827) to the Boston-based American Journal of Education, to keep

abreast of educational "improvements." This journal, it might be

added, was by far the most enthusiastic and widely-read educational

periodical prim to t..ne 1860s that reported and supported institutional

and pedagogical experiment: strictly consistent with and supportive

of the modern urban ideology. Proof seemed to abound that schools

could and should be responsible for the continued well-being of society.

To achieve such an end, however, the system had to be expanded' and

graded so that an appropriate pedagogy and curriculum could be put

into effect.

During the 1820s, a sit ition developed in the schools, making

good education difficult to r -ovide. Each of the town's schools ad-

mitted all children between the ages,of four and fourteen living within
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its particular ward boundaries, offering instruction in spelling,

reading, writing, grammar, geography, and mathemati,:s. This

posed a, problem for the teacher --not only was he or she required to

hear recitations in these subjects from many individuals and small

groups, but the smaller children had to be kept occupied, or at least

out, of trouble. To make matters se, "inconsistent attendance"

of_many pupils further fragmented the school program and- tended to

'-ce "prompt obedience" difficult to achieve. School committees

approached this situation frcrr. two directions. First, they exhorted

parents to send' their children to school every day. Without regular

attendance, they realized (and constantly reminded parents), no system

of instruction could function smoothly, because the child would not be

able to keep up with the work of his or her class. 39 More than exhorta-

tion was needed, however, thus the committee, second, made certain

structural changes whenever the number of students was stlficient.

What they did, essentially, was to .1tinguish different levels or

glades of schools that generally corresponded to the different levels

of age and achievement of the children. By 1845, four grades of

schools were in operation--mixed (the traditional kind remaining in

low popuk.tion wards); principal (for the older children), intermedi-

ate (the next step down), and primary (for tlie,yery youngest).

The first primary school seems to have been established

sometime in 1827, with the number reaching eighteen by mid -

century, Emphasizing character formation and rudirnentary,'iteracy

skills, ale first priMary, having registered about one hundred
. . .

children from four to nine years of age, was "not less :leviathan.
4,
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successful." Perhaps most significant was the discipline, "remark-

able chiefly for its lenity and mc,ezration, yet seeing the most perfect

and cheerful obedience; and accompanied with an attachment between

teacher and pupils that appears to be affectionate, sincere and

mutual. "40 The 1850 school co,Dmittee maintained this enthusiasm

for the prirnarie. , and inc..cated it in the following words: "Because

these primaries are composed of little children, it does not follow

that_the_y_are of little importance. Here is the beginning, the founda-

tion of the whole system, and special care should be taken tomake it

perfect in the least parts. "41 Until About the mid-1840s, each ward

,maintained either a mixed school or a principal school with one or
4

more primaries.

ThE 1845-46 school rep- rt listed twenty-four public schools'
ir

in Lynn, now including among them two intermediate schools. These

operated in the two most populous wards, thus affording them the

greatest differentiation of students according to age and level of

achievement. Here, again, is another indication of the importance

of population density in` setting the conditions for and defining the

system.

Finally, in late 1849, the outline of the school system was

made complete--the public hig:i school had opened its doors to

students. The earliest statement by a school con_ nittee mention-

ing this grade of school appeared in the report fry 1837-38. It

merely referred to the state statute requiring towns the size of Lynn

to support adligh school, and advocated obedience to that law. Nothing

more wa. done, however, and the next Word on the matter was the
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cordwainers' statement of support (quoted in the preceeding 'section),

which appeared in an 1845 issue of the Awl. The School Committee

returned to the issue in its 1847-48 report, with enthusiasm. It seems

likely that this new support developed out of a.desire to add the final

touch to an otherwise complete system of public schooling.

A suitable gradation of Schools, adapted to the
ages_and_advancement-of
facilitate their education.. Such an arrangement of the.
Schools may be carried so far, as to meet the demands
of the age. A list of studies may be assigned to each
grade, suitable to the scholars in it. This principle
hb.s b*aen successfully applied in Lynn. --Here, at
present, the Primary, the Intermediate, and the
Principal Schools span over the, whole School. life.
TheHigh School only seems to be wanting.4`

Regarding possible arrangements, the Committee suggested two:

first, a separate high school could be established; second, high school

departments might be attached to several principal schools. Ip its next

repfrt, the Committee advocated the former option on the grounds that

the latter would not "answer the intent of the law, t' and further, that

"it is seriously questionable whether it would be .exp.edient to establtsl

them, "43 The report continued to note that a.h academy in town already

.offered high school level instruction, and proposed that it, with in? -ter

Jacob /3atchelder, be merged :-,to the public school system. Finally,

in the second term of the lf )0 school year, the latter proposal was

plat into effect. The school was crowded and not centrally located, but

it did complete, perhaps mostly symbolically at this time, the sys-

tem of public schooling in Lynn.

As new grades of schools were distinguished and established,

new types of ends and means became appropriate..,,As has already
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been argued, the modern urban ideology placed its stress upon the

development of a moral character in the individual.oThis required an*

important shift in the conception of the student from one who becomes

literate enough to read the Bible and thus have his soul saved to one who

becomes something--a good and knowledgeable person. Due to this

change, pedagogy moved from the art of coercing learning to one

.molding the affections, as well as of imparting knowledge. The period

before 1850 in Lynn may be:characterized as experimental in this re-

gard. An example of an,early transitional technique is described in

the 1831 report of the School Committee. Orie school requires, it

reads,

every scholar at the close of each half day to review
his conduct at school for that time, and to pass sentence
of approbation or disapprobation upon himself, and receive
a reward accordingly. It is believed by your committee
that if this principle of discipline could be carried into
all our schools it would be a valtable improvement, and
produce a happy influence up6n the moral character of
our youth.44

Here the student is still fundamentally a lt :'ner, but now 0. learner of

feelings. Two years later, the school committee praised the recently

introduced, although occasional, use of music in the schools as a

means of proinoting morality. This, it must be recognized, cor -ti-

tuted a radical departure from tradition, for it was not that the

student would learn about music from instruction, but that the

music experience would positively affect the character. To

put it another way, the goal was not that the child know good music,

but that he be good, like the music. By 1850, the school committee

explicitly recognized this function. Noting that music adds to "the

happiness and well-being of all, " it advocated the hiring of a music

4Th
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teacher, which "would mean a great gain to the morals and habits of

,The7 children. "45.
41.00

With such a pedagogical perspective, the teacher came to be

perceived as one of the most, if not the most, important factors in the

schooling process. "The character of the school, " states the 1845-46

report, "must depend primarily on-that-of the teacher . ." As Might

be expected, this would be most important in the primaries.

Proper success in such schools requires talents of a
high order; a heart at once affectionate and courageous;
a mind original, vivacious, fruitful and ardent even to

occasional enthus.;a.sm; fluency of utterance; aptness in
illustration; and especially that knowledge of the human
heart, that quickness of perception, depth of feeling,
mildness of temper, and purity of spirit, so needful, -

in the formation of character and in the education of
the moral affections."

In the higher grades of schools, too, the teacher had a significant job

to do. There the emphasis, at least in terms of the subjects of

irstruction, was upon the, more traditional end of Mai.ery of inform-

ation, but now taking into account motivational factors. School

mittee members recognized that 11 one is to learn, one must become

involved with, or interested' in, material at hand. Teachers appal.-

ently retained more traditional notions of learning; however, than did

committee members. The following passage from the 1849-50 report

makes this clear: "The great deficiency of our system now is, that it .

is based almost entirely upon a mere knowledge of words, and from

first to last proceeds upon this method, 17ardly recognizing the fact of

the existence of things. "47 Thus, whether in terms of character form-

ation or of the mastery of information, great educational advances could

be made. But for this to occur, the system--especially the teacher-
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must be brought into line with the new ideal. To achieve this end,

supervTgion became of greater importance than ever.

Discussion of the issues associated with administration did not

get under way in earnest until the late 1840s. This is not to say, how-

ever, that school committees b_efor_e_that time did not-take their-work

seriously. For instance, the committee members for the 1834-35

school year stated that, like others before it, they considered them-

selves "guardians of the mental and moral cultivation of the youth of

thii town. "48 But it was not until the institutional base became more

complex and differentiated that sophisticated thinking regarding

administrative matters became necessary or even reasonable, This

it is not surprising that administrative issuesv.ere not clarified until

about the same. time that the outline of the system came to completion.

The turning point came when Lynn received its city charter.

The existence of two types of governing bodies- -the several prudential

committees (also known at different times as ward or district committees)

and the one scho ^nmmittee (earlier called superintending committee)- -

had increasingly caul. :ore problems than it had solved. An unten-

able situation had .come to pass whereby the school committee was

responsible for the supervision of teachers Aired by someone else--

the prudential committees. At any rate, the new charter changed all

that, and much more. Before, the school committee members had-

seen elected ircm a general ticket, without regard to ward of resid-

ence; now, every ward had one representative on the general com-

mittee, each whom assumed the duties, of a "ward Committee."

Each of these was responsible fcr the operation of the schools within
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',"Y`its jurisdiction, while the high school, serving tha city as a whole, was

controlled by a special committee. 49 Besides all of thsthe_Schon

Committee as a whole now had the real power, unlike any of its preda-
;

cessors,

not merely to test the amount of knowledge comniitted
to the memory by each pupil, but to satisfy themselves
as to the mode of instruction, the mental discipline
acquired, the power of independent thought developea,
the general tone of feeling, and the relation between
the teacher and or.,.ils.5°

In 1850, the means of centralization and comprehensive control had

been achieved. Now all that remained was to use these means to

insure that Lynn's educational efforts were directed toward producing

knowledgeable, ." sciplined youth\

The period from 185Q-to 1870 may be characterized as a time

of diver sification'of function and growth in absolute size of the system

of schools. The populatior explosion, of course, constituted the occa-

sion for this, and the School Clrnmittee had to respond. In the 1850-51

school year, forty-seven total classrooms (2 high. school, 16 grammar,

9 intermediate, and 20 primary) accommodated children from a popu-

lation (1850) of 14,257. The School Committee that year consisted of

c.

fifteen members: two ex officio (the Mayor and the President of the

City Council); one each from the city's nine ards; and four elected at

large. All served one'-year terms. In '1855, in the interest of extend-

ing its ability to control the system, the committee reorganized some-

what, by arranging itself into five standing°committees (school books and

apparatus,, finances, school houses, examination of teachers, and fuel)

and four visiting committees (one each for the high schtna, the
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grammars, the intermediates, and the primaries). This form of

org3.nizatiblitremairced essentially unchanged until 1E.70, with the two

most significant exceptions being: first, in 1864 the committee merged:

the intermediates into the gramMars ( lost of them shared buildiniS,

anyhow), thereby diminishing by one the number of visiting committees;

and second, four school districts were established (including all grarn-

mars and primaries within the boundaries of each) so that the total

number of visiting committees was now 5., By 1870, 28,233 people

lived in Lynn, and ninety -two school rooms (5 high school, 45 gram\-

mar, and 42 primary) were in operatior

Lack of adequate and appropriately organized space for the

grammars and the primaries was a persistent difficulty for school_

committees throughout this p'eriod. Although five new buildings had

been added-epween 1845 and 1850,--by'li ), overcrowding especially

in the primaries had become a real prOblem. Out of the fifty-six

primary rooms that year, eleven averaged over eighty children in
-

attendance (sometimes over 100), at a time when educators agreed

that seventy-was the maximum number of chil4ren that should be
15allowed if good,work was to be done. . With so many pupils per

class, the importance of discipline was compelling, without reference

to larger social issues. When the school committee thought about the

physical plant, however, crowding was not the only consideration--
,.

proper orgarliation, too,, was a big factor. And in the case of the

grammar schools, it became clear to the committee, at least as early
-

as 1865, that if it Was to provide the kind of educati6n desired, the actual
.

orgrization of the schoolrooms had to be altered:

%
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The old system of one large room, where the principal
remains` to have in charge one-half of all the scholarti
of his assistants all the time, as well as, those he
directly instructs, is injurious to his health, comfort
and efficiency, and is now being superseded; or ha's been,
in all our large cities, by the just plan of an equal distri-
bution of labor, under which arrangement each teacher

. governs and keeps in her own room, all the time, all
the pupils she instructs:52

The Committee pressured the City Council on this matter- and finally

announcedin 1868 that aiffeient accommodations would soon be ready

for four of the grammar.schools--two newt buildings, and two others

reconstructed from ones used originally for city government purpose.-

The following year, the coy thittee report expressed satisfaction with

tae two new buildings, although it noted further that two other wards

would soon have urgent needs. New buildings there, they argued,

were necessary for the accurate grf,ding and classification which

are of such vital importance to the efficiency of our schools. !'53 In

1870, the school committee reported that due to the great population _

increase of the past ten years, several new grammar school buildings
*

had b.len put up. Their old ones, they continued, had diin turn been

occupied by primary schools, schools thaf ' , virtue of the extreme

youth.a4thus immobility of their clien191e, had to remain dispersed

throughout the ,city.

Not only\was the school committee required 'to provide adequate

buildings to house the school syStem; it also had to. develop and arrange

' the organiz,ational sequence that would define for the student his pub-
.

lie school career. .Vopulation increases consis.,ntly caused problems

of overcrowding; bueon the other hand /, thei,existence of rather large
, I

n-imbrs of children at the schools also provided the neces-sary
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conditions for a highly classified system in which studentS1 progress

depended on their academic achieve f This seemed a great oppor-
ktimity to-the school corr.rrattee. DiirisiOns and sub-divisions could, be

establisheda%least theoretically- -until all students in-a given class.
.

...... ,.
would beat 'almost exactly the same level of-advancement. -54, With

this type of arrangement, the teacher could work with many as Weil as

withlone, with no tine wasted on those who were behind. To this ,;nd,

school committees spent muchtime a energy working 4on the closely

related problems of gradation of sc olsi and classification within

them.

To illustrate this point, it is instr-,ctive to - onsidei two of`the

issues that received much of the, committees' attention: first, the

refinement of the Sub-sys:;em of primary schools; and second, the

incorporation of the intermediates into the grammar schools. .Let us

begin wit.n.the primaries, Recall that they had been established to

provide a more substantive' educational experience for the youngest

children who had previously bden required to sit unsupervised and

idle while the teacher listened t e) the atc.i.r.children recite, By S850,.

however, it was evident to the' school committee members that the

primaries, too, contained within thernselves children of signilicantly

varying levels of achieverrient, and further, hat significantly different

learning situations were ri,..eded if these children were to bc-clealt with

most effectively.

In eighteen small, though crowded ;774hOols of #1e.
town, may be seen, together, tne incongruous Mingliiig

78f children who ought not to study, ought not,to sit .stql,
who ought to be amused and interested and rec ive
4-zstruction only as play, with children who hare passed
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over this first boundary, and begin to reason, to
apply their minds'to books, and preserve stillness
and order.55

Clearly, these children should be separated, and therefore the

committee suggested the establishment,of "either more intermedi-

ate schools, or a grade of alphabet schools, where all engage in

general exercises. . ."55 Finally the 1860 report announced that

five such experimental schools were now in operation. Organized in

buildings already occupied by two primary schools, "the division was

made on the hypothesis that there are six classes in a properly
"t" r'arranged Primarrttlool., The three upper classes form the upper

school, and the three lower the alphabet school." By this organize-

Hon. each,child experiences "constant occupation, suited to his years

and capacity. "57 The experiment became established policy, and in

1870 the forty-five schools were now divided into. eighteen upper pri-

maries, and twenty-two sub-primaries, with only three remaining as

mixed primaries - -these latter to be found in the most spar sely-

populated sections of the City. Clearly, school committees in Lynn

had all they could do to-keep up with organizational problems--

broade social concerns increasingly received less of their attention.

Within the same twenty year period, the school committee

`completely reversed itself on the value and necessiiy' of intermediate

schools.' Here, again, problems of internal organization received

almost the total attention of the committee. Noting the anticipated

continuation of population growth, the. committee in 1853 expected

that many hew schools would have to be built. It further stated,

indicating a faith in the viability of the intermediate school a$ a.

479
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-permanent institution, that ."it will probably be foun.c1 to be. a better
...."
policy, as well as better economy, to raise the standard, and multiply

the intermediates, than to estabnsh new"grammar schools. "58 The

schools prospered (at least in the eyes of the committee member s),

and in 1861 the annual report proudly announced that "iPaccordance

with the conviction that uniformity of character and attainment simpli-

fies the duties of the teacher, the, grading system has been applied to

these schools also. "59 Only two years later, however, things appear

ed quite different.

While the grading system has been heartily
endorsed in the Primaries, imay well be doubted
whether it does not need essential modification in
the Intermediates. The educational ground covered
by both grades . . . can be accomplished by many
Scholars in one year, and it is manifest that unless
we resort to semi-annual promotions, or make some
other change, injustice is done to such by keeping
them back. . . .. A crisis has now been reached in
the history of this grade; whether the difficulties of
next year can be met as were.tliose ,)f this year,
cannot now be determined. in,the opinion of some,
the time is not far distant when we must follow the
example of Boston and other cities; and merge our
Intermediates in our Grammar schools. This .

Involves changes in our Grammar schools, parti-
cularly in our school-houses, fokx:thich we are not
now pr e?ar ed. 60

The change was made, however, only five months later. The 1864

report states the committee's reasons for deciding upon the mergers.

First, as indicated just above, a bad educational situation had devel-

oped whereby many students, ready to progress to grammar school

work, were required to bide their time with the yearly promotions.

This, concurrently, caused a difficult problem for the grammars,

because they had to face times of large influx of students and others

of deficiencies of numbers. With the mergers, however, the

4 c-)r 0
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grammars would be kept full, with the principal able to promote

qualified students from intermediate classes as soon as they could be

accommodated. Next, if merger had not occurred, more intermedi-

ates would have had to be opened. This would have compounded an

already difficult discipline problem caused by the fact that no authority

figure existed to control the entire building. But with the new arrange-

ments, one principal would have responsibility for the whole school.

Thus, "A burden, with respect to general discipline and order, has

been taken from the shoulders of the Hemala Intermediate teachers

and placed upon the male principals, and order, in each yard, and

witir.R.11' the scholars, is preserved with greater ease and efficiency. "61
,.

Finally, there would be a significant saving in future expenses. ."This

plan centralizes on' r schools, and in future provision for accommoda-,

tions, one large building will be required instead of four or six
62.

small-

er ones; and it is, readily seen that true. economy is attained thereby. ,
'

This new form of organization constituted a four year course of study,

'through which the student would pass in a sequence of a minimum of

six class levels. By 1866, the process of merging the grammars and

intermediates was completed.

As we have seen in the years prior to mid-century,. school

committees experimented with pedagogical techniques in an attempt

to affect significantly and positively the development of each student's

character, espec lly in ihe primaries. This process became more

intricate in the two decades after 1850. This occurred, first because

institutional conditions, characterized by, the diversification

described above, proVided a broader and richer field for possible

.4$1
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school committee 3ducational action--that is, there was a lot going

on that dtimulated thought regarding possible future schooling

arrangements. Second, the new structure of the school committee

itself =- enlarged and differentiated -- allowed individual committee

members the opportunity to concentrate more strongly on pedagogi-
,

cal matters. Two sets of criteria had to be satisfied before any

pedagogical technique or curricular material could be incorporated

into the public school system. The first, of course, and most obvi-

ously, was that such techniques and materials must be expected to

achieve in the student the results sought by the school committee--a

minimal level of literacy and good character formation. The second,

less obvious but increasingly important, was that the techniques and

materials must facilitate the functioning of the school system as such.

If the proposed policy did not satisfy both of these it had no chance of

beiri.implemented.

. School committees faced the very difficult and continuous prob-

lem that the uniform system.of schooling and instruction would degen-
a

erate into mechanical teaching and learning. As the school committee

put it in 1856, there was a danger in the "uniform plan of public educa-

tion" being pursued in Lynn. 63 There was, the members realized, the

chance of "mechanics:NI-ill superseding living assimilation;' of Mere

external facility in the.parrot-like repetition of the words of the book

taking the place of a real ability to think. "64 Over the years, corn-

rnittee members struggled with this fear. By the 1860s, the.y had

come to advocate a pedagogical technique called object teaching,

whereby learning would be meaningful instead of.abstract. In 1866

.4
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the committee report describedthe value of object teaching for

instruction in the primaries.

Object teaching is in'accordance with nature and
art ag they exist around us and are understood by the
scholars, assumes as known only what is known by the
pupil, begins with reality and passes onward from the
known. to the acquisition of further knowledge, till the,
abstract can be understood and properly appreciated.
It demand something more than mere expressidn of
words without comprehension; it requires thought and
understanding, as well as verbal expressionQ,6,

The report further advised that a modified version of object teaching

be used in the grammars, although it also noted its shortcomings.

Simplification, demonstration and object lessons
are all proper andwery beneficial, especially in the lr'wer
classes, but the learner should always bear in mind 'That
there is no royal road to'learning.' Every scholar must
be taught to practkce self-reliance, to labor with his
intellect, to think 'and understand for himself. 66

The main point, howeirer, was that "There is too much memorizing,

and not sufficient thought. "67 In 1868, the committee adopted a new

"course of study" called. "oral instruction." ". . . much stress is

laid upon this method of teaching, and topics are suggested suited to

each gradellitf schools. "68 This method was just what the school com-

Mittee members had been looking for: it would actually involve the

student in the study of materials chosen or approved by the school

committee. "In these exercises, it is the teacher's aim to excite the

curiosity of children, in order to show them how to gratify it; to lead

them to form habits of enquiring, rather than to accummulate isolated

facts, "69 By the use of "such a method, in other words, the student

would be persuaded to study what the School Committee asked instead

olbeing forced to study what he was told. The latter method, it
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seemed; worked better. In neither case, however, did it occur to the

school committee to consult the student; as to his preference.

The new pedagogical ideas also met the second criterion,of

acceptabilitythey helped to maintain the system. This occurred

as the teacher drew the pupil into a relationship founded upon the

affections. The 1857 'report states characteristically, "In some

schoOls there is not the same degree of precise order and regular

drill as in others; but there is a kindly feeling existing between teach-

er and pupil, and a 'motherly influence which accomplishes good re-

sults. "70 In other words, realized the school board members, teach-

er s had the ability to maintain order "(and therefore facilitate the

,functioning, of the system) merely by disapproving of the child's actual

or envisioned "disorderly" or "immoral" acts. The 1863 school report

states, for instance, that the teacher should act "as an effectual and

continual restraint. The pupil should not feel thatle is away from the

eye and ear 'of the teacher, and thus, by scarcely crossing the thre6-

hold, the unexceptional decorum of the school be outraged by the unre-j
buked flow of profanity, or by obscene words and acts. "71 More

directly related to instruction, the teacher's ability to interest the

child in an innocuous activity would tend to keep him out of mischief:

"The secret of good order and improvement is to keep those-that 'are

not reading or reciting so interested in drawing or printing upon the'

slate or blackboard as not to disturb-others by their restlessness or

roguish pranks. "72 It was from this point of view, then, t.'-at school

committees consistently opposed, exceFt in the m st extreme cases,

the use of corporal punishment. Thus the 1857 scho 1 report

--.
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advocated moral discipline.: .

That is the only udisciplineworthy of the name,
which makes the pupils discipline themselves; which is
constantly tending towards habits of self-respect and
self-government; which has no reed of temporary
restraints and petty punishments, because the great-
est punishment of all is the consciousness_ of deserving
it. 73

School Committee members had learned a good lessonin many cases,

psychological-force is more effective than physical force.

By 1870.Lynn's school system, as an educational organiza-

tion, had achieved the essential form it would maintain well into the

twentieth century. The fundamental assumptions regarding pedagogi-

cal and curricular matters had been clarified and embodied in system-

wide policies, and visiting committees did all they could to assure
se.

their complete implementation. Particular techniques and subjects.

to be studied might vary after 111-1.`s time, but tie basic thinking on

these matters would never be challenged. Also by 1870,, the grading

of schools had been completed- -the sub-primary, prirriary, graMmar,
-

and high school sequence would continue to define the system. After

1870, that is, the organizational arrangements would .continue to de-

fine the educational policies and bureaucratic stages through which the

children of Lynn were expected to pa'ss., The Size of'the system., how-
,

ever, did, continue to increase, andwith thid came signifasnf. changes

In the mode by which school committees tried Ao control it. Beginning

around 1870 a shift iiI the school committee's emphasis occutred:'

Before, the concern had been to determine good educational policies

and to organize a system of schools to embody them; now, with this

already achieved,. the problem was to administer it. This would be a
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dif# ult job, as we shall see, because although the form had been set,

the content had not. During the remaining three decades of the cen-
O

tury, the system grew as ithad never grown before.

The size, of Lynn's school system more than doubled between

1870 and 1900. -As before, steady increases in population served as
0

the main reason for the lir owth. Beginning in 1870 with a population

of 28,233, Lynn had 68,513 residents by. the turn of the century. This

represents a growth factor of over 2.4. The rise in average daily

attendance (a. d. a.) at the schools reflects this increase. In the pri-

maries, for example, the a.d.a. for the falk,' 1870 term was 1,935.

By 1899 the corresponding figure had reached 4,633, a growth of 139

percent. A sinillacr increase occurred in the grammars. There the

for the fall, 1870 term was 1,72Z.' This increased to 3,312

Iby 1899. This represents a growth of 115 percent,' not as great as

the primaries', but nevertheless a doubling in average gaily attend-

ance. The grAatept percentage increase. occurred at the high school

level. In 1870 the a.d.a. for the fall term was 150. By 1899 the num-

ber had reached 748 (the combined figure,for the Classical and the new
0

English High School). This represents almost a four-fold increase,

more than twice the rate of population increase. As population and

attendance grew, so C-c.1 the numbers of teachers employed, the mini-
.

bers of classrooms in operation, and the total annual expenditures.

In each of these cases,salso, the percentage of increase was well

over one-hundred:

'While Lynn's pedagogical policies--object teaching, oral

instruction, and discipline -by-moral suasionremained constant for
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the remainder of the century, -some curricular changes were discussed.

In each case they reflected the school committee members' ongoing.

comm ittment toprepare the individual to fit into society as,it was
. -

given atlany particular time. It is in this-eentext that successive

school committees discussed the grammar school curriculum, and

intermittently sponsored night school/J. Regarding thegramniare,-

co ittee reports 'consistently asserted that "the change in character

of our population owingto rapid growth, has, introduced a large num-

ber of scholars who cannot avail themselves" of the High School. 74

While these future laborers remain, stated.the 1
)

869 report, teachers

in the grammars should try to institt in them the love of knowledge. '17-5

The next year& the school report noted that "in view of

liability to a premature conclusion of his studies," the

schools should so "shape his instruction as in the best

answer the requisitions of practical life. "76' By 1876,

the pupil's

grammar

manner to

the school

committee asserted that "it seems speCially desirable that the

instruction here given shall be as thorough as possible in those

branches which in after life shall meet the every-day wants of the

mechanic, the trader, and of every class filling the ordinary ranks

of society, whethet men'or women. 77 Although the committee

reports expressed this concern, little in the way of structural

changes resulted.

Evening schools were another half-hearted attempt to snake

Lynn's schooks-relevant-to the "ordinary ranks-. " The 1868 school

report expresses the point of view from which they approached this

113 8113*
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Our system of public instruction should be enlarged
so as to reach all classes. The city contains a large num-%
ber of boys and girls whom necessity obliges Co foredo the
advantages of the day schools, and to work ize-,11e shop and
elsewhere. For such-young people we know no means of
supplying even a little necessary knowledge better than by
'a system of well- conducted Evening Schools. . . . The
laboring class of the city, composed,largely oLyoung
people, demands the establishment of such schools; and
we recommend the subject So the immediate considera-
tion of the next Boar.i.

The following year the committee opened four evening schools- -two

for males and two for females--as an "experiment." Because atten-

dance appears not to have been particularly high, the committee

asserted, "It is believed that an extension of the plan, to embrace

a central school of a higher grade, where practical Bookkeeping, the

higher Mathematics, and similar branches should be taught, would
79serve a useful purpOse. 1870, classes operated in each of the

four largest wards. But problems soon appeared. Attendance was

not as high as expected, and, more -importantly, a trend seemed to

be developing whereby children who should have seen in day school

attended night school instead. These proems continued, and in

January, 1872 the school committee voted to discontinue the schools:

For the`following decade, the school committee occasionally opened

evening schools, but usually found that attendance was too low and too

inconsistent. Finally, after changes in management procedures, the

night schools reopened in October, 1883. From that time, ai. least ,

'-through the end _of the c(tntury, they were a-constant, _though

ficant, part of Lynn's public school system.

It was the major concern othe school committee, beginning

in the late 1860s, to achieve the most complete control possible_ over
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the giowing publiC school system. This concern found expressibn in
1...'"

t the way the supervisory function w6.sperfcrxmed. One of the most

eiffieult problems; in this connection, 'was th fact,that,, a-sthe num-Ob-
.- . .

ber of schools grew, committee member's increasinglrhad trouble

finding time to make enough visits. And this meant that a uniformly

high quality of instrucstion could not,be xiietted.' "There is," states

, the 1869 report, "a lack of uniformity in the studies of iichooli of the '

same grade, while the gendral exercises and oral instruction, :which
-

constitute the charm orsome schools, are wholly unknown to, or

- receive little attention in others." The report notes further that

this was the casetittleast patially, because without constant

supervision teachers tend to allow their efforts to "flag." The pass-

age concludes by asserting, on the basis of the problems just describ-

ed, the need to hire a superintendent of schools. The committee ,

would wait until 1880),however, before. finally taking its own advice.

Before hiring a superintendent, the school committee tried

three differ, techniques to' achieve adequate supervision. First; it

petitioned the City Council to amend the City Charter so ,a6 to increase

the number and length of terms of school board members: Thus in

1870 the school committee was reconstituted in the following form:°

the Mayor and the President of the City Council sat as ex officio

member's; seven members, each representing one of the city's seven

wards, were elected to one-year term's; and twave additional mem -

bers, four of whose terms would expire annually, were elected for
..

, three-year terms. By virtue of this new arrangement, school board
. . .

member a expected to ac heeve better continuity and effectilieness'in

489:
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performing its supervis6ry function. The committee, second, extended

significantly the administrative function of the grammar principals

begun at the time of the intermediate-gramthar school mergers, by

putting them in charge of supervising the various departments within

their own schools (1870), and finally by placing all primares within

their respective wards under their purview (1872). Third; and fin-,

ally, sometime in the mid-1870s,. they instituted the practice of

administering standardized, written examinations to all students in
> $the high school and the grammars, at the end of each term. (They

had -already conducted oral examinations in the primary schools.) By

these Means committee members hoped to determine strengths and

weaknesses throughout the system, and thereby be in a better pos....lonr
to achieve a uniformly high level of schooling in Lynn. 8I

Between 1877 and '1880, the committee members talked more

seriouslyabout hiring a superintendent. As the 1877 report argued,

the present supervisory arrangements were working well enough, but

perhaps they could woek even better under one person. A superin-

tend'ent would be a.. Specialist in education, a quality that could not be

expected of board members. Furthermore, with a superintendent in
. .

Charge, inttead-.Of the board, there' could be achieved a larger "degree
..

of_uniformity and singleness of method. "82 By 1879 the committee,
,

less and lest satisfied with its on ability, recognized the "necessity
,of givitig the schools more thorough and uniform supervision." Re-

cently board members had not been able to keep up with the growth

of the Aysteni, and teachers had become "discouraged by the lack of
. ,

83interest." It was finally decided to appoint, as 'n experiment, a

" 450
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superintendent for the remainder of the school year. They voted

unanimously to hire Mr. O. B. Bruce o.: Binghamton,' New York, to

fill the position. His work went well, and the school committee asked

him to continue his .service. The 1880 report describes the new

supervising arrangement: -

The theory of the management of the schools row
is, that the Superintendent is at the head of educational
affairs, and has the assiStence of a Committee who shall'
legislate in accordance' with his suggestions3,4f, after
intelligent survey, based on knowledge of its own, it .

sees fit to do The Superintendency does not do away
with the necessity of school_Visitation, and a study of
current ed lcational ideas on the part of the Committee.
If anything, it is more needed than ever,_ in order to
work out the best asults from suggested. innovations
from an expert on educational matters, as the
Superintendent is.840

AlthOugh the school- committee members continued to visit saiools,

the process of professipnalizing school administration had begun.

Within a \very few years of his being hired, Superintendent Bruce held

.effective control of most aspects of administration, including policy

determination. The appointment of a superintendent, then, was the

final step that completed the process of the evolution of-a set of

relatively separate district schools into a modern public school

system.

III. Conclusion

By way of coif-Clue-ion. It might-sin interesting to pick out

several issues mentioned in the text and analyze them from a Chore

critical point of vievJ The first two, %lough important, may be

disposed of rather quickly. To begin, the enormous significance
,)
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of population growth 'must be stressed. To a great degree, the press

of children determined the ultimate organizational form of the system.

Second, while ends may rernait. constant, successive policies designed

to implement them may c. ,ange and even appear to contradict each

other. Recall, for instance, the rise and fall of the intermediate

schools. Committee members first strongly supported them, then

abolished them. Yet they made both decisions from exactly the same

point of view. This occurred because the environing institutional struc-

ture had changed to the degree that the former policy had been render-

ed contradictory to the aims that produced it. Thus, policy deter-

mination must be understood to exist in a dialectiCal relationship with

the processes of in- 4.tutional evo4rtion. Lynn's school committee
o

members no more directed than responded to the organizational situa-

tion as it developed and presented itself to them. As with the case of

population growth, factors outside the control of Lynn's citizens, as

individuals or as committee members, determined to a great degree

the shape the system would take.

Let us now turn to the modern urban ideology. and try to

determine its significanc.). It was perhaps mostfimportant in two

non- bureaucratic connections: fir st, in determining the per spective

by which pedagogical judgments would be made; and second, in

defining a theory of action. In each case it proved to be too narrow

to deal effectively with the situations it was believed to embrace.

Regarding pedagogy first, because adherents of the modern

ur" A:A ideology accepted the bacial structure as good by definition,

tn.,. individual had to be molded and prepared to fit smoothly into it.

or 492
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'This meant that the fundamental problem for eduCators was to

achieve as complete control as possible over the growth of the child.

To this end they began to pay serious attention to the Mental and

physical processes that defined the growing youth. They found, for

instance, that learning occurs when the subject-matter is compre-
,

hensible and interesting - -a truth that seems self-evident today.

Certainly these insights constituted real advances in understanding

the learning process, and with this there should be no quarrel.

Difficulties begin to arise; however, as the uses to which these

insights were put are considered. .
The fundamental problem was that the pedagogical techniques

developed from these insights failed to take into account the integrity

of the student as an acting, thinking, and intrinsically valuable human

being. They were extremely manipulative in character. Ke we haye

seen in the case of the primary schools, for instance, educators

emphasized techniques that would interest the student in his assign-
.,

rants, not because it is good that the child engage in interesting acf,

rities, but because greater control over that person's development

might be achieved in this way. More impOrtant17, by use of such

techniques, the student 12.y.definition is relieved of the ability And

opportunity to make decisions. He no longer is allowed control even

of his own preferences. other-words, it owe-thin-g-to-presi..n

materials from various points of viewso that a person will have a
. I

fair opportunity to apiSreciate and possibly work with them; it is quite

another matter, however, to create` the psychological conditions

whereby those same materials cannot be resisted. In this direction'
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lies tyranny--the opportunity to choose, in any'meaningful sense of the

term, is eliminated. Lynn's school people should not, however; be

blamed for allowing this situation to develop--they never adequately

comprehended it. This failure to understand occurred because the

modern urban ideology could not distinguiza between facilitated learn-

ing and psychological force. In the world represented by i,uch a view,

all good individuals share allegiances that combine to protect the "

unquestionably good and therefore true social. order. Thus all

teaching designed to prepare one for life in that order must be good7:-,

and true. In such a context, how could one prefer that which would

destroy the good life? This was unthinkable, and :herefore so was

the distinction. If a 'pedagogical technique worked, if was good. That

this view is patently false (at least to many of us today), indicates a
o

.

real weakness of the modern urban ideology.

There is another.perhaps more fundatrierital problem witIrthis:

ideology: it contains an inadequate conception of action, anet there-

fore a false view of the nature of moral responsibility. This came

to pass because people failed to perceive some of the most important

implications ref corporate institutional life. Corporate institutions' in

the form of industrial organizations first appeared in England in the

last third of the eighteenth century. By the nineteenth century they

had spread far and wide, now moving outside the industrial context

to include prisons, asylums, school systems, and the Ake, 'Their

greatest virtue was that they could incorporate great masses of

materials and people into an ordered structure that would enable

theretofore unimagined, yet desirable, ends to be achieved. This

4. 494



was well understood and appreciated throughout the Western world.

In Lynn corporate structure came to fruition not only in tha shoe

industry but also. in' the public schools. What ifeople failed to under-

stand was that the decisions of those in control of such institutions

could also have extremely far-reaching negative effects. Thus people

valued the shoe industry for providing conditions of stability and oppor-

tunity: it produced and sold sites, bringing wealth to the city - -a

process easy to perceive and understand. At the same time, however,

as traditional culture and work relations were required to accommo-

date themselves to the new manufacturing conditions, disruption

,occurred throughout society--poverty, ignorance, and vice seemed

to increase and threaten the new industrial and social order.'

Tragically, people were not adequately prepared to-think

through these problems: traditional notions of social order, dean-
.

ing it largely in terms of the individual's, character, kept the analysis

away from the fundamental issueinstitutional dynamicsand relations.

This tended to benefit private property or business interests to the

detriment of the common man. Because injustice in corporate
t.

organizations was perceived in terms of moral failures of individuals,

the powerful and the powerless alike considered e a types and styles of

,corporate control as technical; not moral, problems. It was from this-

perspective that workers and bosses in Lynn thought- about, defined And

reached a fairly .stable consensus regarding acceptable conditions for

industrial and social stability and opportunity. And it was further-
.

more from this point of view that citizens (.1. 1.41-nik suPported the

public school system and the. character formation service it was
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intended to perform.. Unfortunately, this meant that the schools

would continue to embor"y, and by implication teach an outmoded

theory Of social action -- outmoded because it continued to emphasize

individual character and did not take into account the nature of social

relations in a corporate society. It is in this sense that the public

schools may be said to have servea private or business interests, but

this occurred because of a failure of thought--apparent greed, exploita-

tion and the like being as much the consequences as the causes of the

situation.

What can Le saio in.surnmary? First, on thee 111'roSt superficial

level, the adult citizen got what he asked for. Wofrkers and bosses,
Tr

parents and educators stem to have shared a modern urban ideology,

which, in conjunction with population growth and irestitntional evolution,
.

guidect admitiistrative decisions abo-t,. schooling in Lynn. The system

grew, and children traced a path through it. It is impossible to say

how this process affected each child, but surely some leained white

others failed to learn, and some enjoyed while others were indifferent

or miserable. Furthermore, Iris not clear that teachers used the

pSyehological insights into the nature of the child's develOpment to

manipulate children to the degree that pedagogical theories proposed.

Teachers, reacting as people, must have developed a range of rela-
._

tioaships with-the students-, and in the process fox. zed-classroorrrs-that

were not cooly manipulative. To the extent, however, that character

formation dominated the aims of the school system--and it certainly

was a central aim - -we must conclude that education in this nineteenth

century city was fundamentally inadequate. It'is debatable whether
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effective formalized character training is possible to attain; but, it is

clear that even if it were, social morality or justice would not thereby

be achieved. If the good life is to be built and maintained, knowledge

of the nature and function of the modern corporate institution s

required. The schools of Lynn failed to instruct in such Matters

(clearly, they were not alone), and by virtue f that fact-did not

prepare future adults to comprehend fully and control, to the extent

made possible by objective conditiono, their destinies.

2,
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS

I. Recapitulation
S

t 1a.

In the following' section we surrimarize the, more important

conclusions of the various studies, with a view toward constructing

a complex descriptionof the relationships between educational devel-

opment and social change in nineteenth-C.entury Massachusetts. Sorrie
_

Of the passages that follow are paraphrases of the research results'

and iriterpretations we presented in the precedirig chapters; other °

conclusions are repeated ver batim. ,

Chapter argued that the discussion of education, in the early

national period has too long focussed on the concerns and" proposals

Of the Founding Fathers, which had little impact at the local ,level.

Webelieve that the lag between the Revolutionary peribd, when
4
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leaders emphasized the necessity of schooling for an educated

-c-itinrykl.and significant state intervention in schooling, which did
,

not take place until the 1830's and 1840's, is best explained by the,

fact that local public and 1;0 rate schooling, wab widespAad in the
.. . - ..

.
early nineteenth century s.nd was considered ample by-most people

. _ .

.,.in the American Northeast. However, we dispute Al ert Fishlow's----
-

. speculation that there was probably littlor no rise i total dnr011.:*

meht rates in the period 1800 to 1830. Using available public school
. .

data from New York State, we charted a substantial rise to 1830, aftgi

which enrollment rates levelled off.

Rural and urbari solutions to schooling needs were differen

in the early national period. an the basis of information froin New

York,City, BostOn. and Salem, we demonstrated that school' enroll-
. .

ment in large commercial cities ims approximately the same in the

early nineteenth century as at mid-century, that the)f were generally"

lower in both periods than small -town and rural rates, and ths.t in the
.

cities there was a marked shift from private to public schooling.
-

Town Size was negatively associated with enrollment rates,'

. even at these early dates (1800 in New York State, 1826 in Massa-

chuietts). Small farming ,towns, like Glenville, New York, displayed
-

relatively high enrollment rates from the mid-1820's, when the
:

earliest records begin, until mid-century. The rates.were

and there was no shift from private to public schooling such as in the

commercial centers. While the shift from private to public almost

entirely accoats for the rising public enrollment rates in the cities,
.

the rural areas probably experienCed rising enrollment rates prior
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to 1830, and the 'increases cannot be accounted for by a shift from

private to public because there was verlr little private/schooling

small farming communities.

ot*--T1---olif evidence reestablishes-the capacity

of the educational institutions of the late eighteenth and -e:

teenth centuries to increase the extent-of schooling in the American

Northeast in:the decades prioi to-the common school "revival."

Thus we cannot rune out the possible contribution of education sto..
rising productiirity, if not through cognitive training then,possibly through

- .
attitude' formation. Also, we should-no longer assume that:state inter-

vention was necessary in this period in order maintain widespread

rudimentary education. Two quite different unregulated modes of

schooling, characteristic of commercial. cities and rural communities,
had by 1800 resulted in enrollment rates that were high compared to

other nations but-that were still capable of expansion in the period

1800 to .1830. Per capita consumption of schobling in the American

Northeast wasdprobably increasing' substantially before the:reforms of
the late 183013. The magnitude of the increase is undetermined, but

it was substantial, ev when private schooling is accounted for, and

it took place not in the c tea but, in the towns and villages of the hin-

terland:

Chapter III traced trends in Massachusetts school attendance
from 1840 to 1880. There we discussed in more detail,the cornplexi-

ties and confusions involved in -the historical study' of schook_attend-

ance rates. Theiei--t :summarized under four headings:. the confusion
.

of different tYpes =of attendance:figures; the noncomparability- of annual

4.!
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scho =ol enrollment g e with_c_r_o_ses-sectional census figures; shif,s

in required reporting categories over tirrise; and the unreliability of

priVate school data. Research on theae:matteraled us to the rather-,

`discoVraging conclusion that the margin of error- attributable to.-these

,:data problems may Sorrietitnes be as great or greater than the mag-

nitude of actual historical trends: - Undaunted;. however, we con--
strueted what we consider to be the best possibleeseP of..time.series

for MassaChusetts -school attendance from 1840 to 1880. These

displayid the following trends:

There was a marked decrease in the proportipn of school

childreri in private schools,- from 13.8%.in 1840,to 8.4% in880.
.

HoWever the'campaign:against private schooling-was .only

succeseftil. What occurred' was not 'a victory over ,separ, elite

Schooling; t`t rather a 'conversion of low-pricedspay-schoc4, local

"acaderiiiisi:and subscription . schoo'ls itIto towncontxolled, tax-

supported schools.

AlthOugh the public school -system expanded rapidly instills

period, to keep pace 'With population ncreases_and the .shift.from

private to' public schooling, there'was'a.slight but steady decline in,

the total per cent of children enrolled in all schools .durAngstiiese

decade's: The e llmentWecline may be attributed, toiseveral

caused. First, overall enrollrrient was already very high by,1840,

partivula:rly if Ave look at children inthe age rangefrom eight-to

thirteen,years' old, :aiiiiostallof.whoms, rural and urban, attended

school at some point' during the year.. , Public policy.wou1.41therefore

have had to be aimed at the age extrerxxee in order to expand the,
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enrollment rate. However; and this is the second reason, educators

were vigorously attempting to decrease the school, attendance of very

young- children during- this period;: -we-do-curt-rented in detail-in-

Chapter VI." Third, industrializatioriin this period meant increased

child labor 'opportunities; and many urban families needed the income

of their teen-aged children. Fourth, immigration .increased problems
. _

of ethnic and religious conflict, which alienated some groups from the

public schools. Finally, school people were themselves rather luke-

warm about persuading or coercing: the resisting minority to attend

school because they were viewed as the most problematic in attitude

or irregUlar attendance habits. Thus, while .unemployed truants

made school t 'ficials and social reformers anxious, public.policy

was not aimed at increasing total enrollment rates, which declined

during this period largely because of declining rates of enrollment

among young children, who stayed at home, and rtlder children, many

of whom 'were working:.

In contrasts,..the average number of days of school attended

per child zero toninetee.years old was increasing during these
.1

decades. Average' days'of schooling per .child in,ie society. is

determined by two components:. average daily attendance and

average length of school session per:year. trends in these vari-

ables were as follows: Average daily attendance was roughly stable,

when expressed as a percent of all children under twenty. As a per-

ofcent all children enrolled in school,, however, average daily

attendanCe rose from 62.4 per.cent to 76.4 per ,cent during this.
period. Educators". campaign for regular attendance was.hiving
' .

;1.1 tt.'1 ; ., f 4;7 yip;
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'.1.-'' some effect. The length of the public school* year increased sub-
.....;::4--. -1--..ri:-.:-.;::. -4-.::.--::4.:7.-. , .,.. . . , . .

nstantially in Massachusetts in this period, from 150 days in.1840 to
::......... ..,..:. ..t
' i.. ..., c ..1 -....c-.C.1 . :.:1,..--,

192,_days in 1880. School officials argtied for it, and urbanization
-.;-_-.4,:. 1 t-- 4'-"."..--.r.::,.. ..:;ss.'_'

'' fostered it. `'Asa result' of that increase,' plUSthe 'Stable average
1....: .-:-:-:- ..!.3......-'... .7..: .7 !;."11-5 113"---- . .T

daily attendance, the. average number 'of days of echool attended per
. ..
year, expressed as an average for all children in the population, rose

- . .

during this period from 606 days to 71.6 dajre...
s:. . .

Massachusetts was in this Sense, theiefore,a more "educated"

society in 1880 than it had been in 1840. 'The:increase may have eon-

tribtited to productivity in the latei stages of industrialization,' when .

ekill requirements rose. Moie certainly, our attendance figures
...-...--z.--:: - .--..--.:-..:7.-- -.--. .:: 7.- -.. : :.-. I --.: - ,

Signify a custodial and educat'onal shift *from family to school, a

widespread and seemingly irreversible increase in the eictent oi state
.t)-:-.---7.-,':..:-_'',::-..,- ..-.... i e...-- '4. -. . i -

'intervention in the
,
rearing of the young. .

,Histories of urban education have been imprecise in their use
--1.,. , .

of (the concept of urbanizatio4. In hater IV We attempted to clarify

the relationship between urbinization and SchOoling in nineteenth-

century. Massachusetts. The notion that.Urbanization should be defined, 1

by the demographic dimensio4s of size and dens:tv, with other economic
^7 .

1and cultural factors treated s? par ately; is supported by the sociological
. . -.1

literature on the rural-urbanlcontinuuin, and we proceeded with this
;

strict definition. .44!. r:
, . ,

The systematization o public`schOoling in Massachusetts
.

coincided with rapid urbanization. However, 'tho notion of an "urban
:1- , ..

criAis" as a central cause of the extension and bureaucratization of
SaoltprIpz%

education should be treated with some caution. The perception of
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urban crisis may have been much deeper and more worrisome in a

few particular cities than in general. Furthermore, rural problems

also figured prominentlramong-educational reformers-12ion-cerns.

LeaVing aside the question'of cause's at theOtitset:we.docu-.

,mented systematic. correlations between population.;
size and many

educational characteristics of Massachusetts tOwill. Specifically,

.town size was negatively. related to total enrollrnent and average

daily attendance; size was positively related to the length of the

public school.year, togreater expenditures, to large pupil-teacher

ratios, to more.pupils-per-school, to a higher. proportion of female

teachers, to higher wages, and to greater sex discrimination in wages.

1 . Educational differences in different sized towns were marked

and consistent in 1840; 1860, and 1875, although there, as some tend-

ency to convergence over time. Town size is "a common.and con-

venient way to talk about rural-urban differences. However, popula-

tion size was not, in itselt a very significant' statistical determinant

of educational differences when we controlled for other characteristics

of the towns. Multhrariate analysis (multiple regression) yielded..
the following associations. When. controlling for other variables,

total- school enrollrnentrates were not significantly associated with

population size, commercial developMent, per capita wealth, or per

capita expenditures on pauper relief. Enrollment was negatively and..
significantly related to population density; to the proportion of the

work force engaged in manufacturing,' and to our measure or

Catholic church strength. It was positively related to our measure

of general church'participationchurch seats per capita). Variations
'

'it 4-) ..: :v J.:.1 )
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communities. in the percent of children under five and children

over fifteen enrolled in school were .even more pronounced and were

best predicted byohr density measure, which also measures agri-

cultural status. Children at the age extremes were enrolled in

school at greater rates in.sparsely populated, agricultural towns.

.. = When controlling for .othet variables, the length of public

school session wasalso not significantly related to a town's total

populition. It was strongly:and negatively related to population -

-:'= density.' Commercial status was positively related.to longer. school

years,- as was the per cent of the population foreign-born. Our reli-

-: gious variatles, as well as.:per capita wealth and pauper expenditures,

'',Were hotsignificant predictors of length of-public school year.

= . Like -the' above .education -variables, days of schooling per.

4thild,vias not significantly related to a town's population size when

'''..bther 'town -charaCteristics were. controlled. Density was significantly

related to-days of schooling attended per child, chiefly because. of the

-shorter school year in sparsely populated towns. _Among the denser

towhs,. again, .commercial- status.was significantly related to more

edhcation receivedper child. Per: capita. wealth, wiper expenses,

and the proportion of the population foreignft.born were not signifidantly

"4. related to this varia.ble: As-with total t enrollment, church capacity

refated.positively -and Catholic church capacity negatively.

' sum,; our effort to clzrify anernpirically measure the

impact of urbanization or schooling ledrto an emphasis on density.

1Despite -the common use oPpopulation size figure's to describe the

'rural-urban continuum, educational varit.-4:41es were.,mor e,clearly

510
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.,..
related to the density and the agricultural status of mid-nineteenth..

century town's. .Sparsely populated towns had'a higher proportion of.
their children enrolled at school, particularly at the youngest and

. oldest age ranges. -Their school sessions were shorter and conse..,. : :

quently the days.of school consumed per child°Was lower:: This seems

:consonant with the role of children acid of education in agricultural'
. .

communities, which valued, common schooling for its social as much

as for its intellectual functions, but whose patterns,of seasonal labor

and relatively meager financial resources encouraged short school _

.

sessions.. : . .: f!,

We introduced other measures of social and economic develop-

inent that occurred with urbanization but were not synonymous with it.
:. ; = : ,

Among the.denser, larger towns,- there appeared different school
:

attendance patterns in the more highly commercial and the more

highly manufacturing towns. Other things being equal, a town with a

higher proportion of merchants in its work force also displayed higher

. levels of.e-ducational supply and participation, while towns: with a large,
. percent of their work force engaged in Manufacturing experienced the

disruptions of industrialization, including lower educational partici..

pation, whether because of child labor opportunities, indifference,..
or cultural conflict. Independent of workforce characteristics, both

religion and immigration had strong associations` with some educa-

tional variables, underscoring thela'ct that sehciels were a stage upon

which important cultural dramas Wereplayed. Urbanization, if care..

fully defined, is only one factor in the complex educational deVeloP..
a .

Ment 1,.assachUtetts towns in the nineteenth. century.; ;ta
. . a

(j 705 W " r hon. .tt 'fi'f
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One of the instruments through which reformers attempted to

"'uPgrade schooling and eradicate. rural-urban differwnces in mid-

'nineteenth-century Mastsachcsetta was the state. Board of Education,

an institution. made famous by Horace Mann. Even in its early years?

;'"hOvirever, when its powers were weak and its anain effort exhortatory,

the Board met substantial and vociferous opposition. In Chapter V

we analyze the mosterious .challenge to the Board of Education.

' The efeCtion in'1840.of a Democratic governor committed to fiscal

retrenchment spelled an, opportunity for opponents of the three-year-
.

-cad 'state Board. A bill to abolish the hoard made it through corn-

mittee and was considered by the. House of Representatives in that
.year. Opponents decried the Board as wasteful and as an improper

'incursion on local Control-of schools. .
There is plausible iMpressionistic evidence. to support the view

,that this controversy was a matter of Democratic opposition to a Whig

institution, or of opposition by orthodox Congregationalists to the
-v

nonsectarian policies of Horace Mann and his..Unitarian supporters,

or of rural opposition to the centralizing policies of urban indus-
.

irlalists and social reformer s.., .To assess the relative importance

Of these different--though yerhaps compatible--explanations, we

examined the personal and constituent characteristics of the legisla-

.*tors who participated in this roll-call vote. ,
;J('Party was' ndeed by far the-best single predictor. Sixty-

"seven'PeiCert of the Democrats approved of abolishing the Board

while 81 Percent, of the Whigs opposed, the bill, and -the association

with party remained strong when other measurable factors were

512.
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controllt,d, On this issue, the traditional viel.fof basic. philosophical

differencstbetween Whigs andDemocrats appears. valid. The vote

and the debates.reveal.optimistic,.. interventionist Whigs behind the

Board while Democrats gearful for their liberties opposed it.. None-
.

theless, substantial numbers of legislator's fromboth parties ignored
.

party position; moreover, they.were more 'Wily to do so if the town

they came from was not "safe, "-that is, if their partrhad.only a
. ,,, ':,

precarious hold on their,town's voters:. ... : =,:

.:..,
The next, best PredictOr of a legislator's position on this bill

. .

was the economic development of, hie town. Those from towns.With
...

,a high proportion of the work force engaged in commerce or manu-
.

facturing heavily supported the Board of Education. Both 4irueusions.

,
of economic development were .comparable importance; manufac-...
hiring; as a legislator .or.a constituent characteristic did not play a

unique or a dominant role in Board support. 'Town size played a
. . . .

role here similar tc its association with school enrollments, length

of school year, and other variables we investigated in Chapter IV:

legislators from small communitiec were more opposed to the Board,

but not because of their population..size ppm se; after controlling for
.

other variables, this factor washes-out: ' Small communitiesunities opposed

the Board of Education because they were lest developed economically

and tended to send more farrnert.and more:DernoCiats to the legisla-
, .

. : s
ture than other communities., ,...:-.r.;.. I. 1,,

.

The third best predictor was.region: 'Although the pattern of

support from towns near Botton was complex, legislators from

Western Massachusettstended tooppose the Board. Thiiipattefii-
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:le. "'was signifiCant even after controlling' for other variables such as town
. .

' size, "economic status, and political party affiliation. Being farthest

'from the center of control, the western legislators were the least

`enthusiastic about central direction in education.

Factors thathad relatively little impact on the position of
,

legislator, when controlling for other variables, were: the' occupa-

tion of the legislator, the age of the legislator, the number of years

he served'in the legislature, the wealth of his town, and various

measures of religion in his town--whether it hada Unitarian church,

whether ministers: served on the school committee, and whether the

Bible was used as a school book. . .0

Beyond party affiliation, it seems, town characteristics were

more important' factors than characteristics of the legislators them-

selves. Among the towncharacteristics, -regional, political, and

economic variables were more,importan, -Alan religious ones.

Despite 'the clear religious motivations of some of the protagonibts

in the debate, then, it seems that Horace Mann had successfully

defused the religious issue within the Massachusetts House of

Repr6sentatzves.

4*" In su3?i, our multiple classification analysis allowed us to

demonstrate that the. influence of party, while Paramount,. was sub-

stantially modified on this issue by the socioeconomic characteristics

'6'.f the legislatorst. towns. A central state Board of Education not

'only' made more sense to one party 117.in to the other; it also made

"moresense in some settings than in others.

51:4
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'One of the most substantial ruralurtian differencee` in

nineteenth-century Massachusetts was in theage Structure of school
.

enrollments.- Because the -impact -of the school system ori:childrenis

lives is governed initially by when they.enter echool, and bebause the.

appropriate age for school:entry became-:controversial uf the mid-
. . ...

. :

nineteenth century; we devoted Chapter,Vrto am analysis of Phis

important life .course event:: the transition froMfamily tO, scheo4
..,...., . . .

In the process we learned. niuch about;Chaniing hineteenth;century

attitudes. toward young c h i l d r e n. ;
,

In colonial Massachur etts, ,children,were not treated ati-a

distinctly different category rom adults. Childi:en were; hoWeVer,
..:

considered innately sinful and in need of strong discipline

gious training:, The family was chiefly,responsible-.for the education

of young Children, and iiteracY.trainindw Is deemed a.pprippriate as °

early as possible. By the early:nineteenth century, ii.hOols had'be-
. .

come chiefly responsible for educating children, and veryiiiing
.children were commonly- in. school,--as early as agehree..;.

In the period from 1830 to 1880 a reaction against the schooling

of young children occurred, chiefly for the following reasons: (1) the

groWing emphasis on childhood education .at home;:teinfOrced.by

increasing stress`on,mothers'xole in the home, (2) stress on the

need for gradual and balanced child development,, including the fear
- .

of insanity, caused by excessive,inteltectual activity..at a very young

age, and (3) the emerging bureaucratic .structure of" public schooling,

into which very young Children.did'not.fit. ti' ;.. .

' ' >.i :irk ;1; t
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spite this new conventional widd,om,. parents were slow to

- respond. /Educators complainer that parents stubbornly sent their

" Three- and four-year-old children to school despite admonitions,/and

enrollment rates verify the practice. The lag between educator's'

advice'. and parents' desire to send' young children to schbol was

essentially eliminatedby 1880, partly thrbugh-the implementation of

local regulations against the efirolinent of children under-five fears

old. In the period 1830 to 1880, then, -the boundary-between family.

and school became more sharply demarcated. The waning of the harsh

Calvinist view of infants; along with the dissemination of Locktan and

1Pestalozzian notions of the unique emotional, physical, and intellectual

needs of pliant but frail children; 'fostered the delineation of a distinc-

'stage_ of childhood: the pre-schooler. Schools became more age-

-"graded, standardized, and regimented,' wnile the early childhood years

became more protected; both through the postpOnement of intellectual

training and 'the later entry into school.' The new relationship between

school and family was initiated by school spokesmen and 'child7rearing

theorists; parents adjusted only gradually and reluctantly,. 'Deiipite

periodic reform enthusiasm for early schooling; as in the r .rly

kindergarten movement, the developments of the mid-nineteenth-

century established.a durable legacy: for most children, the first:

'.%najor life cue event is the abrupt transition 'at.age five from a

protective,, personal fatally to' an age-graded, task-oriented school.
.

Chapter VII continued the study of life course decisions

involving school enrollment. We analyzed the determinants of school

entry and school leaving in eight towns in Essex County in 1860 and

516
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1880. The communities included. three cities and five 'rural towns.

In a descriptive introluction we established that child-14.W laws were
.

-.weakly enforced and rarely44fected the age groups we studied.., . . . ; . . . !.
. .....;.-

chilcsren between four and eight and children over thirteen. In
.: .. . ..

. . . .
. :`,.

cities the school'system was more bur earicraticakly developed and
. ..

made special types of schools available to particular groups; but
t.

cities also offered more diversions and alternatives to youth, eve.:

cially More ofiportunity. for-full-time,' nonheasonal wor,lc.
.

.
rural towns schooling was more compatible with family, and work

and may have served a more prized social role aswell. ti ..
. it

. t y

Within the communities we investigated school entry and leav-
. ,'''

ing p tterns among different &ocialgroupg by using multipleclassifi-

catio analysis on large samples of individuals in the 1860 and 1880
,feue al census. Attendance patterns of children aged fouit to eight

invo vt-d relatively small-differences among different subgroups in,
the wins, defined by occupation, ethnic origins, and various 13C0,21011*

and demographic characteristics.ile main Conclusion was that age

its If was by_far'the strongest predictor:of st.7.hool.attendance among

young children. At a giv,en age, however, the likelihood of a

chiles attendance was associated other variables in the follow-
,

ing manner. Rural attendance rates of young children were con-.

sistently higher, as expected; illiteracy of a parent had the expected

negative association but involved a tiny number of cases. Girls

attended
. .

slightly..,,,
the ratio

school earlier and in greater numbeis than boys, but only
.

, .

Our atterript to measrirethe effect on school attenclanc eof
," :

of workers 'to consumers in the child's family did not yield
. .

2:(0 t roi - ,41
't e. '
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" a meaningful relationship. Parent's occupation was not a strong

1yredictor of young childrenis'attendancee &nigh children of seMi-

skilled and Unskilled parents enrolled in higher proportions, .suggest-

ing: that they viere.the groups least receptive to eductors'.pleas to

keep young children at h;rne. Contrary to the argUment that working

mothers used. the School's for the custody of young' children, however,

emploYed mothers in households without fathers were less likely to
,

Gelid their children to school than the. mothers who remained at home.

Ethnicity had an effect only at the extreme of the newly-arriVed,

fOreign-born children in 1880, who were less likely to attend school;
K X43

there was no-other consistent differenc e in the school attendance by

youngochildren of foreigns..-born and native parents. 'The effect of the

,

age of the child's parent was, not dramatic and was curvilinear: peak

young children occurred for parents in the 35 to 39 year-

in both 1860 and'1886. Despite these.iiriations associt-
.

0-

ated with community and' family variables, yo. ung children in our

attendance by

old age group

Essex County towns 'sc...em to have hkd a similar rather than a highly.
. .

Adifferentiated school enrollment pattern as yowls i r d
. ... .-

Their teen-aged contempor seies had to Weigh gevJaHgetors
. , .. .

in deciding wh'ethei to remain in school, 'and these varied accordingo
. .to `community tYpe.and.family characteristics Thus, school leavang

was more sensitive than school entry to the- variableii we could me40- ,0 R

ure. At a giVen age,,, the likelihood that a Vten=aged child would be
'1 ,, ,-

enrolled in school was
,

associated with rural residence, higsier

:occupational status of the parent, native eihniC status, and lertale

agx of the child (a slight difference). The influence of our wokk-
. -1,

,.
,, .. .,, !.----- :-",-; .t :
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consumption index cn teenage school attendance was difficult to

J

interpret, but suggested hat teenagers were less likely., rather,

than more likely, to attend school if a Is.arge number of. parsons in

their family worked. The age of a child's parent had no systtaltic

relatiorisnip to school attendance in the teen years.

In sum, although family ar )mmunity variables influenced

the timing of these transitions, both decisions (and especially school

entry) were governed very strongly by the subject's age. However,

there were surely substantial differences in the quality, and the quan-

tity of education received by children from different groups once they

enterer schbol, differences that are not revealed by our crude data on

school entry and school leaving. Nor do we wish to minimize the diff-

erences that do appear in our data, particularly with regard to school

leaving. A small difference could meana lot, not because schooling
,e

was so precious, but because choices were shaped by cultural diff-

erencec and economic exigencies. Whatever teenagers may have

learned while they were- in schonli they surely learned-something in

the process of school leaving about how their world was ordered..
In ar effort to deterthine how the demographic and economic

development of different nineteenth-century communities affected tile

organization-and purposes of schooling, we conducted detailed studies

two ox our Essex County towns, Boxford and Lynn. These wek

written by Martha Coons and John Jenkins respectively, and thciy

were presented in chapter VIII and Chapter IX.,

Chapter VIII analyzed education in 13oxford, a marginal

agricultural community characterized after 1860 by etonorptc.......
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ing.-pOpulatioti, -and cultiiralliOlatiiid. Whether this

faiik-of-uirogreis"-was 'a problem ola. blessing-Was a-matter of some

debate in Boxford; in either case,- these factors strongly influenced
,

. . :
:the town's attitude ----arct 'education.

--- oxford's- district scho's were sriall z+nd ungraded; the
.

teacher turnc.ver was frequent. The schools were devcited to teach-
.-

. .

72'ing-'-'hasie-skills and to inculcating discii)line;enforeed by the rod.

These had beer: the goals of rural -aChooling Icing before nineteenth-

century reforniers began worrying -about juvenile delinquency, truancy,
.3, ..

crime, and vice. Although Boxford school committees complained

-a.bo..`-f irregular attendatice, tney took little action againtruants,

and complaints about social disorde,r, chaiacteristic.of urban school

iepo.rts, were cbSent in Boxford. . .

. t -
In a ..:',.;tl-Liunity faced with outxnigra-tion and declining

productivity, financiarfesourcesfor education were. scant, and long

debate ensued before allocating money even for proper outhouses.

District-committees hired a constant, procession of cheap, inexperi-:

enced teachers, and despite their traditional skepticism about the

ability of women to teacl: common schools, thc eventually turned..

.- = to this practice for economy. Short summer and winter school
.

sessions striZ..-1. the work responsibilities of farm children and kept
.-

school budgets low.
. .

The people of -Boxford resisted educational innovation, and

they
. .

fOught Strenuously-against the centralization of control aver

schools. They 'also "icisisted. 'Sikh as.the it-anilardiza-

tion oftektboc:Its an the-establiehmera Of a

044)
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schools in the nineteenth century, hardly som--..041ing -a state school

official would beam about, were nonetheless c nant with the

. localistic outlook, strong kin and neighborhood taes, and agricul..

tural work of a town largely untouched by the social changes trans-

forming urban society. Tight district control, .modest budgets,

'shOrt schOolter4's--to most people in Boxford these seemed pre-
,

cisely the appropriate way tohandle schooling. This was a corn-

in unity *here the schoolhouse played a larger social role for young
L

. :.
and old than in the cities, but Where school instruction itself played

a much'ore minor role in the upbringing of children.

Boxford had diss.ented from the educational modernization

of Mis-sachusetts, passively for the most part, -ociforously When
o

1necessary.' Boxfordian's left to their twentieth-century heirs the

probleth of whether their schools should be accommodated to the

world beyond the town's border s.. ... . . r..

Unlike Boxford, Lynn underwent rapid social Change in.the

nineteenth century, particularly in terms of population growth and

manufacturing developm,Int. Chapter IX, a study of Lynn's educe-
.

tional developreent, completed this collection of essays. It analyzed

two crucial factors in the development of. that city's: schools: the

widespread acceptance of an.urban.ideology, which shaped attitudes

about the purposes of schooling, and the rapid growth in population,

which caused constant pressure for expansion of the school system

and resulted in an enterprise 'of ever-increasing Scale,. ,.

The urban ideology discussed.in Chapter IX found broad

wipport it Lynn; 'not Gall, from social elites but from a:iticulate,
: , r.? ;5 i.;( i
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kitiOrking-class leaders as well. This set of beliefs promised security

growth to the social and economic system, and opportunity to

inditAduals within it. Despite exploitative working conditions, "grow-

. ing worker alienation from owners, and increasing labor organiza-

-' tirsn, working -class leaders acquiesced in the political and educational

institutions of Lynn, and indeed, they did not develop a fundamental

'critique of the economic system. With regard to education, working-

-class leaders, like upper-class elites,. espoused the view that social

order and. virtue derived from individual character formation and

that schools were. the pifoper instrument for individual reformation.

Conflict over schooling, then, involved disputes about corporal pun-

ishment and about the attendance of truants or working children, not

about the ideological and pedagogic's.l underpinnings of the emerging

urban school system. Urban ideo:ogy, and hence urban school sys-
:.

terns, stressed the moral quality of individuals, and found widespread

consensus,

Philosophical debate, and basic rethinking were rendered even

more unlikely by the press of numbers that constantly made Lynn

schOol facilities inadequate. School and town officials were constan y

preoccupied with immediate, .short-range problems arising from the\
increasing population, and many educational innovations were directed\\
toward the accommodation and classification increasing numbers of

.

students. As the school system increased in size, two othertrends

'helped transform urbanschoolingt the centralization find profession-

alization of control, and the elaboration and different .ation of levels

'?Within the school program. Pedagogical innovation, increased
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supervision, and bureaucratization all aimed at the dual purpose of

the schools,, eff:cient cognitiire instruction and character formation.

In almost total contrast to 'Boxford, Lynn experienced rapid

social and economic change in the nineteenth century, and its Schools,

"eflecting this, were transformed. No more than for Boxford, how-

ever, should e assume that Lynn's educational history is a success

. While school officials managed to cope with population in--
:?

creaSes, and while citizens in general seem to have acquiesced in the

system's means and ends, Lynn's schools also accepted and reflected

the imperfect social relations.of urban industrial society.

. 1 .. , ...:s....
II. General Conclusion

: ::

These studies reveal that educational development was /-

strongly related, in several ways, to demographic and economic

development. In general,. educational expansion and systematiza

tion proceeded apace with economic development and urban concen-

tration. There were, however, also some short-run ruban-industrial

disruptions and confliFts.concerning education.. For example, in..,

dense cities, especially those with a large foieign-born population,
4Z,

cultural conflict Ind child labor inhibited school. attendance even

while reformers pressed for a greater supply of schociling and,.

increased participation. : - ,,. . ;:.).-+1,' . .: .;.: :.,
. We have also documented clear differences between rural:"

and urbari areas in.educational organization and style. As state

intervention increased, and a state officials urged rural school:,
\

reform, some clear resistance. developed here too, for examplev
..,.:;.:: t-'1/! : ,! !.;:. .1 lf.';CA .-: 4' lt; o,: Iii.i- !,;'-di !)1)1::"..t .
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.. local opposition to increased expenditures and to district

consolidation.

, The general trend-across communities and across social

grou'pgi--wastoWard a greater role for schooling in children's lives

and toward ever more similar school experiences, in content and

amount, for different children. Convergence and standardization

could only proceed just so far, of course. Rural schools did not

become exactly like urban schools, nor were children of different

groups treated alike within schools. Yet the brunt of nineteenth-

century state policy in Massachusetts edubation was to greatly

strengthen the role of schooling in society and to make more similar

the amount anclAype of education that children received.

Our quantitative sources tell us that this was so, and our
. ,Lliterary sources tell us that reformers, .'social elites, and school

officials thought it was a desirable and proper policy, with consider-
:

able 'popular support. Our statistics and our literary sources testify
.

that those who advocated state intervention, increased schooling,

and Standardized education prevailed sometimes, over persistent

opposition, but with considerable consensus, confidence, and self-

congratulation.

Whether these historical generalizations Pidvide,a- beacon

for future state policy in education is doubtful. Historical jUstifi-

cations can be contrived fer almost any policy. Our studies suggest

that those who advocated efficiency, moral training, bureaucracy,

and an increased role for schooling generally succeeded; and that

those who defended non-intervention, local control, lower expenditures,
. .
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and a limited role for schooling in society generally lot. More

and more places became like Lynn, fewer and fewer like Boxford.

Our studies do not tell us whether these trends in state educational

policy have been effective or desirable, or whether they should be

further fostered in the last quarter of the twentieth century.

What history can legitimately contribute to policy is pers-

pective on what happened in the past and why. History can' remind

us that there were costs as well as positive' achievements in the

dei,elopment of state school systems, and that the reasons for the

particular kinds of state intervention we have detailed here were

historically specific. Although they were firmly rooted in social

structure and in American mainstream culture, they are neither God-

given nor immutable.
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TABLE TOTAL EMOLLMINT AND AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE, MASSACHUSETTS
PUBLIC SCLOOLS,,1840-1880

YLAR
number of
children
0-19

1839-40 325,01.9

1840741 336;219
1841-42 344,650
1842-43 345,948
1843-44 3652403
1844-45 374,604
1845-46 383,805
1e46-47 393,006
1847-48 402,207
1848-49 4112407
1849-50 420,607
1850-51 431;676
1851-52 442,745
1852-53 453,814
1853-A 4642683
1854-55 475,951
1855.56 483,770
1856-57 491,589
I857 -58 499,488
1858-59 507,228
1859-60 313,048
1860-'61 516,277
1861-62 517,506
1862-63 518,736
1863-64 519,966
1864-65 521,196
1865-66 534,405
1866-67 547,614
1867-68 560,823
1868-69 574,032
1869-70 587,240
1870-71 600,171
1871-72 613,102
1872-73 626,033
1873-74 638264
1874-75 651,894
1875-76 657,500
1876-77 .. 663,106
1877-78" 668,712
1878-79 674,318
1879-80 679924

PUBLIC SCHOOL ERROLLMENT, ALL AGES PUBLIC-SCHOOL AVERAGE DAILY:ATTENDANCE
summer -winter- summer winter

number_ pct. 0-19 number pct. 0-19 number pct. 0-19 number 'pat.

124,354 38.3 149,222 45.9 92,698 28.5 -111,844. 34.4
131,761 39.2 155,041 46.1 96,892 28.8 116,308 34.6'
133,448 38.7 159,056 46.2 96,525 28.0 117,542 34.1
138,169 39.6 161,020 46.1 98,316 28.2 119,989 34.4
147 405 40.3 169,191 46.3 1042553 28.6 122,327 33.5
149,189 39.8 169,977 45.4 106,941 28.5' 125,259. 33.4
153,459 40.0 174,270 45.4 110,108 28.7 4 128,084 33.4
160,952 41.0 178,776 45.5 121;439 30.9 139,655 35.5
165,132 41.1 185,000 46.0 'e 123,046 30.6 143,878 35.3°
173,659 42.2 191,712 46.6 126,502 30.7 142,967 34.8
176,344 41.9 194,403 46.2 128,815 30.6 149,609 35.6
179,497 41.6 199,429 46.2 , 132,422 30.7 152,564 35.3
185,752 42.0 199,183 45.0 136,309 30.8 152,645 34.5

4187,022 41.2 202,081 44.5 140,482 30.9 155,716 34.3
1862628 40.1 199,447 .42.9 141,226 30.4 154,277 33.2
189,997 39.9 202,709 42.6 143,973 30.2 157,657 33.1
198,746 41.1 209,036 43.2 151,621 31.3 162,580 33.6
195,881 39.8 203,031 , 41.3 150,375 30.6 158,579 32.3
199,792 40.0 218,198 43.7 154,642 31-.0 175,526 35.1
2042925 40.4 211,388 41.7 160,108 31.6 166,520 32.8
207,939 40.3 217,334 42.2 162,785 31.6 174,582 33.9
212,786 41.2 220,010 42.6 166,714 32.3' 175,035 33.9
223,218 43.1 227,319 43.9 175,424, 33.9 1821360 35.2

225,921 43.6 227,252 43.8 180,062 34.7 182,041 35.1
211AKL111?. 226 400 43.5 177 364 34.1 181 669 34.9
223,297 42.8 229,514 4.0 175,225 33.6 183,462 35.

230,894 43.2 231,685 43.4 182,912 34.2 187,358 35.1
',235,241 45.0 237.364 43.3 189,149 34.5 190,954 34.9
242,760 43.3 243,425 43.2 195,216 34.8 199,228 35.5
240,846 42.0 247,381 .43.1 .192 029 33.5 200,962 35.0
242.422 41.3 247,080 42.1 191,..t58 33.4 24,161 34.6

Summer and winter combined
after 1870. See TABLE 2,
columns 13-18



TABLE DU-2: LENGTh OF SGTOOL SESSION, ESTINAUX ANNUAL ATTENDANCE AND ENROLLMLNT,
NASSAChUSETTS PUBLIC SChOOLS, 1840-1880

YEAR

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

LENGIE OF PUBLIC SChOOL , ATTENDANCE ENROLLMENT
umber of aggregate state aver. aver. daily . aggregate aver. days pct. of ch. 0-19 total annual pct.
public schools days school length attendance days of public sch. attending` daily enrollment 0-19

was held , (est.) public sch. per ch. 0-19 (est.)
attended

of ch.
enrolled

1839-40
1846-41
1841-42

1842-43
1843-44

3,072

3,103
3,198
3,173

3,336

462,180
489,143
511,128
503,052
543,747

.-- 150

158
160

159

163

102,271
l06,puo
107,036
109,153
113,440

15,340,650
16,842,800

17,125,760
17,355,327
18,490,720

47.2
50.1

49.7
49.7

50.6

31.5 180,310
31.7 187,981
31.1 192,418
31.3 195;562
31.0 206,042

\
55.5
554
55.

56.0

56.4
1844-45 3,382 562,023 166 116,100 19,272,600 51.4 31.0 207,274 55.3
1845-46 3,475 577,422 166 119,096 19,769,936 51.5 31.0 212,635 55.4
1846-47 3,538 594,245 168 130,547 21,931,896 55.8 33.2 219,014 55.7
1847-48 3,653 612,365 167 133,462 22,288,154 55.4 33.2 226,283 56.3
1848-49- 3.749 6302965 168 134,735 22 6352480 55.0 32.7 235,127 57.2
1849-50 3,878 626,857 162 139,212- 22,552,344 53.6 33.1 238,488 56.7
1850-51 3,987 653,168 164 142,493 ' 23,368,852 54.1 33.0 244,303 56.6
1851-52 4.056 673,450 166 144,477 23,983,182 54.2 32.6 223,926 80.6
1852-53 4,113 682,932 166 148,099 24,564,434 54.2 32.6 246,837 54.8
1853-54 4,163 697,282 167 147,752 24,6742584 53.1 31.8 246,104 , 52.9
1854-55 4,215 706,574 168 150,815 25,336,920 53.2 31.7 250,208 52.6
1855-56 4,300 723,781 168 157,101 ,26,392,884 54.6 32.5 258,722 53.5
1656-57 4,360 736,503 169- 154,477 26,106,613 '53.1 31.4 252,001 51.3
1857-58 4,421 '748,696 169 165,084 27,899,196 55.9 33.1 268,146 53.7
'1858-59 4,444 649,603 172 163,314 28,090 008 55.4 32.2 262,619 .51.8
1859-60 4,497 772,933 172 168,683 29,013,47: 56.3 32.8 269,319 52.3
1860-61 4,561 784,932 172 170,874 29,390,32'. 56.9 33.1 273,206 - 52.9
1861-62 4,605 802,437 174 178,892 31,127,208 60.1 34.6 283,123 54.7
1862-63 4,626 797,271 172 131,052 31,140,858 60.0 34.9 283,732 54.7
180-64- 4,675 808,129 173 179,516 31L056,354 59.7 34.5 282,389 54.3
1664-65 . 4,749 814,789 172 179,344

.2..056

30,847,082 59.2 34.4 285,338 54.7
1865-66. 4,759 817,690 172 185,135 31,843,220 59.6 34.6 289,409 54.2

( 1885-67 4,848 849,147 175 190,052 33,259,100 60.7 34.7 296,174 54.1
. 1867-68 4,937 871,843 177 197,222 34,908,294 62.2 35.2 304,115 54.2

1868-69 4;959 870 001 179 196 495 35 172 605 61.3 34.2 307 592 53.6.. ,
. . , :1 , 1 5,9 ,3 . -3O------------507,685 52.4

1870-71 5,076 920,346 181 201,750 36,516,750 60.8 33.6 273,661 45.6
1871-72 5,193 955,891 184 205,252 37,766,368 61.6 33.5 276,602 45.1
1872-73 5,305 982,860 185 202,882 37,533,170 59.9 32.4 283,872 45.3
1873-74 5,425 1,012,509 187 210,248 39,316,376 61.5 32.9 297,025 46.5

1874-75 5,551 1,067,511 192 21641 41,637,312 63.9 33.3 302,118 46.3
1875-76 5,542 1,067,166 193 218,03' 42,248,279 64.3 33.3 305,776 46.5

1876-77 5,556 1,048,020 189 222,704 42,091,055 63.5 33.6 307,832 46.4
1877-78' 5,730 1,100,990 192 228,447 43,861,824 65.6 34.2 310,181 46.4

1878-79 5,558 1,060,249 191 234,249 44,741,559 66.4 34.7 311,528 .46.2

187940 5,570 1,068,654 192 233,127 44,760,384 65.8 34.3 306,777 1 45.1
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TABI : AtTEripiu6k Ar.INcoikok00146
,-MASSAChUSLTTS, 1840-1080.

614 ,

YEAR

19 20
-

number of average
acadeMies enrollment'

1b39 -4U

1840-41
1841-42
1642-43
1843-44
1844-45
'184546
1846-47.
1847-48

-1848-49
1849-50
1850-5f
1851-52
1852-53
1653-54
1854 -55

1855-56
1856-57
1857 -S8

1.858-59.

1859-60
1860-61
1661-62

'1862-63
1863-64
864-65'

I, IN =4 b.

78 3,701
80 3,825
75 3,805-

-71 3,379.

7/ 3,760
66 .3;939

et,

67
67
67

64

67

69

71'

64

66

71

70

69

70

3,726
4,220
3,862
3 864'

3,717
4,154
4,220
4,062
41142
4,716,
4,708
4,346
4,338

63 932
65 3,561
63 'S,9?5

57 5e119
56 5,822
59 6,131
59-------6,spo

7,3b4
7,696
6 572
-.4

1\048.A. ------
3,95( .

6,345
8,965.

7,5731

818631

7,5941
10,1761

8,7391
8,4541

,8,6621

10,398!

21 23 24

aver, daily total annual _length in _total days

attendance enrollment days,.aver, attended
(est.) (est.)- -

3,331 4,441

3,443 4,59Q
3,425 4,566

'3,041 4,055
3,384 4,512
3;545 4,727

4,471
5,064.

4,634 :

4,637
4,460

3,198 alg.
3,476
3'478

3,345
3039 4,985
3,7,98 5,064
3,656 4,874
3,728 4,970
4,244 5,659

4,237 5,650
3,911 5,215
3,904 , -,5,2P6

3,539 4,718
3,205 4,273
3,533 . 4,710-
4,607 ----6,143
5,240-- 6,986

1865 -66

1666-67

1867-bb

52

55

40
.1868-69 41.,

.i';1869-70 47
L!! 1870 -71

1871-72
46 ,

46+
1872-73 46+
1873-74 43+
1874-75 44+
1875-76-. 46+
1876-77 40+,

1877 -78 41+
1878=79 39+

1-- 1879-80 73+

5,518 7,357

5,931 7,908

6,628 _,837
6;926 9:235
5,915 ' 7086
6,343 8,458
5,361 . 7,148
5,711 7,614
7,259 . 9,678
6,816 9,088
7 977 10 636
6,813--------4),113
9,158 12;211_ '-
7,865 10A87

---7-;1507 10,145
7,796 10,344
9 358- 12,478

213
213
219

211
216
222
28
242
232
207'

220
220
220
220
220
22()

220
220
220
.220

220
220
220
220
220
'220
220
220

220
220

220
220
220
220
220

220
220
220
220
220
220

709,503
733,359
749,966
641,631
730,944

786,990
764,484
919,116
806,432
719-,946

735;900'
822,580
835,560%
804,320
820,160

'933,630

'932,140
160,420
856,880
778,580
705,100
.777,260

1,013,540
1;152,800
1,348;820
1,449,800
1,620,080
L693,120
1,445,840
1,550,560
1,310,540
1,395,906*
1,774,300
1, 666,060
1, 949 L860

1, 670,680
2, 238.,720
1, 922,580_

1, 859 ,880

1, 905,640'

2, 287, 560



ABLE
. -

=46711AOMiliCK-AT UN1NCORPORATWA EMIE5, PRIVATE
SCiOOLS -, SCHOOLS-KEPT TO. PROLONG THE COMMON

' SCHOOLS, MASSACHUSETTS, 18411-1860

',25 26 27 29 30

XiAR number of . average: aver. daily total*nual 'length in total days A

schools enrollment attendance' enrollment days, ever. attended
(est.) (est.)

1839-40 1,308 28,635 25,772 3C,T6T- 14Q 3,608,080
1840-41 1,388 31,794 28,615 38,153 135 3,863,025
1841-42 1,281 28,422 25,580 34,106 144 3,683,p9
1842,43 1,268 26,411 23,950 31,933 123 2,945:650
1843-44 1,238-'25,850 I 23,265- 31,020 141 3,280-065
1844-45 1;167 26,762 '241086 , 32,142 137 3,299.,782
1845-46 1,091 24,318 .21,886 -29,182 128 2,801,408
1°846-47 1,150 26,785 24,107 '32,142 137 3,302,659
1847-48 10396 27,216 24,494 32,G59 122 2,988,268
1848-49 1,047 27 583 4 24,805' 33,100 134 3,326,550
.1849 -50- 845 19,534' 17;581 . 23,441 '164 3,203,576
1850-51 785 16,658 14;992 19,990 .164- 2,45E1,688
1851-52 749 16,131- 14,518 19,358 164 2;380,952'
1852-53 763 18,362' 16,526 22,034 164 ,710,264
1853-54 674 17022 15,590 20,786 164 2;556,760
1854-55 646 17,571 15,814 21,085 164 '2,593,496
1855-36 701 18,909 17,018 22,691 164 2,790,952
1856-57 674 18,935 17,642 22,722 1.64 2,794,888
1857-58 672 18,044 16,290 21,653 164 2,663,360
1858-59 691 18,903 17,013 22,684 164 2,790,132
1859-60 640 15,933 14,340 19,1201 164 2,351,760
1860-61 638. 16,401 14,761 19,681 164 2,420,804
1861-62 611 16,175 14,558 19,410 164 2,387,512
1862-63 614 15,573 14,016 18,688 164 ,2,298,624
1863-64 611 162124 -14,512 19,349 164 2,379,968
1864-65 682 11,934 16;141 21,521 164 Z,647,124
1865-66 596 16,387 14,748 4p19,664 164 2,418,672
1866-67 553 14,417 12,975 17,300 164, , 2,127,900
1867-68
1868-69

550 13,957
481 13 888

2,561
12 049

16,748
16 066

164

164
2,060,004
1 976 036'

1869-70 466 13,91 12,5'24 1.(20399 , 164. 2;W3,93b
1870-71 428 12,443 11,199 14,932 104 1,836,636
1871 -72 463 13,687 12,318 16,424 164 2,0:0,152
.1872=73 402 14,428. 12,985 17,314 164 2,129,540 -
;1873-74 402 13,144 11030 15,773 161., 1,940,120
;1874-75 367 16,650 4,985, ' 19,980 -164 2457,540'-'
1875 -76 341 14,513 13,062 17,416 ,,164 2,142,168, .

:1876-77 385, 15,228 13,705 18,274 164 2,247;620
1877-78 399 15,540 13,986 18,648 164 2,293,704
1878-79 778 15,168 13,651 18,202 164 2,238,764 /-
1879-80 350 15,891. 164

`te-.at"4(4 1



" YEAR

'-=

532

31

annual
enrollment 0-19 enrolled
est.)

TABLIS Y/1-5: ANNUAL ENROLLMENT AND AT1.-NDAI,CE,'ALL MASSACUSETTS SQUOLS,
184U16b0

32

pct. of children

33

enrollment, less
dual attendees

(est.)

34' 35

pct. of ch. 0-19

enrolledcontrolled
for col. 33

total days

attendgd
(est.)

36 37

aver. days of pct. of ch. 0-19
school attended attending
per ch. 0-19 school daily

1639-40 219,113 67.4 207,087 63.7 19,682,089 60.6 37.1
1840-41 f:10,724 68.6 217,370 64.7 21,455,791 63.8 37.7
1841-42 231,090 67.1 219,152 63.6 21,450,931 62.2 36.4
'.842-43 231,550 66.4 220,373 63.2 20,942,828 60.0 36.1
1843-44 241,574 6r 230,718 63.1 22,502,029 61.6 36.1
1844-45 244,143 65.2 232, t 62.2 23,359,372 62.4 36.1
'1845-46 246,288 64.2 236,0/5 61.5 23,991,711 62.5 35.6
1846-47 256,220 65.2 '244,970 62.3 26,153,671 66.5 38.2
1847-48 263,576 65.5 252,145 62.7 2 082,854. 65.2 38.0
1840-49 272,864 66.3 2.61 279 63.5 26 681,976 65.2 37.5

266,389 63.3 264,463 62.9 26,491,820 617-- 38.1
1849-50
1850-51 269,278 62.4 269,278 62.4 24,650,120 61.7 37.3
'1851-52 248,348 56.1 248,348 56.1 .,,199,694 61.4 36.8
"1852-53 275,745 60.8 275,745 60.8 28,099,018 61.9 37.1
1853-54 271,860 58.5 271,860 58.5 28,051,504 60.3 35.9
1854-55 276,952 58.2 276,952 .J.2 28,864,096 60.6 35.9
1855-56 :87,063 59.3 287,063 59.3 30,115,979 62.2 36.9
1856-57 279,938 56.9 279,938 56.9 29,761,921 60.5 35.7
1857-58 295,005 59.1 295,005 59.1 31,421,436 62.9 37.1
1858-59 290,021 57,2 290,021 57.2 31,658 720 62.4 36.2
1859-60 292,712 :;5.8 292,712 56.8 22,070,336 62.3 36.21860-61 293,710 56.0 293,710 56.9 32,588,392 63.1 .6.611861-62 308,676 '59. 7 308,676 59.7 34,528,260 66.7 38.31862-63 309,406 59.7 309,406 59.7 36,592,282 70.5 38.61863-64 309.095 59.5 30 ,095 59.5 34 785 142 67.2 38.41864-65 314,767 60.4 314, 7 60.4 34,944,006 67.1 38.61865-66

3f7,410 59.5 317,910 59.5 35,881,972 67.1 38.61866-67 322,709 58.9 322,709 58.9 37,080,120 67,7 38.31867-68 ?-..A 749 53.6 328,749 58.6 38,414,138 68.5 38.5-1",68-69-

-18697-76

2 4 '6 57.9-- 332 116 57.9e 38.699;20= 67:4 I

331,5.12 56.5 . 331,532 56.5 39,312,816 67.0 37.01C7CL71 296,207 49.4 296,207 49.4 39,749,286 66.2 36.41871-72 302,704 49.4 302,704 49.4 41,560,820 67.8 36.71872-73 309,774 4/.5 309,774 49.5 41,328,770 66.0 35.616731.74 323 434 50.6 \ 323,434 50.6 43,7106,356 67.6 36.0.1874475 1'1,211. 50.8 . 331..211 50.8 45,7W5,5'2 70.2 36.61875-76 15,403 51.0 335,403 51.0 46,629,167 .70.9 36.7.1876-77 336,593 50.8 336,593 50.8 46,261,255 69.7 36.51877-78
338,974 50. 338,974 50.7 48,015,408 71.8 37.41878-79 340,124 50.4 340,124 50..i 48;885,963 71.2 37.91879-80 . 335,146 335 146 4 .3 Oa
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Table 117-1 .

The Urbanization of Massachusetts, 1800-1900

Year Total Population Percentage in
Towns 2500
and Above

Percentage in
Towns 10,000
and Above

1800 422,845 -32.0 5.9

1810 472,040 37.4 9.8

1820 523,287 38.8 10.7

1830 610,408 44.5 12.3,

11840 737,599 55.6 22.2

1850 994,514 69.9 32.5

1860 1,231,066 77.7 39.0

1370 1.457 351 81.2 49.3_

1880 1,783,085 84.9 59.2

1890 2,238,943 89.5 35.9

190 2,805,346 , 91.5 73.1

Source: Calculated from the U.S. Censuses, 1800-1900
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ti
Table IV-2

Number of Massachusetts Towns and Aggregate Population

in the Sub-Groups for 1840, 1860, and 1875

Town Size

N

1840,

Population N

1860

Population N

0- 1249 . 103 90,648 95 79,079 116

1250-2499 128 221,931 105 184,947 96

2500-4999 43 143,088 7C 232,116 75

5000-9999 14 07,495 s30 202,507 29

10,000 & Up 5 70,434 15 301;619 _24
.N.

Boston 1 93,383 1 177,388 .1'

.

All Towns 294 716,979 316 1,177,656 341

1875

Population

92,272

176,984 .=

270,941

201,719

565. 905T

.341,919

1,649,70

Source: Calculated from U.S. Census of 1840, 1 wand the Massachusetts State

Census of 1875.
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Table IV -3'

Percentage of Persons Ages 0-i9 Attending Public School (Total Attendante)-

4nNMAssachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

Mean

1840

Standard
Deviation

1860

Mean Standard
Deviation

Mean

1875

Standard
Deviation

0-1249 62.4 16.9 57.7 10.7 54.7 8.6

1250-2499 58.6 13.0 52.5 9.0 52.6 7.6'

2500-4999 52.0 7.3 49.0 . 6.9 49.7 6_5

5000-9999 42.9 10.7 45.0 5.2 46.7 5.2

10,000-&-Up-- 36.8-- 7.7 -745.8--------6-.-5. 45.3 7.5

Boston 32.4 0 38.8 6 42.5 0

All Towns 57.8 14.9 52.2 9.7 51.6 8.3.

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses-of 1840, 1860, and the Massachus(Ats

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Soard of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 187".
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Table. PV-4

Percentage of Persons Ages 0-19 Attending Public School (Average Attendance)

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

0-1249

1250-2499

2500-4999

5000-9999

10,000 & Up

Boston

All Towns

Mean

1840

Standar& _

Deviation
_ Mean

1860,

__Standard
Deviation

37.5 .11.0 38.4 7.9

35.8 8.7 35.9 6.7_

30.9 5.1 33.6 5.2

26.7 6.3 31.7 4.8 .

26.6 6.2 30.9 3.6

24.3 0 31.5 - 0"

35.0 9.6 35.5 7.0

1875

Mean- Standard-

' Deviation

38.0 6.2

37.6
,

6,1

36.5 5.7

35.5 4.1

31.3 6.7

31.9 0

36.9 6.2

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census bf 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV-5

Percentage of Young Children Attending Public bchotil (Total Attendance)

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town,Size

Town Size

0-1249

1250-2499

2500-4999

5000-9999

10,000 & Up

Boston-_______

All Towns

1840 (Ages 0-3)

Mean Standard
Deviation

1860

Mean

(Ages 024)

Standard
Deviation

1875 (Ages 0-4)

Standard
Deviation

17.2 15.1 12.1 5.6 6.2 4,1

.A.5.0 ----n..8 3.9 4.6 3.6 2.6

11.9 11.5 7.1 4.0 2.4 1.8

5.5 6.1 4.6 2.7 1.0 1.1

5.9 7.9 5.9 7.1 .5 .6

0 6.9 0 0_____O

14.7 13.1 8.9 5.4 3.8

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875; and from the Masiachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV -6

Percentage of'Older Children Attending Public School (Total A4cndance)

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860v and 1875, Grourd by Town'Size

Town Size

' 0-1749

1250-2499

2500-4999

5000-9999

10,000 & Up

Boston

1840 (Ages 16 -19)
, 1860 (Ages 15-19) 1875 (AgCS 15-19)

Mean' Standard Mean Standard Mean ;Standard
Deviation Deviation \Deviatp:*-

A11 Towns

33.8 23.3 37.' 17.1 31.4

31.4 33.7 31.2 15.6 25.2

17.7 15.9 21.7 11.5 18.8 \

10.9 11.7 15.7 6.6 13.6

5.5 4.2 14.2 9.7 14.2

.4 0 7.7 0 12.7

28.7 , 28.0 28.7 16.5 24. 1 r

---

15.6

31.8

8.1

6.3

5.9

0

11.8

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual ",ports for 1840, 1860, and-1875.
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Table IV -7-

Percentage of Persons Ages 0-19 Attending Public and Private School dotal Attendance

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Mean

.1840 .

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1860

Standard'
Deviation

Mean

Town Size

0-1249 71:2 21.4 64.0 18.0 56.7

1250-2499 71.2 17.8 60.0 , 12.5 57.4

2500-4999 65.4 11.2 53.2 8.1 53.2

5000-9999 55.2 11.4 48.7 8.1 49.1

10,000 & Up 62.7 33.2 50.0 5.9 49.7

oston. 43.5 0 ----42-.1 0 46.6

All Towns 69.4 19.0 58.1. 14.2 55.0

1875

Standard
peviation

10.7

18.4

7.9

6.7

4.6

12.7

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table No. W-8

Average Length of Public School Session (in Days) in

Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size 1840 1860 1875

Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean L;andard
Deviation Deviation Deviation

0-1249 136.0 33.7 137.4 35.2 154.3 22.5

1250-2499 138.1 40.0 146.7 28.4 176.3 22.9

2500-4999 160.0 45.5 172.2 33.7 187.7 19;9

5000-9999 197.0 51.1 200.0 36.1 204.7 18.7

10,000 & Up 246.2 21.5 230.7 36.8 214.8 9.5

0 228.6 0 201.9 s 0Boston

All Towns 145.8 44.3 158.8 41.5 176.5 .28.5

Sc urce: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV-9

Number of Days of Public School Attended Per Person Ages 0-19

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town-Size

Town Size 1840

0-1249 50.9 18.9 51.4.

1250-2499 49.5 16.4 52.1

2500-4999 49.3 15.1 . 57.7

5000-9999 50.5 10.0 63.9

10,000 & Up 65.5 16.4 71.0

Mean Standard Mean
Deviation

1860 1875

Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

13.3 58.2

11.9 66.1 '

14.3 :-68.6

16.3 73.0

14.8 67.3-
O. 64.4

14.4 64.6

Boatork----j- -64:2 0- 1.9

All Towns 50.3 17.0 55.3

10.1

12.8

13.0

12.3

14.

6

13.1

Source: Calculated from the U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1560, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875 ; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV-10

Number df Days of Public and Private School Attendance Per Person Ages 0-19

in Massachusetts in--1840;1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town size

-Town-Size 1840 1860 1875

Mean Standard
Deviation

Mean

,0-1249 56.3 21.3 59.8

1250-2499 61.1 ° 21.6 62.2

2500-4999 61.3 16.3 63:4

5000-9999 70.0 1- 3 68.7.
.

10,000 & Up 82.2 , 19.2 76.4
3

Boston 85.2 0 76.2

All Towns 60.3 20.9 63.1

Standard Meam Standatd
Deviation Devidtion

20.0 61.3

15.0 74.4

14.2

15.3---714 16.1

16.9 76.6 13.7

14.8 /3.5 10.7.

-0 76.7: 0

17.3 70.1 23.3

Source: Calculated from the U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts °

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Educafihn.

Annual Reports for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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-Table A -11

Average Monthly Male Teacher Wages (in,Dollars),_Including Board,'in Public Schools

in Massachuietts in 1840, 1860, and 1875,'Grouped by, Town Size

Town Size 1840 1860 0 1875

Standard Mean ' Standard.

Deviation Deviation'

9-1241 22.60 7.50. 24.60 .

1250-2499 . 25.90 6.49.- 332.92

,

2500-4999' 28.9.1 4.87 46.96
.,

5000-9999 40.14 13.62 67.37`

10,000 fg Up 48.00 10.$ '88.07 .

,

.

Boston 105g00 0 155.00.

All Towns

Mean Standard Mean
. Deviation

26.51 9.81 40.13

12,81 '33;07 '132.73

12.78 .,61.04 1 40.27

P t

46.01 .. 91.65 '39.14

21.27 122.25 43.89

14.09 .1kA1:31 .'36.5i

9 226.38 C 0,

23.19 70.79 52.14

Source: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of Education Annual Reports

for 1840,1860, and 1875.
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Table IV -12

Average Mohthly 'Female Teacher. Wages (in Dollars), Including Board, in Public School

in MassaChusetts in 1840, 1866,.and 1875,.Grouped)by Town Size

Town Size '1840 1860 1875

Mean Standard Mean Standard,-----Mean- --Standard

Deviation Deviation ' Deviation

0-1249 11.01' 3.32, 16.67 3.43 29.30

1250-2499 - 11.70 2.89 18.27 2.79 -33.66

2500-4999 3 05 2.24 2049" 2.87 38.05

5000-9999 .43 ?.56 23.23 4.19 43.72

10,000 & Up 16.20 3.25 25.07 4.45 51.42

Boston i1.00: 39.00 .0 85.11

All Towns - 11.85 3.15 19.14 4.19 35.,4

ft

5..51

6.70

Source: Calculated from the Massachuietts Board of Education Ahnual Reports

for 1840, 1860; aid 1875:
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Table IV -13

Percentage )f All Public School Teachers That Are Female

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1850, and _875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

Mean

1840

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1860

.andard

Deviation
Mean

1875

Standard
Deviation

0-1249 61.8 15,1 78.0 14.9 83.3 13:6

1250-2499 59,4 10.6 79.6 11.5 84.7 10.5

25004991 59.8:- 14.7 77.9 10.3 85.0 8.3

5000-9999 6/t.7 9.2 79.5. 8.3
.

88.7 4.7

1G,Q00 P Up_ 68.8 5.0 J37.4 3,0 90.8 3.1

Bosto' 76.7 0 88.7 0 ---.-84.3/ 0

All Towns 60:8 13.0 79.2 12.1 . 85.1 10.9

Source: t,alculated from the MasFactiusetts Board of Education Annual Reports

for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV -14

Percentage Female Teacher Wages Are ol M-le Teacher Wages in Public Schools

in Massachutts in'1860 and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

6

Town Size 1860 1875

Mean Standard Mean Standard:
Deviation Deviation

0-1249 59.1 12.2/ 74.2 18.61

150-2499 53.8 11.'- 0 60.7 24.0

2500-4)99 47,0 12.6 46.8 18.4

-5000-9999 36.8 9.1 37.7 15.4

10000_4 Up_ 29.0- ----6.1-- 32;9- 1-..-9

Boston 25.2 / 0_____ 37.6 1 0

-All Towns 50.6 l4.2 56.9 23.9

Source: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of EdUcation Annual Reports

for 1860 and 1875.
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Table P7-15

Average Numbe of ?upils Per Teacher in Public School

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

All Towns

1840

Mean Standard
Deviation

0-1249 27.3 6.8

1250-2499 31.4 8.3

2500-4999 32.8 8.9

5000-9999 38.0 9.0

10,000i&

Bocston 46.9 0

30.8 8.6

Mean

1860

Standard ,,!Mean
Deviation

1875

Standard
Deviation

21.5' 6.4 12.2 4.4

26.4 5.4 18.3 5.7

32.4 6.0 2i 7 5.8

36.8 5.9 28.6 5.7

16.1 31.4 4.7

46.8 0 32.1

28.0 8.3 19.3 '8.2

Source: Calculate4 from the Massachusetts Board of Education Annual Reports

for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table DT-16

Average Number of Pupils Per Public School

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

0-1249

1250-2499

2500-4999

5000 -9999

10,000 & Up

Boston

All Towns

\

Mean

1840

Standard
Deviation

.Mean

1860

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1875

Standard
Deviation

26.3 7.4 20.6 6.7 18.7 5.7

31.9 11 ; 26.5 6.1 26.7 6.5

34.1 9.4 34.4 8.7 33.3 6.3

15.2 43.3 10.0 41.0 6.442.7

63.7 1',.7 59 7 14.1 :$3.7 40.2

83.7 0 89.3 0 67.2 0

31.6 12.1 29.9 12.9 28.7 16.0

Source: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of Education Annual Reports

for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Public School Expenditures (in Dollars) Per Student (Total Attendance)

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town Size

Mean

1840

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1360

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1875

Standard.
-Deviation.

0-1249 3.09 5.65 4.78 2.83 8.92 3,87

12501499 2;48 .89 4.43 1.14 10.93 4.91

2500 -'999 2.81 .91 5.17 1.62 11 94 5.19

5000-5999 4.06 1.35' 6.06 _3.05_____ -13.91 5.55

-
10,000 & Up 5.35 1.12 7.21 1.77 14.80 3.80

Boston 8.19 Q 11.12 0 24.80 0

All Towns 2.88 3.45 5.68 2.29 11.04

Source: Calculated from the Massachusetts BOard or Education Annual Reporcs

for 1840, 1860, and 1875.
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Table IV -18

Public S:hool Expenditures (in Dollars) Per Capita

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Towit Size

Mean

1840

Standard
Deviation

Mean

1860

Standard

Deviation
Mean

1875

Standard
Deviation

0-1249 .84 1.29 1.12 .59 1.80 .60

1250-2499 .65 .18 .94 2.15 .90

2500-4999 .65 .18 1.07 .36 2.31

-5000-9999- .75 .10 1.31 .56 2.61 1.03

10,000 & Up .81 .13 1.36 .29 2.67 .78

Boston 1.04 0 1.75 0 . 4.02 0

All Towns .73 .80 1.08 . .44 2.15 .87

Source: Calculated from the U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

Annual Reports for 1340, 1860, and 1875.
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Table 11/-19

Public School ';xpenditure as a Percentage of Assessed Valuation

in Massachusetts in 1860 and 1875, Grouped by Town Size

Town size

Mean

1860

Standard
.Deviation

Mean

1875

Standard
Devi on

0-1249 .21 .29 .33 .13

1250-2499 .18 .05 .30 .08
...

.20 .05 .35 .08

5000-°9i .21 .05 51 .08

10,000 & Up .21 .05 .31 .76,_

Boston .10 . 0 .17 0

All Towns .20 .1C ,32 .10

Source: Zalculated from the Massachusetts Board of Education Annual Reports

for 1860 and-1875.
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Table- No. IV - 20

Variables Used in Regression Analyses

Dependent Variables

Y1 Percentage of persons under twenty enrolled in
public.or private school

Y2 Average length of the public school year (days)

Y3 Number of days of public and private schooling per
person under twenty

Independent: Variables

X1 Total population

X2, Number of acres of farmland per capita

X3 Percentage of the population ages fifteen and up
who are merchants

X4 Percentage of the population ages fifteen and up
who are engaged in manufacturing

X5 Assessed valuation per capita (dollars)

X6 Pauper expenses per capita (dollars)

X7 Percentage of the population foreign-born

X8 Number of church seats per capita

X9 Number of Catholic Church seats per capita
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Table No. IV- 41

Correlation Matrix

Y1 Y2 Y3
3

X
1

X2
X

3
X44 X55 X6

6
X7

7
X8

8
XX9

Y 1.00 a a -. 16 .38 -.18 -.33 .03 .07 -.14 .25 -.20

Y2 a 1.00 .49 .31 -.63 .64 .18 .28 -.04 .27 -.17 .24

Y3 a .49 1.00 .13 -.25 .43 -. 12 .24 0 . 10 .08 0

"1 -. 16 .31 . 13 1.00 -. 27 .35 . 10 .24 -. 03 . 18 -. 10 . 18

X2 . 39 -.63 -.25 -.27 1.00 57 -.49 -. 15 .05, -.21 .25 -.25

X3 -. 18 . 64 .43 . 35 -. 57 1. 00. . 09 .31 07 . 17 -. 12 17

X4 -. 33 . 18 -. 12 . 10 49 09 1. 00 -. 09 06 .04 -. 19 .24

. 03 .28 .24 .24 -.-15 .31 09 1.00 03 .07 06 .08

X6 .07 -. 04 0 -.03 . 05 -. 07 -. 06 -.03 1.00 -.03 .04 -.03

X7 14 .27 .10 .18 -.21 .17 .04 .07 -.03 1.00 -.11 .12

X8 .25 17 .08 -.10 .25 -.12 -.19 -.06 .04 -. 11 1.00 .21

X'9 -.20. .24 0 .18 -.25 .17 .24 .08 -.03 .12 ,21 1.00

a not calculated
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Table No.-

Means and Standard Deviations

Percentage of persons under twenty
enrolled in public or private school.,

Average length of the public school
year (days)

Number of days of public and private
schooling per person under twenty

Total population

Number of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of the population ages
merchants

Mean

58.10

158.76

63.05

3726.76

7.96

1.04

..t,
21.28

512.31

1.64

15.94

.75

.03

Standard
Deviation

14.20

41.54

17.35

10754.58"

5.95

.89

19.25

341.78

12.45

35.06

.31

.11

_____fifteen_and-up--whe-are

Percentage of the population ages
fifteen and up who are engaged in
manufacturing

Asseefsed valuation per capita
(dollars)

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars)

Percentage of the population
foreign -born

Number of church seats per capita

Number of Catholic Church seats
per capita



.Table No. 1V- 23

Results of the Regression Analysis Predicting the Percentage

of Per sons, Under Twenty Enrolled in Public or Private School

in Massachusetts in 1860 (Y1)

Total population

Number of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of the population ages
>fifteen,and up who are merchants

Percentage of the population ages

Regression
coefficient

-.0001

.5662

.5154

fifteen and up who are engaged in
manufacturing -.492
Assessed valuation per capita
(dollars) .0008

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars) 0.0480

Percentage of the population
foreign-born

Number of church seats per capita

Number of Catholic Church seats
per capita

Constant = 49.220.

R2 = .222

***significant at the .001 level
** sigrqicant at the .01 level

* significant at the .05 level

556

-.0162

8.6322

-19,1424

k

Beta T -test

-. 043 40.78

.237 3.20**

.032 0.48

-.134 -2.18*

.019 0.36

.042 0.83

-.041 -0.78

.191 3.45***

-. 144 -2.75*



Table No. IV-24

Results of the Regression Analysis Predicting the Average

Length of the Public School Year (in Days)

in Massachusetts in 1860 (Y )

Total pop\ulation------

Nurhber of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of the population ages
fifteen and up who are merchants

Percentage of the population ages
fifteen and up who are engaged in

Regression
coefficient

.0001

-2.7385

16.7520

Beta

.032

-.392

.358

T-test

0.75

-6.95***

7.04
***

manufacturin -. 1578 -. 073 -1.56

Assessed valuation per capita
(dollars) .0095 .078 1.89

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars) .0457 .014 0.35

Percentage of the pqpulation
foreign-born .1204 .104 2.60**

Number of churca seats per capita -4.7968 -.036 -1.86

Number of Catholic Church 'seats
per capita -31.6215 .081' 1.90

I
Constant = 161.810

R2 = .550
2

***significantnificant at the .001 level
** jw.nificant at the .01 level

E`

,
I
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Table No, II:r4.5
1.

Results of the Regression Analysis Predicting the Number

of bays of Public and Private Schooling Per/Pekson
N

under Twenty in Massachusetts in 1S60 (Y3)

Total population

073

Number of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of the population ages
fifteen and up who are merchants

-.Percentage of the population ages
fifteen and up who are engaged
in manufacturing

Constant = 53.91(

R

Regression
coefficient Beta T-test

0 -.017 -0.33.

-.5304

6.6927

-.1479.

182 -3.11**

44**
.343 7.48

-.164 -1.47

Assessed valuation per capita .
'

.....:.-.-
.

(dollars) , . .0058 .114 2.21

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars) .0256 .018 0;44

Percentage of the population,
foreign-born .0167 .035 0.74

*
Number of church seats per capita 9.'1643 .166 2.05

Number of Catholic Church seats
per capita -18.0237\ -.111 -1.54

s..

2 = .251

***significant at the 001 level
** significant at the .01 level

significant at the.05 level
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able Vi -1.

School Attendance of Young Children in.MassaChusetts, 1040.4900

$

Year

/

1839-40
1840-41
1841-42

1842-43
1843-44
1844-45
1845-46
1846-47
1847-48
1848 -49

1849-50
;850-51
1851-52

, 1852-53
1853-54
1854-55
1855-56
1856-5/
1857-58
1858-59

1859-60
1860-61
1861762
1862-63
1863-64
1864-65
1865-66
1866-67
1867-68
1868 -69

1869 -70

1870-71
187]-72
1872-73

0 18i3-74
. 1874.-75

Number of Children.
in Public School

Under 4 Under 5

Percentage of Children
in Public School

.

,

Under .4 Under 5

.7835. 10.5
7821 10.2
7224 9.2
7337 9.2
7083 8.7
6997 8.4

6018 7.1
4782. 5.5
3656 4.2
3326 7 , 3.7

17782
-17757

18266
17514

16093
15601

-14969

13608
12370

10903
10/N8
10104

8764
7055

5730
5201
4783

3899
3450
3169,

2894

714
2825
2516
2552

2383'

550

15.6
15.1

13.0
14.0
12.5.

11.7

11.0
9.7
8.6
7.4

6.9
6.8
6.1
5.0
4.2

3.9

3.51'

2.7'

2.3
2.1

1.9

1.7
1.7
1.5
1.5

1.4



Table VI -1 Page 2

Year Number of Children
in Public School

Percentage of Children
in Public School

Under 4 Under 5 Under 4 Under 5

1875-76 2084 1.2

1876-77 2058 1.2

1877-78 1945 1.1

1878-79 1934 1.1

1879-80 1833 1.0

1880-81 1685 .9

1881-82 1646 .9

1882-83 1616 .9

1883-84 1517 .8

1884-85
1885-86

1465

14 33

G .8

.8

1886-87 1375 .7

1887-88 1.178 .6

1888 -89 1130 .6

1889-90 -2578 1.3

1890-91 3129 1.5

1891-92 2912 1.3

1892-93 3183 1.4

1893-94 3742 1.6

a 1894-55 4469. 1.9

1895-96 5630 2.3
1896-97 6868 2.7

1897-98 7702 2.9

1898-99 8954 3.3

1899-1900 9895 3.5

Source: Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1850, 1860', 1870, 1880, 1890,

and 1900; Massachusetts State Censuses of 1355, 1865, 1875, 1885,

and-1895; Massachusetts Boa:d of Education, Annual.Repotts for

18_1-40 .., 1899-1900.
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Table VI -2

Percentage of Young Children Attending Publin School (Total Attendance),

in Massachusetts in 1840, 1860, and 1875, Grouped by Town,Size \

Town Size 1840 (Ages 0-3) 1860 (Ages 0-4) '.;8-,5 (Ages 0-4)

Meal Standard Mean Standard Mean Stdndard
Deviation Deviation , Deviation

0-1249 17.2 15.1 12.1 5.6 6.2 4.1,

1250-2499 15.0 11.8 8.9 4.6 3.6 2.6

2500-4999 11.9 11.5 7.i 4.0 2.4 1.8

5000-9999 5.5 - 6.1 4.6 2.7 1.0 1.1

10,000 & Up 5.9 7.9 5.9 1.1 .5 -.6

Boston '0 0 6.9 0 0

All Towns 114.7 13.1 8.9 3.8 3.5

Source:, Calculated from U.S. Censuses of 1840, 1860, and the Massachusetts

State Census of 1875; and from the Massachusetts Board of Education

AnnuallP.;orts for 1840, 1860, and 1875.

.Y
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't Table VI -3

Variables Use,i in Regression Analysis of 1340

,

Y Percentage of children under four in school

X
1

Total population

X
2

Number of acres of farmland per capita

X
3

Percentage of the employed population engaged :t.n commerce

X
4

Percentage of the employed population engaged in manufaceur

X
5

Assessed valuation per capita :.'ollars)

X
6

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars)

...0..... .
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Table 1/I

Means and Standard Deviations for Regtession'Analysis of 1840

Percentage of children. under fou
in school

Total population

Number of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of the employed
population engaged in commerce

Percentage of the emp1e7ed
population engaged in
manufacturing

Assessed valuation per capita
(dollars)

Pauper expenses per :,.,pica

(dollars)

Mean

14.66

2438.71

10.44

7.95

31.71

266.58

.41'

0

'Standard Deviation

13.15

5759.46

8.80

16.21

19.13

100.46

.24
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Table VI 5

Correlation Matrix for Regression Analysis of 1840

Y X1 X
2

X
3 X.4

X
s

X
6

Y 1.000 -.129 .091 -.175 -.079 .J33 .182

X
1

-.129 1.000 -.197 .327 .153 .614 .039

X
2

.091 -.197 1.000 -.267 -.350 -.109 -.043

-.175 .327 -.267 1.000 -.112 ,090 .119

X
4

-.079 .153 -.350 .-.112 1.000 .142 -.026

X
s

.033 .614 -.109 .090 .142 1.000 , .225

X
6

.182 .039 -.043 .119. -.026 <225 1.000

564
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Table VI 6

Results of Regression Analysis for 1840

I i

,

Regression
coefficient

Beta

Total population -.0003 -.123

Number of acres of farmland per capita ..0134 .009

(

Percentage of the employed nopulation
engaged in commerce

-.1399 -.172

.

Percentage of the employed population
engaged in manufacturing

-.0588 -.08!"

Assessed valuation per capita (dollars) .0125 .095

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars) 10.2908 .184
.

: .

Constant = 10.614

R
2

= .090

5 ' r

.t:

.....-'''''
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Table VI -7

Variables Used in Regression Analysis of 1860

Y Percentage of children under five in school

X
1

'Total population

X
2

Number of acres of farmland per capita

X
3 Percentage of population ages fifteer: and up who are 4-

merchants

X
4 Percentage of population ages fifteen and up who are

engaged in manufacturing

X
5 Assessed valuation per capita (dollars)

X
6

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars)
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Table VI -8

Means and Standard Deviations for Regression Analysis of 1060

Percentage of children under five
in school

Total population

Number of acres of farmland
per capita ,

Percentage of population ages
fifteen and up whdare mer,-hants

Percentage of population ages
fifteen and up who are engai,ed
in manufacturing

Assessed valuation per capita
(dollars)

Pauper expenses per capita
(dollars)

Mean Standard Deviation

8.90 5.39

3726.76 10754.58

7.56 5.95

1.04 .39

21.28 19.25

512.31 341.78

1.64 12.45

5 67
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Table VI .9

Correlation' Matrix for Regression Analysis of 1860

t

Y X
1

X
2

X
3

X
4

X
5

X
6

Y 1.000 -.115. .519 -.355 -.211 -.080 .020

X1 - .115.° 1.000 -.268 .354 .095 .236 -.026

X
2

.519 -.268 1.0(J0 -.566 -.485 -.152 .054

X
3

-.355 .354 -.566 1.000 .089 012 -.071

X
4

-.211 .095 -.485 .089,, 1.000 -.087 -.064

-.080 -.236 -.151 .312\ -.087- 4.000 -.028

.-e

X
6

.020 -.026 .054 -.071 -.064 -.028 1:000

I

.

568
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Table VI -10

Results of Regression Analysis for 1860,

Regression
coefficient

Beta

Total population .0 .046

Number of acres of farmland per capita .4471 .494

Percentage of population ages fifteen
and up who are merchants

-.6151 -.101

Percentage or population ages fifteen
and up who are engaged in manufacturing

.0094 .034

Assessed valuation per capita (dollars) .0003 .019

Pauper expenses per capita (dollars) -.0041 -.009
9

Constant = 5.553

R
2

Di .278

. 569



Table VI 11

Variables Used in Regression Analysis of 1875

Y Percentage of.children Under five in school

X1 , Total Population

"2
Number of acres of farmland per cal:its

X
3

Percentage of the employed population enaged in commerce

4
Perceutage of the employed population engaged in manufa ari

Assessed valuation per (dollars).

i Pauper expenses per capita (dollars)



Table VI -12

Means and Standard Deviations for Regression Analysis of l8n

//

Percentage of childven under five
in school

Totalrpopulation

Number of acres of farmland
per capita

Percentage of employed population
engage4 in commerce

Pereentage'of employed population
engaged in manufaCturing

Assessed valuation per capita
(dollars)

.4

Pauper expenses per capita
lollars)

e

r

Mean Standard Deviation

3.74 1.50

^.-7f

4837.96 19493.48

8.22 9.4,0

6:24 4.60

-

22.94 13.21

708.26 667.69

.93 1.28

"

571:,
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. Table VI -13

Correlation Matrix for Regression Analysis of 1875

Y X1 X
2

Y 1.000

Xi -.173

X2- .474

X3. -.426

X4 -.413 4

X5 -.199

X6 .040

;

I.

-.173. .474
- al

1.000 -.156

-.156 1.000

.224 -.407

.143 -.554

.162 -.259 ,

-.042 ,30:

II

X
3 :

.-.426

X
-4

4..

-.413

X
5

.

-.199

a

X,
. "

-

.040

,._

a

.

I

.224 % .143 .1u2
,

-.042 ,' °

.-,

-.407 -.554 % -.259 .300
.

)... 1.000 .054- .267 .226
I

.054, 1.000. -.057 -.136

.261 -.057 1.000 .016

-.136 , .016 1:000

/

\4
stl

^%
fr e

4 .

.572

./

I ...,

I,
.

4(
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Table V1--14

Results laf Regression Analysis for 1875

Total population

Number of acres of farmlan per capita

Percentage of theemployed populat on
engaged in commercpi

Percentage of the employed popul tion
engaged in manufacturing

Assessed valuation per capita (41 ars)

Pauper' expenses per capita (doll4rs)

..onstant = 7'.284

R2 = .358

)

Regression
coefficient

Beta

i

0

.0420 .113

-.2601 -.342

-.0873 -.330

-.0005 -.095/

.1068 .039

57
1

U
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Table vil

Principal Occupations and total Employed Youth
Ages 14-19, in Five Rural Essex Country 'roans, 1885

MALES

BOXFORD

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

Farm Laborers
Farmers
Boot and Shoe Workers
Matchmakers
Carpenters.
Saw Mill Employees

# Males
14-19

2 of all
Males 14-19

23
1

2

1
, 1

1

48.9
2.1
4.3
2.1
2.1

Total Employed in
all occupations 34 '72.3

HAMIttON

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

Farm Laborers 23' 60.5
Clerks 5 13,2
Steam RR (Officials & Employees)

.

Farmers
1

1
2.6

2.6

.TOtal Employed in
all occupations 34 \41/ 89.5

LYNNFIELD

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

Farm Laborers 9 21,5
Teamsters 4 ..10.0

Boot and Shoe' Workers 4 .10.0

Bookkeepers and Clerks 3

Blacksmiths 1 2.5
Stoneworkers 1 2.5

Total Imployed in
all occupations 27 67.5

574
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Table VII -1, Page 2

TOPSFIELD

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

Farm Laborers

Boot and Shoe Makers

Bookkeepers and Clerks
Painters

Slaughter House Employees

Total Employed in
all occupations

WENHAM

Principal Occupations
of males 1449:

# Males % of all
14-19 Males 14-19

26 41.9
3 4.8 '1.

3 4.80
3. 1.6
1 1.6

36 .

. .

. Farm Laborers
Boot and Shoe Makers
Salesmen

Fishers Curers and Packers

Total Employed, in
all occupations

24

zY
5

2

40

58.3.

0-

,

9.4
7.6
3.8

r 75.7

575



BOXFORD

Principal Occupations
of females 14-19:

House Work
Servants (in families)

Total employed in
all occupations

HAMILTON

43

Principal Occupations
of 'females 14-19:

House Work
Servants (in families)
Teachers

Total employed in
all occupations

--1,YNNFIELD

Principal Occupations
of females 14-1.9

Table VII -1, Page .3

FEMALES' '

# Females
14-19

% of all
Females 14-19

13 37.1

6 17.1

23 65,7

12 *32.4

7 18.9

1 2.7

Pouse Work 14

Servants (in families) 6-

Bdot and Shoe Makers 3

Total employed in
all occupations 26

57 3

54.1

26.4

11.3
5.7

49.1



TOPSFIELD

Principal Occupations
of females 14-19

Table V11=1, Page 4

# Females
14-19

% of all
Females 14-19

House Work 11 23.4
Servants (in families) 4 '8.5
Boot and Shoe Makers 4 8.5

Total employed in OS

, all occupations 21 44.7

6-

WENHAM
,

Principal Occupations
of females 14-19

House Work 14 ' 32.6
Boot and Shoa Makers 2 4.7

' Servants (in "families) 2 4.7

Total employed in
all occupations 21 48.8

a

a
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Table VII -2

Principal Occupations and Total Employed Youth
Ages 14-19, in Three Urban Essex Country Towns, 1885

LAWRENCE

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

MALES

Males
14-19

#

Cotton Mill Operaters 524

Worsted Mill Operaters 158

Laborers 134

Apprentices 109

Bookkeepers and Clerks 101

Woolen Mill Operaters 78

Print Works Operaters 77

Tye Works Operaters (Cotton) . 34

Salesmen 26

Farm Laborers
..

23

Total Employed in
all occupations 1 1,656

LYNN

Principal Occupations
of males 14-19:

Boot and Shoe Makers 786

-Apprentices 143
Bookkeepers and Clerks 142

53

Salesmen 39

Errand Boys 33 "\

Teamsters 32

Laborers 23

Merchants and Dealers 22

Machinists 18

Tannery Employees 18

Total Employed in
all occupations 1.576

578

_ % of all .

Males 14-19 ..

23.4
.".

-1.1
6.0
4.9

. .

4.5
3,5
3.4

, 1.5
1.2

-
1.0

.73.9

34.3
6.2
6.2
2.3

-; --------

1.4
1.4

1.0
0.8
0.8

68.7



Table VII, -2, Page 2

SALEM

Principal Occupationd
.-.-of,males 14-19

Boot,and Shoe balers
Coteom ftill Operaters
Bookkeepers and Clerks
Tannery Employees
Apprentices P

Salesmen
Morocco Workers
Jute Mill Optraters
Laborers
Errand and Office Boys ,

Total Employed in
all occupations

11 Males
14-19

% of all-
. Males 14-19

236 25.4

141. . 9.2

130 , '8.5

67 . 4.4

52 3.4

47 3.1

38 2.5

26
,

1.7

25 1.6

24 1.6

1,021 '66,7

O

O 579
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. Table VII. -2, Page. 3..

FEMALES

--LAWRENCE

,

./

% of all
Females 14-19

.

Principal Occupations
of females 14-19:

Cotton Mill:Operaters
Worsted Mill Operaters
House Work

C

Woolen Mill OperateulL
Servants! (WMMilies).\\__^
BookkeepersandIptkafF

\-'Dessmaker-40-0:';4 \
Setamstressed---Tv
Teachers -

Paper :dill Operater0

Total employed in
all occupations

# Females
14-1

696
457
272

231
71

37

23
12

10

9.

1,922

27.4
18.0.,
10.7

9.1
2.8
1.5
0.9

-0.5
0.4
.0.4

75.6.

LYNN

Principal Occupations
of females 14-19:

Boot and Shoe Makers
'House Work
Servants (in families)
Bookkeepers and Clerks
Saleswomen
Dressmakers
Paper Box Makers
Teadhers
Laundry Work.
Music Teachers

4

656
383
193,

61..
38
26

21

19

14

10

Total emplOyed in
all occupat ons

4

580

1,507

4r

26.5
15.4

8.Q
2.5
1.5

0.9
0.8

b:e

68.8
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Table VII, -2, Page 4

SALL74

Principal Occupations #, Females
of females 14-19: - 14-19

Cotton Mill Operaters 270
House Work 257
boot and Shoe Mtkers 148
Servants (in faialies) 134
Jute Mill Operaters 38 .

Bookkeepers and Clerks 35
Saleswomen ° 17
Dressmakers 12

a ,
% of all'

Females 14-19

16.2
15.4°
8.9

\ 8.0
2.3
2.1

1:0--
0.7

Compositors and Printers
(Book and Job) 8 0.5
Laundry Work 5 0.3

.

Total employed in
all occupations 1,507 60.8

°

O

e. 1

581
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Table VU -3.

Average Length of Public Schools in Massacimsette, 1840-1880 (Days)

1339 -40"

1 4-45-

1854-55

1859-60

1864-65

1869-70

1e74-75

1879-86'

7

' 151

146

156

153

147

143,

175

184'

190

t .4

5 Rural 3 Urban Essex- Massachusetts
/ Communities Communities County,

269 171 150

261 197 166
------.. .

247 .

x. 187
.

162

221... 206. 168

238 202 172,

234 .t. 198 172

214 191 180

225' 208 192

224' 208 192

Source: Massachusetts Board of Education, Annual Reports, 1839-40 ... 1879-80 .._



Table VII .4

-

Percentage :of Persons Under Twenty Years Old Enrolled in gchoorin Massachusetts,

1839-40

1844-45

1849-50

1854-55

1859-60

1864-65

1869-70

1874-75

1879-P

1840-1880

5 Rural
Communities

3=Urban
Communities.

;

Essex
County

74.8 '56.1 58.5

72.7 60.5 62.3

74.8 52.9 60%2

61.3 49.1 55.6

'65.2 50.9 56.2

71.3 53.0 57.7

70.4 53.3 56.2

52:8 42.5 47.2,

49,8 47.1 49.7

6

Massachusetts'

63.7

62.2

62.9

58.2

56.8

60.4

56.5

50.8

49.3
v3

11411

1,.

SOurce: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of-Education, Annual Reports,

1839-40 ... 1879-80. The estimation of this set of data

is very difficult because the state did not provide good data on

private education. ,Full details on our estimation procedures will

be provided'in our forthcoming analysis of Massachusetts education,

from 1826-1880.
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Table VII -5

.e
l

Annual'Number of Days in School Per Person Under,Twenty in Massachusetts;

to

1839-40

1844-45

1849-50

1854-55-

1859-60

1&6445

1869-76-

1874 -75

1879-80

. 1840-1880.

t

'1 5 Rural
%.,

Communities
3,brban

C9mthunities

:,

,*.. .

Essex .

County .

Massachusetts

61.7 :\ 92.8 -, 63.7 60.6

62.0 95.0 72.0 62.4

'73.0 83.9 70.6 63:0

56.1
;

73.2 71.2' 60.6

62.3 Ati, = 77.7 70.3 62.3

64.5 76.4 73.2 66.4
,

79.1 .. 70.5 68.8 65.7

64.7 67.8 70.0 68.7

60.1
.

74.8 75.1 72.2* -/

1R78 -79

Source: Calculated from the Massachusetts Board of Education, Annual-Reports,

1-839-40 1879=80. The estimation of this set of data is very

difficult because the .tate did not provide good data on private

education. Full details on our estimation procedure will be

provided in our forthcoming analysis of Massachusetts education_

, from 1826-1880.
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7.
8

9

11 4

13

J4
15.

16
17

. .18
19 .

Table Vii -6

Percentage of Children Ages 0-19 Attending School in Eight Essex. County Towns in 1860

Rural

Fee
N

Jrban

Tommie

N %

Total

Female

49 0 129 0 0 17 0 192

0 49 0 113 0- V 16 0 162

6 0 49 -0 - 142 0 138 0 198 0 187

54 3.4 119 0 173 3.5 164

48 ) 25.0 51 23.5 157' 7.6 106 144 205 11.7 157

56 72.0 4 56 60.7 ii27 64.6 110 70.6\ 177 66.7 166

57 86.0 53 9a. 5 /97 ,83.5 110 84.5 154 84.4 163

87.8 44 41 00 .6 92 93.5 106 95.3 141 91.5 150

92.3 54 94.4 107 94.4 104 96.2 15: 93.7 158

96 43 95.3 73 91.8 100 94.0 126 93-.7 143
c;) 100.0 84 95.2 106 89.6 124 96.0 146

42 95' 2 45 97.8 65 93.8 79 9.7 112 9:1.41 124

42 90.5 52 92.3 90 87.8 1n1 .90.1 132 88.6 153

54 92.6 46 84.8 ,62 79.0 83; 78.3 116 85.3.. 129

/62 80.6 63 82.5 79 59.5 93 75.3 141 68.8 156

71.9 50 80.0 78_ 38.5 92 48.9 135 52.6 142

't L. 52.3 43. 67.4 84 22.6 93 14.0 128 32.8 136

54 42.6 41 34.1 -85 8.2 84 6.0 139 21.6 125

54 29.6 41 14.4 83 3.6 123 2.4 13? 13.9 164
33 12.7 52 11.5 ,83 2.4 107 .9 138 6.5 159L585

0
0
0

1.2
17.2
66.9

87.1
96.7

95.6
54.4
92.5
95.2
90.8
80.6
78.2

59.9

30.9

1,5.2

3e
,44
58



Age

Table VII 7. .

Percentage ok Children Ages 0-19 Attending School in Eight- Essex County Towns in 1880

N

0 35

1 33

2 39

3 33

. 4 .28

5 32

6 36

7 45

8 33

9 31

.0 44

11 35

12 35

13 37

14 41

15 27
16 32

1? ,~30

18 34

19 47

587

Rural

Male Female

- Urban ,

Male Female

,. Total

Male

% N N % N %. N

34 0 106 0 92 -0 141 0

0 33 0 65 0 88 -0- 98 0
0 38 0 110' 91 0 149 0

3.0 0 101 3.0 95 0 134: 3.0
10.7 20.0 115 2.6 102, 2.9 1'43 4.2
43.8 39. 71.1 90 23.3 96 34.4 122
86.1 35 '71.4 101 58.4 98 76.5 137 65.7
75.0 35 88.6 97 76:3 167 82.2 142 76.E
78.8 38 84.2 84 83.3 89 80.9 117 82.1.
90.3 30 93.3 73 '89,0 96 88.5 104 89.4
90.9 35 94.3 94 89.4 74 91.9 138 89.9
94.3 24 91.7 87 93.1 82 ..82.9 122 93.4
94.3 32 96.9 100 87.0 97 84.5 135 88.9

100.0 25 100 .0 89 80.9 80 78.8 126 86.5
78.o 33 81.8 97 61.9 95 53.7 138. 66.7
77.8 25 80.0 93 40.9 98 35.7 120 49.2
43.8 27 59.3 94 21.3 107 26.2 126 27.0
23.3 32 58.1 89 11.3 76 18.4 119 '14.3
11.8 33 18.2 91 7.7 115 11.3 125 8.8

36 13.9 103 4.9 107 6.5 150 5.3

Female

126 0
121 0
135 , 0
129 0
14.2 7.7
135 '45.2
133 75.2
142 83.8
127 81.9
126 89.7
109' 92.7
106 84.9
129 87.6
105 836'1
128 60.9
123 44.7
134 32.8
118 28.0
148 12,8
't 43 8.4

588



Table VII -8

Comparison of the Percentages of Children Attending School

In Eight Essex County Towns in 1860 in the Various Samples

Males

Age Original Sample MCA Sample Non-MCA Sample

4

5

6

N ,

205

177

154

7 141

8 159,

.

13.- 11'6

14 141

15 '° 135

16 128..

17 139

--18- _137

19 , .138

4 157

'5 166

6 163
7 150

8 158

13 129

14 .. 156

.15 142

16 1.36

17 .
125

18 164

19- 159

% N

1-47 188

66.7' 159

84.4 140

91.5 126

93.7 142

85.3 98

68.8 116

52.6 .104

32.8 , 96

% N 1

12.2_ __ ___ 17 5.9

66.0 18 72.2

85.7 14 71.4'

91.3 -1-5-- 93.3.

95.8 17. 76.5
f

88.8 18 66.7

69.0

52.9

34.3

21.6 113 23.9

, _13.9 _ __A3_ 14.5

6.5 ' 89 7.9 '

Females

25

31

.
32:"-x-,

j 26

') 54

49

,

'068.0

51.6

28.1

11.5

-13.0
,

4.1

17.2 139 15.8 18 .27.8

66.9 153 66.7 °13. 6902

87.1 150 89.3 13 . 61.5

96.7 136 96.3 14 100:0

95.6 140 95.0. 18 *1064

80. 6- ' 110 -;11547- . 49-, 52.6

78.2f 128 , 82.0 28 60.?

59.9 '113 68.2 29 27.6

300' 100 39.0 . 36 8;31,

15.2 88 17:1 1- zg, 10.8

5.5. 93 8.6 71 ---":/'-'-'44

'4:4 82 6.1 0 , 77 2.6

589
Pt
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Table yn.-9

Comparison of the Percentages of Children Attending School

In Eight Essex County Towns in 1880 in the Various Samples

Males

Age Original Sample MCA Sample

N % N %

If 143 4.2 126 4.8

5 122 28.7 . 113 29.2

6 -137 65.7 126 65.9

7 142 76.1 . 135 7,i.8

8 117 82.1 106 .83.0

13 126 86.5 106 8944

14 133 66.7 121 67.8

15r 120 .49.2 106 51...9

16 126 27.0 108 27.8

17 119 14.3 99 16.1

18 . 125 84 99 11.1

19. - 150 5.3 111 7.2

4 142 7.7 131 6.9',

5 135- 45.2 121 47.1

6 133 75.2 120 72.5'

, 7 142 83.8 131 _ __ 83.2

8 127 81.9 '112 83.9
t.

13 105 83.8 92 84.3

14 1.28- 60.9 115-' 63.5

15 123 .44.7. 106 . 48.1.

16 134 32.8. 115 35.7

17 118' 28.0 85 311.:8

18 148 , 12.8 119 16.0

19 143 8.4' 98 11.2

Females

590

Non-MCA Sample

N %;-

1? : 0

9 22:2

11 --634-6

7 100.0

11 72.7'

20 704
317 584
14 28.6

18 22.2-

20 5.0

26 -0

39 0

11 18.2

14 28.6

13' 100.0

11 904'

15 66.7 ,.

12

43
83.3

3845---

17 23.5

19 15.8

33 18.2

9:...,_, ....4

.

45 2.2



Table VII .10

School and Work Patterns of Females Ages 13-19

in Eight Essex County Towns in 1860 and 1880

1Percentage of Each Age-Group)

Age

3(n=471(0)

--tiant1-28)

School,
No Work

83.6

78:9

Fa6.4

35.0

1860

No School,
No Work-

13.6-

16.4

15,9

34.0

School
& Work

1.8

215 (n=113) ,

16 (n=100)

_

1.8

4.0

17 (n= 88) 1408 -466 2.3-

18 (n= 93)\ 8.6 41.9 . 0

-1-9 (wi 82) 3.7 43.9 2.4

-13-19 -(n=714) 45.8 :8.6 2.2

1880

13 (n= 92) 80.4 6.5' 4.3-

14 (n=115) 6000 13.9 3.5

15 (n=106) 45.3 18.9 2;8

16 (n=115) 34.8 2403 .9'

17 (n= 85) 31.8 21.2 0

18 (n=119) 16.0 34.5 0

19 (n= 98) 10.2 31.6 1.0

13-19 (n=730) 39.3 21.9 1.8

Work, No
School

.9

1.6

15.9

27.0

36.4

49.5

50.0

23.4

. 8.7

22.6

33.0

40.0

47.1

49.6

57.1

37.0



Ta VII -11

--School-Ecid- Work -Patterns_ of Males Ages 13-19.
in Eight Essex County Towns in 1860 and 1880

(Percentage of Each Age-Group)

1860

Age School, No School, School Work, No
' No Work No Work & Work School

13 (n= 98) 88.8 11.2 0
14 (n=116) 65.5 25.0 3.4

-1-j-In=104-1-4-- -46.2------_-____43.1___._ 6:7
_16 -.(n= 96') 25.0 16.7 9.11.
17 (n=113) -9.7 10.6' 1'4. ,.

.18 (n=83) 7- 6.0 ,20.5:,_ , , 8.4_
19- (n= 89) 3.4 's 12.4 ,4.5

. ,

13-19 (n =699) 36.3 1.7.2 6.'7

.!

188o ti
4:

---.-1-3-(n=106)- = ---81 -.1, 5.7 8.5 --47
---14---(n=1-21-)--- 58.7 5.8 9.1- 16.4--

15 (n=106) 43.4 4.7 8.5_ 43:4
.1 6 (n=108) 25.9 9.3 1.9 63.0-
17 (n= 99) 13.1. 13.1 3.0 70.7
18 (n= 99) 7.1 5.1 4.0 83.8
19'(n =111) 6.3 10.8 .9 82.0

13-19 (n=750) .34.4 7.7
. i

5.2 52.7
Y

0
6.0

24.0
'40)
65.5
65.o -5..

39.8

592
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APPENDIX. B. Definition of the variables cOntained in'the.tables in

Appendix A, III-1 through 11.1-5...

Discussion of these definitions is found, as noted, in Appendix C.
. -

Abbreviation: R --r The values are .taken directly from the
published statistical abstracts of the
Annual'Reports,of the Secretary of the
41assachusetts Board of Education.

Col. 1. Number of children 0-19..

-Source: -Repoited_figures are from theUnited States Censuses
of 840, .1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880, and frorn the Massa-
chusetts state -censuses of 1855, 1865, and 4875. Interim
years are extrapolated on the assumption of constant
metic annual increases between censuses. Figures. are for
all races.
(See discussion, Appendix -C -1)

Col. 2. NuMber of children enrolled in public sehOols, all agei,:
summer term.

,: ,
Source: R. . . . , ..,

Col. 3. Nricent of children 0-19 enrolled in public schools, summer
term.

Definition: Col.'2/ Col. 1 ,

Col. 4. Number of children, enrolled in public schools,. all ages,
winter term.. . ,

Source:
.1.-.1.)S ."-`'

I

t f'
t #

ric
; ; 001 . r ?"
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Col. 5. Percent of children 0,19 eni-ollettin-public-schoois,-winter__
term.

.47

I

Definition: Cor.-4/

Col. 6. Average daily number of children attending pub 1C

- summer term.

Source: It .

Col, 7. Average pei-----ewiUtl-)aildren--0-19-attending_public schools daily,
summer term.

'Definition: Col. 6/ Col. 1

Col. 8. Average daily number of children attending public schools,
- - -winter term.

Source: R

- Col. 9. Average percent of children 0-19 attending cnblic schools
daily, wing term.,
Definition: Cole 8/ Col. 1

.

TABLE III-2 .

.

Col. 10. Number of public schools.

Source: It

'Col. 11. Aggregate days of school, county data.

Source: Total of county aggrega...es given 1n the Reports,
converted to a 22-day school month (number of months x
22, plus number of days x .785)
(See discussion, Appendix C-2)

Col. 12. State average length of public school session.

td

-Definition: Col. 11/ Col. 10, to the flea. :.st whole day.

Col. 13. Estimated' average daily attendance all year, ptiblic schools.

;-:-. Definition: for 1840-1869, (Col. 6 +"Col. 8) / 2 _

for 1870-1880, R

Col. 14.- Total days of public sacol attended (estimated)..

.

Definition: Col. 12 xCol. 13
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C011,13.. Average number of 4ys of public school.a.tended by all

children . .

"' .+:,..I. .

Definitioi:C--ol,-14LCol. .

. .

Col." 16. Percent a childrendirig-public-school daily,
age.

Definition.:, Col, 1,3/. poi, 1. ..

:*.

. .

aver

Col, 17. Estimated total annual enrollment, all ages, public schools.,

-D- ,1840-1869,.,Col. 4 + (..25 xCol. ) .,

--WO-1880, B.
(See discussion, Appendix d -3) .°

Col. 18. Percent of all childreh'0-19 enF,01

(estimated).- . gr

Definition: Col. 17/ Col. 1

.

Col. 19. Number of incorpoiatesitacieMies.

Souree:-.p.,.. z .

Col. 20. Average enrollmenth". incorporated academies.
,

f :

Source : R (the "average number of scholarif in incorporated
academies.1!); corrected for, charitable instals*

. ,
_

tions in Boston, 1860-.188cY.
(See Oiscussion,. Appendix ;Cr4)

Col 21. Estimated average daily,: attendance, incorporated academies:,

Definition: Col. 20 x .,9, to the .nearest whole numpet
(See discussion, P'5),

Col. 22.. Eitlinated-toial-annual enrollment, incorporated acationlies:'

.*

. .

- ublic school

..-:
TABI;g1.1i73:..

, :

Is .

Definition: Col. '20 it 1.2, to the nearest wholeFiuTribef--7--.
(See discussion, Appendix -C -5)

Col. 23. Average length of iticorPoratod aoadenW,Session, in days

Source: 1840-49, R
1830-80, not reported. Estimate = 220.days, the

average for years 1840-49. z'lc:.k..
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Col. 24. Total days of incorporated academy attended (estimated)

Definition: Col. 21 x Col, 23

r--

TABLE 111-4

25. Munber-'of unincorpora -ect vate schools.

Source: R. . -

Col. 26. Average number of scholars enrolled in unincorporated
nrivate schools._

4. .. ,

Source: R (the !!average number of scholars in unincor-
porated academies,' private schools, etc.")

...Col. 27.E-stimitecl average daily attendance, unincorporated private
schools. -- ----

-_____

-7--------,, ------____
1.Definition: Col. 26 x .9, to the nearest whole number

(See discussion, Appendix C-5)
Xfs-%

: .

---------Col. 28. Estimated total annual enrollment, unincorporated private
schools_. ,

P'. Definition: Col. 26 x 1.2, to the nearestwhole number
(See discussion, Appendix C-5)

Col. 29. Average'length of unincorporated, schools, in days.

Source: 1840-49, R
1850-1880, constant of 164, estimate.
(See discussion, Appendix C-6) ,

Col. 30. Total days of unincorporated privateschools attended(estimated).

Definition: Col. 27 x Col. 29

....TABLE 111 -5

. .Col; 31. Estimated total annual enialtarent--at all schools.
:.

Definition: Col. 17 + Col. -+ Col. 28.
.4* ;
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Col..32. Percent of all children 0-19 enrolled at schOol,, Public and
private (estimated). ,

Definition: Col. 31 / CO1.1 .

Col. 33; Estimated 'total annual enrollment, less extended common

41>
schools.

.

Definition: For 1840-49, adjuits Col. 31 by s.ubtraCting the
estimated number of students attending both private and
public schools (dual attend'ei.$), Shown in Table 9,

, Appendix C-6, Col. 3, below. : For 1850-1880,, same
as Col. 31. - . ..` !P

!.

Col; 34. Percent Of o'hildren 0-19-eniolled at schools, public 'aid
priVate, controlling for extended common schools. .,

Is

Definition: Col.' 33 / Col. 1

Col. 35, Total days of school attendee., public and.privite (estimated.

Definition: COl. 14 + COL 24 +"Col, 30

Col. 36. Averagenumber of days of public or private school attended
by all children 0=19 (estimated).

Definition: Col. 35 / C61.,.1: ...-.
Col. 37. PerCent of children. 0.19 attending school daily, pusblic and -.

private,. average. ,
.,

. ..; °

e DefinitiOn: For 1840-49:

Col. 13 + Col. .21 + frCol. 26 -Tab).e 9, Col. 3)x . 97

Col. 1

For 1850-1879:, ,

Col. 13 + Col. 21 + Col. 27

Col. 1

5'9 7

411(4y.1,.
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APPENDL?C. C: Discus :en of adjustrrients, eskimates, and 'extrapolation's -

. .

made in calculating Tables VII -1 through y11- 5 , #.
. .

Appendix ; . ./.
;:

t

.

C-1, The disciepancy between population census figures and school .

committee returns of sehocl-age children." .

'Problem: Local school committee 'Massachue6tts were-
(

e

'required by law to determine annually the dumber of school -age ,

....
children (4-16 until 1850, 5-15 thereafter). All the attendance ratios

5 -

_ .
calculated by Horace Mann and his successors were ba:Sed on these

.

figures 'for school-age children. However,. no funds Weiie provided:to
,

the committees for these annual censuses, and it is aliparent..that some .

,

towns performed this duty-eisually at best; In 1850, -fed. examPle,. the
, .

. .. . t, . i .

town of Dr-I-cut admitted that they had siniplirepelitedThe nurrxber of ., 9
4 . a

different school atten1 ers for this figure. The 'Lawrence school corn-1".....
.04 .

i . ,

ittee complained of inaccurate answers from' honseholders, comment-
i , 7. . .. . ,

, , ing. that "in the piinde of many of the less informed pait of-our peculiar

community, the .census-taker is associated with taxation. The only
. . t t

.

1

,
. aVa.ilable, check on these suspect figures 'are the population censuses

(

.-5- 1 _ .

v : e

taken-by the foder4 government and, in mid -decade, by the state. The,

,
_ discrepancy between the annual school committee centins figures* and the

. .
,..

periodic population figres is often subStaneal,' sometimes as great as
, 5 . .. . . ,

. . s,..I.?;.

ten to fifteen percent. 'Moreover, there is a rural-urban bias:in-the.
IL; '''(-- s ,.. ..

. , ..

1
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dis:repancy. The_school-figures-for-smaller-towns-more closely

approximate the census figures than in large town,s , which more con-

;, sistently underestimate their school-age populations> and thereby over-.

estimate school enrollment.' For example, .Table 1 gives-the rates of

attendance and enrollment foi: three urban and five rural towns in Essex
, . .

:County for 1860, using as a denomiriator first-the United States Census

figure for children five to fifteen (that iin 't.r,Jse above five and not yet

fifteen) and then: the school census figures for cildren five to fifteen.
. .

Contrary to the usual nineteenth-century terminology, committees were

told to interpret this to include children who worse fifteen years 91d. 2

This makes the upward bias in the enrollment, figures even more suspect:
- .,

additional school-age children in the denominator of the ratio should,
. ,

have depressed the rates of attendance relative to the rates based on
Ns

Census figures. The committees, clearly, found fewer children tc

, count than the federal census .marshalls. The tendency for the rural

school committees (except Topsfield) to approximate more closet the

Census figures is evident in Table 1.

Solution: The population censuses are not perfect; like the

school censuses, -they missed some people. But because federal and

state censuses: were more strictly regulated, with detailed instructions

to appointed and paid mar shalls, we believe they, are more reliable, and

we-have used hem for the denominator of our attendance ratios through-

out, extrapolati; a arithmetically for interimyears. Also, school corn-

mittee figures were collected only for the arb.,crarily defined school-age,

range (5-15 after 1850), even though children under five and over ..

.;



TABLE_1. Attendance Figures for Eight Essex County Towns, 1860
o

Average Lally Attendance, Total Annual Enrollment
- All Ages Children 5-15 .'

0

Towns °
Population

. 1860

Percent of
Children 5-14
(U. S. Census)

Percent of
Children 5-15
(Town Committee)

Pe- ,:ent of, Children 5-14
(U. S. Census)

Percent of
Children 5-15
(Town Committee)

Salem 20,934 -74.-Z 103.3 111.5'

Lawrence 16,114 52.6 61:5 83.4 97.4

Lynn 15,713 79,3 89.7 102.7 116.2

Topsfield. 1,250 43:3 - 59.7- . 60.4 83.5

Wenham 1,073 76.4 73.0 96.8. .92.6

Boxfoi:d 1,034 . .,78.0 72.4 98.7 91, 6

Hamilton, 896 73.8 71.8. 100.7 98.0

_Lynnfield 883 80:0 85.8 100.6. 108. 1

6O 0

6 01
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. _fifteen cont; ued to attenti school. _
_Thus, a population base-of all ages

zero to nineteen is the _most appropriate..

_ _

Converting length of school session, reported in months and
.

days, into days when school was held.

'

Problem: Vinovskis, in his !'Trends in Massachusetts Education, "

.used a -28-day month to calcu:?-ce the number of days that schools were

held, noting that this exaggerated somewhat because "there was no deduc-
..

. . .

tion for Sundays and holidays. Apparently, Horace Mann used the same
. .

figure. 3 However, by the tirrie of Barnas,Sears, Mann's- suCcessor,-

..printed school return form explicitly stated that "a month is four school-

weeks; a half month is ten, eleven, or twelve days, according to the

length of the school week, as fixed by custom in the several towns: In

most towns a school-month is twenty-two days. " Later instructions

reduced the school month further, to twenty days. 4

Solution: We have i4sed the 22-day school month throughout our,

period, a compromise aimed at estimating as closely as possible the'

actual average number of days of schooling attended by children in this

period. We have theref' re\ multiplied the number of whole months

reported by school committees by 22 days.. Because the part-months,

reported in days, often exceeded 22, we assume that towns were report-

ing the time that had elapsed while-schools were open, not the number

of days school was held. Thus we have converted the reported additional

days into schools according to the ratio 22/28, or .785. For example,

a.
.

town which reported the average length of public school as foUr

. 602
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months, fourteen days, was interpretdd to'mean 99 days, calculated as

follows:

.
. .

in which state officials calculated the state average length of public

c;

4 months x22 ='88-ethoordays
+ 14 days x.785 = 11. school days

99 school days . ;

14*

Problem: A second substantial problem arises from the manner

school sessions. Mann and other early data gatherers, though indus-

trious, often took the easy way out when compiling state averages. In

this case they took the average length (public school for each county,

totalled them, and divided by the number of counties, thus giving equal

weight to the most populous and least. populous counties. In other

words, the reported state average length of public school session is an

average of the county aveTages. Obviously, this diktorts the effective
;

length of school experienced by the schlol children in the state. In

particular, the Massachusetts, state tVerage was artificially inflated
-- '

in the I840's by the fact that tiny- Nantucket County, With fewer than

twenty public schools, reported every year thai the county's schools

had been held a full twelve months.

Solution: The most accurate state average would weight every

school by the number of students attending it. This data, however, is

not-available. Town by town data is available, but,weighting by town

would require about 300 calculations for each year. We have it.stead

recalculated the state average length of public school, weighting each

county by the number of public schools in it. This proved manageable-

. and avoided the gross distortions of averaging the county averages

. equally. The method employed for each year is shown

60 Q9..v



TABLE 2:

e.

State-average length of-public-school,-Massachusetts, 1841-42, .

calculated with weighted and non-weighted county averages..

County. Reported aver. Converted to
length of public days (22-day

schools.. school month).

Months Days

Suffolk .

Essex
11
9

26

A 1

262
199

Middlesex 1/5

Worcester 5 23 128

Hampshire 6 20 148
Hampden 7 21 171
Franklin' 5 25 130

Berkshire 7 3 156
Norfolk 8 9 183

Bristol 6 5 136

Plymouth 7 9 161

Barnstable 6 18 146

Dukes 4 8 94

Nahtucket 12 0 264

State total 2353

Weighted by number of schooliv_

Number of i (-Aggregate days

[--

public schools public school*

held

124

282

554'

208
208
247
259

194
280

250
151

17
12

3198

0

Average of county averages

....m0

32,488
55,118

) 70,912
30,784

35,568,
32,110
40,404
35,502
38,080
40,250

22,046
1,598
3,168

511,128

Weighted average

State'average
(nearest
whole day)

2353/14 = 168 511,128/3198' 160

644



As Table 3 demonstrates, the differences-betWeen our recalculated

averages are substantial, particularly in the early part of our ,period.

For the mid- 1860's and 1870's, when the public school sessions had

become longer and more uniform, the discrepancy between the two

methods of calculation is less. Nonetheless, we have consistently

used our weighted county averages.
. !

:

ining-annuaLenrolhuentsirsarLfig_ure_s_for winter and

summer terms.

Problem: Until 1870, Massachusetts collected separate figures

on winter and summer terms, without asking-the total number of differen
.- :

children Who attendedduring the year. Enrollment in the summer term

was consistently lower than in the winter, due to the seasonal nature of
, .

agricultural work. It is a commonplace of mid-nineteenth-century' local.

reports to insist upon male teachers for the winter session in order to.
cope with the discipline problems of older boys, who attended only in

the winter. However, it is not clear that all the-children_who attended

the 'summer session also attended during the winter; thus, interpreting

the winter enrollment to be the total annual enrollment might be inaccur-
-

ate. It would also not wholly reflect the children who moved in and out

of the community during the entire. year. '

Solutiont We have estimated the -total.nurnber of children taught

all year as equal to the winter enrollthent plus 25 percent of the summer''

enrollment. This is essentially a guess about attendance practices and

mobility rates. The scant evidence available Boicford

Ott.

" a .;
it Vs. .605 :..." .. . .
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reported in 1,880 that winter enrollment was 115, spring enrollment 109,

....and fall term, 103, while the whole number of different puPili taught

was 135--that is, the winter enrollment plus 24 percent of the spring

'enrollment. In Lynn, in 184748.the total annual enrollment equalled

the winter enrollment plus five percent of the summer enrollment, but

in 1854-55 it equalled the winter enrollment'plus 32 percent of summer. 5

Our sstimate is a compromise between the values yielded from these

rare examples in which towns included both types oi figures.

The state-wide gap betVieen -summer and winter enrollrhents

narrowed as the state urbanized. By 1870, therefore, our estimate

is probably somewhat high, which is-demonstrates1 by the drop from

: 52.4 percent enrolled in 1869-70, to 45.6 percent enrolled in 1870-71

when actual annual enrollment rates were reported. Thus, our graph

(Chapter VII, Graph 1) of 'declining total enrollment dips artificially in

1870 due to the change in reporting categories. The long range decrease

is real but more gradual.

.- C-4. Erratic reporting of incorporated academies by Boston.

In the 1860's and 1870's Boston sometimes included its Roman

Catholic educational institutions among its incorporated academies

and sometimes did not. For the missing years we made estimates and..
o

revised the enrollment figures upward, which raised the state totals

correspondingly. The increased enrollments are real students, but'

since some of them probably represent a category shift, pr possibly

children not pieviously reported, the rise in
0
incorporated academy .

. ). . .

students during these decades should be interpreted with aome_paution.
..., ; .



TABLE 3: Length of public school session, state average, Maisachusetts,
1840-1880, comiiring weighted,and non-weighted averageti.

Reported (aver.
of county
averages)

Year Reported (aver.
of county'

averages )

Recalculated

(weighted by

# of schooli)

Year

1839-40 162 150 1859-66 168
1840-41 167 158 1860-61 176
1841-42 ' 168 160 1861-62' 177
1842-43 167 159 1862 -63 176
1843-44 -' 171 163 1863764 169
1844-45 .174 166 1864-65' _147'

1845-46 174 166° 1865-66 169
1846-47 174- -168 1866-67 QM .0,

1847-48. 171- 167 1867-68 118
1848-49 . '173 168 1868-69 179
1849-50 161 162 1869-70-, 181,
1850-51 165 164 1870 -71 188'
1851-52 166 166 1871-72 182
1852-53 165 166 1872-73- 182
1853=54 167 167 1873?-74 182
1854-55 167 , 168 1874 -75 185.
1855-56 167 168 1875 -76 189
1856-57 164 169 1876-77 188
1857-58 166 169 1877-78 189
1858-59 167 173 1878=79 188

1879-80 189

BeCalcuiked
(weiibtOi
#' of

172
172
1'74-

172
173_
,172
172
175 -'

177--:.

179'.

180
181'

184
:185
187--

192
192

.189
192

191
192

x'07
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C-5. :Average enrollment figures for private schoOle.

Problem:, The printed school return's instructed loCal officials.
:-

to report the -whole number of- pupils in public' schools during the year,
.

a.

.t.
but for private schools, both incorporated and unincorporated, the forma

requested the "average number of scholariattending each," and the de-i-

.tailed.instructions said to- "give an aggregate of the average numbers for .

the year in all ,the Academies arid' PriVate schooli, 'according to the 'best-
. ,

infdrmation 'stained." Indeed, theforms from 1850 on label the column
.

for unincorporated Schools arrmestiinated".iiverage. The language of

these forms suggests average, not "total; enrollment, and common sense
.

supports this. interpretation. ,Pr1vite school's submitted no returns; it

seems unlikely. that the public School' comMittee'Would know the umber

of different scholars attending all yeir or even the average da attend-

ance.. More likely they estimated the number of scholars normally

belonging to a given private school.

\ What, then, the relationship between average enrollment and
\

total annual enrollment, on the one hand, or average enrollment and

average daily attendance, on the other ?

608



Solution: We infer from all, the available evidence, that through-_

out our period the reported figures for private schools are average

enrollment, while thosi;aor public schools are for total cumulative

enrollment, that is, the total number enrolled during the period report.:

ed. We estimate that average daily attendance at private schools is 90

percent of average enrollment and that total enrollment is 120 percent

of average enrollment.

These ratios are consistent with figures for public schooling in

1880 and 1885, when all three statistics are known. The ratio of .p,ver-

'age daily attendanFe to average enrollment is 89 percent in 1880 and 90

percent in 1885.. Total enrollment is 120 percent of average enrollment
, .

in 1880 and 125.percent in 1885. These two estimates combine to result

in a ratio of average daily attendance to total annual enrollment of 75
.

percent. This relationship is known for public schools throughout our

period. The grand mean of. public school daily attendance to annual

enrollmen for the period 1840 to 1880 is 75.9 percent. Although one

might argue that the ratio of daily attendance to average enrollment

should be higher-for, schools where tuition is paid (and presumably

motivation was thereby greater) and especially at boarding schools

Itholigh they were a small portion of the whole number), we know of no

way to attach a value tothis speculation. Our approaCh is thus a
14

middling solution, supported by the available data.

.



C-6: Counting students who enrolled in both public and private ,-

, .1 .-.. J .; :schools:

: V. 1

0
I:. ; C; .!k.,
. .

Problem: Many children who were counted, as private school

students were public school btudents whose parents were extending their

brief public school education at private schools. This was particularly
.

true before 1850, when even the schools expressly labelled as "kept to

,prolong the common schools" were counted as private. Whether they

are designated "public" or "private" is in itself not very important, for

in terms of financial support they were a hybrid. HovieNfer, 'their status
. . .

as public or private affects total enrollment estimates: .in the private
.

column their students were double-counted,, and in the public- colutmin,-
. ,

after 1850, they were not. In Horace Mann's years, then, more students
. . , .

were being double counted- than after his successor, Sear 8,- directed that

"when such. schools are prolonged by private subscriptions and open as
: .

before to all of the children of the district, they are still to be reckoned
.

as Public Schools." :Thin; in his Third Report Mann estimated that there
,

were about 12,000 students who were "wholly dependent" upon private
.,;. "

schooling, even though (according to our estimates) there were o4r
30,000 students enrolled at private schools that year. Mann repeated

the 12,000 catimate in later reports, and it may have been close to the

truth. 7 But it was Stated in a casual war -there were "say, 14, 000"

students enrolled only in .private schools- -and we wished to investigate
s.

the Matter further. Despite the relatively small private 'sector in

schooling by the 1840's, the 'replacement'of parental itni privatt.
n't %,

teacher initiative by state initiative in .the nineteenth century.ie an
%.: :

I; .
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important subject. Moreover, for our statistical series, we needed

some means to estimate the length of session of unincorporated private

schools after 1850 when actual figures were no longer collected. If the

short-term "prolonging" schools were shifted to the public category,

the average length of session in the unincorporated.private category

, :-muSt -have risen, because the remaining schools were longer term.
.

. Solution: No data is available on dual public'-Private attendance,
: - . . : :

__-so we cannot explore the enrollment question directly. But data
.

8

. available on the numbers of students enrolled in uninoprporated private'

r schools held for different lengths: In 1848-49, the last year that the

"prolo ging" .schools were counted as private, the manuscript school

return of 151 towns give information about the average enrollments
.. 1 f . .

. and 1 gth of session for individualunincorporatedprivate schools.
.

We d vided the schools into those that met less than three months and
.:::-- -- . . . -i, ---,---______,,,z

thos= that met three or more months, and we designated these -"short-
, :. .. .

ter ' and "long-term" private schools.- These categories are not*-

syn ymous with dual-attenders or priVe-only-attenders. Some
:.

stud nts in the long-term schools may have also attended public school,

and conversely, some who went only a month or two to private school

may have had no other schooling, public or private. However, it seems

..
manuscript returns) thy:: the "schools kept to prolorii-the common

0

reasonable to assume (and is sl---.4ifr-)ored-by---scat evidince'in

..
schools, " all of whose students were double counted, were all in the

short-term group; and it is this group we wished to control for, because

it is this group that must have accounted for the sharp det:line in unin-

corporated private 'schools in 1850, when the reporting.initructiont
: . . .

changed.
.

.. : a .?
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Our detailed turvey of the 1848 -49 returns yielded the following

breakdown. Pf.the 9,4,0 students in,the private schools of the 151

towns providing figui,es,for individdal P.C.1.00is, 3, 297 .(or 35 percent)

were in schools held less than three months, while 6, 173 (or 65 per-
:.

cent) 'NiFti rein schools Whose iiission-wat three months'or longer.

Using these percentages as estimates for the whole cleade,

culated the breakdown, between short-terin and long-term private , ,

schools prior to Sears' category shift; and we subtracted the short-

termers (as equivalent to doubly-enrokled public-private students) in

our adjusted total enrollment estimate (See Appendix A, Table

Column 33, above).. This is in accord.with Horace Mann's reference

in 1838 to "those small and shortprivate schools° which are kept in the.

districts between the winter and summer term arid which comprise,

probably, more than one-half of the. Scholar's attending thewhole num-

ber"ber" of private schools and academies: 9
o

!

In order to estimate the average length of private schools after
.. ; .. , .1.

1850 (when the prolonging schooltwere eliminatedind the.c.verage.
. .

.

length no longer reported),..wecalctklate(d hypothetical.'1450 figureii las
.

on the following assumptions:. werattrtuteel'the entire abrtipt drop (8,049
.

students) to the short-term schools/. which had pieviously included the
a 4

schools kept to prolong the common schools, and we left the 6.nxollinent

irr long-term schools crnstent fJrn 1849 to 1850. This resultedIft

estimated figures as follows:..

ASP
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.Average.enroll-
ment, all unin-.

I cerporated

184849 '27,583'

1849-50

Short-termj
.j stUdents

)
students

!. 17, .929.(65%; 9,654 135%).
.19,534 17,929 (92%) 1,605 ( 810

(decrease of 8,049) (assumed constant) (decrease-of:8,049)", . .

By 1850; if our a b d umption *is correct, the. short -term schOoli only
.

enrollecreight percent 'of the to in the category, while the long-term

schools enrolled 92 perce A
7. To estimate the new average length of

SeesionfOr the whole category after the removal-0i_ the prolonged

common schools, we assumed that the short-teem average length
.

remained at-44 days (an estimate based on the manuscript retur ns)

aid that "the long-term average length was equaltol the average of the

:previoxis eleven years, or 175 days. Combining these estimates with

the estimated proportion of e.ort-term (8Percent) and long-term (92
. _

percent) enrollrnentri,in 1850 yielded an estimated length of session of
. .

164 days for the whole category (s ee Table 4). We have used that as
. _

our constant estimate after 1856. After,1850 we ceased adjusting for

dual enrollment because state policy, with a..,parent srscess, was bent

on eliminating schools kept by sub scription to prolong the common schools'

; 4nd, by our rough estimates, short-term schools were_already less tha/n
, .

:ten percent. by 1850:

'
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TABLE 4: Estimateddivision of unincorporated private schools into short-term and long-term schools,
Massachusetts, 1840-1850.

1 2 3

Year

SHORT-TERM SCHOOLS LONG-TERM SCHOOLS
Average
Enrollment
Les- than
3 months

Average
Attendance
Short-
term

Total
Enrollment
Short-
term

Average
Length
Short -'
term

Average
Enrollment
3 months +

Average Total
Attendance Enrollment
Long- Long-
term term

Average
Length`
Long-
term

"183940 10, 022 9, 020 12, 026 44 18, 613 16, 752 22, 336 192
1840-41 . 11, 128 10, 015 13, 354 44 20, 666 12, 599 22, 319 184
1841-42 9, 948 8, 953 11, 44 18, 474 16, 627 t. 19,952 198
1842-43 9, 314 8, 383 11, 1 .24 17, 297 . 15, 567 18, 680 166
1843-44 9,047 8, 142 10, 85 44 16 803 15, 123 18, 143 193
1844-45 9, 367 8, 430 11, 240 44 1,395 15, 656 18, 787 187
1845 -46 8, 511 7, 660 10,213 44 15, 807 14, 226 17, 071 173
1846-47 9,375. 8, 438 11,2.50 44 17, 410 15, 669 18, 803 187
1847-48 9,526 8, 573 11, 431 17, 690 15, 921 19,195 164
1848-49 9,654 8, 68" 11, 585 4 17,929 16,136 19, 363 182
1849-50 1, 605 1,445, cis 1926 44 17, 929 16,136 19, 363 175

614 61 3



C-7. A final note.
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For those who have made their way through, this arcane

discussion, we hope that this appendix, in addition to dok:umenting the

revised time series presented in Chapter VII, has served as an object

lesson in the complexities of nineteenth-century .school statistics which

are, unfortunately,- often not what they seem to be on the surface. We

hope that our effort, far from discouraging those interested in the

quantitative dimensions of nineteenth-century education, will pronipt

similar efforts to construct adjusted time series for other stateb and

other periods.
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FOOTNOTES to APPENDIX C

1. Dracut school committee to the Secretary of the Board of Education,
MS letter filed with School Return, 1849-50, BSL, Annex; Lawrence
School Committee, Annual Report (Lawrence, 1854).

2. See, for example, the printed instructions to the School Rettirn
forms for 18'75, BSL, Annex.

3'. Vinvoskis rends, " n. 16.

e quote is from the School Return form for 1850-51, BSL,
Annex. For 20-day school months, see instructions for 1875-76,
instruction 15.

5. Bexford School Committee, Annual Report (Salem, 100); Lynn
School Committee-, Annual Report (Lynn, 1848), and Lynn, Alknual
Report (Lynn, 1855).

I

6. School Rettirn forms, BSL, Annex. See, for example, forms for
1E50-51 and 1859-60.

7. Massachuse's Board of Education, Third Annual Report (Boston;
1840). The estimate is repeated in the Seventh, Eleventh, and
Twelfth Reports.

8. In 1848-49 there were 314 towns in'Massachusetts; 242 towns
reported that they had unincorporated private schools, and of
these, 1 reported enrollments and length of term for each
school.

9. Massachusetts Board of Education, First Annual Report (Boston,
1838), p. 52.
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